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Abstract
This dissertation is a contribution to a regional understanding of the textile traditions in the
context of the Virú and Moche cultural landscapes of the Early Intermediate Period (200 BCAD 800) on the north coast of Peru. This work documents the textiles of the Virú Valley,
describing the characteristic materials, techniques and motifs used by the weavers associated
with the Virú polity, drawing upon recent excavations and those of the early 20th century.
Examples of contemporaneous Moche textiles were collected from the literature as a point of
comparison in order to explore the notion of cultural boundaries as defined by material
culture and style.
The analysis of this material focused on the fibre used, the methods of spinning and weaving
employed and the motifs executed in the medium. It shows that, on the north coast, textiles
can be divided into two categories that operate on different registers and time scales. The first
is a long term tradition of technology revealed in the consistent use of S-spun cotton yarn and
a shared suite of weaving techniques that relied on the weft elements, often spun from
camelid fibre, as the carrier of decorative motifs. These basic techniques changed little in
their execution at sites which were occupied during different temporal periods across the
Early Intermediate Period. Differences between textiles from various sites on the north coast
is primarily the result of preservation issues, the nature of the site’s occupation and use, and
differential access to commodities in the form of trade in raw materials, spun fiber and
completed textiles, rather than the result of fashion. The second, that of shifting fashions, is
represented by a tradition of fancy textiles with motifs executed in tapestry and supplemental
wefts that to some extent represent the religio-political power structure of the elite. This
model of dual north coast textile traditions coincides with recent work in the region that has
shown similar patterns with ceramics, where the Virú and Moche shared a domestic tradition
that changed slowly in conjunction with striking, fine corporate wares, easily distinguishable
from each other, representative of elite ideals, and ever-reinvented.

Keywords: Virú, Moche, material culture, textiles, north coast Peru, technology,
weaving, spinning, domestic traditions, fashion
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Introduction

Textile studies in the Andes have been shaped by the truism, rooted in ethnographic
research, that people used clothing to visually convey information about real and
constructed ethnic and geographic origins, their statuses in their community, important
life events, differential access to valued commodities as well to highlight their own or
their communities’ weaving and spinning skills. Traditional communities are described as
possessing distinct sets of symbols that manifest outwardly in clothing and act as signs of
their community’s boundaries against those of their neighbours and other more distant
groups (Schevill and Asturias 1991: 7). The Andean landscape reinforces these
boundaries where communities appear to be isolated, geographically and culturally, by
vast deserts, high peaks, and thick tropical forests. These boundaries are often
emphasized despite evidence of long distance trade and cultural contact that began early
in the human history of the region. Clothing and, by extension textiles and cloth, are easy
shorthand for cultural identity as they are often worn on the body; they are highly
personal items but are intrinsically public, shaped by cultural norms and societal
pressures.
For anthropologists, archaeologists and other researchers interested in the symbolic
meanings imbued in material culture, clothing becomes, then, a code or text to be read
(Boytner 2004; Cummins 1994; Frame 1986; Pancake 1991), and, subsequently, for
archaeologists, texiles can be used alongside foundational ceramic chronologies to locate
certain peoples during certain times in the landscape. This metaphor put into practice in
archaeology often neglects the fluid meanings of text and, consequently, that of clothing,
presuming that ancient peoples preferred static and tradition-bound fashion. Work on
Guatemalan traditions of indigenous clothing underscores the tensions that are absent in
archaeological studies— for example when women are “shamed” when traditional
brocade patterns are altered (Pancake 1991). Conversely, women can adopt the clothing
of their neighbors where clothing types are considered to be symbolic of “Indianess”; in
other instances, certain types of dress when worn by indigenous beauty pageant members
are transformed into symbols of a national pan-indigenous identity (Hendrickson 1991:
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115). Textiles in the Andes today are popular souvenirs and the tastes of tourists and
institutions like museums have inspired locals to shape their craft to these new customers
rather than weaving solely for themselves (Zorn 1992).
These types of interactions are obscured in the archaeological interpretations which have
been primarily concerned with chronology building and the documentation of stylistic
elements. As a result, the task of theorizing textiles has been left to modern ethnographers
in the Andes. Building from this scholarship, this work explores the role of clothing as a
factor in defining cultural groups in a specific coastal context of the north coast during a
particular archaeological time period. The Early Intermediate Period (200 BC-AD 800)
was originally characterized by Rowe (1962) and Lumbreras (1974) 1 as a period of
cultural and political fractionalization. On the north coast, it was a period framed first by
the unifying force of the Chavín “mother culture” followed by the intrusion of the
expansionist Wari from the south. Archaeologists imagined a landscape shaped by a
proliferation of independent states, each with an easily distinguishable corporate style; on
the coast, these states were often isolated by the desertscapes that separated the fertile
river valleys. However, despite conceptualizing the Early Intermediate Period as a period
of independent states in the Andes, archaeologists credited the Moche with unifying the
coast from Piura to Huarmey under a single expansionist state (See Larco 1938/1939). In
contrast, evidence of contemporaries with a different corporate style and variations in the
manifestation of Moche culture itself have been largely subsumed or ignored by scholars
and the image of the unified Moche state has been sustained until recently (see Millaire
and Morlion 2009). The debate concerning what the Moche were as a people, culture, and
political, social and economic unit is key to understanding their close contemporaries, the
Virú, whose main settlement lay just to the south of the large Moche centre at the Huacas
de Moche, and whose textiles, alongside those of the Moche, are the main topic of this
work.
Early in my project, it was clear that north coast textiles from Early Intermediate Period
sites did not consistently reflect vastly different traditions in terms of techniques and
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imagery when compared to the “cultures” defined by elite ceramic traditions. In short, it
complicated and challenged one of the basic tenets of Andean textile scholarship—that
clothing and textiles are excellent markers of ethnic identity and that ethnic identity is
accessible through the archaeological record in the absence of the written word. Some
imagery and most techniques crossed cultural boundaries established by ceramic
traditions, differing only in the appearance of specific complex scenes and the use of
rarer materials like wool and brilliant dyes. Furthermore, textiles from earlier periods
suggest a continuum of techniques and style that is unique to the north coastal, a pattern
in material culture that is also reflected in site plans, architecture, settlement patterns, and
ceramic forms and manufacturing techniques. Through the compilation of large
comparable data sets, we can document the development of textile technique and imagery
across the Andes as rooted in particular historical contexts. For this project, I compiled a
database of over 2300 textiles from secure contexts though which to explore the
relationships between the Virú and the Moche, two contemporary north coast
communities dated to the Early Intermediate Period. Part of this task is the more esoteric
exploration of what makes a culture a culture and the challenges intrinsic to bringing
ancient peoples to life using an archaeological lens.

1.1 Culture History and the History of Style
Culture history is one of the oldest and first paradigms employed by archaeologists and,
despite shifts in theory and methodology over the last hundred years, the culture regions,
the chronologies and the typologies created through its methods of seriation and
stratigraphic excavation remain in wide use in the Andes. As described by Pestle et al.
(2013: 245), cultural historians presumed that patterns of stylistic attributes reflect the
identities of peoples in a given region at a given time which can then be grouped into
homogeneous regions called culture areas; that any change in material culture was the
result of diffusion and/or migration; and that complete change signaled replacement of an
earlier people by a new group. Chronology and cultural groups were treated as the same
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units as defined by single categories 2 of artefacts, usually ceramics or lithics. Ceramics
and lithics were privileged as they are preserved under most environmental
circumstances, and are, in some cases, the only material easily recoverable and providing
large samples to analyze.
As refined by Rowe (1962) who based his chronology upon Uhle’s work in the Ica
Valley on the south coast, the Andean cultural timeline works as both chronology and as
a system of temporal cultural boundaries. It is divided into three horizons and two
intervening intermediate periods, along with two earlier periods that mark the Preceramic
and the transition into the ceramic periods (Table 1). Each horizon represents a period of
cultural unity based on the spread of ceramic or artistic styles—for example, the Late
Horizon marks the widespread material culture of the Inka across the Andes as the result
of imperial conquest. In contrast, the Intermediate Periods refer to times of regional
diversity and political fragmentation (Moseley 2001: 20). The model relies on each
culture being confined to a defined time period, while, at the same time, these cultures
define the time period in question with no presumed overlap with their predecessors or
antecedents as established by ceramic type. It is clear from cursory work in the valleys
that while the Andean timeline can be used as a broad shorthand, the situation, at least in
the coastal valleys of the north, is far more complex. Culture groups are not confined to
the periods in question, the dates for ceramic complexes between the valleys do not
always align, and there is more evidence of overlap of defining groups and types (Castillo
2010; McClelland et al. 2007).
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Material culture includes portable artefacts such as ceramics and in the case of this project, textiles, as
well as non-portable manifestations such as architecture and settlement patterns.
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Table 1: Classical Andean chronology with Periods/Horizons and related north
coast styles (based on Moseley 2001: 22)
Cultures and the regions they occupied were established through an analysis and
classification of “style”, the broad term used by archaeologists to describe the formal
variations of material culture. Formal attributes and variations are used to distinguish
temporal and regional traditions that anchor typologies, and act as chronological markers
by which sites, occupations, stratigraphic levels, and other archaeological features are
organized temporally in a region. As noted by Davis (1990: 19), “style is not ‘in’ the
material, the matter of artefacts or works of art,” but “must be discovered and written up
by someone.”” In the tradition of Americanist archaeology in which I was primarily
steeped, style is often located in the surface details and forms of artefacts. In the case of
ceramics, this includes surface treatment, the color of clay, decorative flat and 3dimensional elements, and the shapes of vessels as a whole and as reduced to parts (rims,
handles, lugs, bases, etc.). Function is often derived from the form of the vessel; ceramics
are then classified based on secondary aesthetic elements within these functional
categories. Objects with shared characteristics are named and attributed to certain
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peoples; for peoples where there is limited or no contemporary literature, their names
generally originate within the work of the initial discoverer.
Common to archaeology is the fallacy of equating style categories with peoples while
simultaneously neglecting the roles of humans in the creation, use and exchange of the
objects in question. Pots, rather than people, move autonomously across the landscape
and act as signifiers of an occupation by a particular ethnic group. Style markers are used
as set demarcations between peoples and between time periods; differences, rather than
similarities, are emphasized, and the borders between regions and temporal periods are
solidified, effectively ignoring the potential for long-term continuity and the maintenance
of material culture alongside examples of short-term change in political, economic and
ideological formations and regional interaction. In Peru, this manifests in the construction
of the region’s wide-scale temporal and cultural chronology; originally each horizon and
period represented both a time period and a cultural one. For example, the Early Horizon
saw the widespread influence of Chavín; the Middle Horizon, the Wari; and the Late
Horizon, the Inka. Taken too literally, this model of temporal and cultural development
overshadowed site- and valley-specific variations. In contrast, other chronologies
developed by Peruvian archaeologists like Julio C. Tello, Luis E. Valcarel and Luis G.
Lumbreras emphasized the continuity between periods, as shared traits continued to
reappear across time and space (Moseley 2001: 20).
The emphasis on the beginning and end of time periods is mediated and ultimately
refined by site-specific relative and absolute dating schemes, though the horizons and
periods remain easy shorthand for cultural developments. The key is to not remain boxed
in by them or assume that material culture complexes are directly reflective of the living
peoples of the past. Archaeologists are generally adept at describing and constructing
cultures on a large scale, linking sites and features across a region through dating and the
presence/absence of certain traits. These traits, i.e. style, can be considered stand-ins for
abstract notions such as ideology but they are often described on a more general scale
such as a regional cult as predicated by the appearance of temple architecture and
particular beings or symbols in art. More often the tracing of style leads to formulation of
political and economic power where style stands for the reach of a people across a
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landscape. Now where we can have difficulty is when it comes to the smaller community
or individual scale and the search for what could be referred to as an ethnic identity,
beyond what is predicated on the basis of shared material traits.
For researchers, the situation on the ground is likely to be as Jones (1996: 69) stated,
where “from an archaeological point of view the likely result is a complex pattern of
overlapping material culture distributions relating to the repeated realization and
transformation of ethnicity in different social contexts, rather than discrete monolithic
cultural entities.” She also notes that the curation of certain materials also impacts how
items are consumed and manipulated, further muddying the ability of the archaeologist to
identify discrete ethnic enclaves through the use of single categories of artefacts. Food is
eaten and a cloth shirt may be cut apart and re-used once it has become too ragged to
wear; more durable artefacts of stone and ceramics could be curated and kept for
subsequent generations. It makes the task of identifying what is meant by an “ethnic
group” in the past difficult but not impossible as these identities shift with social contexts
in contrast to the apparent clarity that is offered by ceramic chronologies. The following
section discusses one such case of relying on a single category of ceramics to locate a
people within a landscape and by default, accord that people control over a region or at
minimum a presence and influence at a particular period in time.

1.2 The Gallinazo Illusion and the tradición norcosteña
The notion of style as a definer of chronology and as a marker of a culture has been rarely
challenged, and despite new discoveries, this notion continues to frame modern studies.
Recently, Pestle et al. (2013) challenged the work of Irving Rouse, a prominent
archaeologist and cultural historian of the Caribbean, by testing the legitimacy of his
Cuevas “culture” using modern dating and isotopic techniques unavailable when Rouse’s
ceramic chronologies were constructed. They dated fifty burials from the Puerto Rican
site of Punta Candalero, finding that burials with Cuevas fineware stretch over a thousand
years rather than the scant two hundred years (AD 400-600) during which the vessels
were posited have been made and interred. Isotopic analysis of the skeletal remains also
documented a shift from marine to terrestrial protein, a major change not reflected in the
material culture. Finally, the Cuevas ceramic type overlapped with seven others used to
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define both time periods and culture regions across the island. This study emphasizes the
need to re-examine preconceived ideas about the region’s history in part by coupling
ceramic analysis and relative dating techniques with absolute dates retrieved from secure
contexts. These are lessons that can be readily applied to the north coast of Peru where
ceramic chronologies compiled from stratigraphic excavations dug in the early twentieth
century are still widely used to date and link sites to others with similar ceramic
assemblages.
This Cuevas study serves as a cautionary tale against relying on ceramic types and
assuming pots are people on a one-to-one exchange. The following discusses how the reexamination of the ceramics of the Peruvian north coast has begun to reshape in part the
assumed relationship between who we as archaeologists held to be “Moche” and who we
held to be “Gallinazo” or “Virú 3.” Furthermore, this work has destabilized what is
thought of as a primarily antagonistic relationship between the two and rather serves to
emphasize a shared tradition as reflected in certain material categories. It demonstrates,
too, that artefacts like ceramics (and textiles) should not be treated as a cultural whole or
stand-in and they incorporate the potential for valley-specific differences to develop even
for an archaeological culture as widespread as the Moche corporate style. Finally, it
acknowledges that different categories of ceramics follow their own developmental and
social routes which are linked to status, function, class, access to certain materials, the
relative skills needed to execute and the maintenance of regional and local traditions.
Studies of north coast geopolitics and statecraft date back to the turn of the 20th century,
with the work of archaeologists like Uhle (n.d., 1913), Kroeber (1926, 1930), and Larco
(1938/1939, 1945). These pioneers were followed by the Virú Valley Project of the late
1940s, a project that combined the intensive survey of a single valley and the
concentrated investigation of sites from the coast’s major developmental time periods
(Collier 1955; Ford 1949; Ford and Willey 1949; Strong and Evans 1952; Willey 1953).
The last forty years have seen an acceleration of archaeological investigation of the
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region on a similar scale to those at the start of the 20th century and include valley-wide
work such as the Chan Chan/Moche Valley Project 4 (modeled after the Virú Valley
Project) and long-term site excavations such as those at the Huacas de Moche and the El
Brujo Archaeological Complex. While the Chimú, denizens of a Late Intermediate Period
Empire, were an initial focus, work soon turned towards the Moche of the Early
Intermediate Period whose grand capital, marked by two large adobe mounds, was
thought to be located at the Huacas de Moche.
Examples of Moche material culture, in general, and ceramics, in particular, have been
found across 500 km of coastal territory, from the valley of Huarmey in the south to the
valley of Piura in the north (Moseley 2001: 195. Settlements extended inland 50-80 km,
generally to where the valleys narrowed. For early scholars, the presence of Moche
material across the north coast pointed towards an expansive, unified Moche state and
one, Larco (1938/1939; 2001), developed a five phase ceramic chronology based on his
excavations in the Chicama Valley 5 (Donnan 1978: 52). He examined changes in the
spout forms of stirrup spout vessels, and for non-stirrup spout vessels, fineline imagery
and other decoration were employed to assign the vessel to one of the phases. What
emerged from this early research was the notion of a widespread aesthetic style that
reflected a shared political and ideological system and more importantly, one that had
spread through conquest. The core of this expansionist state was located in the Moche
and Chicama valleys and its elites ruled from the capital, the twin mounds of the Huacas
de Moche located in the former. Their power lay in a combination of military might and
ideological coercion which was illustrated in their art dominated by warriors and complex
ritual scenarios. Larco’s model relied on a single developmental sequence rooted in
ceramic types to which most Moche settlements should conform.; It, too, demanded
increased complexity over time and an eventual collapse that would have impacted the
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The project began in 1969 under the direction of Michael Moseley and Carol Mackey (Moseley and Day
1982).
5
These ceramics were recovered from stratified burial contexts from a single cemetery in Chicama in
conjunction with material from single burials from the same site (Donnan 1978: 52).
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entire Moche-controlled region. Early studies in the region reflected these concerns and
sought evidence to support the existence of the expansionist Moche state.
The early literature on the cultures of the north coast concentrated on describing
neighboring peoples in reference to the Moche. For example, in this framework, the Virú
were considered to be an separate group posed in conflict with the Moche (Larco 1945), a
temporal period of the north coast which predates the Moche known as Gallinazo (Ford
1949; Strong and Evans 1952), and a “state or confederacy of macro-chiefdoms, rivaling
and finally subjugated by the people of the neighboring Moche Valley” (Makowski 2009:
36; Willey 1953). Larco (1945) described the Virú polity as existing in two stages that,
while centered in Virú, spread to the valleys of Moche, Chicama 6 and Santa; in the earlier
or Auge stage, the Virú culture co-existed with the Moche, and, then, during the later
Decadente stage, survived to the time of Wari and Tiwanaku during the Middle Horizon.
As envisioned by early scholars, the Moche and the Virú occupied the adjacent valleys
with no/limited interaction until the Virú were conquered by the militaristic and
expansionist Moche. It was assumed that where Moche material culture appeared, the
Moche state had a military and/or political foothold regardless of the lack of evidence for
combat or a persistent Moche administrative presence in the valley. While there was a
clear boundary between what it meant to be from either a Moche or Virú community as
described in the literature, there was little exploration as to what this meant or how it
manifested in material categories outside of ceramics as these conclusions relied on
primarily domestic ware. The appearance of the Moche in the Virú Valley is marked by
the appearance of Moche corporate ceramics, the development of which is described as a
poor imitation of the same ceramics produced within the valley referred to as Huancaco
ware 7, and the presence of a singular elite burial complex at the site of Huaca de la Cruz.
However, the violent takeover predicted by Willey (1953) is absent at sites like Huaca
Santa Clara (Millaire 2010b; Millaire and Eastaugh 2011). Furthermore, there is
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Bird and Hyslop (1985) excavated Virú Negative Painted ware from the site of Huaca Prieta in the
Chicama valley.
7
Huancaco ware was “a redware covered in a fine white slip and decorated with red geometric and
curvilinear lines” (Bourget 2010: 212).
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evidence that the elite of the Virú polity peacefully moved from the lower valley at the
Gallinazo Group east the site of Huancaco after the Moche 8 had settled in the valley
(Bourget 2004; 2010).
In this vein and in opposition to the stark boundaries created by the material
classifications used by earlier researchers, Millaire (2009: 2) argued, that on the north
coast of Peru, there developed “a number of culturally related societies that lived in
similar environments, evolved within comparable settlement systems, shared analogous
political and social structures, and produced material culture that emphasized their
common cultural origin.” As part of this tradición norcosteña or north coast tradition,
other similarities in cultural practices included the widespread use of cane-marked adobe
bricks, and certain mortuary practices, textile techniques and iconography (Millaire 2009:
14). These peoples, in order to differentiate themselves from their neighbours, produced
striking, easily distinguishable, fine corporate wares but in daily practice produced and
used a similar style of coarse utilitarian ware. Plain weave textiles support the existence
of a unified north coast tradition, alongside innovation in the imagery incorporated into
fine weaves, likely shaped by the ideologies and desires of the elites.

1.3 Domestic Traditions and Elite Fashions in Ceramic
Styles
The existence of a shared tradition is a relatively recent revelation and a discovery rooted
in the ceramics of the Virú Valley. During the 1940s, the Virú Valley was chosen due to
its small size and long history of occupation in order to implement a broad study of the
area’s settlement patterns and site chronologies, a novel approach at the time (Willey
1953). Both landscape survey and targeted excavation methods were employed to
document the occupation of the valley from the Pre-Ceramic to the Inka Period. Of
interest here, the pre-Moche inhabitants of Virú were defined by hand-modeled redware

8

The final occupation of the site has been dated to AD 550-680 (Bourget 2010: 211).
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jars decorated with black negative resist designs 9 first defined by Larco (1945: 1) who
referred to the elite style by the valley name and explicitly linked the negative painting
technique (called Negative Painted ware or Negativo) to stylistically similar positive
painted ceramics from the Callejón de Huaylas highland region. Unfortunately, confusing
matters, Bennett (1950) who first excavated at the Gallinazo Group called the culture
“Gallinazo” after its type site; this name became attached to elite and utilitarian ceramics,
and to the people they represented.
As a result, in the case of Virú, both elite and domestic ceramics were used
interchangeably to establish time periods and the presence of Virú people, particularly in
valleys outside of Virú proper. In the first major study of the Virú Valley since the 1950s,
Fogel (1993) argued for the existence of a multi-valley expansive polity that pre-dated
that of the Moche and originated in the valley. Her conclusions were based in the
widespread distribution of primarily utilitarian ware that was often decorated with small
adornos of birds and other animals or jars with necks decorated with human visages
wearing ear spools 10. While she had identified examples of Negative Painted ware in her
assemblage, her hypothesis relied on the coarser utilitarian material. Based on her
research and earlier studies, settlements occupied by so-called Gallinazo culture or people
have been identified on the basis of these ceramics possibly as far north as Piura
(Shimada and Maguifia 1994: 33). For example, at Pampa Grande in the Lambayeque
south to Santa, they were thought to have resided alongside the Moche who had taken
control by conquest or diplomacy (Chapdelaine 2008; Shimada 1994: 172).
A closer examination of the evidence, however, reveals that these domestic ceramics are
commonly found not just alongside the distinctive Negative ware of the Virú valley elite
as Bennett had found, but also alongside classic Moche fineline ceramics as well. Fogel’s
evidence, then, is not for an early state, but for a long and rich tradition of north coast

9

Resist designs are created by applying in a pattern a substance like wax to an unfired pot; the pot is then
dipped in slip or painted, and when fired the wax or other substance burns off leaving a negative space
which reveals the colour of the underlying ceramic fabric.
10
This style has been referred to as Castillo Modelled and Castillo Incised in the literature (see Ford 1949;
Willey 1953).
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utilitarian ware that crossed cultural lines established by archaeologists using elite
ceramic traditions. It is rather the Negative ware that denotes the presence or influence of
the political unit known as the Virú while the term Gallinazo should refer to a particular
“relatively coarse incised and appliquéd pottery” common throughout the north coast
(Millaire 2009: 12). With this revelation comes the realization that the Virú as
represented by the elite Negative ware likely occupied a much smaller region with the
Virú Valley as a focal point and evidence of spread north to Chicama and south to Santa
(see Bird and Hyslop 1985; Chapdelaine et al. 2009) while sharing an older tradition of
domestic ware with other occupants of the north coast. Consequently, the Virú ceramic
type makes for a poor marker of time in a large part of the north coast’s cultural history
except for in specific regions, particularly the valley that shares its name.

1.4 New Models of the Moche State
In the last few decades more excavation has led to fragmented but more nuanced models
of the Moche state. Independent of the work on Virú, archaeologists have realized that
the model of the expansionist or territorial 11 Moche state is not applicable to the whole of
the north coast where Moche material culture has been discovered. Beginning in the
1960s, new discoveries at the northern sites of Loma Negra (Makowski 1994), Sipán
(Alva 1994; Alva and Donnan 1993), San Jose de Moro (McClelland et al. 2007) and Dos
Cabezas (Donnan 2007) suggested that Larco’s sequence was not tenable: at sites such as
these, ceramic phases were foreshortened, missing or possessed traits indicative of a more
diverse society culturally (see the Vicús in the Piura Valley) (Castillo and Quilter 2010;
Kaulicke 2008). The sequence works well for the southern Moche region based as it is on
material from the valley of Chicama, while fineline painting, one of the most distinct
markers of Moche style, did not appear in the north until Phase V where earlier temporal
styles were maintained (Donnan and McClelland 1999: 22). As a result of this research,
Donnan and Castillo (Castillo and Donnan 1994) proposed that the Moche could be
divided into a northern region (Piura to Jequetepeque) and a southern region (Chicama

11

Territorial states are marked by a relatively small group of ruling elite who control a large, politically
unified territory through an array of administrative centres (Trigger 1993: 10-11).
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south to Huarmey) separated by the arid Pampas de Paiján and in accordance with
differences in material culture, particularly elite ceramics. Where Larco’s sequence
possessed five phases, the modified northern one consisted of three: an Early, a Middle
and a Late Moche ceramic phase. The northern and southern Moche states were thought
to have formed between AD 300 and AD 400 during the Middle Moche period (Castillo
and Donnan 1994).
Another model split the valley of Jequetepeque into four polities which competed for
power and the valley’s resources (Castillo 2010). In addition to differences in ceramic
sequences, there is evidence of a religious and political system that was centred around
Late Moche female religious leaders referred to as Priestesses partially expressed through
a female character depicted on fineline paintings coupled with moon and maritime
imagery (Castillo 2005; McClelland et al. 2007). This imagery contrasts with the
primarily male-dominated political system and pantheon handily illustrated by the
famous Moche elite male portrait pots and the heavy depiction of combat and its
paraphernalia and the related Sacrifice Ceremony (Makowski 2003).
As the region is further divided by the increasing recognition of variations in Moche
ceramic chronology, it is tempting to adopt Quilter’s path (2010) and throw out the
notion of “Moche” state altogether, reducing it down to a religious system (Donnan
2011). As evidence, Quilter includes Moche art which depicts no clear bureaucrats as
would be expected and its sites which have no obvious storage to hold surpluses and
tribute. The large adobe constructions are in his estimation poor evidence when taken on
the basis of size alone for the presence of a state entity (Quilter 2010: 233); located on the
margins, sites like El Brujo and the Huacas de Moche were in a poor position to control
key resources such as water (Quilter 2010: 235). Rather, the power lay in the general
populace who could grant power to particular leaders and then leave if disillusioned.
Quilter’s idea that the populace could vote with their feet or the spread of Donnan’s
religious system both fit neatly into the idea that the Moche urban centres were not
outposts in an expansionist state but were rather valley-based, self-sufficient city-states
and, like those ancient Greece or Mesopotamia, they shared to some extent a stylistic
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language but also produced local material culture influenced by local tastes and needs. It
has been suggested that by AD 200, Moche elites from the heartland of Moche-Chicama
pushed south and exerted their influence over smaller, less powerful city-states like the
Virú but without deposing local elites, likely in exchange for tribute (Millaire 2010b:
248-249), transforming into a hegemonic city-state. As noted by Millaire (2010b: 250),
the strategy for this spread was modified by local conditions resulting in a relatively
superficial presence in the Virú Valley in contrast to the establishment of a welldeveloped Moche centre further south in Santa (Chapdelaine 2010).
What is considered to be the Moche corporate art of the elite is dominated by ceremony
and ritual, thought to be set apart from everyday life as indicated by its richly dressed
depictions of elites performing arcane rites of sacrifice and tribute as well as a pantheon
of fantastic mythical and semi-mythical beings and creatures. As the product of valleybased city-states, the religious complexes that influenced this imagery may have been the
result of a system of competition for local devotees, but, in turn, were moulded by the
presence of the pilgrims as people chose to visit and participate at one shrine over
another. At certain points of time, this religious system crossed geographical boundaries
and served as a touchstone between elites; it was powerful enough to manifest in art,
public and private throughout the coast. The political elites can act as vectors for the
spread of a religion rather than the originators of such; priests and other religious figures
could exert power over or replace secular elite figures. For example, the priestess
burials 12 at San José de Moro in the Jequetepeque Valley coupled with the increased
depiction of this figure on fineline ceramics recovered from this site and known from the
sacrifice ceremony suggests a particular iteration of one aspect to Moche cult
development during the Late Moche period which elevated the role of priestesses. The
site itself may have operated as a mortuary centre serving the valley inhabitants for a
thousand years (Swenson 2012: 177).

12

The priestesses were buried with Wari, Nivería and Cajamarca ceramics; they may have been the centre
of a regional and interregional cult (Swenson 2012: 173).
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This dissertation then is shaped by this last model whereby the coast is controlled by citystates surrounded by agricultural land and smaller settlements. However, in order to forge
connections with existing literature, it has been necessary within this work to refer to
Larco’s ceramic chronology as it is still often used as a form of relative dating in the
absence of absolute dating methods like radiocarbon. As a result, the textiles herein are
largely undated as the relative dates are unreliable valley to valley but will be treated as
assemblages from the Early Intermediate Period and are comparable as they are found in
association with ceramics and other artefacts that share a broad stylistic tradition,
geographic origin and span of time.

1.5 From Ceramic Traditions to Textiles
Lechtman (1993: 257) described textiles as “the aesthetic locus of Andean society.” Yarn
and cloth-making developed early and, as a result, influenced the development of other
technologies. Yet, textile making, despite its place at the center of Andean technology, is
little studied outside of contexts dominated by textile specialists. In response, Lechtman
(1993: 259) cogently argues that textile production in the Andes is undervalued as a tool
of empire/state-building due to its “softness.” She states that from the point of view of
Europe and Western scholarship whose technology was rooted in the shaping of metals
into weapons of war, tools, and wheeled vehicles during the Bronze and Iron Ages,
“Andean textile technology was ‘low tech’, hardware poor, a technology with feminine
overtones” and thus its significance easily dismissed even as cloth was, as clearly
demonstrated during the Inka Empire, a key component of ritual and political theatre. The
Inka actively sought out and trained specialized weavers while demanding tribute of
lesser, more mundane fabric woven by the non-specialist weavers. This material filled
great storerooms with the results to be used to fête and build alliances with political allies
and enemies and to supply the commoner population with state cloth. It was concurrently
a type of currency, a focus of sacrificial ceremonies, a practical item necessary in the
region’s varied climates and the locus of identity production as the Inka insisted that their
subjects retain their native dress as a marker of their origins (Murra 1980).
Of interest here are traits that embody the technical process of textile creation, starting
with the spinning of fibre, from which one can define a technological style. Defined by
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Cameron (1998: 191), “the concept of technological style recognizes that artefact
manufacture follows a historically defined cultural template that defines “the way things
should be done.” Technological styles may be stable over long periods of time 13 and they
generally express social information unconsciously. However, they can also be the result
of conscious choices about how manufacturing steps should be accomplished. The notion
of technological style is rooted in the French stream of anthropology, scholarship that has
elevated the study of technology over other aspects and was pioneered by the prehistorian
Leroi-Gourhan and his concept of chaîne opératoire. Here all aspects of material creation
are examined starting with procurement of the raw material, in this case plant or animal
fibre, through the various steps and processes of creation. Within these steps, technical
aspects are treated as cultural choices (Inizan et al. 1999:14).
Minar (2001) and Petersen et al. (2001) both employed technological style to reorient the
cultural landscapes of the American Southeast and the Amazon respectively, suggesting
that while spin and twist directions applied to fibre were unconscious choices, they were
also cultural, being taught and handed down by more experienced spinners. Franquemont
(1979: 83) in her study of Chinchero spinners emphasized how proper spinning technique
was taught by observation and participation but reinforced by social pressures like
“ridicule and insults”; innovation even down to the simple choice of spinning direction
was discouraged in favor of a community pattern of yarn spin and twist direction.
However, these technical choices may not always follow the same social pathways as
other types of material culture such as ceramics. The process of manufacturing includes
raw material, energy source(s), tools, technique, and the sequence (the chaîne opératoire)
(Sillar and Tite 2000: 4). Within each category is an array of options that are informed by
past choices by the artisans, available materials, knowledge level, community tradition,
artistic whims, etc. The choices are also informed by the desires of the consumer and its
final function when complete. A weaver may have access to different material or employ
different techniques depending on if they are weaving for themselves in a domestic

13

See Sidoroff 2005 for an example based on ceramics from the north coast of Peru.
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context, an elite patron who desires a set of ceremonial regalia or items destined to be
traded to a foreign market.
There are a number of advantages to studying cloth production on the north coast of Peru.
There is a rich history of ethnographic study of Andean textiles and their techniques but
little that explores the larger social or political significance of cloth and its creation prior
to the Inka. Cloth itself rarely requires complex or expensive replication materials or
tools; in fact, the intrinsic beauty of Andean textiles lies in the simplicity of the tools
involved and the mastery and manipulation demonstrated by the region’s weavers.
Finally, cloth has within itself both scaffolding and a complete structure. This
scaffolding, sometimes in conjunction with supplementary elements, contains both the
technical choices of the maker and also displays elements of aesthetic style that
archaeologists traditionally rely on to place objects in their temporal and regional
contexts. The creation of cloth also seems to have had an impact on other media. The
most obvious is the replication of geometric motifs in mediums like wall murals and
ceramic paintings that would have allowed for more fluid, curved renderings; this trait is
even more explicit in examples where the motifs repeat and interlock such as this mural
from Huaca Cao Viejo (Chicama Valley) (Figure 1) while adjacent panels also
incorporated more naturalistic lines such as the curve of the feelers of the animals on the
margins. Lechtman (1984; 1988: 362) reflected on the influence of cloth making on other
technologies in particular metalworking. Metal, instead of being welded, was joined
through a system of tabs that interlocked and yarn was often used to fit metal pieces
together. These examples illustrate how textile and textile technology was preeminent in
influencing both visual art and the technological underpinnings of materials like metal
that were very different from the methods and materials from which textiles were created.
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Figure 1: Mural panel at Huaca Cao Viejo (Chicama Valley) with panels of
geometric/partially geometric catfish
Objects, as static items, often obscure the people whose skills and choices produced
them. Furthermore, the ability to create an object does much to shape an artisan’s identity
within a community; the acquisition of such skills can allow a person to fulfill a
culturally dictated role that would have otherwise been unachievable without those skills.
Dobres (1999: 130) cites the example of the Toro ironworker. How to manipulate and
produce iron objects is essential to a man’s ability to acquire a wife and the resultant
status. The acquisition of metal working skills then mirrors the steps that a man must
follow to reach adulthood within his community; the objects he is able to produce are the
physical manifestations of the relationships and respect he gains within his community.
For the Yekuana of the Amazon, the ability to make baskets is, too, tied to a man’s
maturity; to demonstrate this, a newlywed is required to weave for his new wife, over the
course of a year, a series of baskets one of which is essential to his spouse’s production of
yuca (Manihot esculenta), a staple in their diet (Guss 1989: 80-82). As a man matures
and learns new styles of basketry, these objects accrue new relevance and in turn, he
earns respect. Guss, an anthropologist, hired to translate their creation epic, the Watunna,
recounts the process by which he came to realize that the bichromatic round serving trays
(waya) were a “replica” writ physical of the narrative he was seeking and had been
denied prior to him learning to weave baskets himself (Guss 1989: 3). In both cases,
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objects that are presumed to have utilitarian functions are also means to cross over into
the adulthood and to embody complex ideological schemes that define both individual
and communities in relation to each other and the larger world. The act of making a
basket was to participate in the act of creation.
In the roots of practice lie the roots of identity. In the case of the north coast, shared
traditions defined as “ways of doing/making” act as a fairer descriptor than ethnicity,
especially in light of Jones’ (1997: 13) contention that ethnicity is most often defined as
“the basic, underlying essence or character of a group of people which persists through
time and can be traced back to a unique origin.” These daily practices and ways of doing
can be accessible through material culture. What is more difficult is how to translate
these traits into how people in the past imagined themselves in particular social and
historical circumstances. The bare surface of these notions may lay in the development,
adoption, and exchange of technological knowledge through which connections within
and between communities can be tentatively mapped.
This thesis approaches Moche statecraft from a different perspective as it shifts the gaze
towards its neighbours, the Virú and towards textiles as a source of information on two
large collections of textiles from Virú contexts, the sites of Huaca Santa Clara and Huaca
Gallinazo. Comparative Moche textile data has been primarily sourced from the
literature. It also starts with the premise that there was interactions between these peoples
that manifested not solely as a conquest-and-supplant event but also as peoples with
shared cultural underpinnings as clearly shown by Gallinazo domestic ware. It also
approaches textiles in a way that is not as common, focusing on the raw facts of yarn
spin, material choice, and techniques. This work also refuses to treat textiles themselves
as a monolithic category but rather recognizes that within this artefact type are categories
connected to class largely dictated by access to skilled artisans and fine materials.
This work is inspired by the first set of scholars to study Peruvian textiles systematically
as ceramics have long been treated. Lila O'Neale and Alfred Kroeber (1930; O’Neale
1942) wrote a series of monographs on what they referred to as the “textile periods of
ancient Peru”, effectively treating textiles as similar markers of culture history as
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ceramics, using both technical and aesthetic elements. O’Neale and Kroeber’s 1930 work
was wide-ranging, featuring 650 objects from along the coast with most originating in the
south. The time periods represented encompassed the Early Horizon and Early
Intermediate Period to the Late Horizon and the goal was to describe the main
developments and features of textile processes.Unfortunately, their work was hobbled by
an overemphasis on southern material and some periods/regions represented by few or no
textiles including a complete lack of textiles from the Moche period (O'Neale and
Kroeber 1930: 41) 14. Despite these issues, they reached three conclusions that have
framed my approach to the textiles of the Virú and Moche communities: 1) that regions
can be characterized by certain traits like spin direction for yarn; 2) that aesthetic styles
are more likely to change across time rather than technology; and 3) that the basic
technologies, once well-established, changed little over time (O’Neale and Kroeber 1930:
25). Since the publication of their work, textile research in the Andes has relied on
smaller datasets restricted to single valleys, sites or cultures defined by style. However,
models of scholarship for the study of regional textile traditions have been conducted in
other parts of the world, revealing intriguing relationships and shared technology that
cross known linguistic barriers and borders established by ceramic types.

1.6 Research Questions
This dissertation is framed by research questions that have grown from deep currents in
Andean scholarship, including scholarly research on textiles and their assumed role in
reflecting identity, culture-historical frameworks that often essentially rest on ceramics,
and the more recent reassessment of geopolitics on the north coast of Peru during the
Early Intermediate Period. The research questions are as follows:
(1) How did the ancient residents of Virú and Moche settlements produce the yarns
that would eventually be used for weaving textiles? Was there a single spinning
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Wallace (1974, 1984) followed in their footsteps but harnessed a much larger dataset with a focus on
plain woven cloth.
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tradition on the north coast of Peru or did several methods coexist? How were
these methods aligned with the different fiber types used?
(2) Flowing from the notion that what you wear signifies who you are in the Andes,
did Early Intermediate Period textiles from the north coast of Peru encode
identity? If so, which types of fabric were used to herald cultural or political
allegiances, and how were the messages conveyed?
(3) Were textiles and ceramic objects from Virú and Moche societies operating on
distinct registers or were they following similar trends? If so, is it the case that
different types of fabrics were more closely aligned with specific types of
ceramic objects?
(4) Do textiles help assess the nature of the early statecraft on the north coast of Peru?
How can an understanding of ancient textiles help assess the relations between
Moche and Virú polities?
To document these questions, I have collected and analyzed more than 2300 textiles from
thirteen sites across seven valleys on the north coast of Peru. All textiles came from
secure Virú and Moche archaeological contexts that were either physically examined or
compiled from the literature (unprovenanced item were excluded). The study corpus
includes undecorated or minimally decorated pieces that are usually discarded from
textile studies, which often focus on brightly and brilliantly woven pieces. Technical and
aesthetic attributes from each of these textiles were recorded. This work provides a full
description of little known Virú textile assemblages and a comparative study of Virú
textiles with those from Moche settlements in neighbouring regions. This study
ultimately serves to broaden Andean textile scholarship by shifting the focus from unique
textiles to the widest range of fabrics that were produced and used by the peoples of the
Peruvian north coast, from museum gallery-worthy tapestries to the humblest plain
weaves.
The following two chapters provide background information on cloth making on the
north coast, focussing on the technological processes involved in transforming raw
materials into finished objects (Chapter Two), and on the textile assemblage that were
selected for analysis (Chapter Three). The subsequent chapters represent the core of the
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dissertation and include comparative studies of fibre types and spinning methods
(Chapter Four), weaving techniques and structures (Chapter Five), and textile motifs
(Chapter Six), within and between different sites associated with Virú and Moche
corporate ceramics.
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2

Textile Production on the North Coast of Peru—
from Raw Materials to Finished Objects

Textile production involves at minimum two broad technological steps, spinning and
weaving, which may or may not be completed by the same artisans in the community.
Animal husbandry, agricultural practices, dyeing techniques, metallurgy, ceramics, and
woodworking provided other elements depending on the tools needed and the item being
made. In short, textiles were community-made objects and yet the stark descriptions of
textile techniques neglect the human elements which shape the technological and
aesthetic choices, finished products and eventual consumption of textile products.
Furthermore, what researchers know about the textiles of the north coast is based upon
archaeological, ethnohistoric, and ethnographic data, and is heavily influenced by the
presence of modern highland spinning and weaving traditions. While highland textiles do
provide a useful analogy in some cases, they fail to illuminate materials and methods that
were unique to the textile traditions of the north coast of Peru such as the extensive
reliance on cotton with camelid fibre as a limited and likely imported luxury. For that,
research into archaeological remains and the remnants of local modern traditions
provides clearer answers. Ethnographic accounts do provide models for how, in
particular, the methods of spinning and weaving are passed on to subsequent generations
as well as for the ability to question the “why” of choices being made by textile artisans,
especially when the choices at hand appear technically inconsequential.
This chapter provides the contextual background for the assemblage descriptions in
Chapter Three and discussions in Chapter Four, Five and Six by describing what is
known about the making of cloth on the north coast prior to the arrival of the Spanish in
conjunction with select examples from ethnographic sources from other regions. The
goal is to illuminate the number of steps and skills, resources and tools, and
consequently, the people who were involved in textile production in the past on the north
coast of Peru during the Early Intermediate Period. Focusing on technological processes,
this chapter starts with raw materials and ends with the finished objects—from fibre
source to final assembly within a context where humans are presented as key actors
alongside detailed descriptions of materials and their transformation into textile goods.
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2.1 Area of Study—the North Coast of Peru
The north coast of Peru conventionally encompasses the region bound by the valley of
Huarmey to the south and Piura to the north. The rain shadow 15 produced by the
mountain range results in a narrow desert strip along the Pacific coast which is one of a
number of ecological zones from west to east influenced and created by the presence of
Andes. This region is watered by rivers that descend from the Andes and cross the desert
to form rich riverine oases, while the foothills of the Andes frame the upper reaches of
these river valleys and often descend to the shorelines (Figure 2) 16. In addition to the
rivers, islands of native shrub vegetation or lomas ecosystems are supported by sea fogs
called garuas. The coastal ecology is enhanced by the cold Humboldt Current which
supports a rich marine environment including numerous species of fish, crustaceans,
shellfish, sea birds, and mammals such as sea lion and whale. Due to the super-aridity of
the region (only 2mm to 15mm per annum), it has been speculated that the richness of the
marine ecosystem rather than agriculture gave rise to the first complex societies on the
coast (Moseley 1975; 2005). Terrestrial game 17 was scarcer but would have included
deer, various species of birds, reptiles (snakes and lizards), amphibians, and giant land
snails. The region’s aridity, while it restricted settlement, is a boon to archaeologists
particularly those interested in organic components like textiles which are rarely
preserved elsewhere. However, compared to the Atacama Desert of southern Peru and
northern Chile, the north is positively lush and textile preservation is comparably less
reliable due to the increased moisture.
Overall, the climate is relatively stable with an average temperature of 28 ̊C in January
ranging to 14°C in July (Rundel et al. 2007: 161). Periodic El Niño events affect the
north coast of Peru often in the form of massive floods and landslides (called huaycos)
from December to March as the trade winds die down or disappear. Sea life is impacted

15
The eastern slopes of the Andes are characterized by montane tropical forests which descend into the
Amazon basin; this region receives the majority of the precipitation.
16
Unless otherwise noted, all figures have been created by the author of this work.
17
Animals such as foxes, pumas and other wild cats, owls, vultures, condors and owls commonly appear in
north coast art along with exotics like parrots (macaws) and monkeys; these species were likely not eaten.
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as warm nutrient-poor tropical waters are pushed southward, displacing the cold
upwelling of the south-to-north-running, nutrient-rich Humboldt Current; these warmer
waters deplete result in a drop in the phytoplankton population consumed by many fish
species like anchovies, which are the prey of other fish, sea birds and sea mammals,
resulting in a drop in local fish populations. The warm waters also prompt the migration
of tropical species into the normally cold region (Caviedes 2007: 309-310; 315). Modern
flooding events (Suplee 1999) have devastated north coastal communities, and their
damaging effects have been demonstrated at archaeological sites across the regions; the
concurrent depletion of ocean resources likely had a similar if more subtle impact in
terms of archaeological evidence on ancient coastal communities (Brooks et al. 2005;
Moore 1991; Craig and Shimada 1986).

Figure 2: The river valleys of the north coast
This landscape shaped and restricted the location and extent of human habitation to the
fertile valleys and their slopes where there was access to wild resources and water for
agriculture. Between the valleys, desert prevented settlement; the widest wastes lay
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between the valleys of Chicama and Jequetepeque (the Pampas de Paiján), and
Lambayeque and Piura (the Sechura Desert). Irrigation technology allowed the peoples of
the north coast to expand into the desert margins and to cultivate plants such as corn,
peanuts, beans, cotton, squash, peppers, potatoes, yuca, avocado, lucuma, pacae, manioc,
sweet potato, guava, granadilla, and cherimoya. Domesticated animals included camelids
like llamas, dogs, Muscovy ducks and guinea pigs. The peoples of the coast also
maintained connections with the inhabitants of other ecological zones, trading for gold,
stone like obsidian, camelid fibre, and coca.
It does appear that overall the style of woven clothing was remarkably stable and crossed
ecological boundaries between the coast and highland regions (the tropical forest is an
exception). Evidence for the types and forms of clothing include painted ceramics,
modeled figures and preserved textiles from burial contexts. While camelid fibre was
warmer and was likely valued for this prosaic quality over cotton, there is little research
as to the function of various clothing types and the climate of the north coast. Men wore
long tunics or shirts paired with loincloths while women dressed in longer dresses paired
with smaller mantles that are often shown draped over the shoulders. Sandals were woven
from grasses and sedges or made from leather. These basic elements were supplemented
with headcloths (worn by men) or other more elaborate head coverings, jewelry made
from stone, shell and metal, feathered items, belts, and bags (see D’Harcourt 2002: 65,
162, Plate 60; Donnan and McClelland 1999). Clothing style was likely partially dictated
by gender, status and occupation coupled with local styles and access to materials,
although little information is available.

2.2 Fibre Types
Artisans in the Andes had access to a variety of wild and domesticated fibres. These
included a number of plants such as native cotton varietiesand the hair of camelids, of
which there are two wild and two domesticated species native to the region. Cotton, along
with bottle gourds, were amongst the earliest domesticates; these were initially used to
make fishing nets to exploit the coastal and river resources (Sandweiss 2009; Quilter et
al. 1991: 280). It can be rightly claimed that the north coast was characterized by a
reliance on cotton fibre for a majority of its textile needs while camelid fibre was a
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desirable but rarer commodity. Both, in conjunction, supplanted the wild plant fibres that
were the first exploited by early textile innovators beginning by the Late Preceramic
Period (Quilter 1991: 407-408).

2.2.1 Wild Plant Fibres
Wild plant fibres such as sedges, reeds and processed leaf fibre are some of the first
plants used for textile and basketry manufacture. Despite this, they have been little
studied in the archaeological record of Peru after the advent of domesticated cotton and
camelid hair (Adovasio and Lynch 1973; Jolie et al. 2011). Later periods offer
spectacular examples of textile art in terms of form, color and technique, overshadowing
the primarily utilitarian, twined and knotted nets and bags made from brown and tan
yarns. The predominant fibre plant used in the material discussed here was likely from
the Furcraea andina 18 (Figure 3), the “century plant”, which is similar in appearance and
fibre type to the Central American agave (Agave americana). The term “maguey” 19 will
serve as a catchall term for both species of Furcraea found in the area. This fibre has
been in use in the Andes since at least the Early Horizon where a textile made using a
knotted looping method was found associated with a gourd decorated with a Chavín
design; it had been excavated from a grave in the Chancay valley on the central coast
(Conklin 1979a: 4).
This fibre is classified as a hard or leaf fibre, as are all fibres of this type from the
Western hemisphere in contrast to a soft or bast fibre like jute or hemp which is found
within the bark or stems (Dewey 1943: 1). The genus Furcraea is represented in the
Andes by two species, and their long sword-shaped leaves can be heckled to produce
fibre which is then spun by hand 20 to produce a coarse fibre suitable for rope, nets, bags,
and cordage. Under magnification, these fibres are flat and twisted, resembling those of
cotton. Unlike cotton, F. andina and other species were not domesticated but rather

18

It is referred to as penca by locals in the Chicama Valley (Bird and Hyslop 1985: 104).
Maguey is a Spanish word derived from the Taino that is used to refer to all members of the Agave
family and to fibre from similar species like the Furcraea.
20
Possibly by using the thigh-rolling method.
19
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harnessed in the same manner as totora reeds, wild stands of which were maintained in
sunken gardens along the shoreline for boat-making material.

Figure 3: Furcraea andina or century plant
Sedges were also used to make rope. Donnan and Barreto (1997) documented the use of
268 meters of sedge rope to bind a Moche square cane coffin from the northern site of
Pacatnamú (Donnan and Barreto 1997: 258). They recruited locals who demonstrated
how rope could be made from the enea (Typha angustifolia) species which grows locally
in standing water. First, the narrower end of a sedge leaf was overlapped with the
opposite wider end of a second leaf and S-twisted together, and the resulting single ply
rope was wrapped around a piece of cane. Two S-spun plies were then tied to a post and
Z-plied together by wrapping one ply around the other (Donnan and Barreto 1997: 256257). Approximately one meter of rope could be produced every ten minutes using this
method (Donnan and Barreto 1997: 258).
With the advent of incipient agriculture, wild plant fibres were supplanted by cotton, and
twining by true woven cloth. However, the coarser wild plant material was still used to
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make rough cordage, net bags and netting, and stiffly woven items like matting and
baskets.

2.2.2 Cotton Culture of the North Coast
Native Peruvian cotton (Gossypium barbadense) 21, a member of the mallow family
(Malvaceae) (Figure 4), is the most common type of fabric material, often encompassing
over 90% of the material from Early Intermediate Period sites on the north coast. It is
thought to have been domesticated on the south-western coast of Ecuador 22 or in northwestern Peru based on genetic and archaeological evidence (Damp and Pearsall 1994;
Piperno 2011: 276; Westengen et al. 2005). In northern Peru, the earliest evidence for
cotton cultivation stems from excavations on the south bank of the Nanchoc River in the
upper Zaña Valley; definitive evidence places cotton’s arrival in the region by 6200 BP.
The domestication of cotton was concurrent with a shift in settlement patterns to the
occupation of the lower canyons or quebradas, shared field systems and the development
of canal irrigation systems over the course of 2500 years, from ca. 7800 to 5000 BP
(Rossen 2011: 192). 23
Varieties of cotton from the tropics can grow to a height of 4.5-6 m and were called “tree
cottons” (Brown 1927: 75) though they turn shrubby in less-than-ideal growing
conditions. The most common variety has five-lobed leaves and it produces yellow
flowers. Cotton produces tap roots that penetrate three meters deep while shallower two
meter long roots extend laterally from the tap root, allowing the plant to access a large
volume of soil (Brown 1927: 92; Oosterhuis and Jernstedt 1999: 180). They grow best in
the well-drained sandy and sandy-loam soils typical of the alluvial plains of Peruvian
coastal river valleys and are relatively salt tolerant (Australian Government 2013: 38-39).
At an average daily temperature of 22° C, it takes 68.5 days from germination to mature

21
Three South American varieties have been identified: G. barbadense barbadense, G. barbadense
darwinii, and G. barbadense brasiliense.
22
Cotton seeds dated to between 3500 and 2300 BC have been recovered from the Valdivia site of Real
Alto in southwestern Ecuador (Damp and Pearsall 1994: 163).
23
Other early evidence for cotton domestication has been found at the site of Cerro Guitarrero (ca. 38352867 BP, Terminal Preceramic period, Zaña Valley) (Dillehay et al. 2011: 157).
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cotton bolls (Brown 1927: 108); G. barbadense produces best at 25-30° C with the dry
conditions of the coast ideal for boll maturation (Australian Government 2013: 37).
Despite the variation introduced by the ENSO 24 cycle and the region’s aridity, the north
coast offers a relatively stable, frost-free climate preferred by cotton plants. They do
require a steady supply of water through irrigation to produce flowers and mature bolls.

Figure 4: A) mature cotton boll; B) plant with flower and immature boll; and C)
seed, native Peruvian cotton (Gossypium barbadense)

24

El Niño Southern Oscillation.
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In contrast to industrial cotton varieties 25 which produce white, long stapled fibre, native
cotton from the Peruvian coast have primitive traits such as small bolls, bushy growth
and coloured lint which include reddish-brown to light yellow-brown, and purplishbrown to deep chocolate-brown; these colors 26 were first recognized in archaeological
examples in 1971 (Westengen et al. 2005: 400; Vreeland 1999). Vreeland (1986: 365)
also documented a salt-resistant cotton variety that produced a dark brown-red, short
stapled fibre; due to its color and its strength, it was often used to knot and mend fishing
nets as it was nearly invisible to desired prey. In contrast, cotton from regions east of the
Andes has longer, more slender bolls and a more limited variety of colors ranging from
white to light brown; the “kidney-seeded” trait 27 is also only present in eastern cotton
varieties, which is indicative of a more highly domesticated type (Westengen et al. 2005:
400). As viewed under microscope at 100X, cotton fibres are smooth and flat and appear
ribbon-like where they twist.
Little is known about its ancient cultivation, though cotton was thought, in part, to have
driven the development of irrigation and canal systems as it is dependent on a sufficient
supply of water (Quilter et al. 1991: 282). Modern experiments like the Native Cotton
Project have revived local, preindustrial, and possibly ancient methods of cultivation and
pest control; for example, based on pollen analysis from archaeological sites, cotton crops
are rotated with squash, and a woody shrub, Lippia, is grown alongside and then burned
as its smoke was found to drive away cotton stainers (Dydercus peruvianus) 28. Other
pests are then removed by hand, often by children (Vreeland 1999: 118). Diversity of
crop cultivation is emphasized as modern rural Peruvians plant cotton along the edges of
kitchen gardens amongst a range of domesticates.

25

White Gossypium hirsutum, a native of Central America, is the most commonly cultivated variety though
coloured cotton varieties are being sought after by eco-conscious companies as they do not need to be
chemically bleached or dyed.
26
Vreeland (1986: 365) listed the colours as “white, sand (tan), dune (brown), dark brown, reddish brown
and steel grey.
27
The seeds are fused into a kidney-shaped mass making this type easy to hand-gin (Brubaker et al. 1999:
10).
28
Modern traditional farmers appear to be using the herb mastranto (Ageratum conyzoides) instead of Lippia
(Vreeland 1999: 118).
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Cotton fibre, once the seeds have been removed, can be spun from its raw state (Amos
2001: 30), but on the north coast, it was likely processed. Vreeland in 1983 (1986: 366367) photographed women in the district of Mórrope (Department of Lambayeque)
opening the cotton bolls, removing the seeds, spreading the fibre out on a clean surface
and beating it with a pair of sticks until it was evenly distributed and compacted (forming
what is called a torta); a half pound of cotton can be processed in this way in an hour. It
is then left in the sun to darken and “soften” for one to ten days 29. The cured cotton is
then rolled into a tight cylinder called a copo, examples of which have been recovered
archaeologically from the central coast. A thick layer of cotton (up to 10 cm thick) was
found burnt at the Moche site of Pampa Grande in an open courtyard of the Deer House
which may have functioned as a textile workshop (Shimada 1994: 206).
Cotton was the most common fibre type used on the north coast for both clothing and
objects such as bags and fishing nets. It was also used unspun as a stuffing for pillows
and mummy bundles or placed over the eyes in death. Its variety of colours allowed
weavers to create patterned cloth without dye, using colours that were naturally
colourfast. Despite and perhaps due to its ubiquity on the north coast, the cotton plant
was rarely depicted in iconography from the region 30 in contrast to the species of South
American camelids, animals with origins in the southern highlands, and was largely
ignored by the Spanish chroniclers.

2.2.3 The South American Camelids
The final major source of fibre in the Andes is the four species in the Camelidae family,
all of which are found primarily in the high altitudes and produce fibre of varying quality
and quantity. The two wild species, the vicuña (Vicugna vicugna) and the guanaco (Lama
guanicoe) live in the high puna 31 or high altitude steppe, though it has been argued that
this is a relatively recent development as a result of the introduction of European

29

Exposing the cotton to the sun also increases the color saturation (Vreeland 1986: 367).
Phipps (2013: 14) described a tapestry block from the centre panel of an elaborate north coast shirt as
depicting two cotton plants; a second possible cotton plant was depicted in a second slit tapestry but there is
no information about its context (Vreeland 1999:114).
31
The puna is located at elevations between 3500 and 4500m between 15° and 27°S latitude.
30
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domesticates like sheep which are given precedence over grazing land (Bonavia 2008:
44). The guanaco, which now ranges from Patagonia to central Peru, may have been
found once as far north as the Ecuador and as far south as Tierra del Fuego; vicuñas may
have roamed into Ecuador and south to central Chile but are now primarily restricted to
the Peruvian and Chilean Andes, and to western Bolivia (Bonavia 2008: 25, 39).
Archaeologically, there is no evidence of the two wild species being present or exploited
on the north coast for either meat or fibre during the period of interest; if any fibre had
been used locally, it is likely in small amounts and connected to the Late Horizon Inka
incursion (post-AD 1470). The following will focus on the domesticated varieties, the
llama and the alpaca, for which evidence has been found on the north coast (Figure 5).

Figure 5: A) alpaca (Vicugna pacos); B) llama (Lama glama)
Some of the earliest archaeological evidence for domesticated camelids has been found at
the cave site of Telemarchay in the Central Andes and dated to 4000-3500 BC (Wheeler
1984: 400-402; see also Malpass 1985 and Wheeler 1995; 2006). This and other nearby
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cave sites (Wheeler et al. 1976) on the Puna de Junín document over 8700 years 32 the
shifts from the hunting of deer, to a mixed hunting economy of deer and wild camelids, to
a hunting economy primary reliant on camelids, to early attempts at control, and finally to
full domestication. Textile traditions in the southern and central Andes were centered
around camelid fibre, in contrast to the north’s reliance on cotton and other plant sources
(see Dransart 2002). It seems then that domesticated camelids were traded north along the
spine of the Andes, as archaeological sites record the shift from wild cervid hunting to a
reliance on camelids by the Early Horizon. From there, animals and fibre were traded to
the coast. Further north, camelid remains have been recovered in the southern highlands
of Ecuador dating to between 1470 and 410 BC (Stahl 2003: 473). On the north coast of
Peru, domesticated camelids appear in the archaeological record during the Early
Horizon: for example, at the sites of Huaca Lucía-Chólope in the Leche Valley (13001200 to 700-600 BC) and Caylán in the Nepeña Valley (Shimada and Shimada 1985: 8;
Szpak et al. 2015).
By the Early Intermediate Period, camelids were completely integrated into the
subsistence base, the transportation of goods, craft processes and ritual traditions of the
north coast as they regularly appeared in middens, as part of textiles and in sacrificial and
burial contexts. Both domestic varieties are kept in small herds with a primary male and a
harem of females; castrated males are also kept. Images of mating llamas, mother and
young, and llamas burdened with packs depicted in Moche moulded and painted ceramics
indicate familiarity with the various stages of development and uses of the animals
(Shimada 1994: 190). Of 194 Moche burials, Goepfert (2012: 109-110) found that 93%
of them contained camelid remains including skull and feet, complete or near complete
individuals, or the scapulae, vertebrae or ribs (placed often in a gourd bowl), far
outnumbering other terrestrial faunal remains. Early Suchimancillo period corrals and a
geoglyph featuring groups of camelids (possibly corralled) from the Early Intermediate
Period in the Santa Valley coincide with highland-style kaolin ceramics, suggesting a
coastal-highland trade by camelid caravan (Wilson 1988: 171, Fig. 80, 173; 189); corrals

32 Between 9000 and 1800 years ago, camelids rose from 64% to 88.6% of the faunal assemblages at
Telemarchay while deer dropped from 34.2% to just 9.2% (Wheeler 1995: 280).
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have also been excavated from the site of Santa Rita B located in the Chao Valley as have
the remains of newborn camelids suggesting that breeding was occurring on the coast
(Shwartz 2008: 11).
There is a long history of debate as to the adaptability of camelids to the coastal deserts.
As noted by Bonavia (2008), it is assumed that camelids are native to the high altitude
puna, and that they would fare poorly in the arid climate at sea level. However, their
evolutionary history remains largely unknown and the species have been shown to be
flexible in terms of diet and climate based on modern husbandry practices, ethnographic
and ethnohistoric accounts, and archaeological and isotopic evidence (Shimada and
Shimada 1985; Shimada 1994; Szpak et al. 2014). However, much of the evidence for
their presence on the north coast is linked to the llama and their roles as meat and pack
animals; the alpaca’s presence on the north coast remains elusive and their fibre may
have been traded directly from the highlands or through intermediaries in the
chaupiyungas 33. Llama pastoralism has been documented archaeologically to the Early
Horizon in the Huamachuco 34 region in the northern Andes but there is no evidence of
alpacas. McGreevy (1989: 234) speculates that this may be due to the lack of preferred
pasturage as it is thought that alpacas both prefer and thrive when grazed on the moist
highland meadows called bofedales. However, it has been demonstrated that dietary
stress can result in finer fibre so there may be some benefits to raising camelids in suboptimal conditions (Bonavia 2008: 150).
Further complicating the picture of camelid husbandry on the north coast was the
decimation of indigenous practices. The arrival of the Spanish resulted in the
extermination of 80% of the human and 90% of the domestic camelid population
(Wheeler et al. 1995: 834). Modern genetic studies bear witness as most modern llamas
and alpacas are hybrids, a situation which has resulted in a significant reduction in fibre
quality in contrast to their ancient ancestors. Consequently, modern categories of
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The ecological/cultural zone located between the coast and the highlands at 500-2000 masl.
Camelids were known in the nearby highlands around Huamachuco by the Early Intermediate Period at
the sites of Cerro Sazon and Marcahuamachuco (McGreevy and Shaughnessy 1983: 240-241).
34
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camelids fail to capture the full range of ancient types and characteristics. The individuals
from a set of mummified llamas and alpacas sacrificed at the site of El Yaral, which was
part of the Late Horizon polity of Chiribaya (AD 950-1350) (Moquegua Valley) have
shown that not only was the ancient alpaca fibre finer than its modern counterpart in
being more akin to cashmere (Kadwell et al. 2001: 2582), it came in two varieties (fine
and extra fine). This alpaca fibre was complemented by a single-coated fine fibre llama
type which is now extinct. This considerably muddles what is assumed about fibre
production and its source as it has been long assumed that ancient textiles would have
been made from alpaca fibre with llamas reserved for meat and transport (Wheeler et al.
1995: 837-839). Furthermore, all South American camelid species share the same general
skeletal structure, and, in terms of weight and size, rest upon an overlapping continuum 35.
It is nearly impossible to differentiate between the species using post-cranial elements
except where individual animals fall on the extreme ends of the size spectrum (Elkin
1995: 29).
Camelid fibre, unlike that of sheep, does not contain lanolin or grease so it does not need
to be scoured, though modern llamas possess a double coat with a coarse outer hair
(guard hairs) that can be removed by hand from the finer undercoat. Modern spinners
documented by Dransart (2002: 110-111) in northern Chile manually pick apart the fibre
removing guard hairs, vegetal material and the matted tips while aligning the fibre in the
same direction. In contrast, alpacas are single-coated and their fibre is generally finer and
more abundant. Both species are shorn every two years; llamas produce between 1.5-3
kilos of fibre and alpacas, 0.97-1.89 kilos annually with quantity and quality depending
on age and size of the animal (Frank et al. 2006: 119). The best fibre is obtained from the
first shearing of young animals.
Unlike the highlands, coastal peoples relied heavily on cotton for making textiles but
readily incorporated camelid fibre when available. It offered a wider range of both natural
and dyed colours ideal for polychrome tapestries in addition to superior warmth due to its
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The four species in order of size from largest to smallest: guanaco, llama, alpaca, and vicuña.
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hollow core 36. Based on known archaeological evidence, it is likely that coastal peoples
raised llamas for meat, transport, fuel, fertilizer, and fibre. However, the presence of
alpacas is harder to establish and they may have been only present in the upper valleys
and highlands and mostly prized for their fibre with their other products secondary.

2.3 Spinning the Fibres of the North Coast
Once fibre from a plant or animal source has been obtained and prepared, the next step is
the creation of yarn. This is thought to have been a widespread skill amongst the peoples
of the Andes; spinning yarn can account for the largest time expenditure so encouraging
the spread of the skill throughout the population would have guaranteed a more ready
supply of spun fibre.
Spinning is the process of drawing (or drafting) out the prepared fibre to a desired
thickness and applying a twist to either the right or the left (Figure 6A); these singles can
then be plied in the opposite direction to form plied yarn (Figure 6B). Those spun to the
right are referred to as S-spun and the left as Z-spun. Textiles on the north coast were
commonly woven with single and/or two-plied yarn; multi-ply yarn was used for warp
headings and other non-woven elements. 37

36
Under 100x magnification, alpaca fibres display mostly consistent medullation and a lack of scales, the
latter a common trait for sheep wool.
37
Modern weavers in Mórrope near the city of Lambayeque spin only short lengths in contrast to a full
spindle's worth. Vreeland (1986) documented spinning and weaving practices and cotton cultivation in this
region.
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Figure 6: Four most common yarn spin variations: A) yarn singles; B) two-ply yarns
While spinning fibre can be accomplished simply with one’s fingers, ancient spinners on
the north coast commonly employed a spindle which is composed of a straight, slightly
tapered shaft with or without a whorl positioned towards the center of the spindle shaft or
lower (i.e. a bottom whorl spindle). Whorls were made of a variety of materials 38
including clay, repurposed ceramic sherds, stone 39, and cast metal such as copper, with
spindle shafts often made of wood including algarrobo (Chilean mesquite tree, Prosopis
chilensis) 40, and a tropical hardwood called chonta (Millaire 1997: 20). Chalk was used
to absorb sweat and oil during the spinning process and has been found in archaeological
contexts (Vreeland 1986: 367).
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From Squier (1877: 127): “The gobernador was not at home; the females were taciturn, and kept silently
and impassibly at their work of spinning cotton, with perhaps the most primitive apparatus ever devised for
the purpose. It was composed of a thin stem of quinoa, as a spindle, stuck through half a small green lime,
for a whirl, or bob”.
39
Arnold (1987) described a set of stone, probably Inka spindles and the materials and methods by which
the hole was drilled.
40
Donnan (1973: 120) recovered a complete algarrobo spindle (17.8 cm long) with Z/2S wool wound
around it suggesting that the spindle had been used for plying, or as a bobbin since it lacked a whorl.
39

When spinning with a spindle, the spinner must pause to stop and unwind the yarn from
the spindle tip, and then wind the spun yarn around the shaft of the spindle above the
whorl, forming what is called the copp. Due to the necessity of pausing, this type of hand
spinning is called “discontinuous spinning” (Amos 2001: 237). Once the spindle is full,
the yarn is wound into in a ball and can then be used as is or can be plied. Even with the
supported method, the whorl acts as both added weight and as a flywheel—the weight
pulls on the fibre drawing it out (the lighter the whorl the thinner the resulting thread)
while the flywheel stabilizes the spinning motion. Vreeland (1986: 368) noted that
modern Mórrope spinners would remove the whorl once enough yarn had accumulated to
replace the weight of the whorl. Based on the shape of the spindles and whorls found
archaeologically, this method can be hypothesized to have been employed in the past.
The goal when spinning is to coordinate the spin rate with drafting so as to draw out fibre
to a desired thickness without adding too little twist, which will cause the yarn to break,
or too much, which will stop the fibre from drafting properly (Amos 2001: 20). Yarn to
be used for weaving is often tightly spun—highly twisted and/or plied—in order to
impart strength to the finished textile. As Amos (2001: 245-246) describes them, “warp
yarns need to be abrasion-resistant, have relatively high tensile strength, be uniform in
twist with few thick-and-thin areas, and, depending upon the weave structure, appropriate
to the projected demands for surface wear and/or fulling powers.” Weft yarns need only
to survive “the winding, weaving and finishing process” and do not need the same tensile
strength (Amos 2001: 246). A cloth where both warps and wefts are spun in the same
direction results in a closer weave as the yarns interlock; when warps and wefts are spun
in opposite twists, they strain against each other, the cloth is more open and the yarns are
more clearly defined (Amos 2001: 252).
Plying is the process of twisting together two or more strands of yarn. On the north coast,
cotton is usually used as S-spun singles while camelid wool is plied (Z-spun/2S-plied);
plying is unrelated to strength as the process of plying does not add any additional tensile
strength to the yarn (Amos 2001: 289). Rather, plied yarns, in contrast to singles, are
twist-stable or balanced and will not untwist themselves in contrast to singles which are
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energized (Amos 2001: 286). Yarn for nets was usually tightly spun and plied cotton 41,
resulting in a net which was energetically stable and with undistorted openings and
structure; if single ply yarns are used the net may curl up into itself, making it difficult to
cast out. Weaving can be done using either singles or plied yarns; the former, particularly
if over-twisted, can cause the cloth to skew.
Nordenskiöld (1924: Map 24; 1999: 157) described two categories of spinning methods:
“Bororó” and “Bakaïrí”, both of which continue to be practiced in the Andean region (see
Millaire 1997). Figure 7, based on Nordenskiöld’s maps (Nordenskiöld 1924: Map 24;
1929: Carte 35), shows the distribution of the two types with Bororó concentrated in the
Amazon with a few pockets in the northwest and Bakaïrí in the central/southern Andes.
The former is generally associated with cotton and the latter with camelid fibre, and the
pockets of techniques align with the regions where one or another fibre type dominated.
The spinning of maguey runs parallel to cotton and wool; while it can be spun with a
heavy whorl, ethnographic examples document that it was often spun using the thighrolling method (Laughlin et al.1954; Tiedemann and Jakes 2006).
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Cotton is stronger when wet in contrast to wool which is weakened when damp.
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Figure 7: The geographical range of Bororó and Bakaïrí spinning methods (based
on Nordenskiöld 1924: Map 24; 1929: Carte 35)
The women depicted in Figures 8A and 8B are shown spinning with the Bororó method.
The woman seated on the ground, a member of the Bororó tribe from Brazil (A), holds
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the spindle horizontally in the right hand; the far end weighted with the spindle whorl
rests between the first and second toes. The fibre is hung around the neck to provide
tension and the left hand is used to draw out the fibres as the spindle is spun away from
the body. The modern north coast spinner from Mórrope seated on a stool in Figure 8B
holds the spindle in the air in her right hand; the fibre is attached to a pole slightly above
eye level located to the left of the spinner and from here the left hand draws out the fibre
as the spindle is also spun away from the body, using a finger-snapping motion. The
result in both cases is S-spun yarn (Meisch 1998: 22).

Figure 8: A) a Panare woman from Venezuela (based on Wilbert 1974 Fig. 8) and B)
a woman from the north coast of Peru demonstrate the Bororó method of spinning
In contrast, modern highland spinners in a variation of the Bakaïrí or drop spinning
method hold the spindle vertically and the spindle is often allowed to spin freely (Figure
9), leaving both hands free to draw out and control the fibre, which is held under the arm
or wrapped around a distaff. Because the spindle can be spun in the air, the spinning can
be done while the spinner walks. There are exceptional cases such as in Icla, Bolivia
where the spinner would rest the distal end of the spindle shaft of a vertically held spindle
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in their lap or on the ground (Meisch 1998: 22). Both S-spun and Z-spun yarn can be
produced easily using this method.

Figure 9: A woman from the southern Andean highlands demonstrates the Bakaïrí
spinning method (based on Law 2010)
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On the north coast, in the Lambayeque valley, Vreeland (1986) documented spinning
methods in Mórrope and in the nearby highlands. In Mórrope, cotton was S-spun using a
horizontally (hechado) held spindle like in the Bororó method. To ply the yarn, the
spindle was then used vertically (parado) 42. It is more difficult to flick the spindle in the
opposite direction—towards the body—to produce Z-spun singles or twist and this might
explain why these spinners when they produced plied yarn switched to a vertical and
supported method 43. Highlanders, living 2000 meters above sea level (masl), generally
spun sheep wool in the Z direction using a vertical supported spindle (with the fibre held
in a stick distaff); the resulting singles were often plied. The people of the chaupiyunga,
the geographical zone between the coast and the highlands (500-1500 masl) practiced a
hybrid technique where S-spun singles were spun horizontally but Z-plied vertically
(Vreeland 1986: 370).
The resulting nature of the modern yarns Vreeland (1986) documented reflects the
archaeological picture from which we can then infer the method of spinning based on
preserved tools and yarn twist. On the north coast 44, most cotton was S-spun, and if
doubled, Z-plied. Wool, on the other hand, followed the opposite pattern, and most was
plied suggesting that wool yarn was imported as yarn rather than unspun fibre or was
associated with a separate spinning tradition, local or not. In one published case, Jiménez
Díaz (2000: 85) argued that the wool from a series of elite textiles from burials at Dos
Cabezas support the contention that camelids were being bred on the coast and hence
their wool was initially spun in the local cotton tradition, so S-spun and Z-plied. This
arguably could also reflect the importation of raw wool to the site which was then spun in
the manner typical of cotton fibre. However, the isotopic analysis of Early Intermediate
Period woollen fabrics from Huaca Santa Clara and Huaca Gallinazo suggest that wool
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Cotton yarn to be used to make fishing nets or line was usually plied in Mórrope by men (Vreeland 1986:
368); archaeological examples of these products also used plied cotton yarn.
43
Meisch (1980) reported a similar pattern in Saraguro, Ecuador: S-spun singles were spun with a
horizontal supported technique from the whorl end of the spindle while Z-spun singles were spun with a
vertical spindle from the top end (farthest from the whorl) of the spindle. The former method produced
finer yarn than the latter and the choice of method was made depending on the desired output and its
suitability for the final product.
44
To the south, the spinning tradition follows that of wool in that both cotton and wool yarns are spun Z
and then usually S-plied (Paul 1990: 12).
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was imported from the upper valley in two forms, differentiated by their spin directions
rather than originating from coastal camelid husbandry. In this sample, coastal-style
tapestries were woven with wool yarn spun S and plied Z, indicating that like those from
Dos Cabezas that wool was acquired in a raw state and spun according to local cotton
spinning traditions. These contrast with a set of striped woollen bags that were woven
with Z-spun/S-plied yarns and were likely imported as completed items from the yungas
or the intermediate zone between the coast and highlands (Szpak et al. 2015).
Unfortunately, the archaeological evidence for wool spinning on the coast is scant but
there are no technical reasons for why either fibre was spun in either direction, a notion
supported by the fact that cotton was predominantly spun and plied in the opposite
direction on the southern coast (Paul 1990: 12). Research into the why of spin direction
has suggested that it is influenced less by the spinning method or the fibre choice and
more by the emphasis on the use of a particular spin for a particular method, purpose or
fibre type by an instructor; left to their own devices, beginning spinners do not favour one
direction over another (Minar 2000: 90-91). In certain cases, it has been argued that spin
direction may be a marker of cultural and community association and propagated through
learning networks. The boundaries between groups could be demarcated based on these
attributes as they demonstrate a preference for a certain direction, likely an example of a
technological tradition being rooted in the notion that a particular direction was the “the
right way to do things” (Wiessner 1984: 161, 195). This contention has yet to be tested
explicitly with archaeological samples from the Andes and the largest study of its type
from the region relied on ethnographic objects from the Amazonian Basin and which
found that yarn spin direction often reflected geographical proximity over cultural links
like language (Petersen et al. 2001).
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2.4 Dyes
Despite the centuries dulling the tones of the cloth, it is clear that colour was a highly
valued and considered trait in the choices artisans made when making it. Both cotton and
camelid fibre came in myriad natural shades but they were mostly restricted to black,
browns, beiges and whites. Textile artisans supplemented these colours with others
derived from a variety of animal, plant and mineral dyes and mordants 45. The decision to
use dye can come anywhere in the fabric making process depending on the desired result.
Currently, researchers are unsure as to when dye would have been applied to fibre except
in cases where a single textile uses multiple coloured yarn that cannot be dyed separately
once woven. It is more difficult to pinpoint where in the process a textile was dyed when
it is woven from yarns of a single colour. Examples where whole cloth has been dyed
using one of the various forms of resist dyeing are easier to spot as the colours cross
discrete sets of warp and weft yarns and colour only certain segments of them. There are
ethnographic examples of both yarn and completed cloth being dyed (Roquero 2008).
Goodell (1968: 8) attests to the tradition of dyeing spun yarn rather than unspun fibre in
her work in the Cuzco region; in contrast, Bird (1964) claimed that cotton was dyed blue
in the boll with the seeds intact to prevent the fibre from matting, a practice that has been
documented in Bolivia and the Chicama Valley, Peru (Bird 1964: 197). Dyes and
pigments applied to completed cloth as either surface paint or full-immersion are well
documented and are the easiest to identify as the colors cross the structural elements of
the textile. Modern weavers dye yarn rather than unspun fibre and it assumed that this is
an ancient practice. By dyeing yarn (or completed cloth), one can better control the
resulting yardage of each color and prevent raw fibre from matting together as a result of
the dyeing process or producing inconsistencies with the incomplete immersion of a
finished cloth.
The highland peoples of southern Peru valued bright, long-lasting colors in their weaving
and so they willingly abandoned their traditional dyes derived from plants, animals and
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Mordants are chemical substances (metal salts) that fix the dye to the fibre; common mordants include
iron and alum.
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minerals for the bright synthetic dyes of the 19th century 46 and today often weave with
synthetic yarns (Heckman 2003: 106). Ancient cultures, too, cultivated a wide range of
colour possibilities; for example, O’Neale (1937: 145-146) counted 190 hues in her
catalogue of Early Nasca textiles from the south coast. However, the difficulty in
identifying sources of color is impeded by varying color-fastness 47, the impact of
mordents on color production, the integrity of the cloth itself, and the lack of chemical
training among archaeologists. Investigations of Peruvian dye and related practices over
the last century or so have been sporadic at best.
One early pioneer, the Argentine chemist Gustavo Fester, developed techniques to
analyze samples sent to him by archaeologists (Fester 1940, 1954; Fester and Cruellas
1934; Fester and Lexow 1943). Other studies 48 were associated with industrial dyeworks
and university labs rooted in the earth sciences and focused exclusively on developing
new detection methods (Abrahams and Edelstein 1964; Gerhard 1964; Geiss-Mooney and
Needle 1981; Kashiwagi 1976; Michel and McGovern 1987; Michel et al. 1992;
Saltzman 1978; Saltzman et al. 1963; Schweppe 1986). These researchers were not
necessarily interested in broader cultural issues such as role of colour in art and craft,
trade and the value of certain dyes/colors. They also focused almost exclusively on
textiles from Paracas and Nazca and other sites on the southern desert coast. Saltzman
was instrumental in compiling a comparative collection of dye-producing flora and fauna
(Boytner 2006: 46), and in his work (1978: 180), he acknowledged the potential to study
regional and temporal changes in dye patterns, but the uncertain origin and dating of
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Aniline red was developed in 1858 by A. W. Hoffman and natural dyes, particularly cochineal, were
further supplanted by the introduction of azo dyes in 1880 (Lee 1948: 449). Prior to these developments,
the export of cultivated Mexican cochineal was one of the few sources of fine, colourfast shades of red that
had no Old World rival (Lee 1948) and the insects were demanded as tribute by Aztec rulers like
Montezuma II (Lee 1948: 452). Squier (1877: 195) in his visit to Trujillo notes that the land around the city
were in part devoted to nopal, a cactus upon which the cochineal insects were raised but the industry had
fallen victim to a market flooded by Guatemalan cochineal and synthetic alternatives.
47
None of the textiles in the sample have been analyzed for dye.
48
In an exception, Stothert (2003-2004) compiled an ethnohistoric account of 18th-20th century shellfish
dyeing practices on the Santa Elena Peninsula, Ecuador.
48

Peruvian textiles impeded this sort of study49. Finally, for practical purposes, knowing
the type of dye is useful for museum conservators as the most common dyes used in Peru
exhibit poor lightfastness (Saltzman 1978: 181).
Ran Boytner has been a modern pioneer of dye studies as part of the Andean Dye
Research Project (ADRP), a joint research project of the Getty Conservation Institute and
the University of California at Los Angeles. Since 1992, this project has analyzed 1,500
samples with known provenience and context (Boytner 2006: 52-53) in contrast to a mere
283 Andean textiles examined for their dyes between the 1934 and 1992 (Boytner 2006:
47). Most notably, the ADRP not only seeks to refine the technical aspects of dye
analysis but also answer anthropological questions. For example, a large sample of
textiles from the site of Pacatnamú revealed a correlation between dye and social status.
First, the majority of red-dyed textiles were recovered from the most restricted, highest
status compounds from the site and these were mostly dyed with cochineal, a scaleinsect-derived substance (Dactylopius coccus Costa), which produces rich, saturated
shades of red. The production of cochineal required a serious investment of land and
labor as one had to cultivate specific types of cacti 50 (Opuntia spp.) upon which the
largely microscopic insects feed. Furthermore, a single pound of the dye required the
collection of up to 70,000 of the dried female insects (Lee 1948: 451). In contrast, the
lowest status areas produced fewer red-dyed items and those that were dyed red had been
dyed with material from one of the less vibrant and more readily cultivated plant species
(i.e. such as those of the Relbunium sp.) (Boytner 2006: 64-66).
The north coast weavers were highly effective when working with colour. Often woollen
polychrome tapestry bands were attached to or woven along the edges of broad expanses
of natural and neutral coloured cotton cloth. Wool was a valued commodity and generally
only available in small quantities. It was often used as the wefts, interlaced and obscuring
natural coloured cotton warps or in small areas as embroidery. It lends itself more readily
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Wouters and Rosario-Chirinos (1992) conducted a small study that sampled 42 textiles from twelve
Andean cultures (from 300 BC to AD 1532) finding that there were changes in dyeing patterns across time.
Unfortunately their research was abandoned.
50
These are members of the prickly pear family in Peru and are also grown for their fruit.
49

than cotton to dyeing as its protein structure when in the presence of an acid binds the
dye particles to the shaft of the fibre. As a result, the dye is more resistant to fading and a
wider variety of dyestuffs can be employed producing many more and richer hues. In
contrast, cellulose fibre like cotton does not as readily take up dye and the color palette is
more limited and less permanent.
Indigo (genus Indigofera 51) is a common dye in the Andes and one of the few that can be
used to effectively dye cotton. Simple plain weave cloth with sets of blue warp or weft
stripes along the selvedge is a common find along the coast. Blue yarns were also
incorporated into more complex pieces such as tapestries or paired with white or other
coloured warps and wefts to make plaid fabric. Indigo and its process is a sort of “magic”
as it starts out invisible then turns a yellow-green before developing the blue colour as it
oxidizes; this requires the presence of stale urine or soda ash but no mordant 52 (BalfourPaul 2006: 102) 53. This and other methods were a skill set apart from the ability to
weave. Through the process of experimentation and experience, dyers 54 could learn to
produce and replicate desired colours. We know from studies of early modern European
dyeworks that such knowledge was highly prized and coveted as secret knowledge only
available to the initiated (Belfanti 2004).
While unspun fibre or spun yarn was mostly commonly subjected to dye, it is possible to
dye yarns strung on a loom to create warp patterns. Ikat, a form of resist dyeing where the
strung warps are bundled or clamped tightly in a pattern, is rare in the region but the
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These include the American species I. suffuticosa and I. micheliana (Balfour-Paul 2006: 92); the former
is known from Peru where it is called añil along with a second source of blue dye—llangua (Cybistax
antisyphilitica) (Antúnez de Mayolo 1989: 184).
52
Indigo is an insoluble dye that turns soluble and yellow-green when exposed to an alkaline environment;
exposure to oxygen returns the blue color and its insoluble nature (Balfour-Paul 2006: 116). As it is
deposited and not chemically bound to the fibre, it is ideal for the dyeing of cotton; shellfish purple is
another dye that does not require a mordant.
53
It is unknown by which method Andean dyers used indigo. At its simplest, the leaves are added to the
dye bath along with soda ash or urine. However, this produces the weakest dye and can only be done when
the leaves are fresh. The leaves could alternatively be composted and dried, making a storable, more
transportable mass. A more sophisticated method involved the extraction of the dye from the plant where it
transformed into a concentrated and easily transportable insoluble pigment (Balfour-Paul 2006: 102-103).
54
Little is known of ancient dyeworks or processes on the north coast; it is also possible that specialized
dyers formed a separate caste of artisans, independent from other textile workers.
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practice has been documented in Ecuador ethnographically (Balfour-Paul 2006: 166); an
archaeological example with a human and bird figures was recovered by Bird (1947) as a
surface find at the Moche site of Huaca de la Cruz in the Virú Valley 55. A second
example was recovered from a grave containing a young woman dating from the
Lambayeque period of Pacatnamú 56 who was buried with an outer wrapping decorated
using the ikat technique (Verano and Cordy-Collins 1986: 89). VanStan (1958: 150)
identified another example from the Cemetery of Pachacamac on the central coast where
it had been collected by Max Uhle in 1896; it features a series of diamonds within which
are either birds or geometric figures (VanStan 1958: 151). Despite the limited examples,
it is clear that this technique had been mastered by north coast weavers, making north
coast textile artisans equal to other regions of Peru when it comes to the decorative arts
through colour manipulation.
The use of colour intertwines with that of the next step, where the yarns are strung for the
warp and bound in place by the wefts. A weaver, in choosing the type and colour of yarn,
had to visualize how they would appear as part of a whole cloth. This was an act of
technical know-how that had to be coupled with a rich sense of artistry in order to
achieve the desired effect.

2.5 Cloth Production
Once the yarn is spun and dyed if desired, the making of textiles at its simplest is the
winding of one yarn element back onto, into or around itself, or the interlacing of two (or
more) elements (the warp and the weft) together to form a completed cloth. This
definition includes items that are made using tedious finger manipulation techniques like
knotting, looping and twining as well as speedier methods using a tensioned loom, with
heddles, shuttles, bobbins and battens 57. Some techniques can be used to create spiralled
items like bags or delicate needled knitted three-dimensional figures but most are flat.
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This example is currently in the collection of the American Museum of Natural History.
Dates obtained from the burials ranged from AD 1260 to 1320 (Verano and Cordy-Collins 1986: 92).
57
These techniques can be divided into single element (looping and knotting) and two element (twining and
weaving) types.
56
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Most classes of techniques were long-lived and are represented in the collections
investigated in this dissertation.
Some of the earliest textiles to date have been recovered from the multi-component
occupation site of Guitarrero Cave located in the Callejón de Huaylas in the north-central
highlands with an initial occupation dating to 12,100-11,800 cal yr BP (Jolie et al. 2011:
286). Most of the material from Complex II is either cordage or rigid (likely basketry).
There are also examples of pliable cloth made using open or closed simple twining
(Figure 15A-C) or spiral interlinking with non-cotton plant sources 58. These have been
dated to between 12,100-11,110 cal yr BP (Jolie et al. 2011: 287). In addition to cordage
and textile fragments, tools such as bone awls and wooden pegs associated with
basketry59, and loom components such as wooden dowels and sword battens were
recovered (Adovasio and Lynch 1973: 84, 1980). Similar twining techniques were
widespread in the Americas and Adovasio and Lynch (1973: 88) speculate that “twining
is the oldest and most basic textile making technique from which most, if not all the
others, are ultimately derived.” It is, however, a technique whose use in pliable cloth
declined as loom weaving developed.
Some of the earliest north coastal textiles were recovered from the occupation at Huaca
Prieta (Chicama Valley) which has been dated to 13, 720 BP (Dillehay et al. 2012),
though the largest assemblage of fibre material was collected from the main mound
dating to between 7575 and 4510 cal BP (Dillehay et al. 2012: 60). By this period as at
other coastal sites, cotton was beginning to become common 60 but had not completely
supplanted wild fibres. In contrast to the earlier woven textiles of Guitarrero Cave, those
of Huaca Prieta were warp-faced rather than weft-faced indicating that a variety of
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Including agave or bromeliad (Agavaceae or Bromeliaceae), and rush (Cyperaceae).
Basketry made with wild sedges and other plant materials pre-dates more pliable cloth but is little studied
despite laying the foundation for later innovations (see Bird and Hyslop 1985).
60
Cotton was so ubiquitous at Preceramic sites like the ones discussed in the text and at others such El
Paraíso and La Galgada that the period is often called the Cotton Preceramic. Quilter et al. (1991: 282)
suggest that El Paraíso and La Galgada were located in regions that can sustain irrigated agriculture and the
production of industrial cotton, which could then be traded to coastal and highland peoples. These
concentrated settlements resulted in monumental architecture in the absence of social hierarchy and class
differentiation and a resource base that relied on wild resources like bony fish and molluscs.
59
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techniques were being developed and experimented with in the Andean region prior to
the production of ceramics (Adovasio and Lynch 1973: 89).
71.3% of the textile assemblage at the site of Huaca Prieta consisted of twined cloth (Bird
and Hyslop 1985: 112). Based on a study of warp end fragments, Bird and Hyslop (1985:
119-122) deduced that these textiles were made on a simplified loom form consisting of
two bars suspended on a three-sided frame; a cord would be suspended horizontally from
the center of the sole vertical bar around which every other warp would be wrapped
creating warp end-loops and four selvedges. Designs were rendered by varying the
spacing of the wefts, using coloured yarns 61 to create warp stripes, employing a
combination of cotton and bast yarns, and/or transposed and floating warps. Warp floats
were used to create twined designs which included diamonds, patterned stripes and other
geometrics, animals like condors, snakes (often double headed), parrots, cats and crabs,
and human figures (Bird and Hyslop: 146-190). Predating ceramics, a common
benchmark of technical progress, these early and complex textiles were one of the first
vehicles for art in the central Andes.
Other early cotton textiles (primarily knotted fishing nets, and cloth made using twoelement twining techniques, simple 2/1 plain weave and openwork twining with
discontinuous decorative wefts), cotton seeds, and unspun white and brown fibre (Alva
1986: 76; Figures 16-18) were excavated from Las Salinas de Chao, a site located on the
southern margin of the Chao Valley. It has monumental stone architecture, platform
mounds, circular sunken plazas, polychrome murals and a distinct absence of ceramics
with dates ranging from 1650 BC+/-90 to 1330 BC+/-140 62. The textiles resemble those
recovered from the earlier site of Huaca Prieta in the Chicama Valley and coupled with
substantial evidence of marine 63 resource exploitation suggest both a similar economy
and textile tradition.
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These include natural shades of brown, tan and cream, a red pigment and light and dark blue dye (Bird
and Hyslop 1985: 143).
62
The earliest date was obtained from fragmented cotton textiles (Alva 1986: 55).
63
Alva (1986: 75) recovered molluscs, fish, bird and marine mammal specimens likely harvested from the
nearby marine environment.
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Bird and Hyslop (1985:191,121) argued that heddles 64 (bars of wood or reed, or yarns
that lift or lower the warps facilitate the passing of the wefts) were not used to make the
woven textiles from Huaca Prieta. The early northern textiles of Huaca Prieta were likely
produced by finger-weaving with the warps tensioned by a simple frame or set of bars.
While this method could produce complex designs like the examples from the site, it
lacked the speed of a heddle loom in terms of the manipulation of the warps, and
consequently, complex decorations were rendered even more valuable both in the sense
of time invested and skill needed.

2.5.1 The Early Horizon and the Appearance of the Loom
The art of cloth-making was improved and in some ways made more efficient with the
development of the backstrap loom which was widely used by north coast weavers until
the arrival of the Spanish 65 and the collapse of the local population (Figure 10) Despite
being composed of simple straight bars bound with cordage, it was the source of
technically and artistically complex pieces. At one end, a cord anchors the warp bar to a
post or hook while the second warp bar is anchored by a belt or band that wraps around
the weaver’s waist; by shifting her weight back and forth, the weaver maintains and
adjusts the tension of the warp threads that run between the two bars (Figure 11). The
maximum width of the cloth was dictated by the reach of the weaver’s arm and the
tendency for the loom to become unwieldy as it increased in width and weight;
consequently, it is common to find garments made from narrow widths of cloth stitched
together.
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Heddles can be permanent parts of the back strap loom structure or inserted as needed to create a pattern.
In the southern Highlands, ancient and modern weavers use both the backstrap loom and the horizontal or
staked ground loom.
65
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Figure 10: Traditional back strap style loom (based on Schevill 1993: 55)
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Figure 11: A woman from the north coast of Peru weaving on a back strap loom
In addition to tension, a weaver is also interested in the mechanics of interlacing the weft
threads between the warps. Initially, wefts were introduced manually by lifting the warps
under which the wefts would travel. In some cases, the wefts were coiled into small
bundles or bobbins that hang from the back; this technique is still used in the construction
of tapestry where the weaver adds small discrete areas in a different color at a time in
order to create a pattern. Three additional elements spared the weaver some of the tedious
finger picking: the shed rod was used to lift up every other warp (creating a space called
the shed). A second rod, the heddle, to which the odd numbered warps were attached with
loops of yarn, was added so as to lift up the warps that stayed under the shed rod when at
rest. A third instrument, the batten or weaving sword is also inserted and raised on its side
to increase the shed opening and used to tamp down the weft after it is inserted. The
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action of the shed rod or the heddle in combination with a batten 66 in opening up the shed
(or natural shed) or countershed (or artificial shed) respectively allows for the weaver to
thread the weft 67 in a single pass. Finally, once the weft is passed through, it is tamped
down with the batten and the process is repeated with the opposite shed from the pass
before. Patterns like twills can be introduced with the addition of multiple heddles that
vary which warps are lifted at which times.
Evidence for heddles appeared by the Early Horizon in the Andes; this period also marks
the first extensive use of camelid fibre 68 (Conklin 1979a: 1). Bird (1952b: 45, 50)
suggestedthat the arrival of the heddle as a technical innovation was an outside invention
brought into the region along with ceramics, new species of domesticates and new
techniques like tapestry and gauze. Unfortunately, the evidence for this claim is scant.
What is apparent is that the variety of techniques and the complexity of the resulting
textiles exploded during this period. The discussion of loomed textiles of the Early
Horizon has long been biased by the pull of Chavín de Húantar, a site styled as the
“mother culture” of the central Andes (Tello 1943, 1960). No textiles from the north
coast, however, have been connected to this site and its artistic traditions in contrast to
the southern coastal site of Karwa where a large cache of painted textiles were recovered.
These textiles depict on a large scale a series of anthropomorphic beings and images of
plants including chilli pepper (aji), cotton, manioc, and San Pedro Cactus (Echinopsis
pachanoi) 69 (Conklin 1979a; Cordy-Collins 1976, 1980). What has emerged from Early
Horizon sites like Huambacho and Caylán located in the north coast valley of Nepeña is
evidence of a fully-fledged textile repertoire rooted in a cotton tradition with no evidence
thus far of Chavín influence.
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A batten or weaving sword is a straight piece of wood with a pointed end like a machete and single blunt
edge.
67
Wefts were eventually wound around a stick to aid in passing the threads through the shed.
68
An early example of camelid fibre being used in textile work was recovered from an Early Horizon grave
in the Chancay Valley; it had been dyed (another early example) and then used to wrap yarn made from
maguey (Conklin 1979a: 4).
69
San Pedro Cactus contains mescaline, a psychedelic used by ancient and modern peoples of the Andes.
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2.5.2 Spinning and Weaving Production Rates
Textile manufacture represents a number of steps, each of which is an investment in time
and labour ranging from the initial production of the fibre from either a plant or animal
source, followed by the processing of fibre, the spinning of yarn, the stringing of a loom
or other device, the actual weaving of cloth, to the final details of assembly. It has been
popularly presumed that women were the primary producers of fabric (Graubart 2000)
based on European accounts and modern communities living in the southern highlands of
Peru. However, at each stage, the number and type of participants had the potential to
shift as the different processes draw on levels of expertise, and access to resources and
time.
Most of what is known about learning and production rates has been derived from
ethnographic studies and these findings have, on occasion, been applied to archaeological
cases. Stothert and Yarberry (1978; 1981), for example, estimated that the 23 textiles,
totalling approximately 17 metres, from a Late Horizon mummy bundle from Ancón on
the central coast, represented 874 hours of spinning and plying alone. Warping and
setting up the backstrap would have taken about 58 hours while weaving would have
taken at least 22 (Stothert 1981: 180). Stothert’s study serves to emphasize the amount of
time and resources invested in the art of textile making by some cultures in the Andes for
their living and for their dead.
Drawing from ethnographic sources primarily from the southern highlands, the early
stages of textile production, the cleaning of fibre and the spinning and plying of yarn,
have been shown to be a communal affair involving actors of various ages and in some
cases, genders 70. Fibre was often given to young children to clean and tease, while
spinning occupied the spare moments of women and girls once they learned to spin at age
four or five. Men with a disability or illness learn to spin in order to occupy their time
while older women too infirm to weave took up spinning full-time. Young girls who do
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Studies in the southern highland community of Chinchero (Peru) placed spinning primarily within the
women’s sphere but there was no restrictions on who could learn or practice the skill (Franquemont 1986:
310-311)
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not yet know how to weave also would spin more yarn than average (Franquemont 1986:
311). Bird (1979: 13) reported as children increasingly attended school in the first half of
the 20th century, there was a drop in the amounts of handspun yarn available to the
community’s weavers.
The transmission of techniques and designs from more experienced weavers to the next
generation is more difficult to parse but ethnographic studies in the southern Andes offer
a possible model. Working with weavers from the highland community of Chinchero
near Cuzco, learning in general, as described by Franquemont and Franquemont (1987:
55), followed a process they called “the expectation-example-ridicule method.”
Conformity was highly valued and deviation was rewarded with verbal abuse. Bolin’s
(2006) account of young people learning the basics of weaving also emphasized the
importance of learning by observation but without the abusive elements. Ultimately,
according to the Franquemonts (1987: 56), “innovation was less important than the
ability to master the intricacies of the shared folk tradition.” Young women and men 71
learned to spin at a young age by mimicking their elders, by being given the tools, a
spindle and wool, and by taking on the expectation that their yarn should be as fine as
their mothers’ (Franquemont and Franquemont 1987: 56). Interestingly, spinners are not
policed as to the technique by which they produce yarn but they must live up to the
expectation that the results must meet a certain community standard (Franquemont and
Franquemont 1987: 57).
Ethnographically, the fundamentals of Andean-style weaving were learned through the
weaving of narrow strips of cloth called hakima. These are taught to younger girls 72 by
their slightly older peers as they grazed the herds of sheep owned by their families; the
strips and their process contain all the crucial elements of the craft (Franquemont and
Franquemont 1987: 57-58). Once they grow out of the shepherding and the hakima stage,
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Young men may also learn to spin but this is often the end of their textile endeavors (Franquemont and
Franquemont 1987: 57).
72
Boys may learn the basics of weaving but generally focused their efforts on making ropes and slings
(Bolin 2006: 100).
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a young unmarried woman who wished to learn how to weave chumpis or belts 73 for the
tourist market must seek out a more experienced woman from whom to learn through
observation and minimal correction that can manifest as “sharp blows to the head and
hands, saying as they struck ‘Do it right!’” (Franquemont and Franquemont 1987: 65). To
learn how to weave more complex textiles during the early days of a woman’s married
life, she would apprentice herself to a more experienced weaver with whom to enter into
an allwi masi 74 relationship. This relationship extends beyond the making of cloth as the
younger woman helps her elder in the fields and gifts her with potatoes and fava beans
while the older woman gains the prestige of being sought out as a weaver and teacher
(Franquemont and Franquemont 1987: 71).
The most productive years of weaving occur once childbearing is past and children are
grown, around age forty-five (Franquemont and Franquemont 1987: 76). These women
are commissioned to make textiles for younger women too busy with a household to
weave and are asked to be the allwi masi to a new generation. With the time and
experience, they are able to improve upon the skills they attained when young and then to
pass them onto a new generation of weavers, emphasizing the same techniques and
patterns they learned in their youth. These relationships emphasize the nodes of
reciprocity and interconnectedness that characterize the interactions between community
members.
Little is known concerning learning to weave in the Andes prior to the 20th century. One
can imagine that techniques like those used by the weavers of Chinchero could have been
employed and would have been effective in the maintenance of traditional ways of doing
things. Interestingly, though, there is evidence for samplers similar to those used by
young women in 19th century America to practice and preserve embroidery techniques
(Bird 1964). A Moche florero now housed in the British Museum may also illustrate this
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In terms of technique, chumpis are essentially more complex and larger hakimas (Franquemont and
Franquemont 1987: 65).
74
Quechua for “warping partners” (Franquemont and Franquemont 1987: 71).
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method as weavers sit at looms under tiny samples of what appears to be tapestry 75
(Figure 12). Examples of Andean samplers include an unprovienced textile likely from
the Nazca region with a surface covered in 74 embroidered Early Nazca elements (Bird
1964: 299) and a second unprovienced example of needlework with Tiwanaku-like
animals and anthropomorphic beings (Bird 1964: 312). Another sampler, dating to the
13th to 16th centuries, provides examples of both motifs and techniques (slit tapestry,
gauze and supplementary wefts) (Bird 1964: 314-315) while a shaped Chancay bag from
the Central coast 76 held by the Boston Museum of Fine Arts was decorated with 21
varied motifs executed in brown and white double cloth (Stone-Miller 1994: 143-144).

Figure 12: Detail of Moche florero depicting weavers © Trustees of
the British Museum
In addition to materials, the most valued resource needed to create cloth was time, a rare
commodity in a household with young children and duties at the hearth and in the fields.
Of the various stages, spinning composed the bulk of the time spent and there have been
attempts to quantify the time spent completing various stages. Most of these studies focus
on modern weavers from the southern highlands who spin with sheep or camelid wool
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The weavers depicted on this florero appear to be weaving polychromatic tapestry sleeved shirts and
headdresses of the type that would be restricted to elites; rather than battle dress, they could be weaving for
the elite dead (Benson 1972: 106; Millaire 2008: 233).
76
Dated to the Late Intermediate Period (AD 1000-1476).
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using a drop spindle. For example, an informal spin-off conducted at the Tinkuy de
Tejedores—A Gathering of Weavers event in Urubamba, Peru (November 2010)
recorded the amounts of yarn that can be spun in two minutes by various age ranges
mostly using spindle technology and the drop spindle method:


Children, 7-13 years old: 0.50-1.50+ metres a minute



Young women, 14-30 years old: 1.50-3.00+ metres a minute



Veteran spinners: 2.00-3.50+ meters a minute

The average across all age groups ranged from 2.5-3.00 meters and there was little
advantage had by those who spun using modern spinning wheels (Ligon and
Franquemont 2011: 41). 77 Another highland group of drop spindlers (the Chupachu) from
the Huánuco region spun 0.96 metres of cotton per minute and 0.90 metres of wool per
minute (Bird and Losack 1984: 342). Vreeland (1986: 370) documented women spinning
in Mórrope on the north coast where they averaged about 0.65 m a minute, spinning for
about 30 minutes at time. This was done holding the spindle horizontally.
Franquemont (1986: 312) commissioned and timed the production of five textiles from
Chinchero textile artisans near Cuzco. The production of a single llijlla or shawl,
measuring 102 x 102 cm took 213h: 55m to complete from shearing to the finishing
stage. The majority of the time was spent in preparing the yarn (120h: 11m or 56%) and
weaving (68h: 34m or 32%). This shawl is comparable to some of the larger cotton
mantles or burial shrouds recovered from the north coast. However, some of the stages
such as dyeing or plying would be absent. The average Chinchero spinner produced a
meter a minute of Z-spun coarse yarn and an average of 1.3 metres per minute of Z-spun
finer yarns. Plied yarn could be produced at a rate of 1.80 metres per minutes or 1000
metres a day (Franquemont 1986: 316).
Ultimately, the processes described above involved a number of participants and at times,
specialized artisans, and it should be emphasized that even simple plain weave cloth
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The longest example was wheel-spun and was 7.7m long but the authors report that it was not as fine as
some of the shorter spindle-spun singles (Ligon and Franquemont 2011: 41).
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requires a significant outlay of labour, material and skill acquisition. In addition to basic
tasks like spinning, a textile could require the participation of other craftspeople to
provide shaped wood for loom parts, metal for surface ornaments or specialized dyes and
methods for yarn. Even the processes of weaving discussed in the next section may be
shared between artisans. Technological and stylistic choices made even before the first
warps are strung contribute greatly to the shape and aesthetics of the final piece as does
the final destination of the item in question.

2.6

Weaving Techniques of the North Coast of Peru

The art of weaving creates a three-dimensional object, and along with the yarn, the choice
of weave affects the weight, thickness and texture of the finished object. Different
techniques are often combined in a single panel. Weaving techniques 78 are herein divided
into two categories: techniques that form the main structure of the cloth and
supplementary techniques that are interwoven into the main structure but are not
necessary to the integrity of the finished piece. Structural techniques are also separated
into two categories: 1) techniques that use a single element and 2) techniques that have
two elements (a warp and a weft). The emphasis is mostly placed on the method
(following Seiler-Baldinger 1994) rather than the resulting product as different
techniques can result in similar products. In some cases, it is necessary to separate out
and discuss particular finished results as they are representative of particular times and
places. The final section discusses common decorative techniques that can be added to
the finished cloth. A single cloth may combine a variety of structural techniques and/or
decorative elements in order to produce a desired end product.
This section describes the types of techniques in use during the Early Intermediate Period
on the north coast, providing the terminology necessary to understand the following
chapters. It is important to keep in mind that most cloth types can be woven on the
backstrap loom with the exception of netting and looping. It is also likely that the
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Section 2.6 is based on a combination of classic references (Emery 1995; D’Harcourt; Seiler-Baldinger
1994), the direct analysis of Peruvian textiles, and my own skills as a textile craftsperson.
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popularity of certain techniques though discovered at Early Intermediate Period sites
ebbed and flowed and were reinvented or rediscovered at certain points of time. These
are markers to look for that may act as indications of economic, political and/or
ideological connections. In this light, more complex techniques may have been known to
only a specialized subset of weavers in a community or restricted in use to particular
members or classes of a community, expanding the potential actors in the process of cloth
production. First though, one must be familiar with the dry bones of the technology.

2.6.1 Structural Weaves
2.6.1.1

Single Element Techniques

Single-element techniques can be grouped into three categories: looping, linking and
knotting. Each method can be worked flat or spiralled, using short lengths of yarn to
avoid the tangling that can occur as the yarn is drawn between the loops. All the
techniques start with a cord from which to hang or knot the initial rows while spacers are
often used to make the openings uniform. These techniques were often used to make
bags, fishing, hunting and carrying nets, and burial shrouds.

2.6.1.1.1

Linking

In the simplest method of linking (Figure 13A), the cord travels up and over the loop
formed by the row above it. The cord can also be wrapped around the loop forming a
hexagonal pattern (link-and-twist) (Figure 13B). It is common to see more than one
looping method combined in a single item and the resulting mesh creates a flexible and
expandable net.

2.6.1.1.2

Looping

Looping consists of a series of loops whose shape is maintained by twisting the base of
each loop (Figure 13C). The loops in the following row are then looped across and
twisted in the well created by the cord traveling between these twisted loops. Additional
twists can be added to each loop as well (loop-and-twist) (Figure 13D). The resulting
fabric is flexible and the texture of the fabric can be manipulated by combining several
looping techniques in a single object.
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Figure 13: Linking and looping variations (based on Seiler-Baldinger 1994: 8, 11-12)

2.6.1.1.3

Netting

Netting is differentiated from linking and looping by the rigid openings that are formed
through knotting in contrast to the other techniques which create fabric that expands and
contracts. Figure 14 illustrates the different types of knots that were used on the north
coast to create fishing nets, as well as hunting and carrying nets often with meshes
custom-sized for their purpose. Net spacers were likely used to maintain consistency in
mesh size; examples of stone, bone and wood malleros have been found in the burials of
men from the site of Pacatnamú (Donnan and McClelland 1997: 36)
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Figure 14: Different types of knots (based on Seiler-Baldinger 1994: 19, 29)

2.6.1.2

Two Element Techniques

Two element techniques compose the bulk of the collection and the known techniques
from the region. This category of textile involves at least one warp and one weft and
includes both ancient non-woven techniques like twining and complex woven methods
like double cloth that involve multiple sets of warps and wefts.

2.6.1.2.1

Twining

Twining is one of the oldest of the two element techniques. Pairs of wefts are twisted
around single or pairs of warps rather than just being interlaced (Figure 15A, 15B). To
create patterns, weavers would transpose the warps creating a contrast between smaller
and wider openings in the fabric (Figure 15C) or they could allow the warps to float on
the surface of the wefts. In the process of twining, the warps may have been hung from a
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horizontal bar held up by a pair of forked stakes or strung within a frame 79 to provide
tension and prevent the warps from tangling (see Amsden 1932; Bird and Hyslop 1985).
With the innovation of loomed true weaving, twining was more commonly used to
making fencing and roofing (Conklin 1979a: 2) rather than textiles.

Figure 15: Twining Types: A) single warps; B) paired warps; C) transposed warps

2.6.1.2.2

Plain Weave

The simplest weave is plain weave (1/1) (Figure 16A), woven square (in that it has the
same number of warps as it does wefts). Simple variations on plain weave include basket
weave (2/2 [paired warps and wefts]) (Figure 16B), single warps and paired wefts (1/2)
(Figure 16C), and paired warps and single wefts (2/1) (Figure 16D). Plain weave is very
versatile and its appearance can be altered by the thread count, density of weave and the
diameter of the yarns used. For example, by tightly packing the warps or wefts around far
less numbers of wefts or warps, the weaver can also hide the warps under the wefts or the
wefts under the warps creating a weft-faced or warp-faced weave. Warp-faced cloth was
a common find at the Early Intermediate Period site of Huaca Santa Clara in the form of
striped woollen bags; woven in natural colors. It is a style that is intimately linked with
the weavers of the Andes where a densely woven woollen cloth would be greatly valued
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These frames were the predecessor of the loom.
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against the rain and wind of the mountain regions (see Rowe 1977). Cloth can also be
made light and gauzy by using thinner yarns widely spaced. On the north coast, plain
weave was often simply decorated with warp or wefts stripes or a combination thereof to
create a checkerboard pattern. It was also used as a platform for embroidery and brocade
or decorated with a tapestry edging.

Figure 16: Common plain weave variations

2.6.1.2.3

Twill

A twill pattern is created by shifting the entry point where the weft interlaces with the
warp either to the left or the right; the weft then travels over or under at least two warps
and then over or under at least one. Figure 17A depicts 2/2 twill, a common variation on
the north coast while Figure 17B is a 3/1 twill. A more complex variation, broken twill,
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varies the direction of the shift (Figure 17C) or forms geometric patterns like in diamond
twill (Figure 17D). While these designs can be created without a heddle or heddles,
which speed the process by lifting up the desired sets of warps as a set, it is a timeconsuming process. It is often paired with tapestry acting as the border between a plain
weave field and a tapestry band, likely mediating the shift in tension and thread pairing.

Figure 17: Twill variations

2.6.1.2.4

Tapestry

Tapestry is a weft-faced weave that uses different colors of yarn to create patterns. The
wefts are tightly packed and are interlaced with relatively few warps which are ideally
completely obscured with the goal of creating a distinct surface image. The result is a
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dense fabric whose weight is often mediated by the use of wool wefts 80 rather than cotton
or with thinner yarns. It is also an effective way to use smaller amounts of colourful
wool, and, thus, on the coast, the warps were often cotton. Furthermore, the tapestry
technique was often employed as a border to a larger plain weave or twill cotton garment
or item. The technique was used to create simple geometric borders but also complex
scenes with anthropomorphic and human figures, realistic and fantastical animals and
objects.
Tapestry wefts are discontinuous and do not traverse the full width of the fabric so
weavers invented a variety of techniques for joining the yarns where two colors meet on
the field. On the north coast, slit tapestry or kelim (Figure 18A) is the most common type;
this method leaves a slit between two colors. Longer slits may be sewn closed while
shorter ones were often left open. These slits leave a clear demarcation between the
colors but weakened the structure of the fabric. In contrast, dove-tailing or interlocking
muddle these borders 81 but created a more sound fabric (Figure 18B and 18C); these
techniques are more common in the Highlands but weavers on the north coast would
employ all of these joining techniques when a motif called for it. Some coastal tapestries
from the Middle Horizon strike a balance between leaving open slits and compensating
for structural weakness by outlining the slits left by the technique in black (Figure 18D).
These same interlocking techniques can be used to make polychrome textiles with
discontinuous wefts but the cloth itself is a balanced plain weave. Compared to tapestry,
the resulting designs tend to be simpler, emphasizing geometric forms over complex
scenes. In a few rare cases, weavers used scaffolding to construct plain weave textiles
with both discontinuous warps and wefts (DWW). In these types of cloth, the warps and
wefts are interlocked or dovetailed out of necessity in order to preserve the integrity of
the cloth.

80

HSC 27 d is an example of a complex tapestry rendered entirely in cotton (see Appendix A).
Wari-style tapestry commonly employed interlocking techniques but the high weft thread count and
extreme fineness of the yarns tended to mitigate the effect of the interlocking.
81
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Figure 18: Tapestry joins used on the north coast of Peru (based on Seiler-Baldinger
1994: 64-65)

2.6.1.2.5

Double Cloth

One of the more complex forms of weaving that north coast weavers engaged in was
double cloth (Figure 19 illustrates the principles). In this technique, the weaver
manipulates two sets of warps and wefts in two different colors producing two layers of
plain weave; patterns are formed by switching the position of the two layers. On the
reverse, the pattern appears in mirror image. In my database, examples of double cloth
were often rendered in either two tones of natural cotton (such as cream and brown) or
cream and a dyed blue cotton. In one case, the eyes of the woven catfish were
embroidered with red wool 82. Reported examples of this technique imply that it was often
used to make pillows that were then stuffed with unspun cotton; a bag 83 recovered from
Huaca del Sol was also woven using this technique. Other uses are currently unknown

82
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See Appendix A: HSC 189 a.
See Figure 44.
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from the north coast but this type of weave would have represented a significant
investment of skill, time and material.

Figure 19: Double cloth: A) surface view; B) side view showing exchange of elements
between the two surfaces (based on Seiler-Baldinger 1994: 99)

2.6.1.2.6

Gauze

Gauze is one of two structural weaves where the warp is active—pairs of warps are
twisted around each other and held in place by an inserted weft; this distinguishes it from
cloth which is merely more loosely woven by virtue of the spacing of the warps and
wefts. This is a common technique on the central coast; a few examples of simple gauze
(Figure 20) have been found at the Early Horizon site of Caylán in the valley of Nepeña
located at the extreme south of the north coast region. Here gauze was used to embellish
a mostly plain weave cloth, creating narrow weft stripes or, in one case, a checkerboard
pattern.
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Figure 20: Gauze weave (based on Seiler-Baldinger 1994: 100)

2.6.2 Non-structural Weaves
Non-structural elements are interwoven with the elements of the ground cloth but are not
essential to the integrity of the cloth. Unlike embroidery, these are added as the cloth is
woven, and the main warps and wefts are used to tack down the pattern produced by the
supplementary yarns. One of the more common techniques is brocade (Figure 21) which
consists of patterns rendered in supplementary wefts, confined to a restricted area of a
cloth and often rendered in wool. Supplementary yarns can be added to different types of
base cloths including plain weave and twill.
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Figure 21: Basket weave textile with blue cotton supplementary wefts (PAV 20 a),
Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)

2.6.2.1

Decorative Elements

Decorative elements are those added once the cloth was finished and can include both
textile techniques like embroidery, non-fibre items made of metal or feathers, paint or
post-weaving dyeing.
Embroidery was relatively underdeveloped on the north coast in contrast to the cloth of
the Paracas and Nasca cultures of southern Peru (See Paul 1990). On the north coast, it
was most often used to outline or emphasize certain features like eyes 84, or in rare cases
tiny repeating elements would cover an entire fabric surface 85. Embroidery reflected an
efficient use of camelid fibre or small amounts of a coloured fibre to decorate a plain
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Eyes were created using a figure-eight warp wrapping technique on a double cloth from Huaca Santa
Clara (HSC 189 a) (see O’Neale and Kroeber 1930: Fig. 12, 44 for an additional example from the Moche
Valley).
85
See PAV 23, Figures 112, 113; HSC 168 e, Figures 141, 142
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cotton field. Similarly, tiny rectangular or circular metal plaques in gold, silver, copper
and alloys of the three were commonly used to cover plain woven garments like tunics
worn by elites (Figure 22). These were attached with thread through a pair of holes
punched in the upper margin of the plaque 86. These were also attached to cloth backing
and used to make headdresses (see Donnan 2007 for examples from Dos Cabezas).
Textiles were also adorned with feathers (from coastal birds like herons and Amazonian
birds like parrots) which were attached with knotted lines, a type of decoration that
became increasingly common during the Late Intermediate Period and Late Horizon on
the north coast (Rowe 1984: 154).

Figure 22: A smaller copper ornament missing its gilt surface from Huaca Gallinazo
(Virú Valley)
Painting can be included in this category as it does not affect the entire cloth but rather
sits on the surface of the completed piece. Painted cloths appear during the Early Horizon
and known examples feature complex scenes related to Chavín imagery on top of plain

86
One poorly preserved layer of a Lambayeque-style mummy bundle, containing a woman identified as
“La Hilandera” and found at the site of San Jose de Moro, was decorated with small copper squares sewn to
the surface of the cloth (Nelson et al. 2000: 34).
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weave cotton cloth (Conklin 1979a; Cordy-Collins 1976, 1980). They were thought to be
tools of proselytizing in part due to their large size, imagery and portability. In the north
during the Early Intermediate Period, the highland artisans associated with the Recuay
style 87 were known for their painted pieces. Two unprovienced fragments of what may be
the same cloth webs survive in two museum collections 88. Made of plain weave cotton,
they depict a complex “series of repeated, connected, snakelike creatures with bifurcated
heads” accompanied by additional serpent and feline figures (Porter 1992: 74). A less
elaborate example from Huaca Santa Clara depicts catfish and a second supernatural
creature (Moon Animal?) that has highland 89 origins 90; they are executed in brown paint
over a yellow camelid wool plain weave textile.
There are also examples (Figure 23) from Huaca Santa Clara of tie-dyed or resist circles
in the form of square ring and dot motif. Here discrete sections of cloth were tied off
using the plangi method and then submerged in liquid (Anawalt 2000: Figure 11.16).
Alternatively, the sections could have been coated with a dye-resistant material prior to
dyeing. Both lead to similar effects and are difficult to distinguish. These circles are one
of the few examples were post-weaving dyeing can be shown to have taken place. A
similar example of this type of resist dyeing dated to the Early Intermediate Period was
described from the central coast site of Ancón (Harner 1979: Fig. 1, 153)
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The northern limit of territory traditionally associated with the Recuay aligns with the Virú Valley.
The Los Angeles County Natural History Museum (Cat.F.A.2667.86.1) and the Textile Museum,
Washington, DC (Cat.1962.30.6)
89
Associated with Recuay style contexts.
90
See (Appendix A: Figure >> HSC 277 b)
88
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Figure 23: Fabric with plangi or resist dyed square ring dot motif (HSC 261 j) from
Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)

2.7 Finishing Details, Sewing and Repair
Textiles in the Andes were not fully fashioned garments, cut to measure from a larger
piece of cloth like modern clothing. Rather they were either made from a single web or a
number of webs sewn together using straight or overcast stitches. Each textile, when first
woven, was a complete plane of interlaced warps and wefts. Weft selvedges were natural
selvedges (self-edge), created as the wefts traveled back and forth across the expanse of
the cloth, turning at the edges. Peruvian weavers created a spiral warp by wrapping the
warp yarns around a series of stakes that create the sheds. Spiral warps are continuous,
and, like the wefts, create their own edge; however, the warp edge is often differentiated
by various end treatments such as bundles of wefts or the use of a thicker heading cord or
cords. A modern north coast weaver, during a session I attended, demonstrated that a
couple centimetres of weaving was completed at both ends as a first step in order to
secure the warps in place and make it easier for the final wefts to be inserted using a
needle farther from the edge. These first wefts were often densely packed. Once the
textile is completed, the warps which are lashed to the loom bar rather than wound
around it are removed whole rather than being cut off, preserving the edge. The textile is
then removed from the loom completed with all four selvedges intact.
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Figure 24: Woollen bag with repair (HSC 162 k), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
Considering the time and material put into textile production, many show signs of repair
with varying degrees of success. One woollen bag shows an amateurish repair with a
thick yarn of vegetal cord (Figure 24). Decorative edgings of slit tapestry may have been
preserved when the plain weave or twill cotton main cloth became too tattered, and then
attached to another garment. Two children’s shirts (HSC 12 a and HSC 168 c) from
Huaca Santa Clara were composed of several different webs that were sewn together
(Figure 25), several of which were missing selvedges prior to being used as part of these
shirts. Similar patterns of reuse and repair has been documented at the site of Pacatnamú
from the Early Intermediate Period occupation there (Donnan and Donnan 1997: 232).
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Figure 25: Child’s shirt made of plain weave patchwork (HSC 168 c), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)

2.8 The Next Step for North Coast Textile Scholarship
On the surface, the past one hundred years or so of archaeological and anthropological
research has uncovered much concerning the production of textiles on the north coast of
Peru. The literature contains rich veins of material on both the technical and stylistic
aspects of the region’s cloth. There are significant gaps, however. With the exception of
work by Boytner (1998, 2006), there is a lack of sophisticated dye studies designed to
identify the origins of the region’s rich palate of textile colors and link these data to
anthropological questions. Second, studies are often focused upon single examples of
unique textiles or assemblages from a single site; there are few large comparative works
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exploring particular periods or change across time. My goal is to contribute to the latter.
The following chapter takes advantage of the often excellent preservation in the region to
bring together a large set of data dating from the Early Intermediate Period from across
the north coast region. It will form the basis for the discussion concerning the role textiles
play in the construction of social boundaries and culture history in the region alongside
other more commonly used categories of material culture such as ceramics.
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3

Moche and Virú Textiles of the North Coast

3.1 Methods
This project started with access to two large sets of textile data from the Virú Valley that
date to the Early Intermediate Period. To complement these data, I was encouraged to
seek out additional textiles to examine in person as well as to comb the published
literature for comparative samples from both Virú and contemporaneous Moche contexts.
Textile data were collected from sources representative of Early Intermediate Period (200
BC - 600 AD) Moche and Virú sites as far north as the Lambayeque Valley and to the
valley of Nepeña in the south. The Virú material came from the sites of Huaca Santa
Clara, Huaca Gallinazo, Huaca de la Cruz and Castillo de Tomaval in the Virú Valley,
Huaca Prieta 91 in the Chicama Valley and El Castillo in the Santa Valley. Moche material
came from the sites of Sipán/Huaca Rajada in the Lambayeque Valley, Dos Cabezas and
Pacatnamú in the Jequetepeque Valley, Huaca Cao Viejo in the Chicama Valley, Huaca
del Sol and de la Luna and Galindo in the Moche Valley, Huaca de la Cruz in the Virú
Valley, El Castillo, Guadalupito, and Huaca China in the Santa Valley, and Huambacho
and Pañamarca in the Nepeña Valley (Table 2).
The goal for the data collection stage was to expand the common scholarly model of
examining a single textile from a single site. Textiles are often hidden within site
monographs. By compiling these discrete assemblages, it is possible to build much larger,
site and, then, regional datasets in order to look at patterns of production and exchange in
terms of ideas, techniques, materials and aesthetics on a wider scale. Textiles can then be
used to contribute to wider contextual discussions concerning social development and
geopolitical movements in the region and during the time in question alongside other
categories of material culture. It is a movement away from the aesthetic fetishism of fine
pieces, simple morpho-stylistic studies and the basic construction of chronologies.

91

This material was excavated by Junius Bird in 1946 and 1947 and is now housed at the American
Museum of Natural History.
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Valley

Moche

Lambayeque
Jequetepeque

Sipán/Huaca Rajada
Dos Cabezas
Pacatnamú
Huaca Cao Viejo
Huaca del Sol
Huaca de la Luna
Galindo
Huaca de la Cruz

Chicama
Moche
Virú

Santa
Nepeña

El Castillo
Guadalupito
Huaca China
Huambacho
Pañamarca

Virú

Huaca Prieta

Castillo de Tomaval
Huaca Gallinazo
Huaca Santa Clara
Huaca de la Cruz
El Castillo

Table 2: Valley and sites with associated Early Intermediate Period archaeological
cultures included in this dissertation
For the first assemblage I worked on, I built upon a database previously established under
the supervision of Jean-François Millaire for a project at the site of Huaca Santa Clara.
Initially, all data were entered into an Open Office spreadsheet, using a file type
compatible with Microsoft Excel. This document provided the format into which all
subsequent textiles were input. A numeric key was used for each nominal variable
category in order to facilitate transfer to IBM SPSS Statistics 20 where the numeric code
is translated into a variable value by the program. For each textile, site information was
entered including valley, time period (as determined by ceramic assemblage), site name,
catalogue number 92 and excavation context. For consistent textile terminology, I have
relied on a combination of classic works on textile classification by Seiler-Baldinger
(1994), D’Harcourt (2002), and Emery (1995). In several cases, new variables were
added to account for additional techniques found in the examined assemblages.
There is more than one way to count a textile and several are used in this work. One is to
enumerate the number of individual items. One can then enumerate the number of webs
used to make a single item. One can also count the number of times a technique was used
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In some cases, the textiles were assigned a dissertation database-specific catalogue number.
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as it was common for more than one technique to be used to make even a single cloth
web. Yarns have been counted separately and in conjunction with the types of techniques
that these yarns were used for. As a result, the counts vary based on the category selected,
and, in many cases, whether or not the data for a particular category were available. The
same data were collected for textiles from published materials but due to the
inconsistencies of reporting, not all information was available or accessible. The minimal
information required for a textile to be put into the database included site name, textile
classification and material type. Published examples also tended to be biased towards
exceptional examples and rarely reflected a site’s complete collection.
For examples I physically examined, each textile was laid out (dependent on the item's
condition) to its fullest dimensions so as to obtain complete measurements and to count
the number of webs or panels used to make the item 93. Warp and weft elements were
determined, if possible, and selvedge types recorded along with any yarns used in
seaming or repairs. The textile was then examined with the naked eye, a hand lens and/or
jeweler’s loop to identify the predominant weave of the item and based on this was
assigned to a “class” category (Table 3). A second category, “technique”, was used to
record the secondary weave types, supplementary warps or wefts and super-structural
additions like embroidery. During the course of this project, these categories have been
refined, hence the uneven numbering of the variables. Then, the number of passes made
by the warps and wefts were counted. Where possible, each textile was then defined
within a class, a technique, and the numbers of elements per pass. For certain classes and
techniques, additional information was recorded including mesh 94 or tapestry type 95,
mesh diameter and surface features 96. Finally, depending on the preservation of the entire
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The analysis of the Virú material was conducted in the field lab during the 2008 and 2009 field seasons
over the course of approximately 6 weeks, while the material from Huambacho was examined over the
course of a week at the Complejo Arqueológico Cerro Sechín y Museo de Sitio Max Uhle in the summer of
2010.
94
1 Simple linking; 2 Link-and-twist (double); 4 Link-and-twist (twist vary); 5 Loop-and-twist; 6 Knotted
Loops
95
1 Slit tapestry; 2 Dovetailed tapestry; 5 Selvage to Selvage; 8 Interlocking of discontinuous warps and
wefts (discontinuous warps/wefts; 9 Sectional weft (discontinuous wefts); 10 N/A.
96
Warp or weft-faced.
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artefact, the textile could also be assigned an object type but this was extremely
uncommon.
Class
1 Plain weave
2 Twill
4 Tapestry
5 Supplemental Wefts
6 Embroidery
9 Double Cloth
10 Mesh Fabric
11 Ply Splitting
12 Weft or Warp Faced
21 Openwork
22 Gauze

Technique
1 Plain weave
2 Twill
4 Tapestry
5 Supplemental Wefts
6 Embroidery
9 Double Cloth
10 Mesh Fabric
11 Ply Splitting
12 Weft or Warp faced
21 Openwork
22 Gauze
23 Supplemental Warps/Wefts
24 Supplemental Warps

Table 3: Variables for the categories, class and technique
The next step was to record the details of the yarns used to make up the elements. A linen
counter was used to accurately count the threads per centimeter, a process that was
repeated at least three times and at various points across the textile to account for
differing tension and thread diameter. The average was recorded and outliers noted. The
spin direction of the yarns was recorded along with fibre type and colour.
Finally, additional information was recorded that did not fit into any of these categories;
it often included descriptions of motifs and decorative work along with evidence of
construction and repair work. These data were complemented by photographs and
drawings of both technical and iconographic elements. The latter were executed on graph
paper and the results were then scanned, and alongside some of the photographs, used to
create both colour and black and white line drawings in Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop.
This chapter describes the collections I have analysed in person and those obtained from
the literature, both of which are the basis for the discussion in Chapter Four. They are
organized geographically from north to south and then chronologically within each
valley. Each section contains a brief description of the valley, important sites with textile
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finds, textiles 97 from the region as cited in the literature, and descriptions of textiles that I
have personally examined. More detailed descriptions of unique finds are included in
Appendix A from the sites of Huaca Gallinazo and Huaca Santa Clara while Appendix B
contains the remaining finds for the assemblages from the sites of Huaca Prieta, Huaca
Gallinazo, Huaca Santa Clara, Huambacho and Pañamarca. The collections and sites are
limited to those dated to the Early Intermediate Period, and due to the vagaries of
preservation are confined to the coast. For those from the literature, I am largely reliant
on the greatly varied quality of published data. As a result, I often lacked complete
information for each textile and it is common that I may know the technique but not the
material it was composed of, the yarn spin employed or its dimensions. Regardless, the
majority of the textiles included were obtained from organized excavations rather than
looted contexts, which ensures that the textiles are associated with a known
occupation/site.

3.2 Lambayeque Valley
Located just south of the Sechura Desert (Figure 26), the Lambayeque drainage is one of
the largest on the north coast. Its central river, the Chancay, feeds two smaller tributaries,
the Lambayeque and Reque Rivers. To the north is the La Leche River basin and to the
south the Zaña River basin; due to this confluence of rivers, this region has one of the
highest rates of water discharge on the north coast 98. The Chancay River basin alone
covers 3,375 square kilometres while the Chancay and Leche basins combined offer
136,000 hectares of agricultural land (Shimada et al. 1991: 263). This valley was valued
for its vast agricultural potential in terms of land and water and, consequently, for its
political worth. During the Early Intermediate Period, the richest series of Moche burials
was constructed at the site of Sipán, whose wealth suggests that the valley was a seat of
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The number of textiles may be lower than examples of techniques as a single textile may be composed of
more than one individual panel. In other cases, textiles are also often created using more than one
technique. For example, tapestry bands are often framed by twill and are then attached to larger plain
weave textiles.
98
To take advantage of the abundant water and land, the Taymi and Ynalche (Túcume) canals were built
and run 70 km from the Chancay River to the La Leche River and to the large site of Túcume to the north.
The former was used into the 19th century (Netherly 1984: 242).
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elite power during the Moche III-IV period (Shimada et al. 1991: 263). The densely
urbanized Moche V site of Pampa Grande was later built at the neck of the Lambayeque
valley.

Figure 26: Map of the Lambayeque Valley with archaeological sites discussed in text
(Google/TerraMetrics/CNES/Astrium 2015)

3.2.1 Sipán/Huaca Rajada
The site of Sipán, or Huaca Rajada, is located in the Lambayeque drainage south of the
Reque River; it consists of two platform mounds arranged on an east/west axis (Alva
1994: 44). The looting of the burial platform and the subsequent appearance of
magnificently crafted examples of Moche metalwork on the black market led to a fullscale excavation of the smallest mound starting in 1987. Archaeologists led by Walter
Alva uncovered the richest known series of Moche III tombs according to Larco’s
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sequence 99. Their central occupants were male and were dressed as characters from
Moche fineline ceramics such as the Warrior-Priest and Owl Priest, lending credence to
the theory that certain scenes depicted in Moche art reflected actual ritual practices (Alva
and Donnan 1993). Each was buried with large quantities of gold, copper and silver
ornaments, large collars made of thousands of shell and stone seed beads, both fine and
utilitarian ceramics, expertly woven textiles (some of which were covered in metal
plaques), and headdresses made of metals, textiles and exotic feathers. They were
accompanied by male and female attendants, and animals such as llamas and dogs (Alva
and Donnan 1993).
Textiles from the tombs of Sipán were poorly preserved. For example, the presence of
tapestry with camelid fibre wefts is suggested by the preservation of its cotton warps but
textiles and yarns completely made of camelid fibre had rotted away. This distorts the
proportion of cotton and wool fibre that one would expect to find in a grave this rich as
access to camelid fibre is often taken as a hallmark of elite status (Table 6). Despite the
overall condition of the materials, Prümers (2007) was able to identify seven layers of
textiles associated with the Tomb 1 burial. Of these, Layer 2 was the richest in terms of
textile material (Prümers 2007: 261).
59.7% of the seventy-two textiles recovered were made using the plain weave technique.
Though a simple technique, these textiles were adorned in some cases with hundreds of
small gold-coloured plaques made from thin sheets of gold, copper, and gold and copper
alloys; four layered cotton textiles (plain weave, basket weave and twill) were used as the
basis of a “shield” with a metal figure attached to the front (cat. Cs 3/2-5) 100 (Prümers
2007: 263). Despite the limited number of techniques employed (Table 4), complex
weaves like tapestry composed the remainder of the assemblage (18.3%), as different
types of twill 101 (12.7%). The remaining textiles were woven in gauze or single-element

99
Ceramics, using thermo-luminescence techniques, date the burials as a unit to AD 740 +/- 50 (Roque et
al. 2004: 124).
100
This is the better preserved of two shields with the second adorned with four figures (Prümers 2007:
266).
101
Types included simple (continuous), diamond, zigzag and interrupted.
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mesh methods. 53.8% of the textiles were woven with paired warps and wefts, followed
by those with single warps and wefts (28.2%); of the remaining seven, six had paired
warps and one, paired wefts (Table 5).
Technique
Plain weave
Tapestry
Twill
Gauze
Mesh
Total:

Observed
43
13
9
4
2
71

Percentage (%)
60.6
18.3
12.7
5.6
2.8
100

Table 4: Structural techniques from the Lord of Sipán Burial, Huaca Rajada
(Lambayeque Valley) (Prümers 2007: Table 1)
Technique
Paired warps/wefts (2/2)
Single warp or wefts (1/1)
Paired warps (2/1)
Paired wefts (1/2)
Total:

Observed
21
11
6
1
39

Percentage (%)
53.8
28.2
15.4
2.6
100

Table 5: Number of warps and wefts per pass, Lord of Sipán Burial, Huaca Rajada
(Lambayeque Valley) (Prümers 2007: Table 1)
As Table 6 shows, 98.7% of the textiles were woven from cotton. These numbers do not
take into account the poor preservation of wool fibres of which only two examples
survived. As a result, the assemblage count demonstrates the ubiquity of cotton in the
clothing of all social classes while obscuring the presence of a more exotic fibre, that of
camelid hair. It is safe to assume that the known spin directions for the yarns used to
construct the Sipán textiles are representative only of cotton.
Warp Material
Cotton
Total:
Weft Material
Cotton
Wool
Total:

Observed
76
76
Observed
69
2
71

Percentage (%)
100
100
Percentage (%)
97.2
2.0
100

Table 6: Warp and weft fibre types from the Lord of Sipán Burial, Huaca Rajada
(Lambayeque Valley) (Prümers 2007: Table 1)
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Here, 52.6% of the examples of warps are S-spun as were 68.9% of the wefts. The second
most common category was S-spun and Z-plied warps and wefts. Far fewer cotton warps
and wefts were Z-spun or Z-spun and S-plied, both common traits of the woollen
spinning traditions in the Andes (Table 7).
Warps
S
S/2Z
S and Z
Z/2S
Z/6S
Z
Total:
Wefts
S
S /2Z
Z
S and Z
Z/2S
Total:

Observed
40
27
4
2
2
1
76
Observed
48
13
4
4
1
70

Percentage (%)
52.6
35.5
5.3
2.6
2.6
1.3
100
Percentage (%)
68.6
18.6
5.7
5.7
1.4
100

Table 7: Spin direction of warps and wefts from the Lord of Sipán Burial, Huaca
Rajada (Lambayeque Valley) (Prümers 2007: Table 1)
The preservation of iconography is limited in the Sipán burial due to the lack of
preserved wool elements. One twill textile (Cs 6a/1), preserved in three pieces, featured a
motif of catfish heads (Prümers 1995; 2000: 300) arranged in cross formations which are
separated by diagonal abstracted triangular catfish heads (Figure 27A). The design done
in interrupted twill was executed by alternating simple twill with sections where either
the warp or weft crossed four of the opposing element (Prümers 2007: 295) 102. A second
textile (Cs 3/14) (Figure 27B) also has catfish heads tightly arrayed across the cotton
textile in rectangular panels. Originally, executed in brocade, the wool supplementary
threads have rotted away (Prümers 2007: 270, 300) 103.

102

A textile from the Huaca del Sol (Moche Valley) has nearly an identical design though executed using
supplementary wefts (Conklin 1979b: 169, 172) (see Figure 43).
103
See Figure 30 for a similar design executed in embroidery from the site of Pacatnamú (Donnan and
Donnan 1997: Fig. 2, 217).
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A

B
Figure 27: Textiles from the Lord of Sipán Burial, Huaca Rajada (Lambayeque
Valley): A) twill textile with catfish heads (Cs 6a/1) (based on Prümers 2007: 300);
B) plain weave with brocaded catfish heads (Cs 3/14) (based on Prümers 2007: 270)
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Figure 28 depicts a detail of a complex piece that consisted of fantastic composites of fish
and birds, organized into at least two registers, and rendered in tapestry. Its remnants
were found under a shirt decorated with plaques of metal (Prümers 2007: 281). Only the
light brown cotton warps and select cotton wefts remained but these outlined the figures
which were woven using wool. The motifs resemble those from the metal piece that
rested on the nose of the occupant of the central burial of Tomb 1 at Sipán, a pair of
tweezers from the same tomb, and Mural II at the Huaca de la Luna (Prümers 2007: 286).

Figure 28: Detail from tapestry fragment (Cs 9/9), the Lord of Sipán Burial, Huaca
Rajada (Lambayeque Valley) (based on Prümers 2007: 35)
The textile assemblage at Sipán was limited by the conditions that affected preservation,
particularly the proximity to the body. As a result, most of the wool had disappeared and
the remaining textiles had fused. Despite these obstacles, it is clear that the textiles buried
with the Lords of Sipán reflected the wealth of the tombs’ occupants in terms of their
quantity and quality with an emphasis on complex weaves using woollen elements and
metal work.
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3.3 Jequetepeque Valley
The valley of Jequetepeque is located between the small valley of Zaña and the arid
Pampas de Paiján (Figure 29). It is watered by the Jequetepeque River 104 and the Chamán
River along with subsurface water sources and is currently dominated by rice fields. This
valley is considered by some (Castillo 2010) to be the centre for one of three northern
Moche geopolitical units. Taking advantage of the river systems, its inhabitants built
canals which first followed the path of the Jequetepeque east to west. This first large
scale construction may represent the consolidation of the valley under a single political
unit during the pre-Moche period that culminated in the construction of the Moche site of
Dos Cabezas at the mouth of the Jequetepeque (Castillo 2010: 90). The second stage 105
extended canals south of the Jequetepeque to the older sites of Jatanca and Poémape, and
to the site of Matanca. Within the lower and central valley, the sites of Faclo, La Mina,
Balsar and Pacatnamú were founded. The third stage 106 extended canals north of
Jequetepeque to the land-rich but water-poor Chamán River Valley resulting in the
establishment of local administrative centers 107 which are thought to be culturally linked
but opportunistically autonomous political units in control of a segment of the canal
system 108 (Castillo 2010: 89-93). Castillo (2010: 89) characterized this region politically
during the Early Intermediate Period by two competing processes—centralization that
resulted in shared rituals and fractionalization whereby each settlement was responsible
for its defence and irrigation systems.

104

The valley has a basin of 4,600 square kilometers and of this 44,710 hectares were being cultivated in
the late 1960s; it is estimated that 81,000 hectares would have been cultivated in the pre-Hispanic period
(Eling 1986: 130; Kroeber 1930: 76).
105
The second stage overlaps the Pre-Moche and Early Moche periods.
106
Dated to the Middle and Late Moche periods.
107
These include Guadalupe, Cerro Chepén, San José de Moro, Huaca Rajada, Portachuelo de Charcape,
San Ildefonso, Pacanga Vieja, Alto de San Ildefonso and Cerro Colorado (see Castillo 2010: Figure 4).
108
This conclusion is supported by a number of “fortresses” built on hilltops or near the desert (examples
include Cerro Chepén, Portachuelo de Charcape and San Ildefonso) which were isolated from residential
centers, had defensive walls and evidence of sling stones along with an absence of foreign material culture
(Castillo 2010: 99).
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Figure 29: Map of the lower Jequetepeque Valley with archaeological sites with
textile assemblages discussed in text (Google/CNES/Astrium 2015)

3.3.1 Dos Cabezas
The site of Dos Cabezas (AD 300-650) is characterized as a Moche regional hub for the
northern valley of Jequetepeque. Over 1 km square in size, it is located 500 meters south
of the Jequetepeque River and 400 meters from the Pacific Ocean and is “dominated by a
large platform mound flanked by spacious courts, corridors, and palace complexes made
of adobe brick” (Moseley et al. 2008: 82). The main Moche mound, Huaca Dos Cabezas,
measures 230 meters by 165 meters and rises 30 meters in height. It was damaged by
colonial looting and then rain during an extreme ENSO event during the Moche
occupation of the area but the mound was repaired; the site was later abandoned due to
the encroachment of aeolian sand when it is theorized the population moved four
kilometres north to the site of Pacatnamú (Moseley et al. 2008: 83-85). Around 900 AD,
a group, associated with Lambayeque-style ceramics and material, built Huaca La Mesa
528 meters to the north of Huaca Dos Cabezas (Moseley et al. 2008: 86).
Three undisturbed elite tombs associated with Moche-style ceramics were discovered in
the sector of the mound that had been reconstructed following the rains (Donnan 2007:
93

61). They contained males ranging in age from 17 to 22 who were above average in
height and suffered from a variety of pathological conditions including cortical thinning,
vertebral compressions, fractures and osteoarthritis, suggesting a hereditary condition
(Cordy-Collins and Merbs 2008: 94, 98). They had been buried with gold, copper and
gold/copper alloy ornaments many of which were elements of cylindrical headdresses
(see Donnan 2007); Tomb 2 was especially rich (Donnan 2007: 192). Radiocarbon
dates 109 from Tomb 2 date the burials to cal. 390-645 A.D and Donnan suggested that the
tombs were constructed between c. AD 525 to AD 550 (Donnan 2007: 198).
Textiles were recovered from Tombs 2 and 3. They were in poor condition due to the
proximity of the bodies of the deceased and were found in highly compacted and layered
masses (Jiménez Díaz 2000: 76). The central individual in Tomb 2 had been wrapped in
textiles and clay which retained an impression of a coarse twill outer layer (Donnan 2007:
72, 75). Several pieces such as a miniature cane and wool headdress with copper plaques
were also recovered from an associated miniature burial where they had been
appropriately scaled down (Jiménez Díaz 2000: 78). Though only 43 specimens were
recovered, most were made of complicated techniques and/or rich materials like dyed
wool or adorned with metal plaques.
Many of the textiles exhibited a combination of techniques (Table 8) including plain
weave, tapestry, twill, warp- and weft-faced cloth, gauze, and openwork weaves in a
variety of colours. Despite the small sample, there are also four varieties of twill (Table
9) represented, ranging from the relatively simple 2/2 continuous and 2/1 continuous to
the more complex diamond and herringbone twill weaves. Completed objects were
composed of several cloths made using different techniques (e.g. plain weave and
tapestry or twill and tapestry) which were sewn together into a single length of fabric.
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The Moche occupation of Dos Cabezas has been dated to AD 340 to AD 665 despite a ceramic
assemblage more akin to Larco’s Phase 1 (Donnan 2007: 192-193).
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Technique
Plain Weave
Weft-faced
Tapestry
Twill
Weft/Warp-faced
Gauze
Braidwork
Openwork
Total:

Observed
10
10
9
8
5
2
1
1
46

Percentage (%)
21.7
21.7
19.6
17.4
10.9
4.4
2.2
2.2
100

Table 8: Textile techniques of Moche textiles, Dos Cabezas (Jequetepeque Valley)
(Jiménez Díaz 2000: Tabla 2, 93)
Twill Types
2/2, Continuous
2/1, Continuous
2/1, Diamond
3/3, Herringbone
Total:

Observed
4
2
1
1
8

Percentage (%)
50.0
25.0
12.5
12.5
100

Table 9: Twill types, Dos Cabezas (Jequetepeque Valley) (Jiménez Díaz 2000: Tabla
2, 93)
Identifiable objects include a pair of shirts sewn from separate panels. The better
preserved of the two was woven in diamond twill in pink and had a woollen slit tapestry
band with brown, pink, yellow, green and white wave, ring and diamond motifs and a
pink and yellow tubular fringe. The second was executed in dark brown continuous 2/2
twill. A possible third shirt, in plain weave 1/1, was adorned with copper plaques and a
weft-faced band along the bottom edge (Jiménez Díaz 2000: 83). At least one head cloth
was found—it was woven in red-brown gauze (1/1) with a tapestry band decorated with
an obscured undulating motif (Jiménez Díaz 2000: 83). Supplementary techniques
included discontinuous wool wefts 110 inserted over floating warps to form triangles on a
plain weave (1/1) field (Jiménez Díaz 2000: 81). Associated with a copper figurine in the

110

Though it is impossible to tell without more details or an image, this textile may be similar to one from
Huaca Santa Clara in the Virú Valley that was decorated with a series of ovals (HSC 256c) and a Moche
context example adorned with a series of coloured squares from the Pampa de los Incas in the Santa Valley
(see Conklin 1979b: 169-172).
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miniature burial was a tiny headdress made of interlocking tapestry with cane warps and
red, light brown and black wool weft yarns forming the shape of an S (Jiménez Díaz
2000: 80, 82).
The assemblage had examples of both wool and cotton textiles. 81.3% of the cotton and
wool warp and weft threads were S-spun and Z-plied with S-spun yarn being the second
most common technique in this small sample (14.7%) (Table 10). Interestingly, the wool
was spun using what is generally considered to be a cotton spinning direction (so initial
S) leading Jiménez Díaz (2000: 85) to suggest that this was locally spun wool versus that
spun and imported from another region like the highlands.
Spin Direction
Warps
Cotton
Wool
Spin Direction
Wefts
Cotton
Wool
Total:

S

Z/2S

S/2Z

Total

7 (35%)
- (-%)
S

- (-%)
1 (9.1%)
Z/2S

13 (65%)
10 (91.0%)
S/2Z

20 (100%)
11 (100%)
Total

4 (40.0%)
- (-%)
11 (14.7%)

1 (10.0%)
1 (2.9%)
3 (4.0%)

5 (50.0%)
33 (97.1%)
61 (81.3%)

10 (100%)
34 (100%)
75 (100%)

Table 10: Spin direction by fibre type of Moche Textiles, Dos Cabezas
(Jequetepeque Valley) (Jiménez Díaz 2000: Tabla 1, 93)
Cotton yarn was found in three colours: cream, light brown and dark brown (this final
colour may be a dye). As usual, wool exhibited a broader range of colours including
yellow, ochre, red, cream, green, pink, dark blue, light brown, black, and various shades
of brown (Jiménez Díaz 2000: 79).
Like at Huaca Rajada in the Lambayeque Valley, the material from Dos Cabezas was
similarly compacted due to decomposition, though with superior preservation of woollen
yarns. Careful analysis revealed that the tombs here contained a variety of structural
weave types coupled with decorative elements rendered in brightly dyed wool yarn, their
complexities suitable for the rank of the men with whom they were buried. The textiles
contained in these burials reflect what the textile material buried with the Lords of Sipán
at Huaca Rajada could have been like if the preservation at that site had been better.
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3.3.2 Pacatnamú
Located at the mouth of the Jequetepeque Valley, Pacatnamú (Figure 29) forms a
triangular wedge of more than fifty platform mounds surrounded on two sides by high
cliffs, and trenches and high mud brick walls on the third. It was visited during the 19th
century (Hutchinson 1873; Middendorf 1973 [1894]) and first mapped in 1925 by Alfred
Kroeber (1930: 88-89) who referred to it as the Ciudad de la Barranca. Extensive
excavations were subsequently carried out by the German archaeologist Heinreich
Ubbelohde-Doering in 1937-39, 1952-53, and 1962-63 (Ubbelohde-Doering 1959). The
site was mapped again during the 1962-63 expedition by Wolfgang and Gisela Hecker
and surveyed again by Richard Keatinge (1978) in the 1970s. However, the largest
archaeological project, the Pacatnamú Project (1983 to 1987), was organized by the
Fowler Museum of Cultural History at the University of California, Los Angeles and was
led by Christopher B. Donnan and Guillermo A. Cock (1986, 1997). This later project
produced the bulk of the textile assemblage discussed here for the Early Intermediate
Period
Early interpretations identified the site as a pilgrimage centre. Ubbelohde-Doering (1959:
15; 1960), perplexed by graves from the same stratigraphic levels that contained different
types of pottery, suggested that this ceramic mixture was the result of pilgrims bringing
their dead to be buried at a centralized sacred site. His interpretation was buttressed by
the work of Keatinge (1978) who based his conclusions on tapestries recovered from
Pachacamac, south of the modern capital of Lima, that appear identical to those
recovered from Pacatnamú. It was also assumed that the Moche occupation, in contrast to
the later occupations, was quite small. This was contradicted by the Pacatnamú Project
which found evidence of Moche I through Moche IV-V material culture (Donnan 1997:
12). Furthermore, large amounts of utilitarian ware suggested that the site was occupied
by a substantial permanent local population rather than catering to a transient pilgrimage
one (Donnan 1986: 23). Isotopic analysis concerning dietary changes and population
mobility has suggested that people buried at Pacatnamú, particularly men, were migrating
for short periods of time between two geographical regions with differing food webs
(White et al. 2009: 1534). While offering support for short-term migration, it does more
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to suggest that Pacatnamú likely operated as a regional hub for which religious
pilgrimage was but one reason to visit the city (White et al. 2009: 1535).
The Pacatnamú Project excavated an unlooted Moche cemetery near the center of the site
(Donnan 1997: 12) that was representative of the commoner population. In fact, elite
burials were rarely found. A total of 84 individuals from 79 graves were uncovered at the
site. Textiles were most commonly employed as shrouds. Others were folded and placed
under the head or body as cushioning and it was common for the face to be covered or the
head wrapped. 181 textiles were recorded and published; some graves had one
identifiable textile while one grave (Burial 80) originally held upwards of 30 though half
were too poorly preserved to be analyzed. The bodies were rarely dressed— only two
individuals had shirts, two had loincloths, and two, both these items of clothing (Donnan
and McClelland 1997: 21). Wool yarn was often wrapped around “heads, hands, wrists,
ankles, feet, or legs” (Donnan and McClelland 1997: 20) and unspun cotton placed over
the eyes (Donnan and McClelland 1997: 21). Males generally had more textiles than
females and only males were buried with loincloths and head cloths (Donnan and
McClelland 1997: 36).
Table 11 summarizes the techniques from the Moche occupation of the site. Being mostly
from lower class burials, most of the assemblage are plain weave and twill cotton
shrouds; 63.2% of the plain weave textiles had single warps and wefts per pass while
34% had paired warps and wefts (Table 12). There were eleven examples of tapestry and
three of double cloth; some of these appear to have been repurposed (Donnan and
Donnan 1997). There are no textiles with wool warps. Wool was primarily used as the
wefts of tapestry cloth and as decorative supplementary wefts, likely demonstrating
limited access to the material and its judicious use as a supplementary decorative
element.
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Technique
Plain weave
Twill
Tapestry
Mesh
Double cloth
Total:

Observed
158
69
11
9
3
250

Percentage (%)
63.2
27.6
4.4
3.6
1.2
100

Table 11: Structural techniques from Moche contexts at Pacatnamú (Jequetepeque
Valley) (Donnan and Donnan 1997:233-239)
Technique
Single warp or wefts (1/1)
Paired warps/wefts (2/2)
Paired warps (2/1)
Paired wefts (1/2)
Total:

Observed
100
53
3
156

Percentage (%)
64.1
34.0
1.9
100

Table 12: Number of warps and wefts per pass for plain weave textiles from Moche
contexts at Pacatnamú (Jequetepeque Valley) (Donnan and Donnan 1997:233-239)
83.2% of the cotton yarns used for both the warps and the wefts (88.1%) were S-spun;
none were plied. A much smaller percentage of the warps (6.2%) and wefts (9.7%) were
Z-spun and a fraction of the assemblage’s yarns were then plied S (warps: 10.6%; wefts:
2.1%). Most of the assemblage textiles were made with cotton and there were no wool
warps. Wool made up 14.9% of the weft total and 64.1% were Z/2S-spun (Table 13).
Spin Direction
Warps
Cotton
Spin Direction
Wefts
Cotton
Wool
Total:

S

Z

Z/2S

S/2Z

Total

227 (83.2%)
S

17 (6.2%)
Z

29 (10.6%)
Z/2S

- (-%)
S/2Z

273 (100%)
Total

208 (88.1)
4 (10.3%)
439

23 (9.7%)
1 (2.6%)
42

5 (2.1%)
25 (64.1%)
59

- (-%)
9 (23.1%)
9

236 (100%)
39 (100%)
549 (100%)

Table 13: Spin direction and fibre types of Moche textiles, Pacatnamú
(Jequetepeque Valley) (Donnan and Donnan 1997:233-239)
Decorative elements like woollen supplementary wefts were used to create simple
geometric bands (Donnan and Donnan 1997: Fig. 1, 216) and interlocking catfish heads
from contrasting cotton yarns (Donnan and Donnan 1997: Fig. 2, 217) (Figure 30). The
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latter motif and variations of it are a common motif done in same technique. Two
complex examples of discontinuous wefts resemble slit tapestry and were executed on a
loosely woven field of plain weave, using primarily wool wefts. The first (Donnan and
Donnan 1997: Fig. 3, 218) has the remains of a fanged being wearing a headdress and
beads while the second consisted of nested crosses or what could be flowers (Donnan and
Donnan 1997: Fig. 3, 218).

Figure 30: Plain weave textile decorated with supplemental wefts in an interlocking
catfish design (Burial 20 Textile 3) from Pacatnamú (Jequetepeque Valley) (based
on Donnan and Donnan 1997: Fig. 2, 217)
Three rare examples of Moche double cloth were excavated from Burials 80 and 75 and
were identified as the remains of two bags and part of a head cloth. All three were made
primarily of two layers of cotton plain weave with select areas of supplementary
discontinuous wefts. The flat bag (Burial 80 Textile 6) was decorated with figures with
crescent headdresses while the cylindrical example (Burial 75 Textile 5) had two panels
with anthropomorphic beings with tails facing a second being. These were surrounded by
geometric shapes and catfish heads. The design of the head cloth (Burial 75 Textile 3)
was highly decomposed but was decorated with the remains of Andean crosses and
curled steps or waves (Donnan and Donnan 1997: 222).
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Figure 31: Polychrome tapestry shirt (RG 79 Textile 1) from Pacatnamú
(Jequetepeque Valley) (based on Donnan and Donnan 1997: 219, Figure 7)
The finest example in terms of technique and material was recovered from outside the
cemetery complex in a refuse feature from Room Group 79. The tapestry shirt which was
made of two panels (Figure 31) was decorated with a series of stripes, circles, and waves
set on a diagonal framed by vertical strips of alternating stepped lines and curled steps;
these were done using red, gold, tan and brown wool wefts (Donnan and Donnan 1997:
218). In terms of tapestry recovered, it was the only item that approached the quality of
those from Ubbelohde-Doering’s elite burials that will be discussed in the following
section.
Additional textiles were uncovered from lower class contexts as part of the UbbelohdeDoering’s earlier work at Pacatnamú. Many were recovered from burial contexts. As is
typical, many of the dead were wrapped in plain cotton shrouds (occasionally decorated
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with simple blue stripes) or had the remains of a textile or textiles covering their faces;
one had their head replaced by a bundle of yellow cotton (Grab C I: Ubbelohde-Doering
1983: 48-50). One adult was buried in a cotton loincloth (Grab D I: Ubbelohde-Doering
1983: 50). Thin cotton strips or yarns were often found around the limbs while other
cotton cloths were used to wrap up grave items. Several of the dead were also buried with
fishing nets. Unfortunately, no other details have been published concerning these
textiles.
Ubbelohde-Doering also excavated a series of elite Moche tombs at Pacatnamú that stand
in direct contrast to the material recovered from the commoner cemetery under the
direction of the Pacatnamú Project. Excavated in 1938, Grab E I, in particular, contained
some of the finest textiles to have been found at Pacatnamú including several skilfully
executed, large-scale Moche tapestries, examples of which are rarely found even in
fragmented forms. Dated to the Middle Moche, it contained nine tubular cane coffins
each containing a single adult buried within a boot-shaped tomb located on the terrace in
from of Huaca 31 (Ubbelohde-Doering 1966: 24, Fig. 2; 1983: 53). The dead were buried
with a variety of materials inside and outside the coffins including ceramics, miniature
metal masks, animal remains (llama, seal and sea lion), plant material (calabash and
peanuts), textiles and the scattered human remains of at least three adults and one child
(Ubbelohde-Doering 1966: 25, 26).
Coffin A from Grab E I contained the body of an adult male 111 and at least eleven textiles
(White et al. 2009: 1533). The body had two simple textiles wrapped around the head and
additional material covering the face over a layer of white unspun cotton. Yellow and
brown cotton yarns were wrapped around the hands and feet respectively. The head was
cushioned by a makeshift pillow made up of several textiles including a slit tapestry band
with braided fringe 112, a loosely woven plain weave cotton cloth with S-spun warps and
wefts, a blue fabric (technique unknown) and a 2/2 twill with S/2Z-spun wool warps and
wefts (Ubbelohde-Doering 1983: 81, 85).The remains of a white Z-spun cotton twill

111
112

This burial has been identified as that of the principal burial (White et al. 2009).
No other information is available concerning this textile.
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garment adorned with blue feathers covered the upper body; the feathers were attached
with Z/2S-spun cotton cords (Ubbelohde-Doering 1966: 27).

Figure 32: Partial reconstruction of the central panel of a slit tapestry cloth (Grab E
I A), Pacatnamú (Jequetepeque Valley) (based on Ubbelohde-Doering 1966: 71, 73;
1983: Abb. 35, 82)
The coffin contained the remains of four slit tapestries in addition to the one above. The
first consisted of several nesting rectangular panels of imagery; the largest central panel
(Figure 32) contained a structure whose rooftop is adorned with war clubs and a fox head
pinnacle. Within the structure, a figure stands with hands upraised; the being wears a
headdress that terminates in a pair of fox-headed serpents and elaborate belt. He is
flanked by a fox anthropomorph holding a standard. Outside, other creatures are depicted
including serpent-like beings and a bird. This panel is topped by a series of corn plants
arranged in furrows; the entire panel is bordered between the tapestry panels along with a
thick border stripe. The adjacent panel contains additional buildings each containing two
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rich dressed beings holding staffs and facing each other (Ubbelohde-Doering 1983: 81).
It resembles the painted fineline ceramics in a way that most textiles, which rely on
repeated geometric or simplified figural motifs, do not in terms of both complexity of
scene and the clarity of the image.
Similar in quality to the example above, a large rectangular slit tapestry skirt was placed
around the pelvis. Woven from cotton warps and wool wefts (Conklin 1979b: 174), the
imagery was laid out in a series of linear registers with the uppermost being solid stripes.
The central panel contained a parade of Strombus 113 monsters being incapacitated by a
warrior figure brandishing a tumi knife; these figures are framed by stylized shells and
snails. The bottom register contains Strombus monsters surrounded by further stylized
shells/snails. It was woven with cotton warps and wool wefts, and the figures are outlined
in black wool (Ubbelohde-Doering 1966: 29, Plate 72). It is dominated by dull tones of
red, yellow ochre, grey, brown, and black as seen in a watercolour from UbbelohdeDoering’s 1983 book and each figure is rendered in a difference combination of these
colours (Ubbelohde-Doering 1983: 133).
The partial remains of what would have been a very large slit tapestry mantle were found
near the chest; it depicts the same Strombus Monster versus Warrior scene but in a
circular frame (Figure 33). The figures are encircling and are circled by snails and what
Conklin (1979b: 176) describes as “hundreds of full-face and profile versions of the
conch shell snail (Strombus galeatus)” though they also resemble stalks of corn.
Additionally, warriors stand at the four corners of the piece holding spears and a spear
thrower. It was woven from S-spun cotton warps and S/2Z-spun wool wefts and the
fragment measures 50 cm by 68 cm. The cotton warps were S-spun while the wool wefts
were S/2Z-spun (Conklin 1979b: 174) and the original dimensions have been estimated to
be 104 cm by 76 cm (Conklin 1979b: 175; Ubbelohde-Doering 1983: 85).

113

Strombus monsters have the shells of the species Lobatus gigas conch of the family Strombidae.
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Figure 33: Detail of the mantle from Grab E Ia depicting the battle between the
Warrior and the Strombus Monster, from Pacatnamú (Jequetepeque Valley) (based
on Conklin 1979b: Fig. 13)
The final coffin that contained textiles, Coffin B contained the body of “an 18 year old
woman” with tattoos on her right hand and forearm of tiny warriors and lizards 114
(Ubbelohde-Doering 1966: 30; Ubbelohde-Doering 1983: 81). She was buried with a

114

The Señora de Cao from the site of El Brujo (Chicama Valley) also had tattoos covering her forearms
(Williams 2006).
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textile adorned with polychrome eight-lobed flowers outlined in black (UbbelohdeDoering 1966: 25, Plate 74); these are executed in supplementary wefts atop a plain
weave base (Conklin 1979b: 168). A second plain weave textile was embroidered with
“stepped volutes” which appear to be the remnants of geometric catfish heads, a common
motif (Ubbelohde-Doering 1966: Plate 74). A similar embroidered textile unequivocally
decorated with catfish with diamond motifs and executed in red and yellow wool was
recovered from Coffin G in Burial E I (Figure 34) (Ubbelohde-Doering 1966: 30, Plates
78-79). The base cloth was 1/1 plain weave with S-spun cotton warps and wefts and
S/2Z-spun woollen embroidery (Conklin 1979b: 169).
Conklin (1979b: Fig 17, 178) published the remnants of a tapestry bag uncovered by
Ubbelohde-Doering and Disselhoff from the looted fill. It depicts a “Moche cup-andweapon-bearer” that due to its use of interlocking wefts and a black outline appears to be
“more like a drawn or painted figure” according to Conklin (1979b: 176). The cotton
warp was spun S/2Z and the wool wefts and outline, Z/2S (Conklin 1979b: 181). In its
execution and motif, it strongly resembles the late Moche textiles of Castillo de Huarmey
and other Wari-related textiles of the coast (Conklin 1979b; Kaulicke 2000; Prümers
1989, 2000). It features a comparatively high thread count, interlocking wefts and an
eccentric black outline; the image itself is restricted to a well-defined square. Despite the
technical traits, the image rendered in this tapestry is in a Moche style.
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Figure 34: Plain weave cloth embroidered with a catfish motif, Tomb E Ig,
Pacatnamú (Jequetepeque Valley) (based on Prümers 2007: Fig. 16)
These textiles represent some of the finest Moche weaving to have been found in Peru.
The tapestries, unlike those from other sites, reflect the narrative artistry found in many
of region’s fineline ceramic paintings. Based on the similarity of the two Strombus
Monster and the Warrior battle textiles these were likely woven by the same weaver(s) or
came from the same workshop implying local elite patronage to support weavers and
likely material to complete such large and ornate examples of cloth construction and
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artistry. Other textiles such as the flowers and cup-bearer are more isolated images and
the former is an uncommon one. Interestingly, the tapestries possess a later trait of black
outlining found in what are considered to be Wari-influenced Moche textiles. Finally,
Pacatnamú is unique in providing archaeologists with both a large sample of every day
Moche burial textiles alongside examples of the best quality elite cloth, details of which
have been published for the benefit of other researchers.

3.4 Chicama Valley
The valley of Chicama located north of the Moche Valley and south of Jequetepeque, is
watered by the Chicama River which currently provides water for extensive sugarcane
plantations. It is the first valley of the southern Moche region which is separated from the
northern region by the Pampas de Paiján, a sizable expanse of desert. The valley (Figure
35), in terms of archaeological research, is best known for ongoing excavations at the El
Brujo Archaeological Complex. Other work had been conducted at sites such as Huaca
Licapa (Ubbelohde-Doering 1959) which uncovered Virú-style negative painted ceramics
and evidence of a Moche occupation as well as the remains of painted murals depicting
interlocking catfish (Lumbreras 1969: 98). Limited survey has been conducted in the
middle valley (Franco and Gálvez 2009: 91) with the exception of the site of Mocollope,
an early Moche urban centre located in the central valley north of the Chicama River. Its
remaining ruins are spread over 42 hectares; a ceramic workshop, Cerro Mayal,
associated with the larger site, is one kilometre away (Russell and Jackson 2001). Farther
up the valley neck, where it narrows into the highlands, more sites identified as villages
are found south of the river (Attarian 2009: 79). Other settlements, both large and small,
are found throughout the valley but remain largely unexcavated (Franco and Gálvez
2009: Figure 6.3).
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Figure 35: Map of the Chicama Valley with archaeological sites discussed in text
(Google/DigitalGlobe 2015)

3.4.1 The El Brujo Archaeological Complex
The El Brujo Archaeological Complex (Figure 36) is located north of the Chicama River
and 6 km from the small town of Magdalena de Cao. Stretching a kilometre alongside the
ocean, the complex covers 100 hectares (Mujíca and Hirose 2007: 43) and some areas
were occupied continuously from prior to the Preceramic Period (3100 BC to 1300 BC)
(Bird and Hyslop 1985: 6; Dillehay et al. 2012) until the arrival of the Spanish in the
1530s (Quilter n.d.) 115. All sites with textiles discussed in the following section are

115

Documented cultures include the Preceramic of Huaca Prieta (c. 2500 BC), Cupisnique (1500-500 BC),
Salinar (200 BC-100 AD), Gallinazo (AD 100-200), Moche (AD100-750), a transitional style (AD750950), Lambayeque (AD950-1250), Chimú (AD1100-1470), Chimú-Inka (AD1470-1532) and Colonial
(AD1532-) (Fernández López 2010: 43).
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located within this complex and date to the Early Intermediate Period occupation and are
associated with either a Virú or Moche occupation.

Figure 36: Sites located within the El Brujo Archaeological Complex, Chicama
Valley (Google/DigitalGlobe 2015)

3.4.1.1

Huaca Prieta

122 meters from the sea in the southwest corner of the site is the Huaca Prieta 116 mound,
first excavated by Junius Bird as part of the Virú Valley Project 117 (Bird 1948). The
mound measures 125 m long and 50 m thick with 12 meters of human occupation atop 6

116

Huaca Prieta is significant in the history of Andean textile scholarship as a number of Preceramic
textiles (including twined, woven, netted and looped specimens) were discovered there including some of
the earliest examples of representational motifs in textiles (Bird 1948, 1963; Bird and Hyslop 1985). The
name translates as “black” or “dark” “mound” (Bird and Hyslop 1985: 8).
117
He chose to excavate in Chicama believing that this site was better representative of the Preceramic due
to its superior preservation than contemporaneous sites in the Virú Valley (Bird and Hyslop 1985: 9; 19).
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m of rocky base (Bird and Hyslop 1985: 13). Human occupation of the site dates back to
approximately 13, 720 BP (Dillehay et al. 2012). Bird’s excavations in 1946 and 1947
included two trenches (East-West Trench and North-South Trench) and three large test
pits (HP1, HP2 and HP3). In Test Pit 1, a storage area was found consisting of six claylined cavities and two large wide mouthed jars (Bird and Hyslop 1985: 28). These were
associated with fragments of Virú Negative painted ware 118, the elite ceramic of the Virú
polity of the Virú Valley which was present in each layer of the pit along with textile
fragments, sherds, gourd fragments, stone tools, maize cobs, and cordage (Bird and
Hyslop 1985: 29). The maize cobs retrieved from three levels of excavation have been
dated in cooperation with Charles Spencer of the American Museum of Natural History
to AD 20-220 (Layer E), AD 70-330, (Layer D) and AD 140-220, and 90 BC-AD 80
(Layer C) 119. They are contemporaneous with the assemblages from Huaca Santa Clara
and Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley) that will be described in Section 3.6. The textile
assemblage from Test Pit 1, since it was associated with a ceramic period, was neglected
as Bird focused on the Preceramic material (see Bird and Hyslop 1985). The assemblage
is currently housed at the American Museum of Natural History where I examined it in
person.
In contrast to contemporary examples from the Virú Valley, the Huaca Prieta assemblage
featured a limited variety of structural techniques (Table 14) and only one form of
supplementary technique (six textiles had supplementary warps or wefts). 92.1% of the
textiles were plain weave; one each combined plain weave with tapestry and decorative
supplementary wefts. Two were twill and eleven were made of mesh fabric. The most
common form of decoration was warp stripes (Figure 37) with one example of plaid in
cream and blue.

118

Negative painted ware was also recovered from the East-West trench; this trench and HP 1 were located
slight north of the main body of the mound. Both were excavated in order to explore the rocky subsurface
of the mound and to provide a training opportunity for the local workers (Bird and Hyslop 1985: 27).
119
These results are preliminary and will eventually be published.
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Figure 37: Warp stripes in blue cotton on a cream plain weave field (Cat. 41.2/2773),
Huaca Prieta (Chicama Valley)
Technique
Plain weave
Mesh
Tapestry
Twill
Warp/weft-faced

Total:

Observed
210
11
4
2
1
228

Percentage (%)
92.1
4.8
1.8
0.9
0.4
100

Table 14: Structural textile techniques from Huaca Prieta (Chicama Valley)
92.8% of the cotton warps and 95.8% of the cotton wefts were S-spun; and 8.8% of
warps and 6.8% of wefts were Z-spun (Tables 15); Z-spun yarns were often combined
with S-spun yarns in the same textile. 16 warps and 9 wefts were spun S/2Z and only two
sets of both warps and wefts were Z/2S. 16 warp sets and 14 wefts sets were made up of
threads spun in either S or Z. Of the wool warps, one example was spun Z/2S and the
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second, (S/2Z)2S; of the wool weft yarns, two were S/2Z-spun with one example each in
the Z and Z/2S directions. The two examples of a yarn made up of cotton and maguey
were spun S/2Z. This was the only material spun from maguey recovered from this
context.
Spin Direction
Warps
Cotton
Wool
Cotton/Maguey
Total:
Spin Direction
Wefts
Cotton
Wool
Total:

S

Z

S/2Z

Z/2S

(S/2Z)2S

Total

221 (86.3%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
221 (85.0%)
S

21 (8.2%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
21 (8.1%)
Z

13 (5.1%)
- (-%)
2 (100%)
15 (5.8%)
S/2Z

1 (0.4%)
1 (50.0%)
- (-%)
2 (0.8%)
Z/2S

- (-%)
1 (50.0%)
- (-%)
1 (0.4%)
(S/2Z)2S

256 (100%)
2 (100%)
2 (100%)
260 (100%)
Total

226 (90.4%)
- (-%)
447 (87.0%)

16 (6.4%)
1 (25.0%)
38 (7.4%)

7 (2.8%)
2 (50.0%)
4 (0.8%)

1 (0.4%)
1 (25.0%)
24 (4.7%)

- (-%)
- (-%)
1 (0.2%)

250 (100%)
4 (100%)
514 (100%)

Table 15: Spin direction and fibre types of Virú textiles, Huaca Prieta (Chicama
Valley)
48% of the textiles were woven with paired warps and wefts and 43.1% with single warps
and wefts (Table 16). The remainder consisted of a small number with paired warps
(4.8%) and paired wefts (2.4%) with two examples of a 2/2 twill weave and a textile with
two warps to every three wefts.
Number
Paired warps and wefts (2/2)
Single (1/1)
Paired warps (2/1)
Paired wefts (1/2)
2/3
Twill 2/2

Total:

Observed
121
107
12
6
1
1
248

Percentage (%)
48.0
43.1
4.8
2.4
0.4
0.4
100

Table 16: Number of warps and wefts per pass, Huaca Prieta (Chicama Valley)
93.7% of the textiles were made from yarns left in their natural colors. Blue and red were
the only other regularly used colors, both the product of dyes. Of the dyed colours, blue
was the most common composing 11.5% of the yarns while red yarns were only 2.8% of
the yarns. Other colors appear in low numbers and included yellow, orange and dark
brown (Table 17). Wool was exceedingly rare, especially compared to the Virú sites of
Huaca Santa Clara and Huaca Gallinazo; two textiles had wool warps (one red and the
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other gold) and four had wool wefts in the following colors: cream, light brown, dark
brown and red.
Colour
Cream
Light Brown
Blue
Red
Dark Brown
Orange
Yellow
Gold
Blue/Cream

Total:

Warps
132 (53.9%)
77 (31.4%)
18 (7.3%)
8 (3.3%)
4 (1.6%)
3 (1.2%)
1 (0.4%)
1 (0.4%)
1 (0.4%)
245 (100%)

Wefts
136 (56.4%)
77 (32.0%)
15 (6.2%)
8 (3.3%)
4 (1.7%)
- (-%)
1 (0.4%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
241 (100%)

Total
268 (55.1%)
154 (31.7%)
33 (6.8%)
16 (3.3%)
8 (1.6%)
3 (0.6%)
2 (0.4%)
1 (0.2%)
1 (0.2%)
486 (100%)

Table 17: Cotton yarn colours by warp and weft, Huaca Prieta (Chicama Valley)
The main characteristics of the textile assemblage lie in the primary reliance on cotton
(98.3% of all yarns), a nearly complete absence of wool (1.2% of all yarns), and the
emphasis on plain weave (91.7% of all textiles). What little decoration was identified
consisted solely of simple warp or weft stripes usually in blue on a cream ground and
three fragments of supplemental weft work. Knowledge of more complex weaves,
however, is hinted at with the single example of double cloth and the fragments of
tapestry. These traits are in stark contrast to the material excavated from the
contemporaneous Virú sites of Huaca Gallinazo and Huaca Santa Clara which boast,
alongside simple cotton weavings, a variety of intricately woven cloths often enriched by
brightly dyed woollen yarns.

3.4.1.2

Huaca Cao Viejo

Located just east of Huaca Prieta and part of the same archaeological complex, the
Moche occupation is visibly marked by the presence of two platform mounds, twins to
the Huacas de Moche further south in the Moche Valley. Like at Moche, one (Huaca
Cortado) was the victim of Spanish looters. The better preserved Huaca Cao Viejo is
decorated with a series of elaborate friezes and platforms similar to those that adorn the
Huaca de la Luna in the Moche Valley. Overall, more than two decades of excavation
have revealed evidence of at least four buildings with the main components being a
central platform mound and a large plaza (Mujíca and Hirose 2007: 94-95).
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A comb with stiff warps and woollen wefts hints at the complexity of textile technique
and art that was executed and used at this site. It depicts an anthropomorphic weapons
bundle taking a prisoner (Figure 38) who has been mostly stripped of his clothing. The
weapons bundle warrior holds the prisoner by his hair while grasping a club in the other
in preparation to bash the head of his opponent. He, in contrast, is richly dressed with an
elaborate headdress, back flap, mouth mask, and ear spools. Anthropomorphic and inert
weapons bundles are common Moche motifs. They represent the defeat of prisoners
whose accoutrements are stripped from them and are one motif, amongst many, used to
argue for the Moche culture’s penchant towards militarism. This theme often manifests in
the depiction of the ceremonial sacrifice of men captured in battle and is found as part of
the public Huaca Cao Viejo murals and more portable, private objects like this comb.

Figure 38: Motif from a Late Moche comb from Huaca Cao Viejo (Chicama
Valley); the hashed section denotes missing wefts while the black sections are a
reconstruction (based on Mujíca and Hirose 2007: 87)
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Additional rare Moche textiles have been excavated from the site including those
associated with the tomb of an elite young woman known as the Señora de Cao. Her
burial has been dated to AD 300 and is associated with Moche I style ceramics of the
Larco sequence (Fernández 2010: 43). She was one of four burials, three of which
contained members of the Moche elite (two males and the Señora 120—Tombs 1, 2 and 3)
discovered within the Northwest Patio atop the upper platform during the 2004-2005
excavation season; Tomb 4 contained the body of a lower-ranking male. Fernández
(2010) supervised the unwrapping of two of the bundles: those of the Señora and the elite
male buried in Tomb 2. The bundles (Table 18) contained plain weave, tapestry and twill
textiles as well as several examples of twill and plain weave decorated with
supplementary warps and/or wefts, and plain weave and tapestry pieces decorated with
embroidery. Others were decorated with thin copper/gold plaques and orange, yellow and
turquoise feathers. Two cotton plain weave dresses from the Señora’s bundle 121 feature
all-over patterns—the first has painted volutes and the second has geometric and
repeating steps and catfish executed in embroidery (Figure 39).
Technique
Plain weave
Tapestry
Twill

Total:

Observed
47
1
5
53

Percentage (%)
88.7
1.9
9.4
100

Table 18: Structural techniques from Tombs 2 and 3 (the Señora de Cao), Huaca
Cao Viejo (Chicama Valley)
The Señora’s mummy bundle is one of the best preserved examples of known elite
Moche burials. Consisting of three phases of wrapping, the bundle measures 181 cm long
with a maximum thickness of 42 cm and a weight of 120 kg. It is theorized that the
bundle was constructed to resemble a porra or war club, an important emblem of elite
power for the Moche and other north coast cultures. Ceramic war clubs were used to
adorn the rooflines of elite buildings (Figure 32), and wooden examples, often covered in

120

She was accompanied by a strangled adolescent, burnt objects and fine Moche and utilitarian-style
vessels (including one shaped like an owl) (Fernández López 2010: 44).
121
These were found in layer 17 of the Senora’s bundle (Mujíca and Hirose 2007: 230).
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thin sheets of precious metals, have been found in elite graves (Fernández 2010: 44;
Gutiérrez 1999).

Figure 39: Motifs from dresses buried with the Señora de Cao, Huaca Cao Viejo
(Chicama Valley) (based on Mujíca and Hirose 2007: 230-231)
The method of wrapping was used to both form the desired shape and to secure a number
of offerings including diadems, wooden war clubs decorated with copper and gold
plaques, mouth masks, textiles and textile tools like spindles with semi-precious stone
whorls, twenty-three atlatls, and copper bowls. Under the junco mat that covered the
entire bundle, the first textile was a plain weave mantle with a slit and dovetailed tapestry
band of stylized fish and an embroidered face decorated with cinnabar resembling the
features of a copper mummy mask. This mantle obscured a shroud made of cloth bands
that spiralled down the length of the bundle which in part secured the two war clubs that
flanked the body. The fourth textile was a plain weave shroud with single warps and
wefts. A second plain weave 122 mantle with an embroidered face (that of a monkey with
copper/gold cat face ear spools also coloured with cinnabar) marked the beginning of the
second stage of the wrapping process which consisted of seven plain weave shrouds
spiralled around the bundle. Between the third and second stages, the burial specialists
placed copper and gold adornments in the head region while the lower half was covered

122

With single warps and wefts.
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with ten panels of cloth covered in copper/gold plaques which had been doused with a
liquid libation (Fernández 2010: 45-48).
The Señora’s mummy bundle, with its twenty-three layers of at least thirty textiles,
represents a significant investment of spinning and weaving time and labour. The bundle
of the elite male from Tomb 2 was also unwrapped, revealing fewer textiles and
approximately eleven layers including examples of extremely fine weaving such as a
mantle of 2/2 twill, a mantle with a polychrome slit/dovetailed tapestry band depicting a
mythical being and skirt decorated with metal plaques and feathers. A second band
(Figure 40) was decorated with a catfish with the body of a serpent motif (Fernández
2010: 49).

Figure 40: Tapestry motif from a plain weave mantle from the Señora de Cao
burial, Huaca Cao Viejo (Chicama Valley) (based on Mujíca and Hirose 2007: 321)
Compared to the burials further north, the preservation of the Señora 123 was exceptional.
However, her textiles were relatively simple in execution particularly when compared to
the elaborate tapestries excavated by Ubbelohde-Doering at Pacatnamú and even the
fragments preserved at Sipán. The simplicity of the textiles and the limited quantity of
wool are offset by the elaborately constructed bundle she was at the center of, the number

123

Like the woman buried in Coffin B at Pacatnamú, the Señora also had tattooed forearms (Williams
2006).
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and variety of objects contained alongside her body, and the location of her burial atop
the El Brujo mound alongside less elaborate burials of elite males.
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3.5 Moche Valley
The Moche Valley124 is a mid-sized valley (Figure 41) on the central north coast, best
known for the Early Intermediate Period Huacas del Sol and de la Luna (Huacas de
Moche) and the Late Intermediate Period Chimú city of Chan Chan. A long term project
has been focused on the Huaca de la Luna site while Chan Chan was last extensively
explored in the 1970s under the direction of Michael Moseley and Carol Mackey as part
of the Chan Chan-Moche Valley Project. The valley forms the heartland of the Moche
culture, and the site of the Huacas de Moche has long been considered the de facto capital
city of this people.

Figure 41: Map of the Moche Valley with archaeological sites discussed in text
(Google/DigitalGlobe 2015)

124

Its drainage basin is approximately 1500 square km.
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3.5.1 Huacas de Moche—Huaca del Sol and Huaca de la Luna

Figure 42: Aerial view of the Huacas de Moche Archaeological Complex with the
main mounds labeled, Moche Valley (Google/DigitalGlobal 2015)
Located on a large plain 5.75 km from the Pacific Ocean and encompassing a square
kilometre of land south of the Moche River, Huacas de Moche (Figure 42) features
Huaca de la Luna 125, which abuts a lone low peak, Cerro Blanco, and Huaca del Sol
which lies across an urban zone that spreads across a flat, open plain to the northwest. It
was traditionally hypothesized that Huaca del Sol functioned as an administrative center
while the Huaca de la Luna was a religio-political center characterized by a series of
public and private platforms, plazas, ramps and rooms that make up the Old and New
Temples. These were constructed in an “onion-skin” style with the Old Temple, for
example, being made up of six building phases constructed over 600 years (Tufinio 2008:

125

Huaca de la Luna measures 276 m by 178 m and is, at its highest point, 16 m tall (Donnan and Mackey
1978: 59).
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29). These buildings were covered with polychrome murals depicting scenes of humans
garbed as priests, dancers, warriors, and prisoners as well as a variety of supernatural
beasts and anthropomorphic beings; others echo the repetitive geometry typical of
textiles.
Early excavations 126 were conducted by Max Uhle (Kroeber 1965; Uhle 1913, 1998, n.d).
His catalogue (Uhle n.d.) contained objects recovered from at least 33 127 grave contexts
and other archaeological units. Material types include fine and utilitarian ceramics,
ornaments of shell, bone, metal (copper, silver, gold, and various alloys), and semiprecious stones (like quartz and turquoise), wooden spindles, and spindle whorls of
copper, stone, and ceramic. The grave assemblages varied within the cemetery (Site F) 128
with burials containing materials like gold, turquoise, inlaid shell, and a number of
ceramics situated alongside ones with merely a couple of vessels (Kroeber 1968: 123). At
least nine of the tombs were rectangular and lined with adobes while the rest were just
simple pits (Kroeber 1968: 122).
Uhle’s collections were further described by Kroeber who visited this and other valleys
between 1925 and 1926 (Kroeber 1926, 1930). At first glance and as recorded in early
reports, neither collected any textiles that could be associated with the Moche occupation,
and Kroeber remarked on the poverty of the textiles he did encounter; the few collected
by Uhle were not associated with known Moche-style ceramics 129 but rather later Chimú
and what he termed Tihuanacoid 130 ceramics (Kroeber and O’Neale 1930: 41). However,
in 1947 O’Neale published a re-evaluation of Uhle’s 1899 collection from the Site F
cemetery finding approximately 80 textiles amongst the other categories of material
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Squier (1877: 125-133) visited the Huaca del Sol and completed a site plan of the mound (Squier 1877:
131); Middendorf (1973 [1894]) also visited and photographed the Huaca del Sol.
127
There is some discrepancy as his 1912 article reports a total of 37 burials while his map shows the
presence of 35 (Uhle 1968 [1912], 1998).
128
Site F was located “10 to 15 m from the front wall of the Huaca de la Luna” on the plain between this
huaca and Huaca del Sol (Kroeber 1968:122) and measured approximately 14 meters wide by 28 meters
long (Uhle 1998: 218).
129
Kroeber and O’Neale (1930: 41) noted that as of the publication of their study of the textile traditions of
Peru that no example of Moche textile had yet been found.
130
Resembling the Moche-Wari style documented at San Jose de Moro in the Jequetepeque Valley
(Castillo 2003)
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objects including fragments adhered to copper objects in half of the thirty-three excavated
burials. Types included supplementary wefts, basket weave (2/2) and twill. Uhle’s own
catalogue 131 of the graves excavated at Site F records cloth fragments from Graves 16
(P3089/414) and 17 (P3097/4219); cloth was associated with the copper plates used to
cover the face of the deceased from Grave 26 (Uhle n.d.).
From published data (O’Neale 1946; 1947), it is possible to construct the nature of 38 of
the textiles: eight of twill (one was composed of two panels), nineteen of plain weave,
and two of plain weave with supplementary wefts. All of the textiles were woven from
either light brown or cream-coloured cotton while the supplementary wefts that decorated
two of them were in light brown, dark brown and red wool, spun Z/2S. With the
exception of one plain weave textile with both S and Z-spun warps and wefts, all of the
plain weave examples were woven with S-spun cotton; of the twill, four had S-spun
warps and 8 had S-spun wefts. The remainder had S-spun/Z-plied warps in five cases and
one example of the same for the wefts.
Moche textiles from this valley are still rare in the literature due to the vagaries of both
excavation and preservation. Uhle (n.d.) remarked in a pair of letters to his patron that the
preservation of organic materials at Moche was poor in contrast to the central coast site
of Pachacamac However, he did encounter upon ascending Cerro Blanco “objects of
wood, textiles, feathers” as “well preserved in the soil as if they had been interred
yesterday”, likely due to the fact that the site was located far from the water table. In
addition, an example (Figure 43) of plain weave with supplementary wefts measured 10 x
18 cm was excavated at Site A at the Huaca del Sol by Max Uhle in 1903 from what was
described as a Wari burial based on the associated ceramics. It was relabelled as Moche
by Conklin (1979b) based on its technical elements. It had cotton warps and wefts of both
S- and Z-spun yarns and the warp elements were paired. Continuous and discontinuous
supplementary wefts of wool were woven into the base cloth to create a series of
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Uhle collected approximately 795 objects from the graves of Site F and surrounding area; an additional
113 catalogue entries came from nearby Site E and in total nearly 1200 items were collected and catalog
(Kroeber 1968: 121).
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interlocking diamonds and four-headed geometric catfish motifs (Conklin 1979b: 169,
172, Figure 10).

Figure 43: Geometric catfish motif executed in supplementary wefts, Huaca del Sol
(Moche Valley) (based on Conklin 1979b: 169, 172, Figure 10)
Textiles were uncovered by archaeologists from the Chan Chan-Moche Valley Project in
1972 from a series of graves at the Huacas associated with Moche ceramics (Donnan and
Mackey 1978). Six textiles were excavated from a grave of a juvenile (Burial M-III 1)
along with associated Moche III ceramics. The body was covered with a simple white
cotton (S-spun) 2/2 twill shroud with a central panel of 44 cm (Conklin and Versteylen
1978: 385) and a smaller “blanket” made up of two panels. Measuring 82 cm by 97 cm,
the latter was also made of S-spun white cotton woven in a 2/2 twill pattern; it was
decorated with a simple red wool 132 weft-faced striped at the warp selvedges. While the
shroud has single warps and wefts, the elements of the blanket were paired and where the
wool stripes were woven, the wool wefts passed over and under four pairs of warps. The
outermost pairs were transposed or crossed the pair in the next set of warps, a simple
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The wool was Z/2S spun.
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solution that kept the woollen band tightly packed, maximizing the color of the yarn
(Conklin and Versteylen 1978: 389).

Figure 44: Anthropomorphic land snail or Strombus monster and fish motif, Huacas
de Moche (Moche Valley) (based on Conklin 1979b: 169, Figure 6; Conklin and
Versteylen 1978: 392, Figure 4)
The most complex textile was a small pouch which measured 11 by 8 cm and was
decorated with an anthropomorphic land snail or Strombus monster bordered by two fish
and a fringe made of S/2Z-spun plant fibre yarn knotted at each end (Figure 44); the cloth
which was 16 cm wide had been folded and seamed. The base cloth was woven with two
sets of paired warps and wefts, one a light brown and the other a cream using a double
cloth technique. The light brown areas had 14 warps and wefts per cm and the cream
areas, 28 warps and wefts per cm. The Z/2S-spun wool supplementary wefts used to
outline the design picked out by the double weaving method were pink, orange-pink, and
yellow (Conklin 1979b: 169, Figure 6, 7; Conklin and Versteylen 1978: 384-398; Donnan
and Mackey 1978: 66-71). A comb with cotton and wool wefts and stiff warps made from
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bone was also found in the grave and it, too, depicted a Strombus monster or snail
creature (Figure 45) (Conklin and Versteylen 1978: 396).

Figure 45: Strombus monster motif on a rigid comb, Huacas de Moche (Moche
Valley) (based on Conklin and Versteylen 1978: 396: Figure 6)
The year 1991 marked the beginning of modern excavation of the site which is still
ongoing; it has been focused primarily on the Huaca de la Luna and the Urban Zone
located between the two huacas. Conducted under the auspices of the Universidad
Nacional de Trujillo, the project has attracted a large number of Peruvian and
international scholars and students. Textiles have been recovered over the course of this
multi-year project though they are often highly deteriorated (Montoya 2004). In terms of
their quality, they resemble those excavated from elite contexts from sites such as Huaca
Rajada, Dos Cabezas and Pacatnamú.
Despite the evidence for elite occupation and a thriving urban class of artisans working in
ceramics and metal, there is little evidence for textile manufacture beyond the numerous
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spindle whorls (Millaire 1997; 2008). A rare image of a spinner and a weaver 133 was
found on a wall on an upper platform at the Huaca de la Luna (Figure 46) indicating that
textile manufacturing played a role in the lives of the elites, but is weak evidence upon
which to argue for workshops. Gayoso (2008) argued for the possible presence of a
textile workshop located in Compound 9 of the Urban Zone which produced 70 spindle
whorls in metal, stone and ceramic as well as the burial of a young woman who was
accompanied by 3 spindle whorls and two needles. In contrast, Millaire (1997) showed
that spindle whorls were largely found in household contexts at the Huacas de Moche
indicating that cotton spinning and likely weaving were domestic activities. Textiles and
their construction by their nature are portable and may not have required a dedicated
space, but rather one with enough light and the room to beat out raw cotton, to sit and
spin, or to string up a loom.

Figure 46: Mural of a spinner holding a full spindle and a weaver seated at a
backstrap loom, Huaca de la Luna (Moche Valley) enhanced using Dstretch (YDS
colourspace) (photograph courtesy of J. Downey)
The sixty textiles from the Huacas de Moche demonstrate a range of materials and
techniques including an unusual number of double cloth pieces. Textiles are often found
in burials as shrouds (see Burial M-I 1). Usually made from cotton, they are woven of
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See Figure 12 of this dissertation for a second image of a weaver.
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multiple panels. Burial M-III 1 134 produced both examples of burial shrouds and more
complex items including a “bottom mat, a pouch, a wrapping cloth, a blanket, a top mat,
and a comb” (Conklin and Versteylen 1978: 285). The largest textile (200 cm by 200 cm)
was a burial shroud woven in cream S-spun cotton 2/2 twill composed of at least 5 widths
of fabric. A second large panel of fabric (82 cm wide by 97 cm long) was also uncovered;
also of cream S-spun cotton in a 2/2 twill, it had a red woollen weft-faced band running
width-wise across the bottom.
More recently, two textile features have been described (Fernández 2008; Montoya 2004)
that were excavated from a looted tomb (Tomb 18) containing the remains of an adult
male in his 40s who had been buried at the foot of a complex mural (Figure 47) alongside
a second tomb (Tomb 17) (Tufinio 2004: 38) within the Principal Platform (Platform 1)
of the Huaca de la Luna. Both consisted of elaborate textiles in terms of technique and
iconography. Feature 3 was identified as a rectangular 135 cushion made up of nine layers
of twill and double cloth textiles with a layer of cotton between layers 3 and 4 and a core
of unspun cotton 136 (Fernández 2008: 293-294). Feature 6 consisted of a textile ‘offering’
which had decomposed into a conglomerate which contained at least seven textiles. The
tomb also contained the remains of Moche III 137 ceramic vessels, fragments of wood,
additional fragments of textiles, a banner or pennant of a feline constructed of textile
materials and gold, gold sheets in the forms of shrimps, parrots, warriors, serpents, and
squares, and cane matting with decorative feathers (Tufinio 2004: 36-37).

134
This adobe grave of a juvenile (12 years old) also contained two ceramic vessels, 194 stone beads, lime,
small stones, quartz crystals, and plant and animal remains (Donnan and Mackey 1978: 68).
135
It was 64 cm long, 36 cm wide and 9.5 cm high (Fernández 2008: 291).
136
Both layers of cotton contained seeds.
137
According to the Larco ceramic sequence.
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Figure 47: Mural featuring geometric, interlocking catfish framing the visage of the
Decapitator (Platform 1, Huaca de la Luna, Moche Valley) alongside which Tomb
18 was excavated
Layers 1-3, 5, 7, and 9 of the cushion (Figure 48) consisted of double cloth with
supplementary wefts, Layers 6 and 7 were twill with supplementary wefts and Layer 4
was undecorated twill (Fernández 2008: 294). The double cloth were all woven from Sspun brown and white cotton yarns and all but Layers 7 and 9 were supplemented with
red Z/2S-spun wool to pick out details such as the eyes. Four were decorated with catfish;
the catfish or “serpents” of Layer 1 resemble those found on the murals located near
Tomb 18 on the walls of the Principal Platform (Montoya 2004: 193). The remaining two
examples of double cloth had interlocking curled steps or a motif referred to as the “Deity
of the Mountain” respectively (Fernández 2008: 293). The Deity is a toothy
anthropomorph wearing a crown and earspools.Only his head is depicted, which largely
resembles the head found on the nearby mural (Figure 47) as do the catfish motifs found
on Layers 1 and 6 (Figure 48).
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Figure 48: The layers of textiles from the cushion (Feature 3) from Tomb 18, Huaca
de la Luna (Moche Valley) (based on Fernández 2008: 294)
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Two of the three examples of twill were decorated with catfish motifs executed using
supplemental wefts. In one case, (Layers 3 and 8), the textiles were decorated in the same
motif but executed using double cloth and twill respectively. The remaining layer, Layer
4, was undecorated. The nature of both the supplemental wefts over twill and the double
cloth allowed for the repetition of motifs across the surface of the textiles with no
compromise in terms of fabric stability and design clarity. Five of the textiles had
interlocking catfish motifs. In the remaining examples, the motifs consisted of
interlocked waves and motifs that stand largely alone, these being the catfish heads and
the anthropomorphic figure.
A second complex textile feature was excavated from Tomb 18. Feature 6 was a
conglomerate of textiles including two examples of slit tapestry, two of diamond twill,
one of plain weave, and two weft-faced plain weaves. The offering was likely related to
the sealing of the older structure (Edificio C). The first slit tapestry piece (Figure 49A)
(Montoya 2004: 195-196) consisted of 5 fragments of the same slit tapestry band
depicting a series of zoomorphic personages separated by plain weave stripes and
chevrons. The largest fragment measures 13 x 12.8 cm and is made of white cotton warps
(S/2Z), and wool warps (Z/2S) in shades of red, pink, yellow, light yellow, brown, and
white. The warp thread count ranges from 12-14 threads per cm while the wool ranges
from 12-25 threads per cm. The zoomorphic figure stands against a pink or red
background (the colors alternate each panel as do the colors of the being’s arms, legs, and
face), holding a bag in its right hand while the left is held up over its head. The head,
wearing a head dress with three peaks, faces skyward: it appears to be flying. These
panels are framed by thin strips of brown cotton and on either side of each figure and
cotton strip are panels of chevrons in pink and red wool.
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Figure 49: Slit tapestry motifs from Huaca de la Luna (Moche Valley): A)
zoomorphic figure (001a); and B) fox head (002a) (based on Montoya 2004: 196,
198)
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The second item from Tomb 18 was a slit tapestry belt from Tomb 18 (Figure 49B),
depicting a fox head with double earflaps using red, white, pink, brown and yellow
wool 138. Its mouth is open revealing its teeth and tongue. There are two of these heads,
one at each end of the textile separated by alternating weft-faced wool panels of yellow
and red. The belt is folded in half and it measured 18 x 2.8 cm (with both weft selvedges
present the full width equals 5.6 cm). Both warp (cotton) and weft (wool) fibres are Z/2Sspun. The cotton warps range from 12-14 threads per cm while the wool ranges from 1225 threads per cm (Montoya 2004: 197-198).
Overall, the textiles recovered from the Huaca de la Luna are limited in type due to
preservation but have examples of techniques that require skilled and experienced
weavers. In contrast to other sites, plain weave composed only a little less than fifty
percent of the assemblage; the remainder are made using tapestry, twill and double cloth
(Table 19). 79.6% of the yarn used was S-spun cotton; the 8.8% of remaining cotton yarn
was S-spun initially and Z-plied. The sixteen examples of wool yarn were Z/2S-spun
(11.7% of the assemblage) (Table 20). There is a clear division in how the fibre types are
spun. Of seven described for a Moche III burial (Conklin and Versteylen 1978; Donnan
and Mackey 1978), four were made of cotton (S-spun) and in twill. Cotton tended to be
either a natural brown or dyed blue. Wool was Z-spun and plied; Montoya (2004: 191)
speculated that this might be the work of another culture group.
Technique
Plain weave
Tapestry
Twill
Double cloth
Total:

Observed
29
7
15
8
59

Percentage (%)
49.2
11.9
25.4
13.6
100

Table 19: Structural techniques from Huacas de Moche (Moche Valley)
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002A (Feature N° 6, Tomb 18, Platform 1)
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Spin Direction
Warps
Cotton
Spin Direction
Wefts
Cotton
Wool
Total:

S

Z

Z/2S

S/2Z

Total

55 (83.3%)
S

-(-%)
Z

-(-%)
Z/2S

11 (16.7%)
S/2Z

66 (100%)
Total

54 (98.2%)
-(-%)
109 (79.6%)

-(-%)
-(-%)
-(-%)

-(-%)
16 (100%)
16 (11.7%)

1 (1.8%)
-(-%)
12 (8.8%)

55 (100%)
16 (100%)
137 (100%)

Table 20: Spin direction and fibre types of Moche textiles, Huacas de Moche (Moche
Valley)
Only data for plain weave and twill textiles were available to examine the number of
warps and wefts per pass (Table 21). 47.2% of the types had single warps and wefts while
38.9% had paired warps and wefts.

Plain weave
Twill
Total:

Single
(1/1)
14 (53.8%)
3 (30%)
17 (47.2%)

Paired warps
and wefts (2/2)
11 (42.5%)
3 (30.0%)
14 (38.9%)

Paired Warps
(2/1)
1 (3.8%)
-(-%)
1 (2.8%)

Paired Wefts
(1/2)
-(-%)
4 (40.0%)
4 (11.1)

Total
26 (100%)
10 (100%)
36 (100%)

Table 21: Number of warps and wefts per pass, Huacas de Moche (Moche Valley)

3.5.2 Galindo
The site of Galindo is located in the Moche Valley, 20 km inland from the Huacas de
Moche. It was built on the slopes of Cerro Galindo and Cerro Muerto, on the level plain
at the foot of these hills. An urban settlement, it consists of 6 square kilometres of “large
areas of residential occupation, elaborate complexes of enclosures (cercaduras),
platform-mounds, and other formal architecture, corporate storage facilities, and sites of
industrial activity” (Bawden 1977: 30-31). Galindo was occupied from the late Early
Intermediate Period to the Middle Horizon.
Bawden (1977) who surveyed and excavated the site mentioned the discovery of
elaborate textiles but provided no descriptions. Many of the burials he uncovered were
wrapped in plain weave shrouds. The sole textile fully described from the site was found
on the surface in 1973. This cream cotton (S-spun) plain weave textile, measuring 20 x
23 cm, had brown and tan wool 2Z/S-spun supplementary wefts which depicted a man
and a crab (Figure 50). The man is dressed as a warrior with a helm and backflap and is
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holding a tumi knife. He is confronting a crab-like creature with catfish-like head
appendages. The plain weave base had single warps and wefts but where the wool was
added warps were traversed in even pairs (4, 6, 8, etc.) to accommodate the additional
thickness (Conklin 1979b: 166, Fig 1-3).

Figure 50: Warrior facing off against a crab (?) monster, Galindo (Moche Valley)
(based on Conklin 1979b: Fig. 2, 167)
Like the valley of Chicama, the Moche Valley is considered to be part of the southern
Moche heartland and the sites of El Brujo and Huacas de Moche mirror one another.
However, in contrast to the more northern valley, the preservation of organic material is
uniformly poor in Moche, and textiles are, consequently, rare throughout the valley for
the Early Intermediate Period. The textiles from the Huacas de Moche mostly originate
from specialized burial contexts or offering features so it is unsurprising that complex
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techniques like tapestry and double cloth are well-represented in the literature in lieu of
more common and less sophisticated cloth types. Isolated Early Intermediate Period
textiles recovered from Galindo also equal the quality of the material from the Huacas de
Moche though none from the valley are as finely woven as the examples uncovered at
Pacatnamú by Ubbelohde-Doering in their emulation of Moche fineline painting
characteristics.

3.6 Virú Valley
Virú is a small valley (Figure 51) located south of Moche and is fed by two rivers, the
Virú and the Huacapongo, which in the past were the only sources of water for irrigation
agriculture. Prior to and as part of the Virú Valley Settlement Project (VVSP) during the
1940s, the valley was extensively mapped and documented by the archaeologists and
other scholars. Stratigraphic trenches were excavated in an attempt to establish ceramic
chronologies thought to be useful for the valley and the north coast in general (Bennett
1939, 1950; Collier 1955; Ford 1949; Strong 1947; Strong and Evans 1952; Willey 1946;
1953). It was chosen for its small size 139 and rich archaeological heritage but little other
research was conducted in the proceeding decades until the end of the 20th century
(Bourget 2010; Fogel 1993; Millaire 2010a, 2010b). Recent research (Downey 2015) has
re-evaluated the chronology that was built by the scholars of the VVSP using the ceramic
assemblages collected and analysed by John Ford. For the Virú, the Middle Virú period
marks a florescence in the expansion of irrigation canals and monumental site building,
and the height of the capital of Huaca Gallinazo.
In Virú, there is evidence of continuous ancient human occupation from the Preceramic
to the Inka period. Prominent sites include a series of fortified castillos (Castillo de
Tomaval, Napo, Sarraque and San Juan) located along the western margins of the valley,
guarding the only entrance into the highlands and the valley’s major irrigation canal
intakes. There is also a series of settlements organized into four tiers, based on size and
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Basin is 900 square kilometers with 5,000 ha of irrigated land in 1952 (Strong and Evans 1952: 8).
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level of organization, including sites such as Huancaco, the Gallinazo Group and Huaca
Santa Clara 140.

Figure 51: Map of the Virú Valley with archaeological sites discussed in text
(Google/CNES/Astrium/DigitalGlobe/TerraMetrics 2015)
Strong and Evans (1952) excavated at a series of sites in the valley, recovering and
publishing information on 198 textiles 141. Most of this material was recovered from the

140

Huaca Santa Clara, located on a natural hill in the middle of the valley, could also be considered within
the category of castillo.
141
They dated this material, according to the older ceramic chronology, to the Virú (Gallinazo) (171
examples) and Moche (Huancaco) periods (37 examples). A summary of the textile finds (Appendix 3)
written by Junius Bird (Strong and Evans 1952) offers a lower count of textiles and includes those from
earlier periods. I have incorporated some of his information where it coincides with that of the main text
but have chosen to rely on the larger work for the source of my textile count as it appears to be more
complete and in turn offers more specific details as to the nature of the textile assemblage. Not all the tables
contain the same number of samples as the information on technique, spin and material among other details
was provided intermittently.
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site of Huaca de la Cruz and associated with Moche-style burials and material culture.
These included a number of rare finds such as a fragment of double cloth and the remains
of rich ornaments. In addition to the recovered textiles, Strong and Evans (1952: 186188) found a number of artefacts they identified as spinning and weaving equipment
including a highly ornate distaff (see Strong 1947: 477 for a photo), a broken weaving
sword made from algarrobo wood, wooden spindles or bobbins, spindle whorls of metal
and ceramic and what appears to be an algarrobo loom bar measuring 34 cm long. Less
ornate material was excavated from sites such as the Castillo de Tomaval, located on the
margins of the middle valley.

3.6.1 Castillo de Tomaval
Castillo de Tomaval (V-51) is one of the four castillos that line the edges of the valley as
it leads into the highlands. Sited on a high ridge on the western side of the middle valley,
500 metres from the right bank of the river and made of stone and adobe, the site was
thought to be a Moche period fortress until two stratigraphic cuts and several smaller test
units by Strong and Evans (1952) established the site’s underlying, pre-Moche
construction history. The textiles from the site all date to this earlier period, and are, thus,
roughly contemporaneous with Huaca Santa Clara and the Gallinazo Group. Most of the
material was recovered from Strata Cut 1 and Room 1. 86.1% of the textiles were plain
weave with 5.5% of twill and 1.2% of tapestry (Table 22). There was one example of
gauze which was buried with a dog (Strong and Evans 1952: 123). Single element
techniques (6.7% of the assemblage) were represented by nine looped textiles and two
fine mesh objects (one being a pouch).
Technique
Plain Weave
Twill
Looping
Tapestry
Netting
Gauze

Total:

Observed
142
9
9
2
2
1
165

Percentage (%)
86.1
5.5
5.5
1.2
1.2
0.6
100

Table 22: Structural technique for textiles from Castillo de Tomaval (Virú Valley)
(Strong and Evans 1952: 123)
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96.3% of the textiles were woven with S-spun yarn while three had yarn that was Sspun/Z-plied and three with Z-spun (one textile had both S-and Z-spun yarn (Table 23).
Wool was used in only four of the textiles from the Virú period from the entirety of
Strong and Evans’ work in the valley (Bird 1952: 357).
Spin Direction
S-spun
S-spun/Z-plied
Z-spun

Total:

Observed
158
3
3
164

Percentage (%)
96.34
1.83
1.83
100

Table 23: Yarn spin direction from Castillo de Tomaval (Virú Valley) (Strong and
Evans 1952: 123)

3.6.2 Huaca Gallinazo (the Gallinazo Group)
This site was explored by teams led by Bennett (1939, 1950), and Strong and Evans
(1952). Dating to the Early Intermediate Period (~200 BC to 800 AD), the Gallinazo
Group consists of 40 hectares of raised mounds spread over 600 hectares of agricultural
land, approximately three kilometres from the ocean. Of the 30 mounds, four have civic
architecture while the remainder are elevated habitation sites. Textiles 142 have been
recovered from the central mound of Huaca Gallinazo (V-59) which was occupied from
approximately 50 BC to AD 650 based on dates from the residential sector (Millaire
2010a: 6189). The site was likely occupied as early as the second century B.C as
indicated by the 3 meters of archaeological material which lay below the depth of the
earliest carbon samples (Millaire 2010a: 6190).
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Textiles referred to by the designation PAV or HSC in this chapter are included in Appendix A.
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Figure 52: Slit tapestry from Grave G5a-A, Gallinazo Group (Virú Valley) (based
on Bennett 1939: Fig. 15a)
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Figure 53: Polished blackware stirrup ceramic from Grave G5a-A, Gallinazo Group
(Virú Valley) (based on Bennett 1939: Fig. 15b)
The earliest excavations collected a limited amount of textile material. Bennett (1939: 54)
excavated a series of pits at the site. Pit G5a contained a seated flexed burial associated
with a Recuay-style slit tapestry textile 143 (Figure 52) upon which the corpse was
originally resting. It consisted of four sections in brown and yellow and had been stuffed
with fibre; the colours were reversed on two of the faces from the others. The motifs
included a central human figure flanked by moon animals (or felines) and catfish. The
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A second textile of dark brown and yellow checks was wrapped around the body (Bennett 1939: 57).
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lone ceramic was highly polished blackware stirrup spout pot with an incised ray fish
(Figure 53).
As part of the Strong and Evans (1952) work at the site, a burial was discovered after
Evans stumbled over an exposed spout of a pot; a 55-60 year old man they dubbed the
“Warrior” was buried with several clubs which had been wrapped in cotton cloth. His
upper body was covered in at least four distinct textiles including a plain weave cotton
cloth decorated with small gilt copper squares 144 which measured 2.2 cm wide by 3.0 cm
long, a second similar plain cotton textile, a twill fabric and a piece of tapestry edging
with a design of an “open hexagonal unit with a dot in the center” (Strong and Evans
1952: 71, 73). His lower body was covered in a simple plain weave cotton cloth and
similar fabric was wrapped around his head. More copper in the form of a thin sheet was
found inside his mouth. Finally his head rested upon a layer of cotton wadding (Strong
and Evans 1952: 71-72).
More recent excavations have recovered 79 textiles from Sectors A, B, C, and D as part
of Millaire’s Proyecto Arqueológico Virú. Structural techniques employed include plain
weave (81.3%), twill (2.1%), tapestry (9.4%), warp-faced weaves (5.2%), and mesh
(2.1%) (Table 24). In the category of plain weave, there are examples of warp-faced
fabrics and those woven with two warps and two wefts creating a textured basket weave
pattern/ Decorative techniques such as supplementary wefts, embroidery or warp-striping
were also identified this assemblage. Tapestry is considered to be a weft-faced fabric and
this collection has three examples of dovetailed joins, two with slit joins and one tapestry
that incorporated both techniques. In some cases, the tapestry could be identified as
having been designed to be sewn to or incorporated into the edges of a plain weave textile
as a decorative border or edging.
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An example of these plaques has also been recovered recently from the same site (Figure 22).
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Technique
Plain weave
Twill
Tapestry
Mesh
Warp-faced

Observed
78
2
9
2
5
96

Total:

Percentage (%)
81.3
2.1
9.4
2.1
5.2
100

Table 24: Structural techniques from the Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
In examining the yarns themselves, 90.9% of the warps were of cotton, 7.4% of wool and
1.7% of maguey. 75.8% of the wefts were of cotton and 24% of wool. 97.3% of the
cotton warps (Table 25) were S-spun with only three examples of cotton spun and plied
S/2Z. All of the wool warps were spun in the Z/2S direction and all of the maguey fibre
was S-spun. As with the cotton warps, a similar percentage of the cotton wefts (97.8%)
(Table 26) were S-spun with two examples of cotton spun S/2Z. Of the wool wefts,
64.3% were spun in the S/2Z direction and 35.7% in the Z/2S direction.
Spin Direction
Warps
Cotton
Wool
Maguey
Wefts
Cotton
Wool
Total:

S

Z

S/2Z

Z/2S

Total

107 (97.3%)
- (-%)
2 (100%)

- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)

3 (2.7%)
- (-%)
- (-%)

- (-%)
9 (100%)
- (-%)

110 (100%)
9 (100%)
2 (100%)

89 (97.8%)
- (-%)
198 (82.5%)

- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)

2 (2.2)
18 (64.3%)
23 (9.6%)

- (-%)
10 (35.7%)
19 (7.9%)

91 (100%)
28 (100%)
240 (100%)

Table 25: Yarn spin direction by fibre type, Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
In this assemblage 60% of the textiles were created by weaving a single weft across a
single warp. 20% had paired warps and wefts and 12.5% paired warps. The remainder
were unique in having 4 warps to one weft (Table 26) but no textiles had paired wefts.
Number
Paired warps and wefts (2/2)
Single (1/1)
Paired warps (2/1)
Paired wefts (1/2)
4/1
Total:

Observed
24
72
15
9
120

Percentage (%)
20.0
60.0
12.5
7.5
100

Table 26: Number of warps and wefts per pass, Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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Cotton warps were most commonly either cream or light brown, both natural colors of
Peruvian cotton. Other colors included blue, grey, dark brown, red, chocolate, and a
mixture of light brown and cream or blue and cream. Wool warps came in yellow, light
brown, dark brown, or chocolate. Maguey is naturally dark brown, but in one instance it
was dyed blue. Like the warps, cotton wefts were found in the natural colors of cream
and light brown but also in blue, dark brown, red, pink, green, chocolate, and a mixture of
light brown and cream. Wool wefts are found in the following natural and dyed colors:
yellow, cream, light brown, dark brown, red, pink, very dark brown, chocolate, and
golden (Table 27).
Cotton
Blue
Chocolate
Cream
Dark Brown
Green
Grey
Light Brown
Pink
Red

Total:

Wool
Chocolate
Cream
Dark Brown
Gold
Light Brown
Pink
Red
Very Dark Brown
Yellow
Total:

Warps
15 (13.6%)
3 (2.7%)
61 (55.5%)
2 (1.8%)
- (-%)
1 (0.8%)
27 (24.5%)
1 (0.9%)
-(-%)
110(100%)
Warps
1 (11.1%)
-(-%)
4 (44.4%)
(-%)
3 (33.3%)
-(-%)
-(-%)
-(-%)
1 (11.1%)
9 (100%)

Wefts
7 (7.8%)
3 (3.3%)
50 (55.6%)
2 (2.2%)
1 (1.1%)
- (-%)
25 (27.8%)
1 (1.1%)
1 (1.1%)
90 (100%)
Wefts
2 (6.9%)
3 (10.3%)
5 (17.2%)
2 (6.9%)
11 (37.9%)
1 (3.4%)
1 (3.4%)
1 (3.4%)
3 (10.3%)
29 (100%)

Total
22 (10.9%)
6 (3.0%)
111 (55.2%)
4 (2.0%)
1 (0.5%)
1 (0.5%)
52 (25.9%)
2 (1.0%)
1 (0.5%)
201 (100%)
Total
3 (7.9%)
3 (7.9%)
9 (23.7%)
2 (5.3%)
14 (36.8%)
1 (2.6%)
1 (2.6%)
1 (2.6%)
4 (10.5%)
38 (100%)

Table 27: Yarn colours by fibre type from textiles at Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
The widths of looms can be examined in cases where both selvedges are preserved. In the
case of the Huaca Gallinazo site, one tapestry band (PAV 28) had a complete width of 10
cm. One of the all-wool warp-faced striped textiles (PAV 29) has a full width of 25 cm.
The three plain weave examples (PAV 11, PAV 13 and PAV 32) have full widths of 20
cm, 30 cm and 33 cm respectively.
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Examples of how garments and other larger pieces were created was evident in pieces
made up of one or more panels of cloth, which were sewn together with 2 ply yarn.
However, only one identifiable object was present in the collection: a rectangular mantle
made up of two panels of cotton cloth. Repairs were common, often with 2 ply yarn
(S/2Z) that matched the color and type of material of the main textile.
20.3% of the textiles had either structural or supplemental decoration; decorative
techniques were limited to supplementary wefts, embroidery, structural warp and wefts
stripes, and slit and dovetailed tapestry work. The largest category was tapestry work
with nine examples 145 though this includes simple woollen tapestry borders. A single
copper plaque was also recovered at the site and had presumably been attached to a cloth
backing like the examples found by Strong and Evans (1952: 71). The imagery is limited,
particularly in contrast with the site of Huaca Santa Clara, but does include striped
patterns executed in both plain weave 146 and warp-faced webs, plaid plain weave, steps
catfish, serpents and lizards in slit and tapestry fabric and a number of unidentifiable
motifs in embroidery and tapestry. The warp-faced striped cloths are similar to those
recovered from Huaca Santa Clara in terms of both decoration and the use of warps and
wefts made from natural coloured camelid fibre. The most common design element was
that of catfish which appears on four textiles where it was executed once using
supplemental wefts 147 and three times using the tapestry technique 148. The structural base
for the design elements was predominately cotton with the sole exception of three warpfaced textiles with stripes 149 and the wefts of the tapestries.
Huaca Gallinazo is the largest of the sites from the Virú Valley and would presumably
have attracted some of the best examples of the weaver’s art. Based on the nature of the
large mounds and the size of the projected population, it likely hosted a substantial elite
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See Appendix A: PAV 20b (Fig. 99); PAV 26 (Fig. 100); PAV 28 (Fig. 101); PAV 30 (Fig. 102); PAV
31 (Fig. 103, 104); PAV 39 (Fig.105); PAV 41 b (Fig. 106); PAV 41 f (Fig. 107); and PAV 46 (Fig. 108).
146
See Appendix A: PAV 49 (Fig. 95, 96).
147
See Appendix A: PAV 20 a (Fig. 97, 98).
148
See Appendix A: PAV 20b (Fig. 99); PAV 30 (Fig. 102); and PAV 31 (Fig. 103, 104).
149
Two additional textiles were made with wool warps and wefts but were a single colour (see Appendix
A: PAV 5 a (Fig. 109) and PAV 24 (Fig. 113).
145

population alongside members of lower classes who would have created and used a range
of textile types and qualities. This is reflected in the large amounts of plain weave but
also in the range and percentage of woollen material recovered.

3.6.3 Huaca Santa Clara
Located in the middle valley, Huaca Santa Clara was built atop the natural outcrop
known as Cerro Cemeterio which overlooks the modern center of Virú Pueblo. It had
been originally classified as a Moche occupation (Millaire 2004: 2), but it is now thought
to be a civic center that controlled the neighboring agricultural lands. It dates to between
10 BC and AD 670 150 and consisted of four adobe buildings and storage for agricultural
products, all built atop adobe platforms. Access to these storage areas would have been
restricted to the inhabitants of the elite residences, whose status was confirmed by a
series of relatively rich burials (Millaire 2004: 3). Despite having evidence of occupation
into the Moche period, it, too, shows no sign of conquest by the other polity in the form
of destruction or Moche material culture beyond a few scattered examples (Millaire 2004:
3; 2009a: 10).
Technique
Plain weave
Mesh
Warp-faced/Weft-faced
Tapestry
Twill
Double Cloth
Total:

Observed
528
65
55
46
34
2
730

Percentage (%)
72.3
8.9
7.5
6.3
4.7
0.3
100

Table 28: Structural techniques from Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
The Huaca Santa Clara textile assemblage consisted of 730 textiles made from cotton,
camelid fibre and maguey using both single element and two element weaving
techniques. They were often constructed from several panels that were sewn together and
did not necessarily employ the same weaving technique. Structural techniques employed
include examples of plain weave (72.3%), twill (4.7%), tapestry (6.3%), double cloth
(0.3%), and mesh (8.9%) (Table 28). Plain weave textiles can be further broken into the
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Note the difference in dates when compared to Fogel’s (1993) Gallinazo state.
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number of warps and wefts used per pass (Table 29). At this site, 85.6% had single warps
and single wefts while 12.9%, the second most common category, had paired warps and
wefts (12.9%). Textiles with paired warps (2/1) and paired wefts (1/2) were uncommon.
The type of twill weaves were limited to 2/2 and 2/1 continuous; in three cases, the
technique was use alongside tapestry.
Technique
Paired warps/wefts (2/2)
Single warp or wefts (1/1)
Paired warps (2/1)
Paired wefts (1/2)

Total:

Observed
451
68
7
1
527

Percentage (%)
85.6
12.0
1.3
0.2
100

Table 29: Plain weave variations from Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
The mesh fabrics from Huaca Santa Clara are a type of single element fabric construction
that can be divided into three categories (Table 30): 1) linking, 2) looping and 3) knotted
loops. The abundance of mesh fabrics from the site may be linked to the site’s history as
centre for administration and resource storage, though there was a conscious decision on
my behalf to include this material with the wider textile assemblage. The first two
categories can be divided further into simple to complex styles depending on the number
of loops, links, and twists incorporated and were made from tightly spun and sometimes
plied cotton and maguey yarns. These styles are often combined to make different
patterns in the same item and are usually used to make bags. Techniques in the rigid
knotted category were used to make nets for fishing, carrying and hunting. Huaca Santa
Clara, of all the assemblages in this study, produced the largest and most varied
collection of single element textiles made of cotton and maguey; they make up 8.9% of
the collection (n=65). Several more complex examples were executed in polychrome
wool with geometric designs 151. The number and variety of single-element textiles was
unique to Huaca Santa Clara.
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(See Figure 89 or Appendix A: HSC 29 d)
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Technique
Simple linking
Link-and-twist (double)
Link-and-twist (twist varies)
Loop-and-twist
Knotted loops
Total:

Observed
5
16
18
17
9
65

Percentage (%)
7.7
24.6
27.7
26.2
13.8
100

Table 30: Meshwork variations from Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
From Huaca Santa Clara, of the yarns themselves, 78.9% of the warp yarns were of
cotton, 15.3% of wool and 5.7% of maguey (Table 31). 74.6% of the wefts were of
cotton, 25.4% of wool and there were none spun from maguey. 95.6% of the cotton
warps were S-spun with only three examples of cotton spun Z; 4.0% were S/2Z and none
were plied Z/2S. 74.8% of the wool warps were spun in the Z/2S direction; 13.9% were
spun S and 14.8% were spun S and plied Z. Maguey was spun like cotton and so 74.1%
of the maguey fibre was S-spun. As with the cotton warps, a similar percentage of the
cotton wefts (97.8%) were S-spun with fourteen examples of cotton spun S/2Z and one
example spun Z/2S. Of the wool wefts, 43.8% were spun in the S/2Z direction and 50.0%
in the Z/2S direction. Nearly all wool was plied back upon itself whether it had been
either spun in the S or Z direction.
Spin Direction
Warps
Cotton
Wool
Maguey
Warp Total:
Wefts
Cotton
Wool
Weft Total:
Total:

S
762 (95.6%)
16 (10.3%)
43 (74.1%)
821 (81.2%)

Z
3 (0.4%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
3 (0.3%)

S/2Z
32 (4.4%)
23 (14.8%)
9 (15.5%)
64 (6.3%)

Z/2S
- (-%)
116 (74.8%)
6 (10.3)
122 (12.1%)

Total
797 (100%)
155(100%)
58 (100%)
1010 (100%)

689 (97.9%)
9 (3.8%)
698 (74.0%)
1,519 (77.7%)

- (-%)
6 (2.5%)
6 (0.6%)
9 (0.5%)

14 (2.0%)
105 (43.8%)
119 (12.6%)
183 (9.4%)

1 (0.1%)
120 (50.0%)
121 (12.8%)
243 (12.4%)

704 (100%)
240 (100%)
944 (100%)
1,954 (100%)

Table 31: Yarn spin direction by fibre type, Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
88.1% of the textiles were created by weaving a single weft across a single warp. 9.6%
had paired warps and wefts, 1.4% paired warps and 0.4% paired wefts. The remainder
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were unique in having 4 warps to one weft (0.2%) or 3 warps to one weft (0.2%) (Table
32).
# of Yarns per Pass
Single
Paired warps and wefts
Paired warps
Paired wefts
3/1
4/1
Total:

Observed
899
98
14
4
3
3
1021

Percentage (%)
88.1
9.6
1.4
0.4
0.2
0.2
100

Table 32: Numbers of warps and wefts per pass, Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
Cotton
Blue*
Cream
Dark Brown
Grey
Light Brown
Red*
Very Dark Brown
Yellow*
Total:
Wool
Blue*
Chocolate
Cream
Dark Brown
Gold
Grey
Light Brown
Pink*
Red*
Red-Purple*
Very Dark Brown
Yellow
Total:
* indicates dyed colours.

Warps
43 (5.4%)
401 (50.4%)
62 (7.8%)
2 (0.3%)
286 (35.9%)
1 (0.1%)
1 (0.1%)
- (-%)
796 (100%)
Warps
- (-%)
2 (1.3%)
17 (10.9%)
39 (25%)
11 (7.1%)
6 (3.8%)
27 (17.3%)
- (-%)
13 (8.3%)
1 (0.6%)
18 (11.5%)
22 (14.1%)
156 (100%)

Wefts
37 (5.3%)
343 (48.8)
61 (8.8%)
1 (0.1%)
257 (36.6%)
2 (0.3%)
- (-%)
2 (2.3%)
703 (100%)
Wefts
1 (0.4%)
1 (0.4%)
16 (7.7%)
73 (30.4%)
8 (3.3%)
- (-%)
51 (21.3%)
2 (0.8%)
27 (11.3%)
1 (0.4%
31 (12.9%)
29 (12.1%)
240 (100%)

Total
80 (5.4%)
744 (49.6%)
123 (8.2%)
3 (0.2%)
543 (36.2%)
3 (0.2%)
1 (0.1%)
2 (0.1%)
1,499 (100%)
Total
1 (0.3%)
3 (0.8%)
33 (8.3%)
112 (28.3%)
19 (4.8%)
6 (1.5%)
78 (19.7%)
2 (0.5%)
40 (10.1%)
2 (0.5%)
49 (12.4%)
51 (12.9%)
396 (100%)

Table 33: Natural and dyed yarn colours by material and structural element, Huaca
Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
94% of the cotton from Huaca Santa Clara was used in its naturally coloured form and
52.6% of it was cream coloured. Blue was the most common dye, encompassing 94.1%
of the dyed cotton yarns. In contrast, wool yarn came in a broader range of both natural
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and dyed tones though 88.6% of it fell into the latter category. The most common dyed
colour was red which could have been derived from the insect cochineal or a plant source
(Table 33).
The widths of loom bars can be extrapolated in cases where either the weft or both
selvedges are preserved. They fall into two general categories: narrow bands of cloth that
are likely waistbands and wider bands of cloth sewn together to make mantles. Table 34
lists the full widths preserved at Huaca Santa Clara, one of the only sites where these data
were available. Table 35 categorizes the ranges with most of the textiles falling between
20 and 40 cm wide. A loom bar recovered from Huaca de la Cruz by Strong and Evans
(1952: 188) was 34 centimetres long, and would have been too short to hold some of the
textiles found at Huaca Santa Clara.
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Catalogue #
HSC 142 e
HSC 21 r
HSC 190 c
HSC 206
HSC 279 e
HSC 228 c
HSC 168 d
HSC 212 b
HSC 213 c
HSC 163 b
HSC 205
HSC 56 a
HSC 264 a
HSC 163 a
HSC 220 a
HSC 162 l
HSC 194 a
HSC 54 a
HSC 256 a
HSC 76
HSC 245
HSC 143 c
HSC 15 h
HSC 162 g
HSC 146 a
HSC 277 a

Total Width (cm)
3.5
5.0
7.0
10.0
19.0
21.0
24.0
24.0
24.0
28.0
28.0
29.0
29.0
30.0
31.0
32.0
32.0
34.0
34.0
34.5
35.0
37.0
40.0
40.0
42.0
47.0

Technique/Object Type
Plwa/Waistband
Plw/Waistband
Plw/Pouch
Plw/Loincloth
Plw/?
Plw/Loincloth
Plw/?
Wa-Fab
We-Fac
Plw/Garment?
Wa-Fab Stripes
Wa-Fab Stripes
Wa-Fab Stripes
Wa-Fab Stripes/Pouch
Plw/?
Plw/?
Tap-Plwd/Mantle
Plw/Mantle
Plw/?
Plw/Mantle
Plw/?
Plw/Mantle
Plw/Mantle
Plw/?
Plw/?
Plw/?

a

Plw=Plain weave; bWa-Fa=Warp-faced; cWe-Fa=Weft-faced; dTap-Plw=Tapestry with Plain
weave

Table 34: Total widths in ascending order, Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
0-10.0
10.1-20.0
20.1-30
30.1-40
40.1-50

Total

Observed
3
1
3
9
2
18

%
16.7
5.6
16.7
50.0
11.1
100

Table 35: Range of widths from Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley) in cm
Evidence of how garments and other larger pieces were created was evident in pieces
made up of one or more panels of cloth, which were sewn together with 2 ply yarn.
Repairs were common often with 2 ply yarn (S/2Z) that matched the color and type of
material of the main textile. This collection contained 56 pieces composed of two panels
of cloth, four of 3 panels and ten of 4 or more. Some were complete enough that they
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could be identified as small mantles 152. There is a child’s shirt 153 composed of at least
three plain weave panels with a vertical neck slit.
Huaca Santa Clara has produced one of the largest collections of Early Intermediate
Period tapestry fabrics from this region of the north coast. Executed in cotton and
camelid fibre, they can be divided into two categories based on how much of the cloth’s
surface is tapestry and what types of joins are used to connect the discrete areas of colour
into one web. First, the tapestry technique was used to cover entire cloths or to make
bands that were part of a much larger cloth executed in a simpler technique, often in
cotton, like plain weave, basket weave or twill. These bands were commonly single
stripes found along at least one of the warp selvedges, though wider more complicated
examples executed in multiple colors with geometric shapes, animals, and
anthropomorphic beings were also uncovered. Joining techniques included dovetailed
tapestry, selvedge-to-selvedge and slit tapestry. Cotton was often used for the warps
which were then covered in densely packed wefts of wool and/or cotton. One particularly
complex tapestry154 was largely woven from natural and dyed cotton yarns and shows a
series of human and semi-human figures interspersed between shields and framing a
seated figure holding a llama-headed staff.
Another unique assemblage recovered from this site consisted of fifty-five examples of
warp-faced textiles which can be divided into undecorated and decorated categories. All
but one was woven from wool. Nine similar textiles were recovered from Huaca
Gallinazo. Within this category are fourteen examples of distinctive warp-faced striped
bags 155, some largely complete. In contrast to the tapestry pieces which generally
employed dyed camelid yarns, these are made from naturally colored wool yarns of
which 97.4% were spun Z/2S 156. They were made in a consistent style with densely
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See Appendix A: HSC 199 a.
See Appendix A: HSC 168 c; Figure 108.
154
See Appendix A: HSC 27 d.
155
See Appendix A: HSC 38 b, HSC 56 a, HSC 75 b, HSC 79 a, HSC 163 a, HSC 167 a, HSC 191e, HSC
192 a, HSC 205, HSC 223 c, HSC 255, and HSC 264 a.
156
112 yarns from a sample of 115. The remaining yarns included one example of cotton spun and two
examples of wool spun S/2Z.
153
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packed warps and a center panel of stripes in two or more colours framed by larger fields
of plain warp-faced fabric. The more intact examples such as HSC 264 a and HSC 56 a
indicated that these lengths of cloth were folded over and sewn along the sides to create
simple bags. The combination of the warp-faced technique, the stripes, and the use of
wool warp and wefts resemble styles woven in the highlands and based on style alone,
they may have been brought to the site as trade items.
The type and variety along with the significant use of camelid fibre as a colourful
decorative element marks the site of Huaca Santa Clara as home to a population that
demanded and had access to what are likely some of the finest textiles to be found in the
Virú Valley, outside of the capital located at the Gallinazo Group. Both sites, too, are
blessed with exceptional levels of organic preservation though many of the textiles were
fragmentary. And where Virú ceramic art is often derided as “primitive” in textiles their
craftsmanship and artistry rival that of their more powerful neighbours as exemplified by
the material from these two sites.

3.6.4 Huaca de la Cruz
Huaca de la Cruz (V-162) is a low mound in the central valley and located one kilometre
south the small village of El Puente and 150 meters east of the Pan American Highway. It
was excavated by Strong and Evans (1952) with the intention of evaluating the temporal
relationship between what was called the pre-Moche Gallinazo (Virú) material culture
and that of the Moche or Huancaco. They dug two stratigraphic cuts, collected surface
materials and excavated sixteen Huancaco (Moche) burials including an exemplary
Moche grave containing the principal burial of an elderly male accompanied by 4
retainers and a sacrificed llama. Some of the dead were encased in both cloth and cane
coverings. Several of the graves contained women buried with weaving baskets, spindles,
spindle whorls, raw cotton fibre, wooden needles and balls of cotton and wool yarn. One
(Burial 10) was buried with what Strong and Evans (1952: 147) called “a wooden
ceremonial weaving staff” though this identification is uncertain.
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Technique
Plain weave
Twill
Tapestry
Double cloth
Total:

Observed
23
5
2
1
31

Percentage (%)
74.2
16.1
6.5
3.2
100

Table 36: Structural techniques from the Moche burials at Huaca de la Cruz (Virú
Valley) (Strong and Evans 1952)
The graves contained ceramics from the Moche period (the majority being identified as
Huancaco Red and White). Plain weave was the most common structural technique
representing 74.2% of the sample (Table 36). Of these, 68.4% had paired warps and wefts
while the rest had single warps and wefts (Table 37). Twill, tapestry and double cloth
made up the remainder of the assemblage. Of the few preserved textiles, most were the
remains of simple plain weave shrouds woven with paired warps and wefts that were
wrapped around the outside of cane covers or around the body. One example of plain
weave consisted of three separate webs (two tan and one blue) that were sewn into a
patchwork. Twill, often used for shrouds, was represented by five examples with two
being woven of single-ply paired warps and wefts, one of which was part of the outer
cane wrapping of the most elaborate burial, known as the Warrior Priest (Strong and
Evans 1952: 166). Most of the yarn used to weave the textiles was S-spun (Table 38)
with two examples each of S/2Z and Z/2S-spun yarns.
Number of warps and wefts
Paired warps/wefts (2/2)
Single warps/wefts (1/1)
Total:

Observed
13
6
19

Percentage (%)
68.4
31.5
100

Table 37: Plain weave variations from Huaca de la Cruz (Virú Valley) (Strong and
Evans 1952)
Spin Direction
S-spun
S-spun/Z-plied
Z-spun
Total:

Observed
13
2
1
16

Percentage (%)
81.25
12.50
6.25
100

Table 38: Yarn spin directions from Huaca de la Cruz (Virú Valley) (Strong and
Evans 1952)
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Fancy textiles were represented by slit tapestry and double cloth. Burial 10, that of a
middle-aged woman, contained a finely woven striped woollen 157 garment decorated with
interlocking tapestry designs in brown and white (Strong and Evans 1952: 148). The
Warrior Priest’s burial contained a slit tapestry depicting a line of warriors holding a staff
and buckler above a series of Andean crosses executed in the colors on a cream field; the
authors identified these figures as “bean warriors” (Figure 54) (Strong and Evans 1952:
Plate XXIX). The warps were S-spun/Z-plied white cotton while the wefts were a mix of
S-spun white and tan cotton and S-spun/Z-plied brown, tan and red wool (Bird 1952a:
360).

Figure 54: Slit tapestry with Bean Warriors from Huaca de la Cruz (Virú Valley)
(based on Strong and Evans 1952: Plate XXIX)
Finally, a rare piece of double cloth (Figure 55) was found in the central burial alongside
the Warrior Priest. Measuring 40 cm wide by 52 cm long, it is woven with a set of blue
and a set of white paired S-spun warps and wefts and composed of two panels seamed
together with light brown cotton. The cloth is decorated with a curled fret design. At one
end of one of the panels, the stepped fret design ends and is replaced by twilled stripes,
warp on one side and weft on the other; finally, Z-spun/S-plied wool is used to illuminate
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Both the warps and wefts were made of S-spun/Z-plied wool.
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four small details where it is woven into floating warps (Bird 1952a: 360; Strong and
Evans 1952: 167).

Figure 55: Double cloth from the Warrior Priest burial (Tomb 13), Huaca de la
Cruz (Virú Valley) (SAT/1094; courtesy of the Division of Anthropology, American
Museum of Natural History)
Huaca de la Cruz is the only Moche context in Virú from which textile materials have
been recovered. It is also a rare site of elite presence for the Moche all together. The
burial containing the Warrior Priest was rich, even when compared to other burials from
Moche communities elsewhere (Millaire 2002) and the fragments of textiles such as the
double cloth reflect his status. The Virú Valley is unique for producing textiles associated
with two contemporaneous communities, the Virú and the Moche. Compared to the
Moche Valley to the north, superior preservation coupled with a long history of
excavation has resulted in a relatively large and varied sample to analyze from both
cultures.

3.7 Santa Valley
The Santa Valley, located between the valleys of Chao and Nepeña, (Figure 56) is known
for having the largest output of water on the north coast of Peru, and as a result, benefits
from a year-round water supply which introduces the potential for double or triplecropping (Wilson 1983: 215). Many sites were located along the valley margins including
a series of fortifications along the northern edge; others were located on artificial mounds
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within the valley bottom though these have been eroded away by both the Santa River
and the expansion of agricultural fields (Donnan 1973: 11). Textiles were recovered
primarily from Early Intermediate and Middle Horizon sites as part of Donnan’s survey
for his PhD dissertation and the Proyecto Santa de la Universidad de Montreal run by
Claude Chapdelaine. Their results are organized by research project rather than site and
summarized largely by culture and associated ceramic material due to the way that the
data have been published.

Figure 56: Map of the Santa Valley with archaeological sites discussed in text
(Google/CNES/Atrium/DigitalGlobe 2015)

3.7.1 Textiles from Donnan’s Survey of the Santa Valley, 1965/1966
During his survey, Donnan (1973) from July to August 1965 and from July to November
1966 identified 85 Moche sites, conducted surface collection from eighteen of them and
excavated from eight. All textiles were recovered from excavated habitation sites with
associated Moche-style ceramics (Donnan 1973: 108-109). Santa was chosen as it was
little known archaeologically, offered the opportunity to expand the study of Moche
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material culture beyond just ceramics and the valley itself, with a year-round water
supply and good agricultural land, indicated that it must have once had a sizable ancient
population (Donnan 1973: 2). Donnan surveyed from the sea to 50 kilometres inland to
Tablones, up where the valley narrows and Donnan found no Moche sites (as indicated
by surface ceramics). Radiocarbon dates obtained from textile materials from habitation
sites ranged from AD 350 to AD 900 (Donnan 1973: 131).
Techniques
Plain Weave and variants
Twill
Slit Tapestry
Double Cloth
Gauze

Percentage (%)
76
16
4
1.3
0.6

Table 39: Percentages of structural techniques with plain weave variants combined,
Donnan survey (Santa Valley) (Donnan 1973: 113)
Donnan collected 165 158 textiles of which 158 were woven with two element techniques
and seven were made using single element techniques (Table 39). The two element
techniques included plain weave (53%), basket weave (17%), semi-basket weave (6%),
twill (16%), slit tapestry (4%), double cloth (n=2), and gauze (n=1). If the first three are
taken as a whole as variants of plain weave, their percentage equals 76% (Table 40). Of
the single element techniques, four were knotted nets made of cotton (three were
identified as either hunting or fishing nets and one was a large bag), two were made using
a linking technique (one of cotton and the other of bast), and one using a looping
technique and tightly twisted junco fibre (Donnan 1973: 113). One unique feature of the
collection is that 20% employed some sort of openwork technique (Donnan 1973: 109).
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Donnan (1973) only published the total count and a breakdown by percentages.
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Techniques
Plain Weave 1/1
Plain Weave 2/2
Plain Weave 2/1 or 1/2
Twill
Slit Tapestry
Double Cloth
Gauze

Percentage (%)*
53
17
6
16
4
1.3
0.6

The remaining 2.1% was not accounted for.

Table 40: Percentages of structural techniques with plain weave variants delineated,
Donnan survey (Santa Valley) (Donnan 1973: 113)
Conklin (1979b: 169-172) published additional details on one of the textiles collected by
Donnan on the Pampa de Los Incas (Figure 57). It was a fragment of 2/1 plain weave
cloth; the paired warps were either Z- or S-spun white cotton. On the surface of the
textile, twenty small differently coloured squares in pink, reddish brown and yellow wool
were woven over floating warps in a checkerboard pattern. The wool yarn was Z/2Sspun. He also included a second textile from the same region, a plain weave cloth
fragment with a supplementary weft pattern of what he identifies as “geometric crabs”
but which also resemble the catfish motif. The motif was executed using pink and yellow
woollen yarn (Conklin 1979b: 172).
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Figure 57: A textile fragment from the Pampas de los Incas (Santa Valley) with a
catfish motif executed using woollen supplementary wefts (based on Conklin 1979b:
Figure 9, 171)
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3.7.2 Proyecto Santa de la Universidad de Montreal (PSUM)
From 2000 to 2003, 2,500 textiles were excavated from the sites of El Castillo and
Guadalupito, located mid-valley in Santa south of the Santa River. So far, only data on
the undecorated textiles have been published, the results of which will be included here
(Dumais 2008; Fernández n.d.) as well as some general summaries of textile finds 159
from other sources including informes produced for the Peruvian government. The work
in the valley is important as it reflects in some ways the conditions of the Virú Valley
particularly the co-presence of the pre-Moche and Moche-style material culture at a site
called El Castillo (Guad-93), a natural outcrop that rises 80 meters from the valley
bottom (Chapdelaine and Pimentel 2003: 24). A second site, that of San Nicolás,
contemporaneous with the Moche occupation of El Castillo has produced Virú Negativo,
highland-style Recuay ware, and vessels made using kaolin clay (a material commonly
used by highland potters) (Chapdelaine 2011: 193; Choronzey 2009).
Dumais (2008) examined 493 undecorated 160 textiles from two sites: the Moche III
regional center of El Castillo on the southern margin of the lower valley and the Moche
IV provincial capital of Guadalupito, 4.5 kilometres from El Castillo and north of the
Santa River on the Pampa de los Incas. El Castillo, located within the Sector El
Castillo 161, has two huacas, one with material culture associated with a pre-Moche people
(Gallinazo de Santa) (Sector Alto), and a second with the Moche (Terraza Norte) that had
been decorated with murals of shields and clubs (Chapdelaine 2008: 132). These two
occupations overlapped temporally and the site was reoccupied during the Middle
Horizon by the Tanguche period; in contrast, Guadalupito had no evidence of extensive
pre-Moche occupation (Chapdelaine 2010: 266). It is likely inappropriate to use the term
Virú within the Santa Valley context as a descriptor for the pre-Moche population as it is
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Textiles associated with Moche-style material culture not included in this dissertation were recovered by
PSUM from the sites of Guad-179 (matting, rope work, decorated and undecorated textiles and yarn),
PSUM 01 (textile fragments), and Guad-133 (ball of yard) (Chapdelaine and Pimentel 2001: Annexo 4).
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Non-decorated textiles as defined by Dumais (2008: 138) included textiles without any designs
including those executed in dyed and natural colors, decorated through the addition of supplemental warps
or wefts, and twill and gauze weaves.
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This sector is a total of 5.6 square kilometers and is home to eight habitation sites and eight cemeteries.
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unknown if there was a relationship between these people and the inhabitants of the Virú
Valley so here they are referred to as “Gallinazo de Santa” or “pre-Moche.”
Of the 493 undecorated textiles, 286 were excavated from the Terraza Norte sector 162 of
El Castillo, many of which were recovered from construction fill between the floors of
the terrace. Others were excavated from mortuary contexts. The 207 textiles from
Guadalupito were excavated from the extensive residential zone 163. This zone was
divided into an upper and lower area and most of the textiles were recovered from the
lower level which was associated with a higher socioeconomic class (possibly the
residence of site administrators). There were no textiles recovered from mortuary
contexts (Dumais 2008: 135).
Due to the contexts excavated, it is possible to divide the textiles into those associated
with Moche-style and Virú-style artefacts. In total, 165 Moche and 45 Virú textiles were
recovered. 55.8% of the Moche textiles (Table 41) were plain weave variants with twill
variants and slit tapestry, the second and third most common types. A cloth type related
to slit tapestry, weft-faced weaves, made up another 8.5% and double cloth, 3.0%. The
Virú collection (Table 42) was smaller and was dominated by tapestry variants (55.6%)
and other weft-faced cloth (6.7%) while plain weave types made up only 22.2% of the
assemblage. In general, the Virú collection also had fewer types of cloth with no
examples of double cloth or gauze but the amount of tapestry-style cloth suggests an elite
context.
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The Terraza Norte (measuring 200 m east by west and 150 m north by south with five m of Moche III
deposits) is one of five sectors; the others are the Terraza Sur, Terraza Este, Terraza Oeste and El Sector
Alto (Dumais 2008: 134).
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The site was divided into a monumental and a residential zone; the latter measures 550 m east by west
and 170 north by south (Dumais 2008: 134).
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Techniques
Plain Weave Variants
Twill Variants
Tapestry, Slit
Weft-faced
Double Cloth
Gauze

Total:

Observed
92
30
20
14
5
4
165

Percentage (%)
55.8
18.2
12.1
8.5
3.0
2.4
100

Table 41: Structural techniques, Moche textiles from the Santa Valley (PSUM)
Techniques
Plain Weave Variants
Twill Variants
Tapestry, Slit
Tapestry, Dovetailed
Weft-faced

Total:

Observed
10
7
13
12
3
45

Percentage (%)
22.2
15.6
28.9
26.7
6.7
100

Table 42: Structural techniques divided into discrete categories, pre-Moche textiles
from the Santa Valley (PSUM)
Compared to the surface collections assembled by Donnan (1976), plain weave made up
a larger percentage of the assemblages excavated by archaeologists as part of the PSUM
project. The Moche collection (Table 43) contained examples of all four types of
common plain weave though the most were 1/1 (71.4%). The Virú sample (Table 44) was
much smaller but the collection was nearly evenly split between 1/1 and 2/2 woven cloth.
Techniques
Plain Weave 1/1
Plain Weave 2/2
Plain Weave 2/1
Plain Weave 1/2

Total:

Observed
70
13
6
3
98

Percentage (%)
71.4
13.3
6.1
3.1
100

Table 43: Plain weave variants, Moche textiles from the Santa Valley (PSUM)
Techniques
Plain Weave 1/1
Plain Weave 2/2
Plain Weave 2/1

Total:

Observed
4
5
1
10

Percentage (%)
40.0
50.0
10.1
100

Table 44: Plain weave variants, pre-Moche textiles from the Santa Valley (PSUM)
Most of the textiles were woven from cotton yarn largely initially spun S. This type
accounts for 96.4% of the cotton yarns used (Table 45). Of these, 87.1% are left as S163

spun singles while 9.3% was spun S and plied. In contrast, 89.4% of wool was initially
spun Z (89.4%) and almost always plied. There are 23 examples of wool being spun S
and plied Z (9.7%).
Spin Direction
Warps
Cotton
Wool
Spin Direction
Wefts
Cotton
Wool
Total:

S
103 (80.5%)
- (-%)
S
113 (94.2%)
2 (1.5%)
218 (45.1%)

Z

Z/2S

4 (3.1%)
- (-%)
Z
3 (2.5%)
1 (0.7%)
8 (1.7%)

2 (1.6%)
95 (96.9%)
Z/2S
- (-%)
114 (83.2%)
211 (43.7%)

S/2Z
19 (14.8%)
3 (3.1%
S/2Z
4 (3.3%)
20 (14.6%)
46 (9.5%)

Total
128
98
Total
120
137
483

Table 45: Yarn spin direction by fibre type, Santa Valley (PSUM)
Aponte 164 (2002) also conducted a summary analysis of textiles recovered from El
Castillo during the 2000 field season and included more details about the techniques of
finer textiles found at the site. The first assemblage was recovered from the north terrace
of the site which she determined originated from two traditions, a highland tradition and a
coastal Moche. Techniques identified as highland in origin included warp-faced weaves
with complementary warp designs and interlocking tapestry while the coastal tradition
was represented by plain weave, plain weave with supplementary wefts, and slit tapestry
(Aponte 2002: 61). The textiles (including mantles, tunics, a bag and unidentified panels)
were woven from S-spun cotton and/or Z-spun wool (Aponte 2002: 60) with the majority
of the highland examples being woven from wool and the coastal, from cotton.
The one example of slit tapestry which was woven with cotton warps and wool wefts, a
common coastal combination, depicted an anthropomorphic figure with a snake belt
battling a crab demarcated by abstract geometrics. The second scene is that of a second
anthropomorph facing an unidentifiable animal and is associated with both the heads of
ray fish and an obscure motif (Aponte 2002:61). A second group of textiles from the
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She divided the textiles into four cultural/regional textiles traditions: Gallinazo, Moche, local Highland,
and southern Highland (Wari and the related fusion style, Moche-Wari). These types are often considered
to be contemporaneous at a number of the sites.
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north terrace also featured S-spun cotton 165 and Z-spun wool. Twill cloth woven in cotton
was represented by two types of simple twill (2/2 and 2/1) and diamond twill. A slit
tapestry cloth was made with cotton warps and wool wefts and identified as Moche likely
based on the type of tapestry and its depiction of a figure with snake-head appendages
emerging from the figure’s head while a warp-faced woollen textile with complementary
warps and an interlocking tapestry were thought to be highland in origin (Aponte
2002:63, 66).
On the Terraza Este of El Castillo, the burial of a child (Tomb 5) was uncovered.
Approximately 3 years old, the individual was buried with a copper needle, and four
decorated and four undecorated textiles; no ceramics were found. One undecorated textile
was wrapped around the head, and a second, measuring 4.5 cm by 20 cm, was found
wrapped around the waist as a belt. A rectangular plain weave cloth with slit tapestry
stripes in red, pink and beige across two corners (58 cm by 44 cm) was found under the
adobe brick at the child’s feet (Chapdelaine and Pimentel 2003: 33). The second of the
decorated textiles features a design of steps, while the third was adorned with stylized
birds and a crab. The latter resembles one described by Conklin (1979: 171) 166 recovered
from Pampa de los Incas in the Santa Valley (Chapdelaine and Pimentel 2003: 33-34).
The most complex textile from the child’s burial was a slit tapestry band fragment sewn
to a plain weave cotton cloth (1/1). Woven with S-spun cotton warps and Z-spun wool
wefts in tones of red and beige, the piece depicts three levels of figures separated by
horizontal stripes and bands of fox-headed serpents. The central band depicts richly
dressed individuals planting yuca (Manihot esculenta). The top band has the remains of a
similarly attired personage but, unlike the beings in the middle panel, he is standing atop
furrows (Chapdelaine and Pimentel 2003: 40). The lower and third band has less richly
dressed men wearing loincloths and simple headdresses hunched over and carrying sacks
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There was one example of Z-spun cotton (Aponte 2002:63)
See Figure 57.
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in their left hands. It is one of two examples of slit tapestry that depicts agricultural
activities 167.

3.7.3 Huaca Choloque (Huaca China)
This site is located in a 6 square kilometre sector designated Huaca China by the 2000
PSUM field report. The circular monumental construction sits atop an isolated hill
(Chapdelaine and Pimentel 2001: 24; Chapdelaine, et al. 2004). A number of textiles
were recovered primarily from the associated cemetery and included rope work, matting,
decorated and undecorated textiles, and yarn. The initial analysis identified 36 textiles, 12
examples of rope work and one ball of yarn. Of the textiles, four were decorated, three
were red and one was brown; one textile was identified in the catalogue as a decorated
bag. The remaining 27 were identified simply as textile fragments (Chapdelaine and
Pimentel 2001: Anexo 4). A more detailed analysis identified 28 possible fragments of
funerary shrouds and one firm example of such, four bags, two tunics and a netted bag.
Techniques included plain weave (1/1, 2/2 and 2/1), warp-faced weaves, double cloth,
textiles with wefts floats or discontinuous wefts and examples of knotwork and looping.
In terms of materials, the textiles excavated by PSUM were made from cotton and wool.
Cotton was generally S-spun but there were examples of both Z-spun and S-spun/Z-plied
yarns. Wool, in contrast, was mostly Z-spun though there were examples of S-spun
woollen yarnsand was finely spun and dyed with bright colours (Aponte 2002: 57). The
plain weave examples were primarily cotton while some of the more complex weaves
such as the warp-faced weave had wool warps and cotton wefts as did the double cloth
with both supplementary and floating wefts. The double cloth bag was warp-faced and
entirely made of wool. The decorative elements adorning the textiles from the site were
also rendered in wool and included simple stripes, steps and volutes, geometrics,
frogs/reptiles and a feline (Aponte 2002: 58).
The only other textile, an example of double cloth made with both wool and cotton,
associated with Huaca Choloque was excavated prior to 1893 and was part of the
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See Figure 32.
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collection of Henri Reichlen (Hocquenghem 1979) (Figure 58). It measured 12 cm wide
and 29 cm long and the body of the textile consisted of two sets of warps and wefts, one
in dark red wool (spun Z/2S) and the other in light brown cotton (S-spun). The red
sections were plain weave with paired warps and single wefts. There were 14 warps per
cm and 10 wefts per cm. The light brown sections were also plain weave with paired
warps and single wefts but there were 24 warps per cm and 17 wefts per cm.

Figure 58: Wool and cotton double cloth textile with catfish motif; the front is to the
left and the reverse, the right, from Huaca Choloque (Santa Valley) (based on
Hocquenghem 1979: Figure 5 and 6)
The face of this piece of double cloth was distinguished by eleven sections of Z/2S-spun
wool yarn across rather than the expected light brown cotton plain weave found on the
obverse; colors of the wool include red, green, black, blue, yellow, brown and dark blue.
The wool was woven into these sections using the cotton warps of the double cloth while
the cotton wefts float under the small patches of wool and cotton. Both the woven cotton
warps and the floating wefts were completely covered by the wool wefts which were
larger and more closely woven together. For example, for each one weft, there were four
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warps making the thread count 15 wefts per cm by 32 warps per cm. Essentially, these
sections were miniature examples of tapestry technique which created either small
squares or stepped motifs 168 (Hocquenghem 1979: 222-223). The result was a colourful
piece of cloth decorated with interlocking catfish motifs.
Unfortunately, while there was evidence of a Moche IV occupation based on the ceramic
sherds recovered, there is also evidence of post-Moche Tanguche and Tambo Real
occupations for which there were many representative textiles. Aponte (2002: 58)
identified textiles as originating from the north coast (including a Moche/Wari-style
hybrid piece), and the southern sierra and northern sierra but in the absence of complete
descriptions and photographs her conclusions as to the origin of the textiles are difficult
to evaluate.
The Santa Valley shares a number of traits with the Virú Valley to the north. First, there
is evidence of a population that used negative painted ware and who had a connection to
the peoples of the highlands based on the material culture (both ceramic and cloth) that
has been found in the valley. The key difference is the prominent role that the Moche as a
geopolitical unit played in the valley, especially following the establishment of
Guadalupito. The full publication of the textile data from Santa especially those from
grave associations such as at El Castillo will go a long way in helping to describe the
nature of Moche textiles especially in a region which demonstrates clear interactions with
other groups including the coastal Virú people and peoples from the nearby and more
distant highlands. Furthermore, this is one of the few sites where Virú textiles have been
identified in association with Negative ceramics outside of the work done in the Virú
Valley (Chapdelaine et al. 2003: 21). It would also allow for the clarification of what the
authors are defining as stylistic traits of Virú 169, Moche, and highland-origin textiles and
a full comparison with other similar collections.
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The stepped motifs are also distinguished by having slits along the vertical edges which are sewn closed
(Hocquenghem 1979: 223).
169
Referred to as Gallinazo.
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3.8 Nepeña Valley

Figure 59: Map of the Nepeña Valley with archaeological sites discussed in text
(Google/CNES/Astrium/DigitalGlobal 2015)
Located south of Santa and north of Casma, Nepeña is a small valley but a major
producer of sugarcane (Figure 59). Peruvian archaeologist Julio Tello considered Nepeña
to be an important centre for cultural development during the Early Horizon. He
conducted excavations at the sites of Punkurí and Cerro Blanco in the 1930s looking for
evidence of coastal Chavín culture. It was later extensively surveyed by Donald Proulx
(1968, 1973, 1985) and Richard Daggett (1984) who identified 363 additional sites dating
from the Preceramic to Inka Period (Chicoine 2006: 5). The valley was occupied by
people using Moche-style ceramics, living in the lower and middle valley, and
communities that possessed Recuay material culture, in the upper reaches (Chicoine
2011: 531).
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3.8.1 Huambacho (PV31-103)
The site of Huambacho is located in the lower Nepeña Valley, 8 kilometres from the
ocean (Chicoine 2011, 2010) and was first described by Augusto Soriano (1941: 267).
Proulx (1968: 136) mapped in the site in 1967 and identified it as being largely from the
Middle Horizon based on surface ceramics. More recent work has confirmed that the
majority of the occupation dates to the Early Horizon (800 BC-200 BC) but that the site
was later used by squatters and for burials (Chicoine 2006: 6). It is made up of two
compounds, the Main and the North Compounds which are linked by a 75 m wall; the
North Compound has been mostly destroyed by agricultural activities (Chicoine 2006: 5).
It is considered a secondary site occupied by elites in relation to the larger contemporary
Early Horizon center of Caylán located in the same valley. In contrast to more northern
valleys, the architecture at these sites is constructed of stone and mud mortar. Exterior
wall would be plastered and in some cases adorned with murals or clay friezes (Chicoine
2006: 8)
Techniques
Plain Weave Variants
Tapestry, Slit

Total:

Observed
41
1
42

Percentage (%)
97.6
2.4
100

Table 46: Structural techniques, Moche textiles from Huambacho (Nepeña Valley)
Techniques
Plain Weave 1/1
Plain Weave 2/2
Plain Weave 1/2

Observed

28

Total:

12
1
41

Percentage (%)
68.3
29.3
2.4
100

Table 47: Plain weave variants, Moche textiles from Huambacho (Nepeña Valley)
A total of 23 individuals from 17 graves were recovered and were dated according to
Larco’s ceramic chronology. Recovered textiles included plain weave variants and one
example of slit tapestry (Table 46; Table 47). Two Gallinazo-Virú burials (Graves 6 and
7) and the nine intrusive Moche graves 170 were recovered from Huaca-A. One Moche
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Six other graves based on their contents were identified as pre-Moche, (Gallinazo-Virú), post-Moche
(Chimú) or unidentified (Chicoine 2011: 532). One burial (Grave 6), with the flexed body of a 50+ year old
female wrapped in a plain weave cotton shroud contained 4 spindle whorls, one of copper, two of ceramic
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burial was found in the North Sector inside the Main Compound. All were intrusive
additions within Early Horizon contexts. Little Moche material has been identified
outside of the vicinity of Pañamarca, a large Moche site to the north (Chicoine 2011: 529)
and Chicoine (2011: 533) suggested that these represented the activities of local lower
and middle class inhabitants based on the quality and quantity of the grave goods, the
simplicity of the pit burials and its location away from residential areas. They have been
dated to cal. 50 BC-AD 340 (2σ) for the Gallinazo-Virú and AD 300-800 for the Moche
(Chicoine 2011: 533-534).

Figure 60: Reconstruction of the slit tapestry pattern decorating the coca bag found
in Grave 10; the dashed line indicated the outline of the bag and the blank areas
where the pattern was too degraded to be reconstructed, Huambacho (Nepeña
Valley)
Several of the Gallinazo-Virú and Moche burials contained human remains wrapped in
plain weave shrouds. This was typical practice on the north coast of Peru during these
time periods; however, the earlier burials are distinguished by the individuals being
placed in a flexed position versus an extended one. The 25-30 year old male (Individual

and one of stone and was dated to cal. BC 50-AD 130. A second grave contained an adult female who was
buried with a Virú Negative whistle jar with a similar jar from the site dated to cal. AD 20-340 (Chicoine
2011: 532-533).
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1) buried in the Moche Grave 10 had a plain weave shroud, a cylindrical bast fibre
headdress (Chicoine 2011: 535) and a complex coca bag containing coca (Figure 60) and
a bone spatula (Chicoine 2011: 535). Other examples of textiles include a small piece of
plain weave cotton wrapped around two copper plates, the likely remains of a pair of
tweezers. This was part of the especially rich grave assemblage that accompanied
Individual 3, an adult male aged 30-35 years old (Grave 11) (Chicoine 2011: 539).
Another individual, an adult male aged 25-30 years old (Grave 15), in addition to a cotton
shroud, had a plain weave cotton sash around his neck tied to a wooden stake driven into
the ground at the top of his head. His body had evidence of exposure and coupled with
the stake suggests he may have been left to the elements (Chicoine 2011: 543). The
textiles associated with the Moche graves were highly damaged by the decomposition of
the associated human remains.
The coca bag buried with Individual 1 (Grave 10) was one of the more complex pieces
found at this site. The bag had an undecorated interior wall and bottom and a decorated
handle. The exterior was woven using a slit tapestry technique using beige cotton warps
and wefts of beige cotton, brown camelid fibres and black human hair. The slits were in
some areas outlined with the darker fibre to demarcate a new register of the interlocking
cross motif from the areas above and below it that all had been woven using similar
shades of brown wool. The cross motif was topped by a series of double waves in the
same colour scheme along the opening of the bag. An unidentified red fibre, likely
camelid fibre, was used in the handle. Chicoine (2011: 36) noted its resemblance to bags
depicted in the Coca Ceremony from fineline vessels. This bag resembles those depicted
in moulded Moche-style vessels such as the example held by the Larco Museum in Lima
(Figure 61).
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Figure 61: Moulded vessel of a man with a round-bottomed bag thrown over his
shoulder that is decorated with stacked crosses and a striped strap (credit: Cat:
ML001047; Larco Museum, Lima – Peru)
Textile data were also available for the three individuals buried in Grave 11 and the
infant present in Grave 16. 53 of the textiles were made of plain weave. Four (three from
Grave 11 and one from Grave 16) had slit tapestry panels (Figure 62) and one from Grave
11 was also embroidered. Only two textiles were recovered from Grave 16 which
contained a child (2-5 years old) (Chicoine 2011: 532). 90.8% of the yarns were made of
cotton and the remainder were of wool (9.2%).
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Figure 62: Example of densely woven plain weave textile with a slit tapestry border
from Grave 11, Huambacho (Nepeña Valley) (Appendix B: 93 s; cat. N103-151)
Cotton was left as singles and plied (Table 48). 79% of it was left as S-spun singles while
the remainder was Z-spun (13.4%) or Z-spun and S-plied (8%). Wool followed a
different pattern in that all examples were plied with most having an initial Z-spin
(76.9%). The mix of cotton yarn types and the location of the site on the margins of what
is considered to be the north coast matches older research that suggests that the north
coast employed a mixture of the two predominant spinning traditions, where by the north
was primarily S and the south, Z. However, this is largely speculative with such a small
sample. Wool, too, largely follows the northern pattern of initial Z-spinning with three
examples of yarn spun and plied in the opposite direction, but again this is a small sample
from which to draw conclusions.
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Spin Direction
Warps
Cotton
Wool
Wefts
Cotton
Wool
Total:

S

Z

Z/2S

S/2Z

46 (69.6%)
- (-%)

12 (18.2%)
- (-%)

8 (12.1%)
2 (100%)

- (-%)
- (-%)

Total
66 (100%)
2(100%)

42 (75%)
- (-%)

13 (23.
- (-%)

1 (1.8%)
8 (72.7%)

- (-%)
3 (27.3%)

56 (100%)
11 (100%)

88 (65.2%)

25 (18.5%)

19 (14.1%)

3 (2.2%)

135 (100%)

Table 48: Yarn spin direction by fibre type, Huambacho (Nepeña Valley)

3.8.2 Pañamarca
The site of Pañamarca, located on the north bank of Nepeña River, is best known for its
Moche polychrome murals of processioning warriors and priests, hand-to-hand combat,
and anthropomorphic and mythical beings (Bennett 1939; Schaedel 1967; Soriano 1941).
An early illustration of the site appeared in Squier’s 1877 (201) travelogue and Schaedel
produced an early ground plan (Schaedel 1967: 107). Recent research by Lisa Trever
(2013) has uncovered additional murals while Carlos E. Rengifo has been conducting a
field school onsite (the Cerro Castillo Archaeological Project). The core of the site is
composed of three principal structures including a large crenellated mound, courtyards
and a large plaza. A neighbouring rocky outcrop houses a second adobe building and a
cemetery (Schaedel 1967: 106). It is one of 37 Moche sites, many of them cemeteries, to
have been identified in the valley (Proulx 1982: 83) and is the southernmost major Moche
centre.
A small assemblage of thirty-eight textile objects was recovered in association with a
series of complex murals and were constructed from a total of forty-one separate webs
(Table 49). The primary structure of most of the items is plain weave with three examples
of twill. Two combined plain weave and tapestry to form a miniature shirt. The most
interesting was a composite item, a 25 cm diameter shield, made from a disk of basketry
covered with two woollen textiles and feathers (Figure 63). It was found on the floor of a
room decorated with painted murals depicting the Iguana Attendant (Mural D) and
Strombus Monster (Mural B) (Trever et al. 2013: 107). The first cloth layer over the
basketry base was a dark brown plain weave cloth woven from S-spun fibres. With a
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thread count of 12 warps and 18 wefts per cm, it appeared to be largely weft faced. The
centre of this layer had a series of yellow feathers attached to the surface using cotton
yarn wrapped around the bent hollow shaft of each individual feather. A second textile
layer covered the outermost ring of these feathers. It was a fine woollen, warp-faced
textile with narrow pink and red stripes. These yarns and the brown woollen wefts were
S/2Z-spun (Trever et al. 2013: 109-110). Its size, fragile nature of the materials used in its
construction and the context of its discovery suggest that the shield served a ritual
purpose rather than a practical one.
Techniques
Plain Weave
Twill
Tapestry
Warp-faced

Total:

Observed
35
3
2
1
41

Percentage (%)
85.4
7.3
4.9
2.4
100

Table 49: Structural techniques, Moche textiles from the site of Pañamarca (Nepeña
Valley)

Figure 63: Reconstruction of the Pañamarca shield found in the Mural room at the
site of Pañamarca (Nepeña Valley)
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The yarns were spun in two distinct ways: cotton consistently S-spun and wool, Z-spun
and S-plied. No yarn was Z-spun or S-spun and Z-plied (Table 50).
Spin Direction
Warps
Cotton
Wool
Wefts
Cotton
Wool
Total:

S

Z

Z/2S

S/2Z

40 (100%)
- (-%)

- (-%)
- (-%)

- (-%)
11 (100%)

- (-%)
- (-%)

Total
40 (100%)
11 (100%)

41 (100%)
- (-%)

- (-%)
- (-%)

- (-%)
9 (100%)

- (-%)
- (-%)

41 (100%)
9 (100%)

81 (80.2%)

- (-%)

20 (19.8%)

- (-%)

101 (100%)

Table 50: Yarn spin direction by fibre type, Pañamarca (Nepeña Valley)
Like other textiles associated with Moche sites, these textiles found in Nepeña were all
recovered from specialized contexts such as intrusive burials or offering caches. Despite
the small sample size and Nepeña’s location at the edges of Moche cultural reach, these
items are anchored within the Moche style canon and in the case of Pañamarca found in
association with classical depictions of the Moche pantheon (Trever 2013).

3.9 Caveats for the Interpretation of Andean Textile Data
The coast of Peru offers a unique opportunity to study the organic remains from
thousands of years of human occupation and the discussed assemblages demonstrate a
rich marriage between skill, material, technique and artistry. Unfortunately, the reporting
of textile data in the archaeological literature is often incomplete and inconsistent. As a
result, compiling a data set to reflect a regional perspective often contains gaps that
prevent a thorough and complete analysis. In some cases, it is due to the age of the work
in question but more recent scholarly publications suffer from similar lapses in
information. In contrast, detailed work by textile experts and art historians focus often on
unique items that, while being examples of extremely fine craftsmanship, are
unfortunately the result of clandestine looting and thus are more difficult to reconcile
with textiles with context from a region except on the basis of style alone. With the
ability now to publish supplemental data digitally, one can see a path to improving the
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distribution of artefact data so that even if textiles are not central to a particular analysis,
the technical and stylistic data can be shared.
The following chapter presents an analysis of the data representing Moche and Virú
textiles to reconstruct regional traditions related to spinning methods, textile techniques
and the distribution and nature of woven motifs. It explores the connections between
textile technology, types of iconography, and the peoples of this region and time period.
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4

Fibre Types and Spinning Methods

Working from the framework established in the introduction, the goal of the following
two chapters is to explore the establishment of technological traditions within a particular
region and the construction of cultural categories through archaeological textiles as they
relate to regions occupied by peoples commonly identified as the Virú and Moche on the
basis of particular ceramic types. The discussion is divided into the two central elements
that compose cloth-making: spinning and weaving and it focuses on the technical
methodologies of the artefacts in question. I chose this route as they consist of two
distinct tasks with overlapping but not entirely identical groups of practitioners as
informed by the ethnohistoric and ethnographic record, and because the product of the
first step is used to complete the second. The goal is also to fully exploit the technical
elements which are often mere backdrops for the discussion of completed objects and
iconography.
Spinning is often mentioned as a step in the weaving process but is granted few words in
the literature. This may be the result of its seeming lack of complexity, as the choices to
be made appear simplistic such as, for example, the direction one wishes to spin the fibre
in. Moreover, the tools consist only of a single, simple straight shaft and a spherical,
semi-spherical or discoidal whorl. However, it was the first significant step in
transforming raw fibre into a material that can be easily and efficiently woven and the
need for yarn to weave textiles created a situation where not only women spun but also
children and men. Due to its ubiquity, spinning and its attributes can be used to test for
the presence of persistent traditions. The possibility that spin direction, for example,
encodes information such as community or wider regional traditions has been supported
by studies that, in many cases, had access to only cloth imprints on ceramic fabric (see
Minar 2001; Petersen et al. 2001). Using patterns of spin direction and ply, researchers
like Minar (2001) have made compelling cases for blurring archaeological boundaries
produced by other material categories such as ceramics as shared ways of making textiles
appear between groups with differing ceramics, with different languages and across
geographical areas.
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The study of north coast fibre treatment through spinning is conveniently constrained by
the types of resources available to local artisans and the nature of spinning itself. Fibre
was limited to cotton, camelid fibre (likely either alpaca or llama during this time period
and in this region), and more rarely wild fibres like maguey and sedges. Spinning
products, due to the nature of technology, produce four varieties of yarn as defined by the
clockwise or counter clockwise twist of the initial spinning session which then restricts
into which direction these yarns can be plied. Yarn was most often plied in groups of two.
On an individual level, the fibre make-up and spin direction of a single textile is hardly
useful except on a micro-scale as a single yarn reflects the individual skill and preference
of the spinner. However, combined with other textiles by site, valley, and region, these
data can provide a useful metric by which to examine the spin traditions extant in a
region, particularly when the two elements are examined in conjunction. These categories
can also capture patterns of access particularly in reference to camelid fibre. Though
rooted in data from north coast sites, this section expands upon an area of textile research
that has largely relied on data sets from the central and south coasts 171 in order to
describe the landscape of spinning traditions of the Andean region.

4.1 Fibre and Yarn
Three types of fibre material, cotton, camelid fibre (wool), and maguey (Figure 64; Table
61) were found at the north coast sites in this assemblage. Cotton was the most common
fibre type for the yarns that made up the warps and wefts followed by camelid fibre for
the same elements. Overall, cotton comprised 81.1% of the yarns in the assemblage,
17.6% of yarns were spun from camelid fibre and 1.3% from maguey. Maguey was found
only in Virú culture contexts though this may be related to what types of objects were
collected and considered to be true textiles in the field; I chose to include these objects as
they offer insight into an additional category of textile material, techniques and objects.
This material was solely used to make single element bags rather than two element cloth
and these will be discussed in their own section in the following chapter.
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See Wallace 1974, 1984.
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Figure 64: Fibre percentages for the overall data collection from the north coast of
Peru

All
Warp
Weft

Counts
Cotton Wool Maguey
3903
834
63
Cotton Wool Maguey
2046
293
63
1857
541
-

Total
4800
Total
2402
2398

All
Warp
Weft

Percentage (%)
Cotton Wool Maguey
81.3
17.4
1.3
Cotton Wool Maguey
85.1
12.2
2.6
77.4
22.6
-

Total
100
Total
100
100

Sites represented: Huaca Rajada, Pacatnamú, Dos Cabezas, Huaca Cao Viejo, Huacas de Moche, Huaca de
la Cruz, Huaca Santa Clara, Huaca Prieta, Huaca Gallinazo, Castillo de Tomaval, Moche contexts from the
Santa Valley, Huambacho and Pañamarca.

Table 51: Fibre counts and percentages for the overall data collection from the
north coast of Peru
There were distinct differences in the fibre composition of the warps and the weft yarns
and these patterns were consistent across the various assemblages. North coast weavers
commonly used cotton for the warps and wool for select weft elements and techniques
like tapestry and for some decorative surface treatments like embroidery and
supplementary wefts. Consequently, there was twice as many woollen wefts as cotton
ones and 7.7% fewer cotton wefts than cotton warps (Figure 65; Table 52). Maguey was
never used for two element cloth so any maguey yarns have been counted under the warp
category.
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Figure 65: Percentage of warps and wefts by fibre type for the overall corpus, north
coast of Peru
Yarns made from cotton were far more common on Virú sites than those made from wool
(Table 52; Figure 66). Cotton yarns make up 83.5% of the sample with wool comprising
14.4% and maguey 2.1%. The represented Moche sites have slightly fewer cotton textiles
with only 77.2% of the textiles having been woven with this fibre while 8.4% more
textiles have camelid fibre content in comparison to the Virú sites. This difference is
likely the artefact of assemblage context with Moche sites representing elite occupations
and localized specialized contexts like burials and caches in contrast to the mix of class
occupations and locations at the Virú sites. Only Virú sites had textiles recorded as being
made from maguey fibres.
Virú
Moche
Total

Cotton
2521 (83.5%)
1304 (77.2%)
3825 (81.1%)

Camelid Fibre
445 (14.4%)
385 (22.8%)
830 (17.6%)

Maguey
63 (2.1%)
- (-%)
63 (1.3%)

Total
3029 (100%)
1689 (100%)
4718 (100%)

Virú: Huaca Santa Clara, Huaca Prieta, Huaca Gallinazo, Huaca de la Cruz, and Castillo de Tomaval
Moche: Huaca Rajada, Pacatnamú, Dos Cabezas, Huaca Cao Viejo, Huacas de Moche, Huaca de la Cruz,
sites from the Santa Valley, Huambacho and Pañamarca

Table 52: Counts and percentages of yarns by fibre type within Virú and Moche
contexts
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Figure 66: Percentage of Virú and Moche yarns by fibre type
When the fibre data are divided into Virú sites (Table 53; Figure 67), cotton was well
represented with the lowest concentrations at the site of Huaca Santa Clara. Cotton yarns
still encompassed 76.8% of that assemblage. Wool was far less prevalent at two other
sites, Huaca Prieta and Castillo de Tomaval. Huaca Santa Clara and Huaca Gallinazo
were located in the Virú Valley and were an important administrative centre and civicceremonial centre respectively. Both produced fine textiles using brightly coloured wool
yarns, made with techniques requiring much skill. In contrast, Castillo Tomaval, an
outpost likely manned by people watching the movement of people and goods between
the middle and upper Virú Valley, and Huaca Prieta, a small occupation on the fringes of
the much larger Moche Huaca Cao Viejo site in the Chicama Valley, had few complex
textiles and a commensurate lack of woollen yarns.

Cotton
Huaca Prieta
Huaca Santa Clara
Huaca Gallinazo
Huaca de la Cruz
Castillo de Tomaval
Total

478
1506
207
20
310
2521

Counts
Camelid
Maguey
Fibre
6
2
397
59
38
2
2
2
445
63

Total

Cotton

488
1962
247
22
312
3031

98
76.8
82.6
91
99.4
83.2

Percentage (%)
Camelid
Maguey
Fibre
1.2
0.4
20.2
3.0
15.4
0.8
9.0
0.6
14.7
2.1

Table 53: Counts and percentage of fibre types from Virú contexts
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Figure 67: Percentage of yarns by fibre type from Virú contexts
Where wool was present at a Virú associated site, it was primarily used as weft elements
(Table 54). 7.9% more wefts were made of wool than were warps while 3.8% fewer wefts
than warps were made of cotton. This latter difference accounts for the cases where wool
replaced cotton while the remainder accounts for wool used as part of supplemental weft
elements. In short a textile could have more wefts than necessary for the structure of the
textile and more than one type of weft could be present in terms of colouration which was
common in the case of the use of woollen wefts. Only Huaca Santa Clara had an unusual
number of textiles with woollen warps, most of which were warp-faced bags with
distinctive stripes that may have been imported from the upper valley where wool was
more readily available. These will be discussed in Section 5.5 in more detail. Maguey,
too, was a special case in that this fibre was always used for single element textiles
designated here as warps.
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Huaca Prieta
Huaca Santa Clara
Huaca Gallinazo
Huaca de la Cruz
Castillo de Tomaval
Total

Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft

Cotton
241 (98.4%)
237 (98.3%)
800 (78.8%)
706 (74.6%)
113 (91.2%)
94 (79.7%)
10 (90.9%)
10 (90.9%)
156 (100%)
154 (98.7%)
1320 (85.1%)
1201 (81.3%)

Camelid Fibre
2 (0.8%)
4 (1.7%)
156 (15.4%)
241 (25.4%)
9 (7.3%)
29 (24.6%)
1 (9.1%)
1 (9.1%)
- (-%)
2 (1.3%)
168 (10.8%)
277 (18.7%)

Maguey
2 (0.8%)
- (-%)
59 (5.8%)
- (-%)
2 (1.6%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
63 (4.1%)
- (-%)

Total
245 (100%)
241 (100%)
1015 (100%)
947 (100%)
124 (100%)
118 (100%)
11 (100%)
11 (100%)
156 (100%)
156 (100%)
1551 (100%)
1478 (100%)

Table 54: Counts and percentages of warps and wefts by fibre type from Virú
contexts
The eight Moche sites, for which there is fibre data, are much more variable compared to
the Virú sites in terms of the presence of cotton, camelid fibre and maguey that make up
each assemblage (Table 55; Figure 68). Cotton still remains the most common fibre type
making up at least 80% of the yarns at five sites (Huaca Rajada, Pacatnamú, Huaca Cao
Viejo, Huacas de Moche and Huaca de la Cruz). The material from Huaca Cao Viejo
represents a single elite burial event with excellent preservation. Based on published
data 172, only cotton yarns were used. However, there is some indication based on
published photographs of the presence of woollen yarns (see Mujíca and Hirose 2007:
321).
Huaca Rajada
Dos Cabezas
Pacatnamú
Huaca Cao Viejo
Huacas de Moche
Huaca de La Cruz
Santa Valley
Pañamarca
Total

Cotton
145 (98.6%)
30 (40.0%)
521 (91.2%)
92 (100%)
127 (85.5%)
58 (84.1%)
248 (51.3%)
83 (79.8%)
1304 (77.2%)

Camelid Fibre
2 (1.4%)
45 (60%)
50 (8.8%)
- (-%)21 (14.2%)
11 (15.9%)
235 (48.7)
21 (20.2)
385 (22.8%)

Maguey
- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)

Total
147 (100%)
75 (100%)
571 (100%)
92 (100%)
148 (100%)
69 (100%)
483 (100%)
104 (100%)
1689 (100%)

Table 55: Counts and percentages of yarns by fibre type from Moche contexts
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The data for the published textiles from this site has been included but with the caution that it is
incomplete.
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In the case of Huaca Rajada, the amount of recovered wool is so low as to suggest poor
preservation of the fibre, a contention buttressed by the preservation of tapestry with
cotton elements that outlined the missing woollen ones and by the elite context. In
contrast, in the more ideal conditions of the tombs excavated from Dos Cabezas, the
percentage of wool either matched or outpaced that of cotton. The data from the sites
from the Santa Valley, where nearly half the yarns are made from wool, are more
difficult to parse, in part, as they span several sites from the lower valley, primarily El
Castillo and Guadalupito with isolated examples from Huaca Choloque (Huaca China).
Finally, no maguey textiles were found in the analyzed assemblages from Moche
contexts. It is possible that this material was classified as “basketry” rather than published
alongside textile data.
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Figure 68: Percentage of yarns by fibre type from Moche contexts
Like with Virú contexts, the fibre content of the warps and wefts also differed at Moche
sites (Table 56; Figure 69). 14.0% more wefts were spun from wool than were warps.
This mirrored the 14.0% more warps than wefts that were spun from cotton. For the most
part, wool was an uncommon material to be used for warps except in the case of textiles
collected from the Santa Valley where woollen warps made up 43.4% of the warps from
the textiles from the site. The assemblages from Dos Cabezas and Pañamarca were much
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smaller but also featured a larger than average percentage of woollen warps, reflecting in
part the specialized contexts, the former being elite burials and the latter associated with a
series of complex murals (Trever 2013).
Huaca Rajada
Pacatnamú
Huaca Cao Viejo
Dos Cabezas
Huacas de Moche
Huaca de La Cruz
Santa Valley
Huambacho
Pañamarca
Total

Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft
Warp
Weft

Cotton
76 (100%)
69 (97.2%)
278 (100%)
243 (83.0%)
46 (100%)
46 (100%)
20 (64.5%)
10 (22.7%)
69 (100%)
58 (73.4%)
29 (90.6%)
29 (78.4%)
128 (56.6%)
120 (46.7%)
39 (95.1%)
39 (95.1%)
41 (78.8%)
42 (80.8%)
725 (85.3%)
656 (71.3%)

Camelid Fibre
- (-%)
2 (2.8%)
- (-%)
50 (17.0%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
11 (35.5%)
34 (77.3%)
- (-%)
21 (26.6%)
3 (9.4%)
8 (21.6%)
98 (43.4%)
137 (53.3%)
2 (4.9%)
2 (4.9%)
11 (21.2%)
10 (19.2%)
125 (14.7%)
264 (28.7%)

Total
76 (100%)
71 (100%)
278 (100%)
293 (100%)
46 (100%)
46 (100%)
31 (100%)
44 (100%)
69 (100%)
79 (100%)
32 (100%)
37 (100%)
226 (100%)
257 (100%)
41 (100%)
41 (100%)
52 (100%)
52 (100%)
850 (100%)
920 (100%)

Table 56: Counts and percentages of warps and wefts by fibre type from Moche
contexts
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Figure 69: Percentage of warp and weft yarns from Moche and Virú contexts spun
from cotton
Cotton is the predominant fibre at both Virú and Moche sites and appears in similar
proportions (Figure 70). The amount of wool tends to fluctuate in terms of environmental
conditions that lead to preservation and the context from which the assemblage was
recovered. There is a remarkable consistency in the common use of cotton for warps even
when weft yarns were spun from wool. The widest variation occurs in the weft yarns as
most north coast textiles carry their designs in their weft elements or in surface
techniques. Sites with more woollen weft see at minimum a commensurate drop in cotton
wefts. Wool was less commonly used for the warps with a few exceptions such as at the
sites of Huaca Santa Clara, the contexts from the Santa Valley, Dos Cabezas and
Pañamarca.
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Figure 70: Percentage of yarns from Moche and Virú contexts spun from camelid
fibre
With sites such as Huaca Santa Clara and Pacatnamú, where excellent preservation
provided a large sample, it can be suggested that wool usually made up 20% or less of a
textile assemblage from a north coast context. Comparatively, Boytner (1998: 253)
working at the site of Pacatnamú on material dating to the Late Intermediate Period found
that wool made up 15.3% of the assemblage with cotton comprising 84.4%. The variation
in the proportion of fibre material type is arguably hardly indicative of a cultural
association. And the differences between the amounts of wool and cotton per site, which
have been attributed to cultural differences, can be better ascribed to issues of access, the
nature of the occupation or context (domestic habitations, specialized contexts like
offerings, caches and burials, different economic/class contexts, and access through
trade) and the level of preservation. There is simply as much variation between the
Moche sites, purportedly being from the same cultural milieu than between the best
preserved sites associated with Moche and Virú material culture. At the same time, there
is a consistent presence of cotton at most sites with wool reserved for specialized wefts
techniques and elements.
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4.2 Yarn Spin Directions
Finished yarn was used in four different forms which are classed by the direction in
which the fibre was initially spun, and then the direction in which the single yarns were
plied if they were to be plied. Multi-ply yarn was rarely used except in specialized
contexts like warp headings and to make knotted nets. Huaca Santa Clara fishing nets
were made with cotton spun S/3Z or S/4Z. 75.5% of all yarn was spun S (Table 57;
Figure 71) and used as single ply to weave. In contrast, only 2.9% of the yarn was Z-spun
and used as singles. Z-spun singles were usually plied, a practice that was not as common
for S-spun singles which were used in plied yarns in 8.6% of the sample. When only
initial spin is considered, 84.1% of the yarn is S-spun with 15.9% spun Z. In comparison,
work on the Early Horizon site of Cerrillos in the southern valley of Nazca found that
only 1% of the total yarn count was S-spun, supporting the contention that there were
north and south coast spinning traditions present even from very early time periods
(Splitsofer 2009:369) related to particular historical factors.
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All

S
3539
S

Z
137
Z

Warp
Weft

1834
1705

65
72

Counts
S/2Z Z/2S
404 607
S/2Z Z/2S
167
237

288
319

Total
4687
Total
2354
2333

All

S
75.5
S

Z
2.9
Z

Warp
Weft

78
73.1

2.8
3.1

Percentage (%)
S/2Z
Z/2S
8.6
13
S/2Z
Z/2S
7.1
10.2

12.2
13.7

Total
100
Total
100
100

Sites represented: Huaca Rajada, Pacatnamú, Dos Cabezas, Huacas de Moche, Huaca de la Cruz, Huaca
Prieta, Huaca Santa Clara, Huaca Gallinazo, Castillo de Tomaval, Moche contexts from the Santa Valley,
Huambacho, and Pañamarca.

Table 57: Counts and percentages of the most common yarn spin treatment types
from the north coast of Peru
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Figure 71: Percentage overall of most common yarn spin treatments from north
coast contexts

4.3 Yarn Spin Directions and Fibre Types
The north coast in terms of spinning is often described as being a region that primarily
produced S-spun yarns, usually in cotton fibre though this has been more assumed than
tested. Clearer patterns emerge when yarn directions and yarn treatments are divided into
the three primary fibres, cotton, camelid fibre and maguey and overall, these data support
what we know about north coast spinning (Table 58; Figure 72). First, cotton and wool
were treated differently in terms of spin direction and the added step of plying singles.
Cotton made up 97.7% of all S-spun yarn, while wool made up 1.0% and maguey 1.3%.
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In contrast, 90.5% of wool yarns were Z/2S-spun. This fibre also made up the majority of
the yarn spun S/2Z (56.2%) with cotton accounting for 41.6% of this spin direction. As a
whole, very little fibre was Z-spun and left as singles; only 131 examples (2.8%), 93.1%
of which cotton. Overall, camelid fibre made up 76.9% of all plied yarns while cotton
comprised 97.6% of those that were left as singles. Maguey largely followed the pattern
of cotton in being primarily S-spun though this is based on a relatively small sample.
Cotton
Wool
Maguey
Total

S
3452 (91.1%)
35 (4.3%)
45 (75.0%)
3532 (75.7%)

Z
122 (3.2%)
9 (1.1%)
- (-%)
131 (2.8%)

S/2Z
165 (4.4%)
223 (27.4%)
9 (15.0%)
397 (8.5%)

Z/2S
51 (1.3%)
546 (67.2)
6 (10.0%)
603 (12.9%)

Total
3790 (100%)
813 (100%)
60 (100%)
4663 (100%)

Sites represented: Huaca Rajada, Pacatnamú, Dos Cabezas, Huaca Cao Viejo, Huacas de Moche, Huaca
de la Cruz, Huaca Santa Clara, Huaca Prieta, Huaca Gallinazo, Castillo de Tomaval, Moche contexts
from the Santa Valley, Huambacho, and Pañamarca.

Table 58: Counts and percentage of spin direction types of yarns by fibre content
from north coast contexts
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Figure 72: Proportion of fibre type by spin direction of yarns from the north coast
of Peru
Between the Virú and Moche assemblages, taking only cotton and wool yarns into
consideration, two patterns emerge (Figure 73). First, there is greater variety in Moche
cotton spin directions than Virú and there is a greater variety in terms of Virú woollen
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yarn spin directions. For example, 7.5% more cotton yarn spun by Moche spinners has
been plied. Overall, though, both Virú and Moche spinners were making yarn that was
initially spun S and using it in this state. This type of yarn encompassed 95.0% of the
Virú assemblage and 83.2% of the Moche assemblage. Similarly, 94.6% of wool spun by
Moche and Virú spinners was plied and 67.2% was plied 2S but 13.3% more wool used
by Virú weavers was initially spun S and then plied Z.
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Z/2S
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S/2Z
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Figure 73: Cotton and wool spin directions by Virú and Moche contexts
Interestingly, more than 50% of the Z-spun cotton yarns in the Moche samples are from a
single site, Pacatnamú, with the remainder from the sites of Huaca Rajada, Dos Cabezas,
the Huacas de Moche, sites in the valleys of Santa and Huambacho. Despite the anomaly
they make up a very small percentage of the assemblage as a whole though they do span
the Moche region. Z-spun cotton was also recovered from the Virú context at Huaca
Prieta representing 7.3% of the sample where in fourteen textiles these yarns were paired
with an S-spun yarn and used for the warps and/or wefts. This practice of pairing
oppositely spun yarns was also present at the site of Huaca Rajada and this method has
been recorded elsewhere in the Andes both ethnographically using wool, and,
archaeologically, using cotton. Rowe (1977a:16, Figs. 63-64) noted that this technique
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would produce subtle stripes due to the reflective surface of camelid fibre but these
stripes would be largely invisible in cotton cloth 173.

Huaca Santa Clara
Huaca Prieta
Huaca Gallinazo
Castillo de
Tomaval
Total

S
1451 (96.7%)
447 (88.3%)
196 (97.5%)
296 (96.7%)

Z
3 (0.2%)
37 (7.3%)
- (-%)
4 (1.3%)

S/2Z
46 (3.1%)
20 (4.0%)
5 (2.5%)
2 (0.6)

Z/2S
1 (0.07%)
2 (0.4%)
- (-%)
4 (1.3)

Total
1501 (100%)
506 (100%)
201 (100%)
306 (100%)

2390 (95.1%)

44 (1.8%)

73 (2.9%)

7 (0.3%)

2514 (100%)

Table 59: Cotton yarn spin directions from Virú contexts
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Figure 74: Cotton yarn spin directions from Virú contexts
The spin of cotton across Virú sites possesses little variation (Table 59; Figure 74). At the
majority of sites, it is spun S and left as singles. Other spin directions represent a mere
1.7% to a maximum of 3.3% for sites within the Virú Valley. Huaca Prieta presents
something of an anomaly in terms of spin direction in contrast to other Virú sites.
Geographically, it is located in the Chicama Valley on the outskirts of a large Moche
occupation, two valleys north of the closest major Virú occupation and little is known

173

The ability to reflect light is called “luster” and the convoluted, cork-screwed structure of cotton fibres
and the uneven surface of the yarns themselves diffuse light, creating a dull surface in contrast to camelid
fibre’s relatively smooth, tubular structure which reflects light (Hove 1930).
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about its occupants. Despite the presence of the distinctive Virú Negative style ceramics,
the site based on its textile assemblage is divorced from the patterns seen at the larger
sites of Huaca Santa Clara and Huaca Gallinazo both in its spin direction patterns and the
lack of woollen fibre. However, it must be said that Z-spun yarn is overall rather rare for
Moche yarns with the exception of yarns from textiles from the site of Pacatnamú. Moche
sites have produced a more varied range of values for the four primary cotton spin
directions though the majority of the yarns are spun S and used as singles (Table 60;
Figure 75). However, the elite burial sites of Huaca Rajada and Dos Cabezas displayed a
distinct break from the standard cotton spinning pattern with higher than normal
percentages of plied cotton yarns but it was still mostly initially S-spun.

Huaca de la Cruz
Huambacho
Pañamarca
Pacatnamú
Huacas de Moche
Huaca Rajada
Dos Cabezas
Santa Valley
Total

S
48
51
81
432
110
91
11
216
1040

Z
19
40
1
9
7
76

Count
S/2Z
Z/2S
2
34
12
40
3
18
1
23
2
93
42

Total
48
72
81
506
123
143
30
248
1251

S
100
70.8
100
85.4
89.4
63.6
36.7
87.1
83.1

Percentage (%)
Z
S/2Z
Z/2S
26.4
2.8
7.9
6.7
0.8
9.8
6.3
28
2.1
60.0
3.3
2.8
9.3
0.8
6.1
7.4
3.4

Total
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Table 60: Counts and percentages of cotton yarn spin directions from Moche
contexts
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Figure 75: Percentage of spin direction variations of cotton yarns from Moche
contexts
Like with cotton, the wool yarns from Virú sites are spun in a consistent manner though it
is prudent to only consider the sites of Huaca Santa Clara and Huaca Gallinazo due to the
limited amount of wool found at Huaca Prieta and Castillo de Tomaval (Table 61). The
assemblages from Huaca Santa Clara and Huaca Gallinazo effectively counter the
assumption that wool yarns on the north coast are always spun Z and plied S with 32.4%
of the yarns from Huaca Santa Clara and 48.6% of the Huaca Gallinazo wool yarns spun
and plied in the reverse. What is consistent is the small percentage of unplied wool with
less than 10% of wool yarns from Huaca Santa Clara spun and used as singles, the
majority of these used as part of tapestries.
Huaca Santa Clara
Huaca Prieta
Huaca Gallinazo
Castillo de Tomaval
Total

S
25 (6.3%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
1 (50%)
26 (5.9%)

Z
6 (1.5%)
1 (16.7%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
7 (1.6%)

S/2Z
128 (32.4%)
4 (66.7%)
18 (48.6%)
- (-%)
150 (34.1%)

Z/2S
236 (59.7%)
1 (16.7%)
19 (51.4%)
1 (50%)
257 (58.4%)

Total
395 (100%)
6 (100%)
37 (100%)
2 (100%)
440 (100%)

Table 61: Counts and percentages of spin direction variations of camelid fibre yarns
from Virú contexts
In contrast to the Virú sites, wool yarns from six of the Moche contexts were overall spun
Z and plied S (Table 62). The only sites with significant amounts of S/2Z plied woollen
yarns were those from the Santa Valley (9.8%), Pacatnamú (23.1%) and Dos Cabezas
(97.1%). Overall, only a few cases of woollen yarns were left unplied. The woollen yarn
assemblage from Dos Cabezas is significantly different from the other sets of data in
terms of the spin treatment. With the textiles originating from a specialized context, that
of a series of elite male burials, they have little basis for comparison in this regard. The
best point of comparison would have been the Lord of Sipán burials at Huaca Rajada but
poor preservation has stymied this investigative avenue as only one wool yarn was
recovered.
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Huaca de la Cruz
Huambacho
Pañamarca
Pacatnamú
Huacas de Moche
Huaca Rajada
Dos Cabezas
Santa Valley
Total

S
1
4
1
2
8

Z
1
1
2

Count
S/2Z
9
33
23
65

Z/2S
6
4
20
25
20
1
209
285

Total
6
4
21
39
20
1
34
235
360

S
4.8
10.3
100
0.9
2.2

Percentage (%)
Z
S/2Z Z/2S
100
100
95.2
2.6
23.1 64.1
100
97.1
2.9
0.4
9.8
88.9
0.6
18.1 79.2

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Table 62: Counts and percentages of spin direction variations of camelid fibre yarns
from Moche contexts
The above series of counts and percentages are all well and good but offer little without
the archaeological context of the north coast, partially informed by the ethnographic
record. What is clear is that the choice of fibre and the patterns of spinning are consistent
between Virú and Moche sites and it is the cases of divergence in terms of the proportion
of fibre and spin direction that offer the best clues for the reconstruction of regional
interactions.

4.4 Spinning Yarn to Fill the “Broken Time”
For the late 20th century Chinchero woman of the southern Andean highlands in the midst
of raising children and running a household, spinning was an activity that filled the winay
rutsqa or broken time between other activities, and one that had filled more of her free
hours as a young girl and would again in old age (Franquemont 1986). The ability to spin
yarn in this community was a skill associated with women but one whose importance and
centrality shifts with age. This assumption is carried over into the archaeological record
based on the prevalence of spindles and whorls buried with women 174 and rare depictions

174

Whorls have been found as part of sacrificial burials and placed under posts (Millaire 1997: 76-77)
which perhaps indicates a symbolic aspect to whorls in addition to their inclusion in the graves of women.
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of spinners in art 175. In another example drawn from the ethnographic record, Meisch
(1980: 26-27) described how her informant in Saraguro, Ecuador, stated that since she
had mastered the difficult S-twist spindle method, she was finally an adult woman and
ready for a husband. In this community, spinning skills were an essential for any woman
and signified her eligibility to be married and enhanced her desirability as a wife.

Figure 76: Example of a typical plain weave textile (HSC 146 a), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
On a more prosaic level, spinning was an important contribution to the community’s
economy, and with the time needed to produce enough yarn for weaving and large
amounts of cloth recovered from archaeological sites on the north coast, it is likely that
spinning was a skill spread across age groups and genders out of necessity. Bird (1979:
13) noted that children, pre-teens and teens were responsible for the production of the

175

See Figure 46.
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majority and for the finest handspun in the Cuzco region. Mandatory school attendance in
the early 20th century removed children from their traditional roles within the household
economy, which would have included spinning yarn often while attending to the herds.
As an example of the time required to spin yarn for a relatively small cloth web, the
textile in Figure 76, which measures 42 cm wide and 36 cm long and is one the few
complete objects from the site of Huaca Santa Clara, would take 4.5 to 6.6 hours to spin
the cotton singles alone 176. Larger examples were made up of multiple panels, increasing
the time investment. A relatively simple S-spun cotton plain weave shirt made up of three
panels, measuring 78 cm by 65 cm, includes approximately 10 to 15 hours of spinning as
part of the production process. Yarn was also spun for other purposes such as the making
of netting and bags and net spacers have been found in the graves of men such as those
from the site of Pacatnamú (Donnan and McClelland 1997: 36).
Despite the number of people involved in yarn production in the highland community of
Chinchero, the product was remarkably consistent in terms of spin direction, twist and
thickness even as the movements put into drafting and spinning wool varied between
individuals. To quote Franquemont (1986: 316): “the worth of a spinner is judged by the
quality of the finished product, not by the sequence of procedures or the precise methods
employed.” Quality control seems to be shaped by a known community standard, one
shaped by the demands of weavers. The data for the Moche and Virú assemblages display
a similar consistency which conforms to what O’Neale and Kroeber (1930: 25) theorized
about craft on the north coast—that there are regional patterns to traits such as spin
direction and that these traits tend to become well-established—which is demonstrated by
the sites in this study that span both geography and to some extent, time. Carr and
Maslowski (1995: 321-322) argued based on ethnographic examples that once learned,
spin directions would not change even in the presence of other craftspeople raised in
another tradition.

176

Based on rates from the work of Bird and Losack (1984: 342) of women spinning cotton on drop
spindles and from Vreeland (1986: 370) who studied the supported spindle technique of Mórrope on the
north coast.
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To summarize, while some variation exists, the majority of yarns fall into one of four
categories: S, Z, S/2Z and Z/2S. In general, it is cotton that is spun S and rarely plied 177,
while camelid fibre is more often Z-spun and S-plied but even when initially spun S is
almost always plied. It is thus not possible to easily distinguish between two plain weave
textile traditions based on spin direction let alone connect them to a particular cultural
development.
In contrast, cotton and woollen fibre was traditionally Z-spun on the south coast 178 and
both cotton and wool were often plied in contrast to the S-twist singles of the north. It is
speculated that spinning techniques and technology had a highland origin in the south and
were then applied to coastal cotton traditions leading to a consistency between how the
two fibres are handled and spun (Paul 1990: 12). The vertical drop spindle first used to
spin wild and domesticated camelid fibres can be adapted to cotton spinning by resting
the shaft on a suitable surface to compensate for the shorter, more slippery cotton fibres.
At the same time, the tradition of vertical drop spindling may have traveled up the spine
of the Andes with the distribution of domesticated camelid populations but at the same
time a discordant method of treating cotton fibre had developed on the north coast
perhaps linked to the horizontal method of holding the spindle whereby it is easier to
flick the shaft away from oneself, a motion that produces S-spun yarns.
Like with the proportion of fibre types and despite the consistency in the spin direction,
some variety in Moche yarn spin is to be expected. These sites range across the north
coast while with the exception of one site, the Virú textiles 179 originated from a single
valley. There is widespread regional consistency but intra-site anomalies which indicate

177
Based on a limited number of textiles Wallace (1984: Table I) demonstrated that cotton yarn was usually
S-spun from the Initial Period through to the Early Intermediate Period on the north coast.
178
Working on the south coast of Peru, Splitsofer (2009: 369), Oakland (1986: Appendix 1, 255-260) and
Tiballi (2005: 58), with material from Early Horizon, Early Intermediate Period/Middle Horizon and
Middle Horizon contexts respectively, found that nearly all yarns was initially spun Z. In the case of the
former, a mere 1% or 25 examples were initially spun S (Splitsofer 2009: 369) indicating that a completely
different tradition was in operation there despite the shared predominance of cotton along the coast as a
whole.
179
In the absence of contradictory evidence, local sources of cotton, and the consistency with which the
cotton is spun and woven, I am assuming a pattern of local production.
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the absence of wide scale or even intra-site control over the production of yarns for
weaving; these are particularly evident in the treatment of cotton fibre. Where there is a
true anomaly is with the treatment of wool at the Virú sites of Huaca Santa Clara and
Huaca Gallinazo, and Moche contexts of Dos Cabezas and sites in the valley of Santa.
Here woollen yarn spun S/2Z has been used to weave slit tapestries with coastal imagery,
in contrast, to the woollen yarns spun Z/2S used to make similar textiles at other sites. I
suspect that this difference in spin is the result of spinners having access to raw fibre
from the highlands, where at other sites, one was more likely to have access to imported
spun yarn which was then used to weave coastal-style textiles.
Finally, where cotton was the most common fibre used to create fibre products due to its
accessibility, the amount of wool shifted from site to site, dependent on the nature of the
site’s use and occupation and thus largely independent of cultural classifications. The
amount of wool incorporated into fancy, resource-heavy textiles such as tapestry weaves
is indicative of an elite presence alongside monumental public and administrative
architecture and art, fine ceramics, and elite burials, so it is unsurprising to find that
camelid fibre was used extensively in elite burial contexts like at the site of Dos Cabezas
alongside other fine objects. The significant presence of wool is also an indication of a
stable exchange network whereby wool was regularly traded onto the coast from up
valley locations thought the form and extent of this trade varied by site particulary
between Virú and Moche contexts. This explains why the rates of wool at the two largest
Virú sites, Huaca Santa Clara and Huaca Gallinazo, largely equaled or superseded the
rates present at seven of the Moche contexts. In the case of Huaca Santa Clara, other
evidence of highland exchange networks includes kaolin clay and obsidian while isotopic
analysis of camelid fibre textiles indicated a highland origin (Szpak et al. in press). In
addition, the placement of the castillos along the margins of the upper Virú Valley
suggests that the Virú city-state was concerned with the movement of people and goods
between the coast and the highlands and reaped the benefits of this connection in terms of
having steady access to highland products like camelid fibre.
Onuki (1985: 346) defined two distinct regions of ecological zones accessible to coastal
and highland peoples that offered a climate suitable for the cultivation of “yuca, sweet
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potato, ají, beans, gourds, squash, fruits, cotton and coca.” For the former it was the
yunga marítima located in the interior of the coastal valleys, and the latter, the yunga
fluvial, encompassed the intermontane regions of the highlands. For the peoples of the
coast, many yunga products could also be grown in the lower valley but influence in the
upper valley would be valued in terms of access to deer hunting, a common motif in
north coast art particularly for the Moche, and more importantly control of irrigation
water (Onuki 1985: 351). Trade likely flowed in both directions once llama breeding was
established on the coast and caravans of animals could be fielded. Textiles, raw and spun
fibre were likely common trade items in part due to their relatively light weight 180, and,
while the coastal peoples appear to have had access to llamas, no evidence of their finely
coated cousins, the alpacas has been identified.
So two tenets can be drawn from these data in terms of how spin patterns related to fibre:
first the lack of Z-spun cotton suggests a tradition and technique that emphasized S-initial
spinning on the north coast, in some cases regardless of fibre type. Weavers were likely
familiar with Z-spun yarn but not necessarily accustomed to producing it. When they
encountered a fibre, they may have chosen to spin it as they did cotton but then to ply it
to mimic other examples of wool that they had encountered through spun yarn imports.
Most intriguingly, this suggests that there were right and wrong ways to approach fibre
that operated in conjunction with the technology and technical methods. Second, the lack
of wool in the form of Z-spun singles and the presence of wool spun S/2Z suggests a
tradition that emphasized the need to ply wool regardless of its initial spin even when
spun in what can be identified as a direction associated predominantly with cotton.
Minar (2001) and others have asked what the culture history of a region would look like
if archaeologists had established typologies and chronologies based on other categories of
material culture such as textiles and other perishables. How would our view of the past
change? How would this alter our view of a region’s past and the social boundaries of a

180

Though he is talking specifically of Prehispanic Mesoamerica and cotton textiles, Drennan (1984: 109)
emphasizes the importance of textiles in terms of transporting economic value across landscapes as the
human labor cost is efficiently spent in transporting textiles as they are relatively light and finished textiles
embodied a significant investment of raw materials and time.
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region’s occupants? In her work in the south-eastern US, she demonstrated that if cordmarked ceramics were grouped by the spin-and-twist of the cordage preserved on their
fabric rather than other traditional markers like surface treatment and wear, “much of
Florida and Georgia would be grouped into one cultural entity demonstrating continuity
over a long period of time and over a wide area” (Minar 2001: 105), overriding and redrawing boundaries established by ceramics alone. She does note the ridiculousness of
rewriting an entire region’s history based on the twist of a piece of string but it is
common for archaeologists rely on a single class of artefacts such as ceramics or
projectile points to accomplish the same task. In this light, using simple traits like spin
direction—often recorded but usually ignored in favor of flashier metrics—would be well
worth our time in light of how archaeologists often rely on the equally simplistic traits of
materials like undecorated ceramics. In the case of northern coastal Peru, spin traditions
are consistent between the Moche and Virú contexts. What is revealed, however, is both
varying access to material and in which form, raw or spun, it is being imported.
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5

Weaving as Technique and Structure

While spinning is less likely to be a subject of focus in the archaeological literature,
textiles and their techniques are a more common ground for research, and the variety of
techniques used in the Andes is well documented. What has been missing are regional
studies which link textiles and their techniques to time and space beyond a single site or
assemblage. While this is not the first work of its type (Dumais 2008; Tiballi 2005;
Wallace 1974, 1984), this study is shaped by a conscious attempt to actively incorporate
textiles used by everyday inhabitants to elucidate the differences in technique and style
from the image-rich fabrics of elite people and contexts. For the textiles of the
contemporaneous Virú and Moche communities, it became possible to separate out longheld traditions from the vagaries of fashion, traits that were often unique to the valley of
origin, echoing more recent realizations in the realm of Moche archaeology that the forms
and motifs of elite ceramics can, too, speak of valley or site trends rather than the result
of a shared evolutionary sequence overseen by the Moche core and a central authority.
Unlike spinning, there are many more attributes to examine as part of weaving
techniques, ranging from the variations on the technique itself to the materials used and
the nature and quantity of decorative elements. The goal of this section is not an
exhaustive exploration of each trait but rather identifies areas of similarity and divergence
between the Virú and Moche assemblages and determines what if any traits or patterns
are indicative of other ways of weaving that can be linked to particular communities of
artisans. The following chapter will then move on to the themes present in the motifs.
The majority of the cloth in this dissertation was made using two-element techniques and
was woven on a backstrap loom (Tables 63 and 64). Of these, 72% of the textiles were
made using the plain weave technique. This percentage includes textiles devoid of any
ornaments along with examples adorned with checkerboard or stripe patterns created with
polychromatic warps and/or wefts, metal plaques, tapestry borders, embroidery and
supplemental warps and wefts.
Plain
Weave
1457

Twill
197

Tapestry
150

Double
Cloth
19

WarpFaced
57
204

Weftfaced
37

Mesh
100

Gauze
11

Total
2,028

(72.0%)

(9.5%)

(7.4%)

(0.9%)

(2.8%)

(1.8%)

(4.9%)

(0.5%)

(100%)

Sites represented: Huaca Rajada, Pacatnamú, Dos Cabezas, Huaca Cao Viejo, Huacas de Moche, Huaca
de la Cruz, Huaca Santa Clara, Huaca Prieta, Huaca Gallinazo, Castillo de Tomaval, Moche contexts from
the Santa Valley, Huambacho, and Pañamarca.

Table 63: Textile techniques from Moche and Virú archaeological contexts
The second most common technique, twill, itself a derivative of plain weave, made up
9.5% of the assemblage, while the third most popular technique, tapestry, encompassed
7.4% of the textiles. Warp-faced cloth made up 2.8%, while weft-faced cloth made up
1.8% and the remainder of the textiles consisted of double cloth (0.9%) and mesh (4.9%),
a large category that includes a number of single element techniques such as looping,
linking and knotting. Gauze was the least common technique with only eleven examples.
Plain weave was present in all contexts and twill tapestry/weft-faced in all but two.
Examples of double cloth were rare but found in both Virú and Moche contexts. In
contrast, warp-faced, specialized forms of plain weave such as discontinuous warps and
wefts, mesh and gauze textiles were restricted either in number or in context.
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Virú
Huaca Prieta
Huaca Santa Clara
Huaca Gallinazo
Huaca de la Cruz
Castillo de Tomaval
PSUM (Santa Valley)
Total
Moche
Huaca Rajada
Pacatnamú
Huaca Cao Viejo
Dos Cabezas
Huacas de Moche
Huaca de la Cruz
PSUM (Santa Valley)
Huambacho
Pañamarca
Total

Virú
Huaca Prieta
Huaca Santa Clara
Huaca Gallinazo
Huaca de la Cruz
Castillo de Tomaval
PSUM (Santa Valley)
Total
Moche
Huaca Rajada
Pacatnamú
Huaca Cao Viejo
Dos Cabezas
Huacas de Moche
Huaca de la Cruz
PSUM (Santa Valley)
Huambacho
Pañamarca
Total

Plain
Weave

Textile Technique Types by Count
Double Warp/WeftTwill Tapestry
Cloth
Faced

Mesh

Gauze

Total

209
528
78
11
142
10
978

2
34
2
9
7
52

4
46
9
2
25
86

2
2

1
55
5
3
64

11
65
2
11
89

1
1

227
730
96
11
165
45
1272

43
158
47
10
29
23
92
41
36
479

9
69
5
8
15
5
30
3
144

13
11
1
9
7
2
20
1
64

3
8
1
5
17

15
14
1
29

2
9
11

4
2
4
10

71
250
53
44
59
31
165
42
40
754

Mesh

Gauze

Total

Plain
Weave

Textile Technique Types by Percentage (%)
Double Warp/WeftTwill Tapestry
Cloth
Faced

92.1
72.3
81.3
100
86.1
22.2
76.9

0.9
4.7
2.1
5.5
15.6
4.1

1.8
6.3
9.4
1.2
55.6
6.8

0.3
0.2

0.4
7.5
5.2
6.7
5.0

4.8
8.9
2.1
6.7
7.0

0.6
0.1

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

60.6
63.2
88.7
22.7
49.2
74.2
55.8
97.6
90
63.5

12.7
27.6
9.4
18.2
25.4
16.1
18.2
7.5
19.1

18.3
4.4
1.9
20.5
11.9
6.5
12.1
2.4
8.4

1.2
13.6
3.2
3
2.3

34.1
8.5
2.5
3.8

2.8
3.6
1.5

5.6
4.5
2.4
1.3

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Table 64: Counts and percentage of textile technique types by Virú and Moche
contexts
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5.1 Plain Weave Variations
72.0% of the total data assemblage consisted of simple cotton plain weave. In their
ubiquity and stability, plain weave cotton textiles are part of a long held weaving
tradition in this region where weaving was an early and important innovation (see Bird
and Hyslop 1985). Based on the sheer amount of textile material recovered, the
production of cotton plain weave cloth was an important element of the area’s economic
activity drawing together agricultural and human labour investment on the part of
women, men and children.
Plain weave cloth comes in four basic variations 181 (Table 65) that rely on the weaver
varying the number of warps and wefts that interact with each pass of the weft. This
category of data was available for 1370 out of a total of 1457 plain weave textiles. The
simplest is a single warp and a single weft (1/1). This is the basis of all weaving and
forms the majority of the plain weave cloth, making up 70.3 %. The second most
common type are those cloths with paired warps and wefts (2/2 or basket weave). Those
with paired warps or paired wefts (2/1 or 1/2) comprise a mere 2.5% of the total; there is
no known reason why these would be less common for technical reasons as they are just
as easily executed. Basket weave may have been favoured for some things as it is a
simple way to vary the surface of the textile and create a denser fabric. Using this weave,
a weaver can also produce twice as much fabric in the same amount of time as the paired
wefts speed the process along by limited the number of times the sheds need to be opened
(Wallace 1984: 46). When cotton spin direction is examined within plain weave as a
category for available sites, the similarities between Moche and Virú textiles increase
with 92.1 % of Moche cloth and 96.8 % of Virú plain weave being woven with S-spun
weft singles.
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See Figure 16.
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1/1
963
(70.3%)

2/2
372
(27.2%)

2/1
22
(1.6%)

1/2
13
(0.9%)

Total
1370
(100%)

Sites represented: Huaca Rajada, Pacatnamú, Huacas de Moche, Huaca de la Cruz, Moche sites
from the Santa Valley, Huambacho, Pañamarca, Huaca Santa Clara, Huaca Prieta, Huaca
Gallinazo, and Castillo de Tomaval.

Table 65: Plain weave variations from Moche and Virú contexts
1/1 plain weave is the most common type across both Virú and Moche contexts, but,
when divided into archaeological cultures, Moche artisans produced 10% less 1/1 plain
weave and 7.5% more 2/2 plain weave fabrics (Table 66) than did Virú weavers. For both
Virú and Moche contexts, paired warps (2/1) and paired wefts (1/2) are rare but represent
a slightly larger percentage of the Moche assemblages. This is one of the few significant
differences in terms of the rates of basic technical weaves between the two contexts. 2/2
weave was cited by Rowe (1984: 24) as a distinct style element associated with the Late
Intermediate Period Chimú. It was often used to weave large burial shrouds.

Virú
Moche
Total

Single (1/1)

Paired warps
and wefts
(2/2)

Paired warps
(2/1)

Paired wefts
(1/2)

Total

704 (73.2%)
258 (63.4%)
962 (70.3%)

240 (24.9%)
132 (32.4%)
372 (27.2%)

12 (1.2%)
10 (2.5%)
22 (1.6%)

6 (0.6%)
7 (1.7%)
13 (0.9%)

962 (100%)
407 (100%)
1369 (100%)

Sites represented: Huaca Rajada, Pacatnamú, Huacas de Moche, Huaca de la Cruz, Moche sites from the
Santa Valley, Huambacho, Pañamarca, Huaca Santa Clara, Huaca Prieta, Huaca Gallinazo and Castillo de
Tomaval.

Table 66: Counts and percentages of plain weave textile by warp and weft variation
from Virú and Moche contexts
The proportion of plain weave variations is consistent for the Virú sites located in the
Virú Valley in contrast to the pattern found at Huaca Prieta in the Chicama Valley (Table
67). Removing the Huaca Prieta plain weave textiles, where 2/2 plain weave accounts for
more than half the recorded textiles, pushed the overall percentage of 1/1 plain weave to
93.5% for Virú contexts for the Virú valley. Despite the prevalence of 2/2 plain weave in
Moche contexts, Huaca Prieta had a higher percentage of 2/2 plain weave textiles than
five of the Moche sites in the sample.
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Virú

Huaca Prieta
Huaca Santa Clara
Huaca Gallinazo
Huaca de la Cruz
Castillo de Tomaval
Total
Moche Huaca Rajada
Pacatnamú
Huaca Cao Viejo
Huacas de Moche
Huaca de la Cruz
Santa Valley
Huambacho
Pañamarca
Total

1/1
85 (40.7%)
451 (85.6%)
58 (76.3%)
10 (100%)
100 (71.4%)
704 (73.2%)
6 (23.1%)
100 (63.7%)
2 (12.5%)
14 (53.8%)
8 (50.0%)
70 (76.1%)
28 (68.3%)
30 (90.9%)
258 (63.4%)

2/2
115 (55.0%)
68 (12.9%)
17 (22.4%)
- (-%)
40 (28.6%)
240 (24.9%)
18 (69.2%)
54 (34.4%)
14 (87.5%)
11 (42.3%)
7 (43.8%)
13 (14.1%)
12 (29.3%)
3 (9.1%)
132 (32.4%)

2/1
4 (1.9%)
7 (1.3%)
1 (1.3%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
12 (1.2%)
2 (7.7%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
1 (3.8%)
1 (6.3%)
6 (6.5%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
10 (2.5%)

1/2
5 (2.4%)
1 (0.2%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
6 (0.6%)
- (-%)
3 (1.9%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
3 (3.3%)
1 (2.4%)
- (-%)
7 (1.7%)

Total
209 (100%)
527 (100%)
76 (100%)
10 (100%)
140 (100%)
962 (100%)
26 (100%)
157(100%)
16 (100%)
26 (100%)
16 (100%)
92 (100%)
41 (100%)
33 (100%)
407 (100%)

Table 67: Plain weave variations by site from Virú and Moche contexts
Where the proportion of plain weave types varies radically such as at Huaca Cao Viejo,
this may be the result of a small and specialized assemblage when compared to a site
such as Pacatnamú. Moche sites appear to generally have more cloth woven with paired
warps and wefts but, like with the Virú sites, there is a broad range. With the exception of
Pacatnamú, the proportion of 2/2 cloth if one takes on the assumption that 2/2 cloth was
more often used to weave shrouds. The sites where 2/2 encompasses the majority of the
assemblage were all burial sites. Of the 77 recorded shrouds, 58 were made from plain
weave with 44.8% in the 1/1 variation and 50.0% in the 2/2 variation 182. Like with the
Virú contexts, 1/2 and 2/1 plain weave types are comparatively rare.
Plain weave, as a category, encompasses a number of artefacts that were not made of
simple crossings of warp and wefts. As noted before, decorative elements were woven
into the structure of the fabric, added as supplemental to the base structure, or attached or
painted atop the web itself. The social and economic resources that were invested in these
types of plain weave textiles differed from that of their plainer cousins and they were
likely consumed under different contexts. A relatively simple plain weave textile could
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The remaining nineteen shrouds were made using twill techniques.
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be used as the basis of a multitude of precious gold alloy bangles or a vibrant array of
feathers, colourful woollen threads or painted imagery.
The easiest method to change the look of a plain weave fabric beyond varying the
number of threads per pass is the addition of warp and/or weft stripes. Examples of this
were only recorded for the Virú sites of Huaca Santa Clara, Huaca Gallinazo and Huaca
Prieta. With the exception of a single pink wool weft stripe, these textiles were all made
from natural or blue-dyed cotton yarns. This technique only requires warping differently
coloured yarns at the outset or the addition of varied weft yarns as the cloth is woven.
Even though it is a simple process, it does require the weaver to consider the outcome of
the textile when warp stripes are desired and to prepare naturally coloured or dyed yarns
for contrast. It is an efficient method of adding visual impact to a plain field.

Figure 77: Warp and weft striped plain weave textiles from the sites of Huaca
Gallinazo and Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Examples from Virú contexts (Figure 77) had one to eleven stripes 183 using natural hues
of cotton (light brown, light red brown, beige and cream) or a natural hue coupled with a
dyed blue. Wool in a pink tone was used once to create two weft stripes (HSC 260 k). Six
textiles had stripes that were grouped in the center, two at the edges, and two had stripes
that covered the entire textile in question. In contrast to warp- and weft-faced textiles,
both elements of the cloth are visible diluting to some extent the integrity of the stripes.
The technique does, in contrast to the other techniques, minimize the amount of material
needed as the warp and weft elements are balanced while maximizing the impact of
available yarn colours. Warp striped panels require forethought as the warp yarns need to
be strung first while weft stripes could be added where the weaver desired as the weaving
progressed. The borders of plain weave textiles were often decorated with simple weftfaced tapestry stripes usually in wool or bands of varying complexity but these will be
discussed further in the Section 5.3.

Figure 78: Examples of small and large plaid/checkerboard patterns (top: HSC 24;
bottom: PAV 31)
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None of these textiles were complete webs so it is not possible to reconstruct the complete stripe
patterns.
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In a technique related to warp and weft striping, another simple way to introduce colour
and pattern was to alternate the colors of both the warps and wefts to create a plaid or
check pattern; these can be small or large plaid 184 depending on the width of the squares
created, a distinction which is contingent on the number of warps and wefts either strung
or interwoven per pass (Figure 78). All the examples were executed using cream and blue
yarns. HSC 3 e, an example of small plaid had insets of tapestry catfish heads and an
example of large plaid was adorned with a tapestry border decorated with catfish heads
(PAV 31). This technique, too, was restricted to Virú contexts so no comparison can be
made to textiles from Moche contexts created using the same techniques.
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There are three examples of small plaid (HSC 24, HSC 25 d and HSC 3 e) and two of large plaid or
checkerboard (PAV 31 and HSC 105 a).
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Figure 79: Examples of embroidery from Virú contexts
Plain weave was often used as the surface for additional elements. Examples were found
that had been decorated with metal plaques or feathers (Fernandez Lopez 2010) while
one Virú example from Huaca Santa Clara 185 and another Moche textile from Huaca Cao
Viejo 186 had painted motifs on a plain weave base. It was more common to apply yarnbased decorative elements like embroidery or supplemental weft to a plain weave surface.
However, in contrast to the rich embroideries of the south coast, the examples from the
north are relatively simple. From the sites of Huaca Gallinazo and Huaca Santa Clara,

185
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See Appendix A: HSC 277 b.
See Figure 39.
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simple diamonds or ovals applied in wool across a surface were recorded (Figure 79). An
embroidered monkey or human face was sewn onto each of two of the textile layers
found within the Huaca Cao Viejo Senora’s funerary bundle (Fernández López 2011: 4548), while a third textile had a motif of embroidered catfish 187. A similar embroidered
textile decorated with catfish with diamond motifs and executed in red and yellow wool
was recovered from Coffin G in Burial E Ig 188.
Supplemental weft designs were more complicated to execute as the threads were
inserted alongside the weft yarns so that the weaver had to hold the design in her mind
and execute it while weaving the base cloth. It is a method that saves labour as the design
was executed concurrently with the textile’s basis structure. On the north coast, examples
featured geometric shapes and intertwining catfish such as those from the Virú Valley
(see Figure 80 HSC 280 c and HSC 20 a). Examples of Moche textiles included
interlocking geometric catfish 189, geometric bands (Donnan and Donnan 1997: Fig. 2,
216), nested crosses/flowers (Ubbelohde-Doering 1966: Plate 74, 25), and
anthropomorphic figures such as a warrior battling a crab 190 (Conklin 1979b: 166, Fig 13). Though it was used to create sophisticated imagery, the designs were often limited to
one or two colours in contrast to the oft kaleidoscopic tapestry fabrics and restricted to a
small portion of the fabrics’ surfaces.
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See Figure 39.
See Figure 33.
189
See Figures 27, 30, and 43.
190
See Figure 50.
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Figure 80: Plain weave textiles with supplemental wefts from Virú contexts
While the basic structure of plain weave reveal common patterns between Moche and
Virú contexts, it is difficult to draw comparisons between site assemblages as many of
the decorated examples were unique to the sites in question. However, in terms of how
material was used, plain weave was the canvas for the addition of small sections of
woollen fibres or indigo dyed cotton in the form of supplemental wefts, structural stripes,
or embroidery or in special cases, metal trinkets of gold and copper alloys.
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Though it is somewhat outside the range of this dissertation, plain weave cloth on the
north coast also acted as the underpinning material for mixed media artefacts, providing a
base upon which other elements could be sewn or glued with resin. In one spectacular
example, a series of unique plastered and painted cloths attached to tumbaga 191 sheets
were discovered in the elite tombs from Huaca Las Ventanas 192—those from a shaft tomb
at Huaca Las Ventanas depicted the Sicán deity holding a trophy head under a felineheaded bicephalic arch flanked by two spotted felines surrounded by Spondylus sp. shells
(Shimada et al. 2000: 33). These large-scale textiles are unique in that they were used to
adorn the tomb and perhaps, in life, a ritual space. The combination of reams of cotton
cloth combined with metal or painted elements represent a considerable output of human
labour in possession of highly developed artistic and technical skills. Artefacts like these
operate outside the traditional realm of cloth used for clothing.

5.2 Twill
Twill involves lifting the warps out of sequence to create patterns on the surface of the
fabric through the manipulation of texture by creating floats of varying lengths. These
textures could be enhanced by uses warps and wefts of contrasting colours to create
diagonal stripes and other patterns. Where all other types of weaves in this region (with
the exception of double cloth) can be accomplished by creating two divisions between the
warps using the heddle and a single shed rod, simple continuous twill requires an
additional two heddle sticks. For a complex diamond twill, up to 32 sticks would be
needed. O’Neale (1946: 278) suggested that the weaving of complex twill was
accomplished by inserting two extra permanent heddle sticks along with the two heddles
already in place. This would offer the weaver more choices in terms of which warps were
lifted; if other warps needed to be raised, this could be done by hand. The labour saved in
contrast to individually lifting each warp or working with a series of removable heddle
sticks would have been significant, particularly in light of a large textile like a burial
shroud or one with a high thread count (O’Neale 1946: 277-278).

191

Tumbaga is an alloy of gold and copper.
These tombs are located in the La Leche tributary in the Lambayeque valley and date to the Middle
Horizon.
192
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Examples of twill were noted from both Virú and Moche contexts though the examples
from the latter display a wider repertoire of twill types. 78 examples of twill were
examined from eleven contexts. Of 1268 textiles associated with Virú material culture, 48
or 3.9% were twill. In contrast, of 754 textiles from Moche contexts, 144 or 19.1% were
twill. With the exception of one diamond twill, all twill from Virú was simple 2/2 twill.
Examples from Moche contexts display a wider variety of techniques and imagery. Types
included 2/2 continuous twill, 2/1 diamond twill and 3/3 herringbone twill. It was used to
great effect to cover the fabric with catfish 193, arranged in geometric formations.

Table 68: Diamond twill cotton textile with the weft pattern defined (HSC 113 a),
from the Virú site of Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
Twill was used as a standalone technique but could also, like with plain weave, be paired
with other techniques such as tapestry, embroidery or supplemental wefts. There are three
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See Figure 48.
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examples of twill either as a border to or as the main component of a fabric also featuring
tapestry in the Huaca Santa Clara assemblage 194. All but one of the twill fabrics from
Virú contexts were 2/2 twill. A single example of diamond twill was recorded at Huaca
Santa Clara (Figure 68).
From Huaca Santa Clara, five examples of twill 195 were executed using red wool. They
are unique within the assemblage for having warps and wefts both spun from wool as
well as the being dyed a bright red. They were the only twill textiles woven from wool.
All other twill fabrics were woven from cotton in natural tones of cream and brown or
dyed indigo. The wool in question was spun S/2Z, a spin as discussed above that was
more often used to spin cotton than wool and likely connected to local spin patterns.
These fabrics were likely highly valued due to the material, colour of the wool, and the
skill needed to weave twill successfully.
Coupled with the wider variety of twill types from Moche contexts, these data tentatively
support the claim that the twill technique was a more common technique at sites
associated with Moche material culture and that the weavers of Moche sites produced
more complex examples. However, most of the twill artefacts were recovered from burial
contexts. 19 of the 69 examples from Pacatnamú were positively identified as the
remnants of burial shrouds, which seems to support the idea that twill was often used in
the weaving of shrouds. It also appears to be a textile suitable to be included in tomb
offerings. Textiles associated with Tomb 18 were made from undecorated twill, twill with
catfish motifs in either twill or supplementary wefts.
O’Neale (1946: 293) was one of the first (and one of the few) scholars to offer a paean to
the weavers of the Andes for twill in light of the complexity of the heddle patterns and
the ingenuity required to set up and weave the sequences required particularly for the
more complex examples. She amusingly dismisses tapestries as “all plain over-one,
under-one cloth weave” while “their unique texture is the result of heavy battening” alone

194
195

See Appendix A: HSC 36 a, HSC 37 b, and HSC 42.
HSC 38 c, HSC 66 a, HSC 82 a, HSC 97 e
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and that the real skill lies in creating the pattern from memory or a model. Twill, in fact,
may still be misunderstood, in part, as it is commonly woven from common fibre like
cotton and its patterning is often expressed as texture rather than pattern. In that light,
twill as a technique could have been far more subject to shifts in fashion than the plain
weave fabrics it was often included with in terms of its potential to produce complex
patterns.

5.3 Tapestry and Weft-Faced Techniques and
Discontinuous Warps and Wefts
This section discusses three related techniques: weft-faced cloth, tapestry, and
discontinuous warps and wefts on the basis of shared technical elements and in the case
of weft-faced cloth and tapestry, the resulting surface appearance. Of the three, weftfaced cloth in a single colour takes the least skill to execute as the wefts merely need to
be numerous and tightly packed in order to cover the warps. There are typically at least
twice as many wefts as warps; the reverse is true for warp-faced material. Tapestry, a
type of weft-faced cloth, was the most common type of weave to carry iconography on
the north coast. This technique was executed using discrete sections of discontinuous
wefts in different colors of wool and cotton: where the different yarns met, a slit was
often left which could later be sewn shut. Less commonly, the wefts interlock with each
other or dovetail around a shared warp where they meet on the horizontal plane.
Discontinuous wefts or discontinuous warps and wefts could be used to execute complex
imagery but in this case, the resulting surface is a balanced plain weave rather than a
weft-faced surface. Like with interlocking tapestry, discontinuous wefts travel across the
fabric and interlock were they meet rather than leaving slit. It is arguably more difficult to
execute as it requires the use of scaffolding warps and wefts to hold the design in place
before the warps and wefts are interlocked.

5.3.1 Tapestry and Weft-Faced Techniques
94 examples of the tapestry technique were recorded, 60 from Virú contexts and 34 from
Moche. Of the examples, complete enough to identify, tapestry was executed in two main
forms: as decorative borders or as encompassing the entirety of the fabric. Motifs were
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organized into repeating bands with both geometric and organic shapes, or in the case of
larger textiles, into scenes or large repeating motifs often arrayed into horizontal planes.
Tapestry here refers to textiles with polychrome designs; 37 examples of weft-faced
textiles were also recorded, all woven from a single colour.
Tapestry was consistently woven with cotton warps while approximately 50% of the
wefts were wool. This combination of cotton warps and woollen wefts is a trait shared by
the Moche and Virú assemblages despite the variety of images woven into the fabrics.
The other significant characteristic of tapestry is the choice made by the weaver as to
how to address the junctions where two colours meet. For the limited number of
tapestries for which these data were available (Table 69), in 58.3% of the cases weavers
used slit joins. Virú tapestries have a larger variety of joins but it is difficult to assess the
prevalence of dovetailed and selvedge-to-selvedge joins given the small number of
Moche tapestries for which I had access to these data categories. It is safe to conclude
that slit tapestry was the most common type in the region.

Virú
Huaca Santa Clara
Huaca Gallinazo
Castillo de Tomaval
Total
Moche
Pacatnamú
Huacas de Moche
Huaca de la Cruz
Total

Slit Tapestry

Dovetailed
Tapestry

Selvedge-toSelvedge

Interlocking
Tapestry

Total

21 (52.5%)
3 (42.9%)
1 (100%)
25 (52.1%)

5 (12.5%)
4 (57.1%)
- (-%)
9 (18.6%)

9 (22.5%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
9 (18.6%)

5 (12.5%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
5 (10.4%)

40 (100%)
7 (100%)
1 (100%)
48 (100%)

9 (100%)
1 (50%)
- (-%)
10 (83.3%)

- (-%)
- (-%)
1 (100%)
1 (8.3%)

- (-%)
1 (50%)
- (-%)
1 (8.3%)

- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
- (-%)

9 (100%)
2 (100%)
1 (100%)
12 (100%)

Table 69: Counts and percentages of tapestry joins from Virú and Moche contexts
As tapestry is fundamentally a simple technique to weave, the real skills lies with the
rendering of motifs (Table 70) within the boundaries of the warps. Weavers in the Andes
are much revered for their aptitude and creativity. 31 categories of motifs were recorded
from the tapestries from Virú and Moche contexts. In 13 cases, a particular category was
represented by a single example. In 8, the motif type was only found in a Virú context
and in 15, only in a Moche context. The former included depictions of felines,
frogs/toads, disembodied heads, lizards, ring/donuts, steps/stepped lines, triangles and an
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unidentified motif. The Moche examples included buildings, chevrons, corn, crabs,
unidentified creatures, crosses, fields/furrows, foxes, shells, snails, diagonal stripes,
Strombus monsters, waves and yuca. The remaining eight categories were shared
between the two contexts and included anthropomorphs (all of whom appear to be male
warriors or elites), birds, catfish/rays, serpents, and weapons/weapons bundles. There
were 48.6% more examples of Virú tapestries with geometric shapes and 30.4% fewer
Virú examples with depictions of living beings in comparison to tapestries from Moche
contexts. Additionally, 84.6% of images of objects were from Moche tapestries and
72.9% of all non-geometric motifs—living things and objects—were from Moche
textiles. Specific motifs will be discussed in the following chapter.
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Living Things

Objects

Geometric Shapes

Unidentified

Anthropomorphs
Birds
Catfish/Rays
Corn
Crab
Creature, unidentified
Felines
Fox
Frogs/Toads
Heads, Disembodied
Lizards
Serpents
Shells
Snails
Strombus monsters
Yuca
Total
Buildings
Crosses
Fields/Furrows
Waves
Weapons/Weapons Bundles
Total
Chevrons
Geometric, unidentified
Ovals/Circles
Rings/Donuts
Steps/Stepped Lines
Stripes, Diagonal
Stripes, Warp Selvedge
Stripes, Weft
Triangles
Total
Unidentified
Total
Overall Total

Virú
1
1
8
1
1
1
1
2
16 (34.8%)
2
2 (15.4%)
2
1
3
16
1
3
26 (74.3%)
1
1 (100%)
45 (47.4%)

Moche
10
2
3
1
1
2
1
3
2
2
2
1
30 (65.2%)
1
2
2
3
2
11 (84.6%)
1
1
1
2
1
3
9 (25.7%)
-(-%)
50 (52.6%)

Total
11
3
11
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
5
2
2
2
1
46 (100%)
1
2
2
3
4
13 (100%)
1
1
3
1
3
2
17
4
3
35 (100%)
1
1 (100%)
95 (100%)

Table 70: Tapestry motifs from Virú and Moche contexts
Moche contexts also produced three examples of objects made by covering cane warps in
woollen wefts in a technique similar to the tapestry weave. Examples have been
recovered from Dos Cabezas, El Brujo and the Huacas de Moche. The first was a
miniature headdress decorated with an S-motif found (Jiménez Díaz 2000: 80, 82), while
two others were combs. One depicts combat between an anthropomorphic weapons
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bundle and a human warrior 196 while the second has a Strombus monster 197, characters
associated with Moche fineline ceramics (Conklin and Versteylen 1978). No examples of
tapestry-style weave with stiff warps were found from Virú contexts.
Tapestry is a particular technique of weaving and joining yarns but that is often
associated with the most spectacular examples of art on the north coast and the Andes in
general. This stance tends to ignore the less complicated examples whereby wool was
used as a narrow border along one or more selvedges. The latter usage may reflect
differential access to the large quantities of wool needed for wider borders or full works
of the technique. It is also important to keep in mind that this may be a choice as it is a
simple method to add colour in the form of socially valued camelid fibre to an otherwise
empty surface, while retaining the flexibility and strength of the predominately plain
weave surface.

196
197

See Figure 38.
See Figure 45.
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5.3.2 Discontinuous Wefts

Figure 81: Examples of textiles with discontinuous weft patterns from Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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Textiles with discontinuous wefts are constructed in a similar manner to interlocked
tapestries but the sections of colour are rendered in plain weave rather than weft-faced
cloth. Both wefts and warps remain visible. The result is a heathered effect rather than the
solid result produced by the tapestry technique where the warps are fully hidden by the
densely packed wefts or the solid areas of colour created with the discontinuous warp and
weft method. In total, six examples of this technique were recovered from the site of
Huaca Santa Clara. The technique was used on its own and coupled with tapestry borders.
All were woven with cotton warps while the wefts were woven using dark brown, blue,
cream, light brown S-spun cotton and yellow, dark brown and red S/2Z wool. In two
examples (Figure 82), the line between weft-faced tapestry and discontinuous wefts is
blurred. The thicker wefts (in one case, cotton and in the other, wool) serve to better
cover the warps giving the illusion of a weft-faced textile in certain sections though the
warps remain visible. Motifs include blue steps across a dark brown field (HSC 32), steps
(HSC 59, HSC 125 a), steps and hands (261 a), polychrome serpentine shapes that are
otherwise unidentifiable (HSC 162 s), and the partial head of catfish or serpent (HSC 125
b).
The two examples known from Moche contexts were far more complex in terms of both
motif and colours employed. Recovered from the cemetery at Pacatnamú, one depicted a
fanged being with a headdress (Figure 82), while the second had a series of nested
crosses 198 or flowers (Donnan and Donnan 1997: Fig. 3, 4, 218). It must be noted,
however, that these examples more closely resemble tapestry techniques especially as the
two examples have slits between the colours and the inserted wefts completely cover the
warps where the motif is concerned.
This technique is a natural cousin of tapestry but requires less material as there is no need
to cover the warps though weavers would combine techniques to create different textures
by covering some warps and exposing others (Figure 82). It has the advantage, too of
producing a lighter fabric when compared to tapestry and the use of interlocking wefts
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The nested crosses of this textile resemble the motif found on the slit tapestry bag recovered from
Huambacho (see Figure 60).
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improves the cloth’s structural integrity particularly in comparison to the slit tapestry
technique that was commonly used on the coast. It is also less complicated to weave as
only wefts are discontinuous in comparison to those with both discontinuous warps and
wefts, as the warps can be strung as normal.

Figure 82: Detail of the fanged being motif executed using discontinuous wefts
(based on Donnan and Donnan 1997: Fig. 3, 218)

5.3.3 Discontinuous Warps and Wefts
This technique has in the past referred to as “patchwork” or interlocking plain weave
(O’Neale 1933; O’Neale and Kroeber 1930) as the resulting cloth appears to be
composed of a number of smaller webs presumed to be sewn together, when, in fact, the
warps and wefts interlock where they meet. Following Rehl (2006), this technique will be
referred to as discontinuous warps and wefts (DWW). To accomplish this interlocking,
this technique requires additional forethought as the scaffolding wefts (either threads or
sticks) (Rehl 2002: 54) must be planned out to accommodate the junctions of color
change needed to render the most common motifs of “checks, stepped crosses and frets”
(O’Neale 1933: 87). This type of cloth is unique to the Andes and the best examples of
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the technique have been recovered from the south coastal valleys and highland contexts
associated with the Wari style.
Rehl (2006: 20) described the discontinuous warp and weft technique as an illustration of
balance and reciprocity as part of unified Andean cosmology. She felt that this technique
was limited to the creation of exclusively ritual clothing and items. This technique is
relatively simple when the design is a checkerboard but as illustrated in Figure 83, north
coast weavers were able to construct more complex geometric designs of steps which
would require a series of scaffolding wefts spaced to sketch out the design prior to
weaving. On a practical level, this is the only technique that allowed for polychrome
textiles to be “balanced, sheer, lightweight and doublefaced” (Phipps 1982: 21-22 as cited
in Rehl 2002: 32). Furthermore, Rehl (2002: 74) noted that this type of cloth would be
more durable than embroidery or floating warps and wefts as the design elements are
woven into the main body of the textiles. Finally, these textiles consumed less camelid
fibre when compared to tapestry while creating large expanses of brilliant color (Rehl
2002: 78).
There are four examples of textiles with discontinuous warps and wefts from the site of
Huaca Santa Clara. All were highly fragmentary but appear to be segments of geometric
motifs including checkerboards and steps. And all were made from a mix of wool and
cotton warps and wefts. In one case (HSC 280 l), several sections have the appearance of
tapestry but the presence of interlocking warps places this textile within the discontinuous
warps and wefts category. Interestingly, the wool used is spun S and plied Z, in a cotton
direction, suggesting that fibre was spun locally. It follows then that these textiles were
likely a local product and not imported outside of the region. The colours of both the
wool and cotton yarns are relatively subdued in two of the examples as seems typical of
the north coast textile examined by Rehl (2002: 77) but the others have areas of bright
yellow and red. The blue, too, was also likely more vibrant when freshly dyed. Two of
these textiles had three colours, one had four and one had five.
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Figure 83: Examples of discontinuous warp and weft cloth from Huaca Santa Clara
On a broader scale, this technique as documented by Rehl (2002) originated during the
Early Horizon and was practiced until the arrival of the Spanish. Most extant examples,
however, have been recovered from the south coast compared to a handful found in the
north and dated to the Early Intermediate Period. Most of the north coast examples were
recovered from the valley of Huarmey and dated to the Middle Horizon. Rehl (2002: 225)
claimed that it was not until the Middle Horizon with the influence of the Wari that this
technique was used widely. Compared to contemporaneous textiles from the South Coast,
which were decorated with birds, serpents, and anthropomorphic figures, the examples
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from Huaca Santa Clara are relatively simple with a limited palette. A single Moche
example has been documented at Huaca Cao Viejo, a two paneled mantle depicting a
series of curled steps (Fernandez Lopez 2010), but no further information is available.

5.4 Double Cloth
Double cloth was probably the most complicated of weaving techniques used in the
Andes. It required the expert manipulation of two sets of warps and wefts which would
travel back and forth between the two surfaces of the cloth, creating a reversed colour
pattern from the side facing the weaver as she worked. Considering the skill required
along with the amount of yarn required to weave these thick textiles, it is unsurprising
that examples of double cloth are rare. They made up only 1.0% of the overall
assemblage from both Virú and Moche contexts. Full data were available for fifteen of
the twenty examples. Double cloth textiles are known from the Moche sites of Pacatnamú
(Donnan and Donnan 1997), Huacas de la Luna and del Sol (Huacas de Moche) (Conklin
and Versteylen1978; Fernández López 2008), Huaca de la Cruz (Strong and Evans 1952),
and Huaca Choloque (Huaca China) (Hocquenghem 1979), and the Virú site of Huaca
Santa Clara (Millaire 2009). Some of these textiles have been identified as
pillows/cushions and pouches, and in one case from Pacatnamú, as part of a headcloth
(Donnan and Donnan 1997: 222).
Moche double cloth is united by a series of shared features despite being found across a
wide geographical area, from Jequetepeque to Santa. They shared a common aesthetic
that used two hues of natural cotton, or a natural hue paired with a set of warps and wefts
dyed blue, which was then supplemented by woollen elements (often red) to pick out
certain features, particularly eyes, on one side of the textile. With one exception, a pouch
from Pacatnamú woven with Z-spun cotton yarns, all were woven from S-spun cotton.
The same pouch along with the headcloth from the same burial had woollen elements
spun S/2Z in contrast to the use of Z/2S-spun wool yarns for the remaining seven textiles
with supplementary woollen wefts. All were recovered from burial contexts or offering
caches associated with burials. The only exception was the textile from Huaca Choloque.
It was made from a combination of wool and cotton warps in red and light brown and
complemented by additional supplementary wefts in red, green, black, blue, yellow,
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brown and dark blue wool, a far cry from the simpler three colour schemes that typify the
other textiles. An all-wool warp-faced double cloth bag was also found over a hundred
years later from the same site; no other information has been made available (Aponte
Miranda 2002: 58).
The two Virú examples were materially and technically similar to the Moche textiles.
Both were likely pillows and were woven from cotton. The first (HSC 189a) was woven
from S/2Z-spun blue and cream-coloured cotton with red supplementary Z/2S-spun
woollen wefts. It was the only double cloth woven with plied cotton but its colour scheme
match the example from Huaca de la Cruz. The use of the double cloth technique to make
pillows and wool as additional decorative elements fall in line with Moche examples. The
second pillow (HSC 227) was woven like the Moche examples using S-spun brown and
cream cotton.
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Figure 84: Images woven in double cloth—Moche A. being with crescent headdress
(Pacatnamú) (based on Donnan and Donnan 1997: Fig. 12, 221); B. Andean cross
(Pacatnamú); C. curled step (Pacatnamú) (B and C based on Donnan and Donnan 1997:
Fig. 15, 222); D. Strombus monster and fish (Huaca del Sol) (on Conklin 1979b: 169, Figure
6; Conklin and Versteylen 1978: 392, Figure 4); E. interlocking catfish; F. catfish heads; G.
interlocking catfish ; H. being identified as “the Deity of the Mountains”; I. catfish
arranged in a ladder formation; J. interlocking curled steps (F-J based on Fernández 2008:
264); K. interlocking curled steps (Huaca de la Cruz) (based on SAT/1094; courtesy of the
Division of Anthropology, American Museum of Natural History); and L. catfish and steps
(Huaca Choloque) (based on Hocquenghem 1979: Figs. 5 and 6); Virú M. Anthropomorphic
being and catfish (Huaca Santa Clara) (see Appendix A: HSC 227; and N. catfish heads
(Huaca Santa Clara) (see Appendix A: HSC 189).
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The overall technique, as executed on the north coast, while complex in its execution,
produced relatively coarse and blocky designs (Figure 84) due to the relative thickness of
the yarns, the limited colour palette, the doubled warp and weft systems, and in some
cases, the choice to use paired warps and wefts. The images are, however, cleanly
demarcated as the warps and wefts travel to the opposite surface to produce the same
image in the opposing colour scheme. The textiles themselves are sturdy as the entire
textile could be covered with images without the inconvenience of either producing slits
or joining wefts yarns where they meet as in tapestry or laboriously covering the surface
of a textile in embroidery once it was woven.
A variant of the north coast catfish appears on seven of the pieces described including
both examples from Virú. The remainder have common Andean motifs in the case of the
cross or Moche motifs such as curled steps. The bag from Huaca del Sol features a crude
imitation of Strombus monster, an image often sensitively rendered on Moche ceramics
as well as two examples of fine tapestry work from the site of Pacatnamú 199. Three of the
double cloths had anthropomorphic figures. The first was a being wearing a semi-lunar
headdress holding a pair of staffs or clubs. The second was the toothy head of the “Deity
of the Mountains”; these were both recovered from Moche contexts. The third example,
from the Virú site of Huaca Santa Clara, featured a head with the appendages of
snakelike catfish but with a similarly toothy grin.
Double cloth along with tapestry illustrates the prevalence of shared techniques that
require a high level of skill to execute but which provide a medium for certain imagery
specific to particular socio-political phenomena. Underlying this imagery is the
consistency of a shared technique across both a wide geographic area and between
peoples demarcated by corporate styles of ceramics.

199

See Figure 33.
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5.5 Warp-faced Weaves
4.6% of the textiles collected for this project were woven using the warp-faced technique,
a broad category that can encompass a number of different structural and decorative
techniques. However, compared to the textiles of the highlands, warp-faced weaving was
not as prevalent in coastal assemblages, particularly as a vehicle for complex imagery, a
task often left to weft-faced tapestry or supplemental techniques. The warp-faced textiles
considered here are either undecorated or feature relatively simple groupings of warp
stripes.
A unique group of textiles were recovered from the sites of Huaca Santa Clara and Huaca
Gallinazo in the Virú Valley (Figures 85 and 86). All were woven from plied woollen
yarns in natural colours 200 with distinctive stripes centred at the midpoint of the cloth web
and the warps were densely packed. This cloth was folded over and sewn along the sides
to create simple bags. These are made from naturally colored wool yarns of which 97.4%
were spun Z/2S 201. Warp-faced weaves were noted from the valley of Santa from Moche
contexts and a single pink and red striped cloth was used in the construction of the shield
from Pañamarca (Trever et al. 2013) but no data were available for the former and it is
impossible to speculate based on the Pañamarca textile alone. However, at this time, it
appears that these striped textiles were either uniquely produced in the Virú Valley in the
upper valley or yungas or were imported from the highlands. Supported by isotopic
investigations of the origin of the wool (Szpak et al 2015), the style and material of the
artefacts themselves and the spin of the yarn, I propose that they likely originated up
valley. These textiles were unique in being made entirely of wool, and, in contrast to the
S/2Z-spun yarns from the tapestries from the site, the yarn used was spun Z/2S
suggesting at the very least they are woven with imported yarn. They stand in contrast to
the bags that were produced on site which were created from vegetal fibres, using single
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In contrast to tapestry weaves, none of the wool from these bags was dyed while tapestries contained
both dyed and undyed yarns.
201
112 yarns from a sample of 115. The remaining yarns included one example of cotton spun and two
examples of wool spun S/2Z.
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element techniques like looping, suggesting two traditions of bag-making in the Andes
connected to broad regions.
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Figure 85: Warp-faced stripe patterns from Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)

Figure 86: Warp-faced stripe patterns from Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)

5.6 Gauze and Openwork
Gauze is little understood on the north coast as it is rarely represented within textile
assemblages. Of the 11 examples documented from the literature, one came from a Virú
context, from a dog burial at Castillo de Tomaval (Strong and Evans 1952: 123), and 8
from Moche contexts: 4 from Huaca Rajada, 4 from the valley of Santa and 2 from the
burials at Dos Cabezas. For the Castillo de Tomaval, Dos Cabezas and Santa examples, it
is uncertain how gauze has been defined. In this dissertation, it is defined as the
transposition of warps which are then anchored in place by the inserted wefts in order to
create intentional open spaces. This can also be called openwork and the best examples
from the coast, from sites associated with central coast 202 material culture, resemble
lacework. Accordingly, of the eleven examples, only those from Huaca Rajada are
specifically identified as gauze. Overall, the Huaca Rajada gauzes were woven from Sspun cotton in natural tones of cream and brown native cotton. They also had the typical
low weft count ranging from 4.5 to 2.3 warps for every weft.
It is not possible to make a comparison between the one known Virú example and the 10
from Moche contexts, but it should be noted that the majority of the Moche examples

202

Gauze as a technique is particularly associated with the central coast style often referred to as the
Chancay.
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were found within some of the richest known burial complexes related to this cultural
style and were absent from other contexts.

Figure 87: Plain weave textile with traveling structural yarns (HSC 203 a), Huaca
Santa Clara (Virú Valley), enhanced using Dstretch (LAB colourspace)
Finally a compound textile (HSC 203a) which combines elements of plain weave and
open work was recovered from Huaca Santa Clara. It featured diamonds delineated by
openwork formed where the warps and wefts were made to travel between diamonds,
resulting in a harlequin pattern. The faded blue and red yarns read as green and pink
respectively in the false colour image in Figure 87. It is a novel use of discontinuous
warps and wefts, openwork and two colour weaving that defies common categorization,
but demonstrates the sophistication and inventiveness of weavers working at the site of
Huaca Santa Clara.

5.7 Nets and Bags: Utilitarian Objects Made of Mesh
Fishing, hunting and carrying nets and mesh bags have received little attention from
textile specialists working on the north coast, especially once the heddle loom was in
wide use. The goal of this section is to provide a basis of comparison for future research
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into utilitarian categories of textiles that have been superseded by true woven cloth. The
textiles in this section are all considered to be made from types of single-element
techniques in that a single cord or yarn was looped, interlaced or knotted back onto itself
with additional cordage added where needed to expand the item 203. Knotless techniques
can be worked either flat or in the round with the latter method employed to produce
flexible and expandable mesh bags (Figure 88).

Figure 88: Detail of the bottom of a spiraled maguey bag (HSC 188), loop-and-twist
technique, Huaca Santa Clara, (Virú Valley)
Single-element technical categories include simple linking, double link-and-twist (items
where both simple and double linking are employed), and loop-and-twist (Table 71).
These techniques comprised the majority of the examined textiles. The knotted loop
technique using the cow hitch knot was used to make both fishing and carrying nets with
varying mesh diameters. It is likely that the counts for the sites of Huaca Santa Clara,

203

See Chapter 2, Figures 13 and 15 for known techniques.
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Huaca Prieta and Huaca Gallinazo are more representative of the presence of these types
of textiles on a north coast site, as I had access to the collections and chose to include
these items in my analysis. These textiles may have been found on other Moche sites
other than Huaca Rajada and Pacatnamú, but have not been included in broader textile
analyses alongside two-element cloth. This factor may also explain the dearth of items
made from maguey, many of which were made using single element techniques. A single
study based on a collection of 1302 artefacts made from vegetal fibres from the valley of
Santa found that the assemblage was dominated by S/2Z-spun cordage (N=1092) with
only one example of a bag; the technique used to create it was not described (Fournier
2004).

Simple
linking
14
(11.7%)

Link-andtwist
(double)
22
(18.3%)

Link-andtwist (twist
vary)
19
(15.8%)

Loopand-twist
37
(30.8%)

Knotted
Loops
28
(23.3%)

Unclassified
1
(0.8%)

Total
120
(100%)

Sites represented: Moche—Huaca Rajada and Pacatnamú; Virú—Huaca Santa Clara, Huaca Prieta,
Huaca Gallinazo and Castillo de Tomaval

Table 71: Single element techniques from Moche and Virú contexts

5.7.1 Mesh Bags
These bags were mostly made from maguey yarns. One exception, an example of simple
linking from Huaca Rajada, was made from cotton and three from Huaca Santa Clara had
woollen elements. Overall, maguey was a rare fibre in the assemblages collected for this
research and was only found at the Huaca Santa Clara and Huaca Gallinazo sites. Like
other fibres, it was spun into yarn using either a thigh rolling method or heavy spindle,
which was then interlaced using single-element techniques to produce utilitarian mesh
bags. 80% of the maguey yarns used to make these bags were S-spun (Table 72) with 10
examples of plied yarns, four of which were initially spun S and six which were spun Z.
One example was made with three-ply yarn. In contrast to net making, the skills and
techniques needed to make mesh bags seem to have disappeared and are unknown
ethnographically on the north coast of Peru.
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Simple Linking
Link-and-twist (double)
Link-and-twist (twist vary)
Loop-and-twist
Total:

S
6 (54.5%)
9 (69.2%)
18 (94.7%)
11 (91.7)
44 (80.0%)

S/2Z
- (-%)
3 (23.1%)
- (-%)
1 (8.3%)
4 (7.3%)

Z/2S
5 (45.5%)
1 (7.7%)
- (-%)
- (-%)
6 (10.9%)

S/3Z
- (-%)
- (-%)
1 (5.2%)
- (-%)
1 (1.8%)

Total
11 (100%)
13 (100%)
19 (100%)
12 (100%)
55 (100%)

Table 72: Spin direction of maguey yarns used in mesh bags from Virú contexts
In addition to the relatively simple mesh bags made from maguey, fragments of three
complex polychrome mesh bags made from S-spun camelid fibre and maguey yarn in
geometric patterns were found at Huaca Santa Clara 204. Based on the construction of
HSC 29 d (Figure 89), they, like many of the coarser examples made of maguey, were
made in the round using the loop-and-twist method. No other examples of this type of
bag were present in the other collections. These examples potentially call into question
the construction of round bottomed patterned bags 205, presumed to be used to hold
coca 206, commonly seen depicted in Moche-style ceramics. In examples of molded
vessels of men, these bags are often thrown across one shoulder, leaving the man’s hands
free to hold up tunics, gourds that likely held lime, animals that often resemble felines
and other objects. They have been assumed to be woven when the simpler geometric
examples could also be executed using the loop-and-twist method. The looseness of the
loop-and-twist fabric, however, would be inappropriate as the leaves could crumble and
fall through the mesh fabric without some sort of lining.

204

See Appendix A: HSC 29 d; HSC 54 c; and HSC 293.
See Figure 60 for an example from Nepeña.
206
See Uceda 2008 for an exploration of the coca ceremony in Moche-style art.
205
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Figure 89: Fragment of a camelid fibre and maguey mesh bag (HSC 29 d)
The most complex examples of mesh or interlacing were recovered from the Lord of
Sipán burials at Huaca Rajada. They are unclassifiable but they do resemble most closely
loop-and-twist used to create maguey bags. Like the simple looping example from the
same context, they were made from cotton fibre spun S/6Z in contrast to the primarily
maguey-composed examples from Virú contexts. All three examples were shaped into
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“rosettes” and featured, in addition to two looping elements, a series of support yarns
around which the yarns were looped. Several of these were associated with a copper
holder and it is thought that these textiles were part of the structure of a feather plume
(Prümers 2007: 260, 310). They demonstrate the flexibility of textile craft as these items
were especially made for the task which were then affixed to the copper element using
not yarn but a black resinous substance (Prümers 2007: 260).

5.7.2 Nets
Net are the final category of single element technique used on the north coast. It has been
generally assumed that men were responsible for the plying process and that exclusively
plied cotton yarn was used to make “shellfish-collecting nets, fishing lines and knotted
fishing nets” based on ethnographic accounts and the presence of net spacers in graves of
males (Donnan and McClelland 1997: 36). However, this likely represented a cultural
ideal like with other elements of textile craft. In his ethnographic account, Gillen (1945:
33) noted that both men and women knew how to knot nets in the fishing village of
Huanchaco located in the Moche Valley, though by this time they were made of storebought, three-ply cotton yarn.
To make the material for nets, S-spun singles were first spun from cotton fibre. Then
three or more singles were plied together by first tying the yarns to a vertically hung
spindle with a large flat whorl carved from a gourd or a large potsherd or alternatively by
rotating it between two palms or between the right palm and the right leg (Vreeland 1986:
369). The spindle is then spun or rolled left-wise to produce Z-plied yarn. These large
spindles are present archaeologically on the north coast from the sites dating to the Early
Intermediate Period (see Millaire 1997) and yarns used for fishing nets found in
archaeological contexts was often made up of at least 3 plied singles.
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Nets were relatively rare 207 in the examined assemblages with the majority found at the
sites of Huaca Santa Clara and Pacatnamú (Table 73). With Huaca Santa Clara located in
the middle Virú Valley, it may be premature to identify these as fishing nets, in contrast
to the seaside site of Pacatnamú. A single net was also recovered from Castillo de
Tomaval which is located up valley from Huaca Santa Clara. The nets can be divided into
two categories based on material and width of net openings. The cotton nets were fishing
nets while the maguey netted objects were coarser and had handles made using a plyspitting technique (Figure 90). There was a single net made of tightly spun wool. They
may have been used to transport jars or as hunting nets.
Virú
Moche

Huaca Santa Clara
Castillo de Tomaval
Pacatnamú
Total

9
1
8
18

Table 73: Counts of nets from Virú and Moche contexts
Of the eighteen examples, full data on the fibre and spin direction were only available for
Huaca Santa Clara and Pacatnamú 208. All the examples from Pacatnamú were made of
cotton; one was made of S-spun yarn and the remaining seven from yarn spun Z/2S. The
assemblage from Huaca Santa Clara numbered only one more than the one from
Pacatnamú but had a wider variety including examples made from cotton, camelid fibre
and maguey. The one woollen example and the five maguey nets were all made from
yarn spun S/2Z. In contrast, the cotton examples were spun S/3Z (N=2) and S/4Z (N=1)
and were the only textiles made from yarns with more than two plies as their predominant
material. The initial S-spin of the Huaca Santa Clara nets matches the general tradition of
cotton spinning at the site and on the north coast, in general, in contrast to the Pacatnamú
nets with their yarns initially spun Z and then plied.

207

Five additional nets were noted from a collection of material from the lower Santa Valley but were not
further described in terms of spacing or knot type; they were made from S/2Z-spun vegetal material
(Fournier 2004).
208
The example from Castillo de Tomaval was made from cotton.
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Figure 90: Example of a maguey carrying net from Huaca Santa Clara (HSC 301),
Virú Valley
The best preserved example of maguey netting had a mesh width of 140 mm, making it
unlikely to be used for fishing. Rather, similar stiff and thus presumably knotted nets with
wide diamond-shaped mesh appear in scenes of deer hunting on Moche fineline ceramics
(Figure 91). It was common for the widths of the nets to vary reflecting the function and
perhaps the prey sought by fishermen. Of those from Huaca Santa Clara, the only site for
which these data were available, two clustered together at 40 mm and 50 mm while the
third was only 8 mm wide. The woollen net had a mesh width of 20 mm. The
identification of the woollen net as a fishing net may be incorrect as camelid fibre like
other hair weakens when wet; rather it may have also been used as a carrying net.
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Figure 91: Fineline illustration of elites hunting deer with nets and a spotted dog
(credit: Larco Museum, Lima – Peru)
Like the single-element bags of the preceding section, nets are often glossed over,
especially at later sites where the textile assemblages diversify in terms of skill, materials,
and techniques and there is a tendency to overlook more utilitarian objects. Nets and bags
represent some of the oldest known techniques allowing for, in the case of the former,
tools to access the rich bounty of the north coast ocean. The maritime economy was wellrepresented in, for example, Moche art, where both mortals and demi-gods fished from
totora reed boats using hook and line as well as ocean scenes of sea birds, fishes and sea
mammals like sea lions. In addition to being used to catch fish, nets would have been
used to haul seaweed and shellfish and line-caught catch in from on-shore and off-shore
fishing expeditions as well as being used to corral and control the movement of deer
during a hunt. Textiles made of loops, links, and knots represent some of the oldest textile
making traditions known from this region along with twining. However, where twining
was replaced by true woven cloth, mesh tradition was preserved for the fabrics’ unique
qualities and used.
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5.8 Structural Techniques and the Domestic Tradition
Single textiles from the north coast during the Early Intermediate Period, while they can
be admired for their skillful use of spinning and weaving techniques, are not
representative of the whole; the number of unique items supports this notion. However, a
larger assemblage can reveal patterns unique to a particular community’s weavers, the
consumers of their products, and the nature of the context from which they were
recovered. Moreover, linking these site assemblages together can expose patterns in the
form of regional traditions and site-specific fashions and functions. What is revealed here
is the presence of two traditions: one represented by the underlying structures and yarn
production and the other, by the motifs and decorative elements incorporated into fabrics
shaped by the first. The first, a domestic tradition akin to the Gallinazo-style household
ceramics discussed in Chapter 1, is widespread and marked by subtle variations in a
shared suite of techniques and to a lesser extent, simple motifs. The latter, defined by
motifs which can be linked to other types of public and private art, is that of fashion and
is likely shaped by the desires, power, and artistry of people living in a particular time
and place. The analogue of these fancy textiles is the fine ceramics of the Moche and
Virú elite. Of course to define a tradition, one is forced to look to a neighbouring region
as a foil though one must be wary of not considering this a hard and fast boundary when
it comes to all aspects of textile making.
The domestic tradition of the north coast is rooted in simple plain weave woven with Sspun cotton and it would be difficult to assign a cultural identity or community allegiance
to the weavers of such a cloth in the absence of other markers. Like the domestic
utilitarian ceramics, this type of cloth was the workhorse of the weaver’s repertoire and
the basis for many other weaves, including tapestry, which operate on the same weaving
rhythm of over one and under one. It can be and was often simply decorated with small
amounts of wool. It is in the types of yarn used that these textiles can be roughly
separated 209 from those the central and southern coasts where cotton cloth was also

209

Based on the spin direction of the yarns.
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widely used. The same can be said for how fibre was used with cotton forming the basis
for the textile production with wool as a supplemental element, a situation idealized in
the typical tapestries of the region where brightly coloured wools hide simply coloured
warps. Wallace (1984: 28) argued that, for a particular time and place, only two types of
basic weaves were part of the community’s weaving repertoire except where a particular
weave was used in conjunction with a decorative element. Second, such patterns were
often stable across time and change was slow and subtle; Wallace (1984) defined the
Initial and Period by the production of 1/1 and 1/2 plain weave textiles from 2-ply yarns;
by the Early Horizon, weavers were making the same types of fabric but from 1-ply yarns
while the Early Intermediate Period saw the introduction of 2/2 plain weave on the north
coast alongside 1/1 plain weave. In terms of the data presented here, this is clearly
expressed in the reliance in both Moche and Virú contexts on basic 1/1 and 2/2 plain
weave which encompass % of the assemblage.
Further, what marks the north coast from the highlands is the consistency in how these
designs were applied. Simply, wefts carry the patterning in contrast to the predominantly
warp-patterned cloths of the highlands (see Rowe 1977) or the emphasis on embroidery
to the far south. So where we find warp-patterned weaves like the bags from Huaca Santa
Clara coupled with other details it is safe to say that these were imported items and are
atypical of north coast technique as whole.
It is likely that the absence and presence of certain techniques is the result of a sampling
bias and not indicative of differences in the techniques found in Virú and Moche contexts
as overall the two contexts share a similar suite of techniques. The most significant
differences between the two cultural contexts lie within the categories of single element
mesh fabrics, and warp/weft-faced and twill cloth—where the first two are more common
in Virú contexts—while twill was found more often in Moche contexts. It is not possible
to say if techniques like gauze were simply uncommon on the north coast during the
Early Intermediate Period as the sample is too small and the textiles themselves
unavailable for close analysis. The lack of mesh in Moche contexts may be rectified in
the future by the expansion of the definition of what is a textile and will not be addressed
here but twill presents an interesting puzzle. First, twill (O’Neal 1946) by an early time
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was fully developed and while there is only a single example of a diamond twill cloth,
twill variations beyond 2/2 twill was likely known by Virú weavers and yet it is relatively
uncommon overall when compared to Moche contexts. This technique has been
informally cited in the past by textiles scholars as a trait linked to the Moche and it was
the weavers of their cities that at the very least brought the technique to new heights. So it
is thus unsurprising to note that the best examples of twill, particularly those that form
complex patterning have been found in elite burial contexts like Tomb 18 at the Huaca de
la Luna, where it formed a significant part of the feature excavated there.
Interestingly, the techniques and motifs applied in the weaving of double cloth are nearly
indistinguishable between the known Virú and Moche examples. They applied the same
types of yarns, similar colours and imagery, and plain weave technique. Supplemental
wefts were also often applied to the surface. The only difference is the quantity
recovered. This defies the conclusion reached by Jiménez Díaz (2002: 262) who cited
double cloth as a distinctively Moche trait, one characteristic she identified as part of her
chronology and typology of Moche textile types. With the minor exception of twill, the
textile types she chooses to identify as “Moche” such as discontinuous weft patterning,
tapestry and double cloth also have their place within the Virú weaver’s repertoire
(Jiménez Díaz 2002: 262). The true differences lie in the motifs but even here one must
be cautious as certain images are widespread.
True differences lie in the application of certain motifs to the textile medium, which often
align with other forms of art on the north coast known within particular artistic canons
that represent the ideologies and preferences of the elites. As the elites jostled for power,
in one way through the display of wealth, motifs representing these threads of power
shifted and changed over much shorter time scales when compared to the techniques that
formed the basis of a village weaver’s repertoire and that of weavers recruited by the
elite. The following chapter explores these motifs as themed explorations of the worlds of
nature, of fantastic beasts and of the elite and their largely martial symbols of power
before situating weaving itself within the visual world of the north coast.
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6

Textiles Motifs of the Virú and Moche: Traditions
and Fashions

The motifs depicted on cloth represented in my database include stripes, geometric
shapes, realistic and otherworldly animals, plants, and anthropomorphs (like humans,
animal/human hybrids, and deities/culture heroes). They are rendered in cotton and wool
using simple techniques like coloured warps and wefts, basic surface embroidery, the
insertion of supplemental wefts or warps, the threads of tightly packed tapestry, the
intricate interlacing of double cloth and the clever manipulation of diamond and
interrupted twills. These images are bound by the restrictions imposed by the medium:
the right angles where the warps and wefts meet lend most structural designs a geometric
cast; this can be overcome to some extent with higher thread counts and finer yarn. The
effects of thicker yarn and fewer warps and wefts created a pixelated appearance. Most
textile techniques offer the opportunity for embellishment through the addition of added
elements or surface treatments like embroidery or dye.

Figure 92: Virú Negative-style vessel with a bird head lug (credit: Cat: ML010463;
Larco Museum, Lima – Peru)
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Working in clay, stone, metal, wood, plaster and thread, the Moche produced a canon of
recognizable and relatable imagery of mortals and deities engaging in battle,
hunting/fishing, sacrifice, offertory and other ritual ceremonies, and sexual relations
among other activities, alongside realistic and fantastic portrayals of animals and plants
from ocean, tidal, riverine and terrestrial environments. These images appear in ceramics,
portable three-dimensional art in wood, stone and metal, murals and other architectural
elements (both private and public), textiles, ornaments, and body art. Motifs are arranged
into complex scenes or as standalone icons. It is against their art that all other Early
Intermediate Period production is compared. Kaulicke (2008: 85) described the divide
between the Moche and other peoples of the north coast as one rooted in the biases of
archaeologists. The Moche art is then that of classical styles while that of the Virú, to
borrow Kaulicke’s term, exhibits an endearing primitivism. Labeling the latter as
primitive automatically elevates the culture of the Moche as does employing the term
classical, a word in English that is linked to the Greeks and Romans.
The Virú aesthetic tradition lacks the recognizable narrative potential of Moche imagery.
The ceramics feature both hand-modeled three-dimensional forms depicting both elite
human males and animals and abstract or geometric forms often rendered in black
negative paint. These figures, however, are not organized into narrative scenes. Jars
might have small animal-shaped lugs in the shape of birds (Figure 92) or bats or small
human faces. The facial features of figure jars are often reduced to minimalistic nodules
on the neck of the vessel with and without ears, and with and without ear spools. Elite
males appear to be a common motif and these fully modeled male figures are depicted
where the jar is also the body or with the figure seated atop a platform-shaped vessel.
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Living Things

Objects

Geometric Shapes

Anthropomorphs
Birds
Catfish/Rays
Crabs
Creature, Unknown
Felines
Fish, Other
Flowers
Frogs/Toads
Hands, Disembodied
Heads, Disembodied
Lizards
Maize
Monkey
Moon Animal
Serpents
Shells
Snails
Strombus monsters
Yuca
Total (within category)
Buildings
Crosses
Fields/Furrows
Steps
Steps, Curled
Waves
Weapons/Weapons bundles
Total (within category)
Chevrons/Herringbone
Diamonds
Ovals/Circles
Pinwheels
Plaid/Checkerboard
Rings/Donuts
Stripe, Warp Selvedge
Stripes
Stripes, Diagonal
Stripes, Warp
Stripes, Weft
Triangles
Unidentified
Zigzag
Total (within category)
Column Total

Virú
3
2
15
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
31 (32.8%)
1
10
2
13 (33.3%)
4
4
13
10
15
1
42
5
2
3
1
100 (73.0%)
144 (53.3%)

Moche
18
2
22
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
2
3
1
63 (67%)
1
5
2
3
3
7
5
26 (66.7%)
2
11
1
1
1
1
2
8
3
1
5
1
37 (27.0%)
126 (46.7%)

Table 74: Motifs from textiles from Virú and Moche contexts
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Total
21
4
37
2
3
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
5
2
2
3
1
94 (100%)
1
6
2
13
3
7
7
39 (100%)
2
15
5
1
14
10
15
2
2
50
8
3
8
2
137 (100%)
270 (100%)

It is false to assume, however, that the Moche canon was as consistent across sites and
valleys, as much of what is described as “Moche” references Larco’s type collections that
formed the basis of his chronology. Part of the understanding for multiple Moche states
rests with the knowledge that not all valley settlements conformed to this chronology.
Distinct “sub-styles” have been identified. One such style from the site of San Jose de
Moro in the valley of Jequetepeque is distinguished, in part, by stirrup sprout vessels
covered in densely painted, “caricature”-like Moche motifs interspersed with filler
elements which, in some instances, obscure the main motifs. They stand in sharp contrast
to the far less chaotic examples from sites south of the Paiján (McClelland, et al. 2007:
20). These ceramic studies provide a potential model for future textile research as the
number of known Moche textiles and their motifs increase with further excavation. Even
with a smaller collection of motifs, such as the one in this dissertation, it is possible to
recognize some distinct trends between Moche sites as much as there are those between
Moche and Virú contexts.
The motifs have been organized into three broad categories: living things including
anthropomorphs, mythological characters, and real and imagined animals, disembodied
human body parts like hands and heads, and plants; objects such as weapons and
weapons bundles, crosses, steps, waves and fields; and geometric shapes such as stripes,
diamonds, ovals/circles, rings/donuts, triangles and zigzags (Table 75). With the Virú
assemblages, of the three categories, geometric shapes were the most common followed
by living things, and then objects. Geometric shapes were often combined with other
elements and the former were used to fill in negative space. For the Moche assemblages,
living things were the most common, followed by geometrics and objects. There was
more variety as well to the Moche motifs and the total occurrence within each category
with the exception of geometrics was higher when compared to the Virú sites.
I chose to approach the motifs exhibited in the assemblages in the form of three main
themes based in part on their presence within the wider visual canon of the cultures at
hand, to place them within this wider material world in an attempt to reconstruct some
semblance of meaning though contextual usage. The first section addresses the
prevalence of realistic animals, particularly fishes. The second describes the presence of
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otherworldly animals such as the Moon Animal and Strombus monster. And finally the
third section discusses complex narrative scenes and elements that reflect the martial
power of the north coast city-state.

6.1 Motifs of the Natural World—Animals in North Coast
Textile Art as Regional Tradition
Despite the rather rudimentary depictions of people and animals executed in clay, the
people of the Virú Valley created closer to realistic but also stylized images in fibre that
often resembled the clay and textile creations of their coastal neighbors, the Moche, and
the Recuay people of the adjacent highlands. Textiles were adorned with sea and riverine
animals like catfish, rays and other marine species of fish. Other creatures depicted
included birds, serpents, lizards, and toads.

6.1.1 Catfish, Rays and Other Fishes
In the iconography, the catfish (Sp. life) is a ubiquitous motif appearing on cloth,
ceramics, metal, shell, and public art like murals; they have even been found tattooed ion
human skin (Galvez and Runcio 2009: 69). It appears in a number of incarnations in both
naturalistic and stylized forms, and depending on the researcher, it has been called a
catfish, a serpent, a ray or skate 210, and a spider’s head. They have been subdivided into
two categories where, generally, a creature with curled whiskers is a catfish and one
lacking this trait, is a ray. Rays are depicted both in triangular and square forms with the
latter being more typical. A fourth variation was identified as a crab by Conklin (1979b:
Fig. 2, 167; Fig. 9, 171) and had horns that sit forward and a pair that curls back towards
the body 211, reflecting the formation of the crab’s claws and legs. The forward facing
appendages may also be missing leaving only the second set. They may be shown as
isolated heads or with long double necks that may loop back into another head. More than
one type may appear on a single textile. A similar variety is present in ceramics and

210

Rays and skates are flat bodied cartilaginous fish related to sharks and on the north coast, inhabit
saltwater environments. Angelsharks, too, resemble the classic ray shape and remains of the Chilean
angelshark (Squatina armata) have been found at Gallinazo Group (Venet-Rogers 2013: 36).
211
See Figures 50 and 57.
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mural art, where the geometric nature is often preserved, though more curvilinear features
may be introduced. They are used as all-over decoration or as filler between other motifs.
They are commonly depicted as decorative elements on the clothing of people in Moche
art. This is the most common motif found on textiles in this assemblage with 15 Virú and
22 Moche examples (Figure 93).
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Figure 93: Catfish and ray motifs from Virú and Moche contexts (A) Hocquenghem
1979: Figure 5,6; B) HSC 277 b, Figures 180, 181; C) Conklin 1979b: Figure 9, 171; D) HSC 189,
Figures 137, 138; E) Fernández 2008: 264; F) PAV 31 Figures 123, 124; G) Prümers 2007: 35; H)
Mujíca and Hirose 2007: 230-231; I) Fernández 2008: 294; J) Bennett 1939: Fig. 15a; K) HSC 33 a,
Figures 221-222; L) Conklin 1979b: 169, 172, Figure 10; M) HSC 146 b, Figure 241; N) Fernández
2008: 294; O) Prümers 2007: 300; P) Prümers 2007: 270; Q); R) PAV 20 a, Figures 117, 118; S) HSC
97 i, Figures 234-236; T) PAV30, Figure 122; U) Conklin 1979b: Fig. 2, 167; V) Fernández 2008: 294;
W) Donnan and Donnan 1997: Fig. 2, 217; X) Fernández 2008: 294; Y) HSC 162s, Figure 248-249
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As a family, catfish are found in both freshwater and saltwater environs on the north
coast. In images from Moche ceramics and mural art, they are associated with herons or
egrets 212, carnivorous bird species that inhabit the margins of salt, estuarine and
freshwater sources (Figure 94). While the Amazon is home to a number of freshwater
species of catfish, the western slopes of the Andes is limited to those in the family
Trichomycteridae or pencil catfishes 213 (Figure 95). Local species feed on insect larvae
found in the canal ways and can grow up to 195 mm (Galvez and Runcio 2009: 57).
These fish live in freshwater inland torrents. They lack scales and are described as hiding
from the sun during the day; they are most active at night and during the rainy season.
Galvez and Runcio (2009) argued that this was the fish species depicted on the murals of
Huaca Cao Viejo in various naturalistic and stylized guises. An example from a mural on
the walls of a small room associated with the main plaza shows a catfish-like animal with
feelers and a single lobed tail (Figure 94). It is similar to an example from a Moche
fineline ceramic where a more naturalistic example can be seen again with a water bird
(Figure 94).

Figure 94: Naturalistic catfish associated with herons or egrets from a Moche fineline
ceramic (left) (based on Hocquenghem 1989: Figura 9) and a painted adobe mural at Huaca
Cao Viejo in the Chicama Valley (right) (based on Franco and Viela 2003: Figure 13.3).

212

Herons are common on the coast and rivers of the north coast and include species such as the great blue
heron and cocoi heron.
213
This family of catfish is widely distributed throughout western South American and the Amazon Basin
and includes the parasitic candiru (Koch 2002: 33).
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Figure 95: Trichomycterus punctulatus, a species of pencil catfish found on the
western side of the Andes (credit E. Holm, Royal Ontario Museum)
Why are the catfish and its brethren so ubiquitous in north coast art? They span different
artistic styles, archaeological sites, and generally accepted cultural groups. Galvez and
Runcio (2009: 58) metaphorically link the Tricho species to the river shrimp (Cryphiops
caementarius), another common nocturnal inhabitant of the freshwater river ways and
subject of Moche art, with the return of rain, El Niño flooding events, and the darkness.
They also share their spots with the housecat-sized Pampas cats (Felis pampas) and their
sinuous writhing bodies and aversion to sunlight with the Orton’s boa constrictor (Boa c.
ortonii). This is ultimately speculation, especially as the bodies of certain creatures are
stretched and expanded to encompass the traits of still others, obscuring the original
sources of the traits. What we may identify as rays or skates or angelfish or catfish, fresh
and salt water, have identities obscured by the inclusion of new traits like long snake-line
bodies and the treatment of these creatures as stylized motifs that flow and interlock
across entire fabrics. They are transfigured from creatures more often hidden in their
environment to a more fantastic creature suitable for public and private arenas.
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Figure 96: Incised graffiti on an adobe wall of snake/rays from Huaca Gallinazo
(Virú Valley) (based on Bennett 1950: Figure 4)
In many ways the catfish motif presents something of a conundrum in part because we do
not know what it represented to either the Moche or the Virú peoples, but it is clear that it
was part of a variety of media ranging from the most mundane of cloth and ceramic to the
heart of Moche ceremonial life like the plazas at Huaca de la Luna and Huaca Cao
Viejo 214 to the tunic of the Lord of Sipán as part of the richest Moche tomb ever
excavated. And if Galvez and Runcio’s (2009) identification of the species is correct, it is
a reminder that symbols are not always reflected in the size and impact of a particular
creature in life. One can recall the ancient Egyptians’ worship of the humble scarab
beetle whose rolling of a ball of dung was metaphorically linked to the solar god Khepri,
rolling the sun across the sky each day (Cherry and Kritsky 1985).

214

See Figures 1 and 47.
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Figure 97: A stirrup spout vessel with a mythical being engaged in battle with a
monstrous fish under the ocean (credit: Cat: ML003698; Larco Museum, Lima –
Peru)
Less mysterious are the depictions of sea life as even with the advent of agriculture, the
ocean continued to provide both resources key to subsistence and the ritual life of coastal
dwellers. It is certainly apparent in Moche ceramic art that the ocean played a central role
as artisans painted and molded vessels with men fishing for a wide variety of creatures or
hunting for toothy-mouthed sea lions while other-than-human deities battled composite
creatures like crab warriors and fish with human limbs in which they clutched tumi
knives or other weapons (Figure 97). These figures are often surrounded by additional
fishes or flocks of seabirds demonstrating the bounty of the region’s sea and bird life.
These depictions are surprisingly lifelike and in some cases, species and families can be
identified.
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Figure 98: Slit tapestry (HSC 202 h) with two registers of realistic fish from Huaca
Santa Clara (Virú Valley); photograph of a broomtail grouper (courtesy of Andrew
Lazere 2013)
The first example, a spectacular example of slit tapestry, may depict a member of the
family Serranidae which includes groupers and fairy basslets including the largest
groupers, the Pacific goliath grouper (Epinephelus quinquefasciatus). The fish on the
tapestry more readily mimics the much smaller but still substantial broomtail grouper
which can grow up to 150 cm long and to a weight of 91.0 kg (Heemstra and Randall
1993: 382). It is a sensitive rendering of an animal that was likely familiar to the weaver
in question but skillfully reduced to key features to accommodate the limitations imposed
by the slit tapestry method. Though simplified, the tapestry fish have the same downturned mouth and row of spiky dorsal fins as well as the large belly fins typical of the
species, though the front fins has been straightened. The fish on the tapestry are shown in
the natural tones of the camelid fibre imitating the dull browns, greys and duns of the
fish. These fish prefer shallow inshore waters and the young can be found in the typical
brackish waters of mangrove swamps (Robins n.d.). The young also feature distinctive
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stripes which are lost as the fish matures (Sadovy and Eklund 1999); these are also
depicted on the tapestry. A single example of this species was recovered from the Moche
site of Pacatnamú (Gumerman 1991: 135).

Figure 99: Detail of a fish from a stirrup spout vessel from the Chicama Valley
(credit: Cat ML012996; Larco Museum, Lima – Peru) and from a textile from the
Huacas de Moche (Moche Valley) (based on Conklin 1979b: 169, Figure 6; Conklin
and Versteylen 1978: 392, Figure 4)
A second fish textile, a part of a double cloth bag from the Huacas de Moche, reflects the
attention to realism that is exhibited in fineline textiles albeit in a more stylized manner
as the weaver is forced by the right angles of the warps and wefts to stiffen the creatures.
Despite these restrictions, the fish possess similarities to the ones executed using painted
slip (Figure 99).

6.1.2 From the Real to the Surreal
Some animals depicted possessed both realistic and fantastic characteristics. From Huaca
Gallinazo, one tapestry band is decorated with a set of three bi-cephalic lizards 215 and a
second tapestry 216 had a pair of double-headed animals with the heads of a snake and a
catfish. A third painted textile from Huaca Santa Clara has a creature with a catfish-like
head linked to a second unidentified animal with fangs 217. A textile from Huaca Rajada

215

See Appendix A: PAV 39.
See Appendix A: PAV 30.
217
See Appendix A: HSC
216
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combined the fragmented features of birds and catfish to create a nightmarish
composite 218. These animals can be identified on the basis of their heads but their bodies
intertwine and terminate at the margins of their neighboring creatures.
Bi-cephalic creatures have been a common motif on the coast since the Preceramic; some
of the earliest textiles with woven motifs included examples of two-headed birds (Bird
and Hyslop 1985: Fig. 120, 174) and a complex design incorporating snakes and crabs
(Bird and Hyslop 1985: Fig. 131, 185). Finally, in addition to being a common motif in
Virú and Moche contexts, double-headed serpents appear on artefacts found in Recuay
contexts (Lau 2004: 175). Interestingly, caches of Amphisbaena occidentalis have been
found inside jars from two tombs excavated from the Uhle Platform at the Huacas de
Moche. These blind, burrowing lizards are referred to as “culebra[s] de dos cabezas” as
their under-developed eyes and absent limbs give them the allusion of having two heads
and a serpentine appearance (Goepfert 2012: 112). The meaning of their placement
within the tombs is unclear and it is impossible to say if they did provide the inspiration
for the double-headed serpents and other animals common on the north coast. On a
practical and artistic level, images of these creatures are often cleverly linked and
designed to fill the textile’s surface with colour, texture and pattern and may have no
living analogues.

6.2 Imaginary Beasts—Moon Animals and Strombus
Monsters
The art of the north coast is rife with images of otherworldly creatures in addition to the
bi-cephalic beasts discussed above. These often meld the features of other animals and
humans into a new being. In the case of the textile material, two examples stand out, one
of which illustrates the widespread sharing of certain motifs and one which is more
indicative of a particular style, in this case Moche.
The first should be familiar to scholars of north coast iconography and is welldocumented after a century of research. The Moon or Lunar Animal is the term given to

218

See Figure 28.
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the Moche motif of a quadrupedal predator with prominent eyes, teeth, tongue and claws.
It should also have a long curling tail and it is distinguished by its crest. These traits are
considered by Bruhns (1977: 25) to be essential attributes of the lunar creature with the
remainder due to the skill and artistic license of the artisan. As a result, it can resemble a
feline, in other contexts, a fox. Some Moon Animals appear more reptilian or amphibian.
Its name, however, comes from its association with lunar and astral motifs (Figure 100C)
in Moche art, though the creature pre-dates the Moche styles and versions appeared
during the Early Horizon (Bruhns 1977: 27). As a result, the Moche examples have come
to define in the literature what is, in fact, an older motif, one which had been folded into
the Moche pantheon and became associated with a new set of symbols. It is, however, a
restrictive definition as these creatures appear in Moche art without lunar motifs (Figure
100B and D) as they do in Recuay and Virú art.
The Moon Animal despite its highland origins was readily adopted by the coastal peoples
even as it was reinvented and reinterpreted. These shifts then manifest as changes to its
appearance. Bruhns (1982) argued that it even made the journey north to southern
Colombia where it appears on the backs of a two San Agustín monumental stone
sculptures of ‘supernatural males’ from the sites of Alto de Lavapatas and Alto de las
Piedras. The lunar animal in Recuay iconography is depicted amongst other figures but
never as the predominant one. In ceramics, it is painted two-dimensionally often in pairs
(Figure 100C) and often flanking a central human figure or adorning a tunic (Reichert
1982: 288). The context-less Recuay-style interlocking tapestry textile, held by the
California Academy of Sciences, features a series of figures whose limbs transmogrify
into similar creatures, woven from wool in shades of gold, yellow and red. These
creatures have crests that then terminate in serpents 219, whose tongues turn into smaller
creatures (Figure 101). They do appear in different roles within the Recuay and Moche
styles. While the lunar animal acts as filler to a larger figure in the Recuay examples, the
Moche lunar animals occupy a central position often as the sole non-abstract figure
(Figure 100B). Due to its new position as a central figure, Reichert (1982: 288-290)

219

The moon animal in Figure 100D also has crests that terminate in rays or serpents.
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argued that the lunar animals had gained new importance in the Moche pantheon, a
position they retained through to the Late Intermediate Period. What the styles do share,
is a tendency for the body of the animal to be bent and twisted to fit the space. In some
cases, the creature’s lower limbs are curled (Figures 100A, 102) upwards; in the mural
from Huaca Cao Viejo (Figure 100D), the tail and crest followed the lines of the squared
space while the Moon Animal’s tongue and limbs are rendered in a more naturalistic
manner.

Figure 100: Depictions of the lunar animal in other media: A) Adobe relief (Huaca
Gallinazo, Virú Valley, [Reindel 1993: Abb. 79, 256]); B) Moche fineline ceramic
(Bruhns 1977: Plate XI); C) Recuay ceramic (credit: Cat: ML031713; Larco
Museum, Lima – PERU); D) Panel from a mural at the Moche site of Huaca Cao
Viejo (Chicama Valley).
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Figure 101: Textile identified as Recuay (illustration based on photograph of CAS
0389-2368 from the Reitz Collection of Textiles provided by the California Academy
of Sciences
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Figure 102: Tapestries with Moon Animal motifs from Huaca Gallinazo (left) and
Huaca Santa Clara (right) (based on Bennett 1939: Fig. 5a and HSC 165a)
Two examples of moon animals (Figure 102) from the assemblages were found in Virú
contexts, one at Huaca Gallinazo and one at Huaca Santa Clara. The first was found by
Bennett (1939) and here the Moon Animal is curled up at the side of a toothy
anthropomorph 220, rather like the more complex Recuay textile (Figure 101). The crest
emanates from its nose but it possesses the many teeth, large tail, prominent eye, and
claws. The second textile has a similar creature but here is position on all fours. It has
clawed limbs, large eyes and crested nose; instead of teeth, it has a long forked tongue.
The two depictions differ, too, in how they are presented with the first being part of a
scene populated with a second creature, an anthropomorph, ray heads and several other
toothy feline or fox-like creatures lacking the crest. This textile, a brown and yellow slit
tapestry pillow (?), excavated from a grave context, had been identified by Bennett
(1939: 54) as Recuay based on its imagery. The textile from Huaca Santa Clara presents

220

See Figure 52 for the full image.
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as a patchwork whereby the creatures occupy their own square and each has its own array
of colours. It reminds one of the painted wall panels on the upper level of Huaca Cao
Viejo (Figure 100D) which sport a similar array of moon animals, which echo in return
the textile elements it appears to emulate: the stylized shape of each animal and the quiltlike arrangement, where again the colours shift and change between panels across the
wall.
It has been suggested that the Moon Animals based in their tendency to have spots are
linked to the feline species 221 in the region particularly the jaguar (Panthera onca), which
is the largest cat species from the Americas. Feline features were also incorporated into
other animals and anthropomorphic beings including feline-headed snakes and humans
with long curving fangs. The earliest examples include a series of gold jaguars, made
from hammered sheets of metal, dated to the Early Horizon and the Chavín culture 222
(Lechtman et al 1975). On the north coast, the feline is often juxtaposed with a much
smaller human figure (Benson 1974)—these images are shared between north coast
cultures like the Vicús, Virú and Moche and the highland Recuay. The cat wraps around
the human, usually male and often nude, from behind and in some examples, preparing to
or is assaulting the man’s neck. It is interesting then that the moon animals, despite their
threatening aspect, instead flank the figure rather benignly.
In contrast, where the Moon Animal is often an inert figure, other fantastic creatures are
depicted in full combat with both human and other-than-human beings. One such creature
is the Strombus monster which unlike the catfish, bi-cephalic serpents and Moon
Animals, is distinctly associated with the Moche style. This creature is a hybrid part of
which is that of the Lobatus gisas 223 or queen conch which is a tropical species of true
conch. Normally around 30 cm long with thick heavy shells, they were traded from
Ecuador along with Spondylus or thorny oysters. The shells of the Strombus mollusks
were then crafted into trumpets or deposited whole in ritual settings (Figure 103). For

221

There are six species of wild cats that live on or near the north coast (Nowell and Jackson 1996).
They may have come from a burial at Chongoyape in the Lambayeque Valley (Lechtman et al. 1975: 7).
223
The scientific name was once Strombus gigas and they are in the family, Strombidae, or true conches.
222
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example, a cache of 20 was found in the underground gallery at the temple at Chavín de
Húantar (Abel et al. 2008: 4168). Their form was reproduced in other media like clay in
the form of working instruments and as models for vessel forms.

Figure 103: Trumpet made from a Strombus shell with a metal mouthpiece (credit:
Cat: ML200001; Larco Museum, Lima – PERU)
These shells were combined with the traits of predatory, dragon-like creatures and are
commonly depicted on ceramic vessels (Figure 104) and in public art (see Trever et al.
2013). The actual animal within the shell is a species of gastropod and consists of a
mouth for eating algae and a single foot for locomotion. Two prominent eyestalks with
yellow eyes contain sensory apparatuses and these are often reproduced as protrusions
either from the apex of the head or the nasal area albeit with another set of eyes on the
side of the head (Toller and Lewis 2003). The body of the animals can be solid coloured,
scaled with plates like a reptile or spotted with solid spots or the ring-and-dot coat of a
jaguar. It has a long tail which may terminate in a second head. The mouth is full of sharp
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teeth with a prominent tongue.

Figure 104: A Moche deity battles Strombus Monster (top) (credit: Cat:
ML003516c; Larco Museum, Lima – Peru); Two Strombus Monsters parade around
a stirrup spout vessel (bottom) (credit: Cat: ML003943; Larco Museum, Lima –
Peru)
The Strombus monster appears on four textiles included in this study. On two slit
tapestries (see Section 3.4.2) that may have been produced by the same weaver or
community of weavers, the monster is locked in combat with a Moche demi-god. This
battle motif is repeated in a circular pattern in one example (Figure 105A) and a linear
register in the other. Both combat scenes are surrounded by stylized snail heads. The
textile with the circular motif was 100 cm wide when complete and whether worn or
displayed would have been incredibly impactful. In the case of the other two textiles, the
creature appears as a singular motif on smaller portable objects, a double cloth bag and a
comb with stiff cane warps. The comb is a classic depiction of the monster (Figure
105B). In contrast, the bag’s motif has also been identified as land snail. It has a snail’s
head but its shell is that of a human man’s visage.
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Figure 105: Montage of Strombus motifs from Moche textiles: A) slit tapestry from
Pacatnamú, Jequetepeque Valley (based on Conklin 1979b: Fig. 13); B) Tapestry comb
from Huacas de Moche, Moche Valley (based on Conklin and Versteylen 1978: 396: Figure
6); C) Double cloth bag from Huacas de Moche, Moche Valley (based on Conklin 1979b:
169, Figure 6; Conklin and Versteylen 1978: 392, Figure 4)

The motif of Strombus monster leads conveniently into the visualization of power
through art, the theme of the following section, as the shells themselves were important
items of long distance trading networks and ritual complexes as evidenced by the
contexts in which they have been found and their presence in scenes of tribute (see Figure
106). The mollusk then appears in two forms in art: as naturalistic renderings and as an
otherworldly beast and opponent of other anthropomorphic beings within the Moche
pantheon.

6.3 Complex Scenes and the Visual Elements of Power
Morris (1991: 521) eloquently wrote of Tiwantinsuyu, the Inka Empire, that its political
life would have been “an almost constant tension between unity and diversity,
collaboration and conflict. Its elaborate political and religious ceremonies encompassed
rituals of peace and growth as well as war and destruction.” Clearly the smaller polities of
the north coast were writ small when compared to the Inka’s expansive empire of four
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quarters but this characterization points to similar tensions that had to be felt between
coastal polities and between them and their upland neighbours. Textiles may have played
a role in this jostling as examples of conspicuous consumption that could be worn on the
body. This section addresses a series of motifs that reflect the iconology of power that is
depicted with the narrative scenes found on fineline ceramics. It is within this category
that one sees a greater divide between the Virú and Moche motifs.
Complex scenes were rendered solely in tapestry, often with luxury materials like wool
and are the furthest in terms of labour outlay, value of material and skills of the weavers
from the everyday cloth that defines the domestic tradition. These scenes are defined by
the presence of multiple figures or beings arranged into tableaus in contrast to an
arrangement of repeating elements. Most often they showed elites dressed in all their
finery or items signifying militaristic themes such as weapons bundles or warriors,
though one example depicts elite men engaged in the act of planting yuca (Chapdelaine
and Pimentel 2003) and another is a slant-roofed elite dwelling set amid corn fields
(Ubbelohde-Doering 1966: 71, 73; 1983: Abb. 35, 82). Examples of these motifs were
associated with Moche and Virú contexts but here there is the widest divergence in
imagery in contrast to the shared motifs of catfish and moon animals. It is these elements,
too, that are also more likely to appear within what is recognizable as Moche corporate
art associated with elite habitations, burials and ritual spaces.
Three examples of complex scenes were found at Pacatnamú by Ubbelohde-Doering. The
first two were discussed above as they prominently feature the Strombus monster motif.
The third recalls depictions of elite architecture like the image in Figure 106 complete
with a roofline adorned with war clubs 224. The being seated inside the structure in the
tapestry scene is too fragmented to be identified but the figure is accompanied by a
second smaller figure holding a staff who like those in the Strombus tribute scene appears
to have a fox-like face. This image along with a tapestry from Santa is one of two that
show fields, of corn and yuca respectively.

224

It must be noted that it appears that the burial bundle of Señora de Cao, the central burial from Huaca
Cao Viejo, may have been constructed to resemble a war club.
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Figure 106: Slit tapestry textile motif of structure decorated with war clubs, from
Pacatnamú (Jequetepeque Valley) (top) (based on Ubbelohde-Doering 1966: 71, 73;
1983: Abb. 35, 82); similar structure from a fineline stirrup spout vessel in a scene
of a procession of tribute bearers delivering Strombus shells (bottom) (credit: Cat:
ML013653; Larco Museum, Lima – Peru)
The sole example of a Virú complex scene 225 is a tapestry woven primarily from cotton.
The first remaining fragment is decorated with a series of figures interspersed with
shields and weapons. The second has the same type of figures on one half of the web but
the other half is dominated by a standing man holding a distinctive llama-headed staff.

225

See Appendix A: HSC 27d.
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This figure resembles the so-called “Staff Gods” which first appeared in the iconography
of the Andes during the Early Horizon. His staff also terminates in an animal head like
some of the older motifs (see Lyon 1974: Plate XXIX, XXX; Roe 1974: Fig. 15). Like
Moche examples, this is a martial theme complete with weapons and with power rooted
in the figure of a male elite.
In several cases, motifs are divorced from their wider context and used as a signifier of a
particular story or idea. The weapons bundle is one of the elements. It is assumed that
these are the confiscated possessions of warriors defeated and executed as part of the
Sacrificial Ceremony (Bourget 2005). This image appears on a Virú textile 226 (Figure
107) from Huaca Santa Clara alongside severed heads and a panel of striped felines. On a
Moche comb, it is represented by an anthropomorphic weapons bundle in the act of
killing a nude prisoner. This character may be part of the Revolt of the Objects theme so
the bundle itself may have once been the possession of its now victim 227. The Virú textile
is intriguing in that it contains a motif, the weapons bundle, intimately associated with
symbols of Moche militarism, as is the severed head a symbol of the Decapitator.
Finally, a shield and war club were rendered in tapestry as part of the anthropomorphic
Bean Warrior motif from the Warrior Priest burial at Huaca de la Cruz. As Figure 108
demonstrates, the weaver chose to reduce the tapestry elements down to the essentials;
the motif is still identifiable but is missing the details. In contrast to the aforementioned
weapons bundle and cat textiles from Huaca Santa Clara and the highly detailed fabrics
from Pacatnamú, this textile appears unskilled in its execution of its motif and yet the
message and identity of the figure remain unknown.

226
227

See HSC 1 k, Figures 210-211.
See Figure 38.
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Figure 107: based on Hocquenghem 1989: Figuras 61, 58

Figure 108: Bean warrior motifs: an example from a fineline vessel (left) (based on
Hocquenghem 1989: Figure 58 (left); and from a slit tapestry found the Warrior
Priest burial at Huaca de la Cruz, Virú Valley (right) (based on Strong and Evans
1952: Plate XXIX )
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Figure 109: Types of steps and waves: A) step; B) step-curl; and C) wave.
Steps may operate, too, as shorthand. They appear to be symbols of political power in
that they reflect the stepped platforms and monumental platform mounds common in
scenes of elite architecture (Bourget 2006: 111; Jackson 2008: 55); it has been suggested
that steps and related motifs such as waves (Figure 109) are shorthand for ritual settings
for the various complex scenes depicted in Moche ceramics (Bourget 111). And as
mentioned before, the ocean acted a lodestone for both subsistence and ritual activities.
This motif appears in two forms with and without a distinctive backwards facing curl (the
step and step-curl) at the top with at least three steps. A third motif has a curl which
rotates inward, and is considered to be a stylized wave or step-fret wave 228 (de Bock
2003: 308; Jackson 2008). Steps also appear on clothing such as the tunic worn by
beings, both human and supernatural and the three-dimensional headdresses of elite
males and anthropomorphic creatures. Elite males are also shown seated on three
dimensional stepped thrones or platforms and double steps mark the rooflines of ceramic
models of buildings (Figure 110).
Both three dimensional and painted examples of the wave were decorated in the same
manner with the center a contrasting colour and the steps painted on an angle to create
triangles. The curl itself can be substantial or just a wisp. De Bock (2003) described what
he called the steps and wave and steps and key motif as shorthand for particular forms of
temple architecture on the north coast of Peru. For example, he cites an example of a

228

De Bock (2003: 309) referred to these as the step and wave (la escalera y ola) and step and key (la
escalera y meandro).
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Moche ceramic vessel depicting an edifice with three levels capped with a forward facing
awning which would be analogous to the forward curl of the wave form.

Figure 110: Step motifs adorn the roofline and form the access way for the structure
at the top of this vessel (credit: Cat: ML002904; Larco Museum, Lima – Peru)
The step motif is found on both Virú and Moche-style textiles (Figure 111) while the
curled step and stylized wave are restricted to Moche textiles. Unlike the other images in
this section, the step motifs were woven using different techniques including tapestry,
discontinuous wefts, double cloth and paint. These are simple motifs but are flexible and
are easily rendered in geometric forms. Like in the tunic from Pacatnamu 229, these motifs
were used to build borders and to fill in spaces. In two unique examples from Huaca

229

See Figure 31.
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Santa Clara, steps were created using discontinuous wefts and either mirrored by another
step or alternating with what may be hands (Figure 111F-G).

Figure 111: Moche waves and step-curls: A) slit tapestry waves and step-curls from
Pacatnamú, Jequetepeque Valley (based on Donnan and Donnan 1997: 219); B)
painted waves on plain weave (based on Mujíca and Hirose 2007: 230-231); C)
double cloth interlocking waves from Huaca de la Luna, Moche Valley (based on
Fernández 2008: 294); D) double cloth interlocking waves from Huaca de la Cruz,
Virú Valley; E) double cloth step-curl from Pacatnamú, Jequetepeque Valley (based
on Donnan and Donnan 1997: 219); F) HSC 32, Figure 189; G) HSC 261 a, Figure
265

6.4 Shared and Divergent Textile Motifs
The motifs common to both Virú and Moche textiles reflect the natural world,
particularly the ocean and riverine environments. They also share in common the Moon
Animal, a motif with origins in the highlands. These motifs also appear on other media,
as part of both the public and private spheres. This pattern is exemplified by the
widespread application of the catfish motifs in all their incarnations. However, meaning
is harder to parse in contrast to mapping associations between styles and motifs, and then
images and scenes. So in some cases, like with the Moon Animal, the creature’s
symbolism may have changed in light of it being paired with lunar imagery while at the
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same time, the creature retains many of the same identifying traits across the contexts in
which it appears.
Where textiles diverge the most in terms of motifs, these are most likely items woven
with particular elite ideologies in mind to which they are emulating or appealing or
attempt to transmit. With these ideologies bound up in the power of the elite, the nature
and frequency of motifs on elite textiles are more likely to shift and change than the
techniques responsible for creating them as the ideology themselves mutate. For the
peoples of the north coast, these motifs seem to be bound up with militaristic themes
including the weapons bundle and staged combat between two opponents. As more
details emerge concerning north coast ceramic styles, it may be possible to link these
textile images to shifts in particular ideological movements between sites and valley
across time.
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7

Conclusion
“–Say it, no ideas but in things”—William Carlos Williams, Paterson: Book 1
(1946)

After more than a century of scholarship, much is known about the technology and art of
textile work in the Andean region through archaeological, historic and ethnographic
sources as demonstrated in Chapter Two. For the north coast, items such as S-spun cotton
plain weave textiles and the bright polychrome tapestries with their woollen weft motifs
are well-documented along with tools such as spindle whorls, loom shafts and bobbins
wound with yarn. The data concerning these objects were often scattered between site
monographs, appendices, scholarly dissertations, and single-textile studies. The focus has
long been on describing textiles as art objects or textile assemblages in the context of
single site occupation and development. While this work is valuable, this dissertation has
sought to contribute to a wider regional point of view by compiling these diverse sources
of information in order to explore the nature of textile traditions in the context of the Virú
and Moche cultural landscapes of the Early Intermediate Period on the north coast of
Peru. Textile scholarship remains in its infancy in the Andes, particularly when it comes
to integrating textile material into broader studies of cultural development, and for a
discipline rooted in the study of things this is a great lapse on the part of Andean
archaeologists in light of the excellent preservation offered by the arid coast. As
demonstrated in Chapter Three, while preservation can be sporadic between sites and
valleys, and assemblages lean towards elite contexts, there is an abundance of textile
material of all types to compile and study. I was able to document the textiles of the Virú
Valley, describing the characteristic materials, techniques and motifs used by the weavers
associated with the Virú polity, drawing upon recent excavations and those of the early
20th century. These assemblages then are a foil against which the Moche textiles, largely
derived from the literature, can be examined.
What the artefacts analysed in this study demonstrate is threefold and speaks to the
conclusions reached by O’Neale and Kroeber per their 1930 publication, and in ways
provides answers to the research questions outlined in the introduction. Results from
Chapters Four, Five, and Six reveal the existence of a long held tradition of textile-
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making characterized by the consistent use of S-spun cotton yarn across the region and a
shared suite of weaving techniques that relied on the weft elements, often spun from
camelid fibre, as the carrier of decorative motifs. It is also clear from this study that these
basic techniques changed little in their execution over the centuries of the Early
Intermediate Period. Finally, this research illustrated how particular decorative
techniques, rooted in the weft elements, such as tapestry and supplemental wefts, were
used in the service of creating imagery that would have spoken to the ideologies of the
powerful and would have acted as signifiers to their claims. It is these images that varied
in form the most and could also be connected to other visual media such as ceramics,
metalwork, architecture and public art.
In the course of this study, I sought to shift the view away from the fancy textiles onto the
more mundane aspects of textile craft and its resulting products. To that end, I tested
assumptions made concerning the north coast spinning traditions as this region was
understudied compared to the south. I confirmed the predominance of S-spun cotton but
found that the anomaly of S-spun/Z-plied woollen yarns hints at a shift in trade goods
from pre-spun woollen fibres to unspun fibres within two contexts, the sites of the Virú
Valley and the burials of Dos Cabezas. It is blips like these in the stable patterns found
within the textile complexes that indicate new ways of making, or in this case a different
relationship with the fibre producers. It also speaks to the technical choices made by
craftspeople on the coast when confronted with a product similar to the abundant local
material, cotton. There is then a “right way” of spinning fibre, that is the cotton S-initial
direction, modified by the correct treatment for camelid fibre, which is to always ply.
Textiles can be divided, then, into two broad traditions which, though linked by a
technological history, are defined by surface elements whose appearance and form
changed at varying scales. The first, represented ideally by undecorated plain weave
cloth, mostly woven of S-spun cotton, changes little over time. Variations in spin
direction and weaving technique are relatively rare and reflect isolated local traditions
and the choices made by individuals. This tradition is also reflected in the consistent
nature of north coast spinning. Overall, the entire compendium of weaving techniques are
found in both Virú and Moche contexts, and with exception of twill, the amount that each
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represent in a given context likely resulted from historical contingencies related to the
site’s nature and occupation rather than from more profound cultural differences. I would
therefore argue that simple cotton tunics did not act as markers of identity and that a
lower class member of Virú society visiting the Moche capital city of Huacas de Moche
would have appeared as a local on the basis of clothing alone —although identity could
also have been expressed through unpreserved actions and elements such as how clothing
is draped and belts are tied, what hair styles, jewelry and other adornments, headdresses
and head cloths are worn, and the application of tattoos and paint.
Results from this study should therefore force archaeologists to qualify the notion that
clothing was always a key marker of identity in the Andean region, or else encourage
them to consider the possibility that the occupants of the different coastal valleys were
more closely related than we were led to believe, belonging to a single, wider, north
coastal tradition.
The second tradition documented in this thesis concerns the fancy textiles with complex
motifs, a category of objects that was itself likely used to encode local identities. Indeed,
it is within the decorative examples that one sees the expression of cultural values and
ideologies often in the form of militaristic themes and the depiction of elite men and
architectural elements. Textiles tread the line between the two as they were worn about
the private body but become public in the context of civic-ceremonial rituals. These
motifs serve to form a unified vision for the benefit of the site’s leadership and these
motifs were replicated in other contexts, both private such as ceramics and public such as
murals. As illustrated in Chapter Six, certain imagery can be linked to the Moche and
their emphasis on warfare such as between supernatural deities like Wrinkle Face and the
Strombus monster or in the repetition of the weapons bundle motif. More research will
need to be conducted to link these examples of iconography to site-specific political and
ideological developments, a goal that is hindered by the small number of Moche textiles
with imagery that have been preserved and the lack of absolute dates for Moche contexts.
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That being said, some motifs such as catfish/rays and the Moon animal cross boundaries
set by corporate styles (ceramics and textiles) and yet were executed using sophisticated
techniques and precious materials like camelid fibre, placing these elements with the
fancy textile category. Like the consistent application of technical elements, these motifs
were reshaped and remixed as they traveled between regions, illustrating a long history of
movement of ideas between the numerous valleys of the north coast that can be used to
define the north coast as a region.
This study also revealed how textiles and ceramic media follow similar traditions and
temporal scales on the north coast of Peru. Here, the traditional domestic ware labeled
“Gallinazo” in earlier scholarship is akin to simple plain weave textiles while textiles
adorned with complex iconography reflect similar patterns in corporate ware. While
fancy ceramics seem to indicate a divide between a southern and northern Moche region,
more research will be needed to test whether textiles follow similar trends. As to the
relationship between the Moche and Virú peoples, it can be argued that these groups were
closely related, as visible through shared technological practices (spinning cotton and
wool, techniques used to weave simple and fancy fabrics) and iconography.
In this research I also sought to analyze plain and fancy textiles together, where many
studies have included one or the other, in the form of single-textile or technique articles
and monographs. However, plain weave was not only the basis for other weaving
techniques, but it was also used by commoner and elite alike and represented a significant
outlay of labour and material—and it forms the bulk of most collections. Where they lack
the pleasing polychromatic images of weaves like tapestry or the complexity and rarity of
other techniques like double cloth, they offer the opportunity to explore time scales when
it comes to development and change within textiles traditions. As with the utilitarian
ceramics of the north coast, the basic technology of weaving was stable and the same
suite of techniques were found across the sites. The presence of techniques was shaped
by the context in which they were found rather than clear divides in the structural
methods use by weavers to make cloth.
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Studying ancient textiles is a complex process and often remain the providence of
conservationists and specialists, in part due their fragility and technical complexity.
Moreover, some aspects of their making (nature of fibers, deciphering dye formulas) can
only be studied through complex compositional analyses that are not always available to
field archaeologists. Without discounting the contributions of scholars who have
produced detailed analyses of textiles from this region and have extolled the artistry of its
weavers, with this work I am calling for a conscious attempt at multidisciplinary
cooperation to properly situate cloth and cloth making as a central activity of past Andean
peoples. In the years to come, I am hopeful that more research will be carried out on
Andean textile collections, exploring issues of communities of practice, technological
choices, raw material sourcing, dyeing, spinning, complex weave analysis, mending, and
contextual iconological studies on local and regional scales. These studies will be
instrumental in putting textiles back at the centre of material culture studies in the Andes,
moving from art objects to living objects, as a celebration of the spinners and the weavers
and the communities that spun, wove and used these creations in the past.
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Appendix A: Descriptions of Special Finds from the Sites of
Huaca Gallinazo and Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
This appendix contains descriptions of the unique finds from the collections I have examined
followed by data tables with supplementary information. These descriptions are divided into
structural and decorative types, and object type. A single textile could be slotted into more than
one category but for the sake of space they were organized by their primary or most unique
characteristic.
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1. Virú Valley: Huaca Gallinazo
1.1. Embroidery
PAV 23
Technique: Plain weave
Supplementary Techniques: Embroidery
Dimensions: 26 cm by 20 cm
Thread Count: 36 warps per cm (paired) and 32 wefts per cm (paired)
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts; Embroidery— Z/2S gold and
chocolate brown wool
Description: This is the only example of embroidery from the site. Plied gold and chocolate
brown wool yarns were used to decorate a light brown cotton plain weave field. Each column of
embroidered figures (Figure 112; Figure 113) alternate between the two colors and the columns
are staggered across the textile, covering the entirety of the preserved cloth.

Figure 112: Illustration of embroidered cloth (PAV 23), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú
Valley)
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Figure 113: Detail of unidentified embroidered motifs on a plain weave surface
(PAV 23), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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1.2. Plain Weave with Structural Decoration
PAV 47
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 15 x 11
Thread Count: 18 warps and 10 wefts per cm (paired)
Yarns: S-spun light brown and cream warps and wefts
Description: This is a fragment of basket weave (Figure 114) with light brown and creamcoloured paired warps and wefts which creates a mottled effect.

Figure 114: Detail of mottled effect, a result of using several tones of natural
coloured cotton (PAV 47), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)

PAV 49
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 27 x 18
Thread Count: 11 warps and 12 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun blue and white cotton
Description: This piece of plain weave cloth (Figure 115; Figure 116) has blue warp stripes on a
cream field. Since the cloth is plain weave, the blue warp yarns that form the stripes are slightly
heathered by the visible cream wefts.
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Figure 115: Illustration of the blue and white warp stripe pattern on a plain weave
textile (PAV 49), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)

Figure 116: Detail of warp stripe patteron on a plain weave textile (PAV 49), Huaca
Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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Supplementary Wefts
PAV 20 a
Technique: Plain weave
Supplementary Techniques: Supplementary Wefts
Dimensions: 14.5 cm by 16 cm
Thread Count: 18 warps and wefts per cm (paired)
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Supplementary wefts—S-spun blue
cotton
Description: PAV 20a (Figure 117; Figure 118) consists of a fragment of thick cream cotton cloth
woven in a balanced basket weave pattern (paired warps and wefts) with supplementary blue
cotton wefts in an interlocking geometric Andean cross and catfish/life motif; the crosses are
centered within a diamond formed by two flanking life heads linked by stepped lines. On the left
side, the weaver lost the pattern, replacing several of the Andean cross with life heads
disconnected from the step pattern.

Figure 117: Supplementary wefts on plain weave field with catfish and Andean
crosses arranged in a diamond formation (PAV 20 a), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú
Valley)
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Figure 118: Detail of supplementary weft motif of catfish and Andean crosses
arranged in a diamond formation (PAV 20 a), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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1.3. Tapestry
PAV 20 b
Technique: Tapestry (unclassified)
Dimensions: 10 cm by 10 cm
Thread Count: 17 warps and wefts per cm (single warps and paired wefts (cream cotton)
Yarns: S-spun blue cotton warps and S-spun cream cotton and light brown wool wefts
Description: This tapestry fragment (Figure 119) is composed of blue cotton S-spun warps and Sspun cream cotton and light brown wool wefts in a catfish/life or ray motif. Most of the light
brown wool wefts are missing so it was not possible to either determine the thread count or
spin direction for the woollen weft sections.

Figure 119: Tapestry with an all-over catfish or ray (?) motif with missing wefts
(PAV 20 b), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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PAV 26 a
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry (selvedge-to-selvedge)
Dimensions: 27 cm by 50 cm (full width preserved); 1 cm by 48 cm (tapestry band)
Thread Count: Plain weave—10 warps and 12 wefts per cm; Tapestry—paired warps and wefts
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton
warps and S-spun red wool wefts
Description: PAV 26a (Figure 120) has been identified as a mantle composed of two rectangular
panels (27 cm long x 50 cm wide in total) of plain weave. A 1 x 48 cm tapestry border 230 made of
red S-spun wool is extant on one edge.

Figure 120: Full extent of plain weave mantle with narrow tapestry band (PAV 26 a)
(above); detail of selvedge-to-selvedge border (below), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú
Valley)
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PAV 46 has a similar wool tapestry border in light brown wool as a decoration on a larger plain weave
object.
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PAV 28
Technique: Tapestry (Dove-tailed)
Dimensions: 6.5 cm by 10 cm
Thread Count: 6 warps and 36 wefts per cm
Yarns: Light brown S/2Z-spun cotton warps and S/2Z-spun light brown, dark brown and pink
wool warps
Description: This fragment of tapestry (Figure 121) is decorated with a step pattern (?) in dark
brown wool on a light brown wool field; the dark brown and light brown wefts themselves are
dovetailed where the two colors meet. On one edge there is a light pink wool tapestry border.
Its full width (10 cm) is preserved.

Figure 121: Fragment of dovetailed tapestry with a stepped line motif (PAV 28),
Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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PAV 30
Technique: Tapestry (Dovetailed and Slit)
Supplemental Techniques: Plain weave border
Dimensions: 11 by 20 cm
Thread Count: Tapestry—20 warps and 36 wefts per cm (4 warps x 1 weft); 24 warps and 24
wefts per cm (paired warps and wefts)
Yarns: Tapestry—S-spun cream warps and S/2Z-spun wool wefts in chocolate, dark brown, red,
cream, yellow and gold; Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This (Figure 122) is one of the most complicated pieces of tapestry in terms of
techniques and design. It uses both dovetailed and slit tapestry techniques to depict a serpent
and catfish/life creature in S/2Z-spun wool in chocolate, dark brown, red (faded to pink), cream,
yellow and gold; it also has an S-spun cream cotton plain weave edge where it may have been
attached to a larger object.
The design is that of a gold serpent with brown stripes facing a red catfish with a white stripe.
The bodies of each curve into a U-shape and terminate in a second head—the serpent
terminates in a catfish and the catfish in a serpent while maintaining the respective color
schemes. There is a strip of white cotton plain weave along the upper margin indicating that this
fragment was the decorative border for a large garment or item.
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Figure 122: Fragment of slit and dovetailed tapestry with a pair of double-headed
serpent and catfish motif (PAV 30), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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PAV 31
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry (Slit)
Dimensions: 34 cm by 26 cm
Thread Count: See description
Yarns: Plainweave—S-spun white and blue cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun white and
blue cotton warps and S/2Z-spun yellow and very dark brown wool and S-spun cream wefts
Description: PAV 31 (Figure 123; Figure 124) is made using two distinct techniques; first, the
majority of the fabric is composed of S-spun blue and white cotton warps and wefts arranged in
a checkerboard plain weave pattern. In the checkerboard, where both warps and wefts are blue
and where the warps are cream and the wefts are blue, the warps are paired. Where both warps
and wefts are cream and where warps are blue and wefts are cream, both warps and wefts are
paired. This results in a varying thread count ranging from 20 to 28 warps per cm and 13 to 26
wefts per cm.
Second, along one edge of the plain weave main fabric is a strip of slit tapestry with an
alternating yellow and very dark brown wool catfish/life motif on a cream cotton field. The wool
yarns are both spun S/2Z while the cream is spun S. Each single weft crosses over a bundle of
four warps producing a thread count of 32 warps and 36 wefts where the wefts are very dark
brown and yellow wool and 32 warps and 54 wefts where the wefts are cream cotton. The
difference between the number of warps each weft crosses over allowed the weaver to produce
a more delicate fabric for the checkerboard pattern versus a more robust tapestry border.

Figure 123: Detail of the catfish head motif of slit tapestry border (PAV 31), Huaca
Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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Figure 124: Diagram of blue and white plaid plain weave with slit tapestry border
with catfish head motif (PAV 31), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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PAV 39
Technique: Tapestry (Slit)
Supplemental Techniques: Plain weave
Dimensions: 5 cm by 34 cm
Thread Count: Tapestry—12 warps and 30 wefts per cm; Plain Weave—12 warps and 26 wefts
per cm.
Yarns: Tapestry—S/2Z-spun wool in light brown, cream and yellow; Plain weave—S-spun cream
cotton
Description: This slit tapestry fragment (Figure 125) features three double-headed lizards of
light brown and cream wool on a yellow wool field attached to a strip of S-spun cream cotton
plain weave; all the wool yarn is spun S/2Z. The heads of these lizards also resemble the
common catfish motif.

Figure 125: Detail of slit tapestry bicephalic lizard motif (top); diagram of slit
tapestry bicephalic lizard motif (centre); and diagram of the complete fragment
with three bicephalic lizards (bottom) (PAV 39), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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PAV 41 b
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry (Dovetailed)
Dimensions: 4 cm by 4 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—12 warps (single) and 16 wefts (single) per cm; Tapestry—a) 12
warps (paired) and 32 wefts per cm and b) 12 warps (paired) and 10 wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—a) S-spun blue cotton
warps and S/2Z-spun light brown wool wefts and b) S-spun blue cotton warps and S/2Z-spun
cream cotton wefts
Description: A small fragment of cloth (Figure 126) with an unknown pattern executed in both
plain weave and dovetailed tapestry using cotton and wool yarns.

Figure 126: Dovetailed tapestry and plain weave fragment (PAV 41 b), Huaca
Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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PAV 41 f
Technique: Tapestry (Dovetailed)
Dimensions: 28 cm by 1.2 cm
Thread Count: 8 warps and 46 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream cotton warps (paired) and S/2Z-spun light and dark brown and cream wool
wefts
Description: Though just a thin strip, PAV 41 f (Figure 127) demonstrates further mastery of the
dovetailed tapestry technique. Light and dark brown wefts woven over paired S-spun cotton
warps form geometric shapes on a cream-coloured wool field.

Figure 127: Detail of dovetailed tapestry with unidentified pattern (PAV 41 f),
Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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PAV 46
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry
Dimensions: 12 cm by 19 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—16 warps and 11 wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun blue cotton warps
and S-spun blue cotton and S/2Z-spun light brown wool wefts
Description: This piece of plain weave (Figure 128) has a decorative tapestry band though most
of the woollen wefts have disintegrated.

Figure 128: Detail of tapestry border on the margin of a plain weave textile (PAV
46), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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1.4. Warp-faced
PAV 5 a
Technique: Warp-faced plain weave
Dimensions: 11 cm by 7.5 cm
Thread Count: 21 warps (single) and 5 wefts (single) per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown wool warps and wefts
Description: This fragment (Figure 129) is made using all wool yarns in a undecorated warpfaced plain weave technique.

Figure 129: Fragment of a woollen warp-faced plain weave (PAV 5 a), Huaca
Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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PAV 5 b
Technique: Warp-faced plain weave
Dimensions: 4.5 cm by 11.5 cm
Thread Count: 26 warps and 6 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark and light brown wool warps and Z/2S-spun light brown wool wefts
(single).
Description: PAV 5b (Figure 130), is a warp-faced woollen textile with dark brown warp stripes
on a light brown field. Fifteen stripes of varying widths are preserved.

Figure 130: Fragment of a woollen warp-faced striped fabric (PAV 5 b), Huaca
Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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PAV 10
Technique: Warp-faced plain weave
Dimensions: 17 cm by 14 cm
Thread Count: 23 warps and 6 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun light and dark brown wool warps and Z/2S-spun light brown wool wefts.
Description: PAV 10 (Figure 131; Figure 132) is a warp-faced woollen textile with dark brown
warp stripes on a light brown field. A large knot of cream S/4Z-spun cotton is present in the
center of the largest of the light brown panels.

Figure 131: Striped warp-faced textile fragment (PAV 10), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú
Valley)
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Figure 132: Illustration of striped warp-striped fragment (PAV 10), Huaca
Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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PAV 24
Technique: Warp-faced plain weave
Dimensions: 15 cm by 6 cm
Thread Count: 33 warps (single) and 10 wefts (single) per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun chocolate-colored wool warps and wefts
Description: This fragment (Figure 133) is a made using all wool yarns in a undecorated warpfaced plain weave technique.

Figure 133: Detail of woollen warp-faced fabric (PAV 24), Huaca Gallinazo (Virú
Valley)
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PAV 29
Technique: Warp-faced plain weave
Dimensions: 20 by 25 cm
Thread Count: 24 warps and 8 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun light and dark brown wool warps and Z/2S-spun light brown wool wefts.
Description: PAV 29 (Figure 134; Figure 135) is a warp-faced woollen textile with dark brown
warp stripes on a light brown field. It has a full width of 25 cm and there is a knotted loop made
of cream cotton (S/5Z-spun).

Figure 134: Fragment of a woollen warp-faced striped fabric (PAV 29), Huaca
Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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Figure 135: Illustration of woollen warp-faced striped fabric (PAV 29), Huaca
Gallinazo (Virú Valley)
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1.5. Mesh
PAV 25
Technique: Simple-linking
Dimensions: 10 cm by 17 cm
Yarns: S-spun blue maguey and Z/2S-spun yellow wool.
Description: PAV 25 (Figure ??) is a textile made of S-spun blue maguey and a natural yellow
Z/2S wool in a simple-linking technique. Textiles made using this technique usually have maguey
yarns.

Figure 136: Simple linking made from maguey and wool (PAV 25), Huaca Gallinazo
(Virú Valley)
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2. Virú Valley: Huaca Santa Clara
2.1. Double Cloth
HSC 189 a
Technique: Double cloth
Supplemental Techniques: Embroidery
Dimensions: 19 cm by 24 cm
Thread Count: 12 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: Double cloth—S/2Z cream and blue cotton warps and S/2Z cream and blue wefts;
Embroidery—2Z/S-spun red wool
Description: This piece of double cloth (Figure 137; Figure 138), tentatively identified as a pillow,
is one of the largest and most complex of the textiles in the collection. The weaver used blue
and white single cotton warps and wefts to depict geometric catfish heads within diamonds in
plain weave; on one side the eyes are embroidered with faded red wool. The colors are reversed
on the obverse and lack embroidery.

Figure 137: Illustration of preserved double cloth web (HSC 189 a), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 138: Detail of cotton double cloth showing the embroidered eyes of the
catfish on the front (top) which is missing from the reverse face (bottom) (HSC 189
a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)

HSC 227
Technique: Double cloth
Dimensions: 61 by 26 cm
Thread Count: 14 warps and 14 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun light brown and cream warps and S-spun light brown and cream wefts
Description: Again executed in plain weave, this textile and likely pillow (Figure ??) measures 61
cm by 26 cm and features an anthropomorphic figure framed by geometric catfish (FIGURE 139;
FIGURE 140); the piece is folded and sewn on three sides. The warps and wefts are paired and
there are 14 S-spun light brown or cream yarns per cm.
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Figure 139: Cotton double cloth textile with anthropomorph and catfish motifs (HSC 227),
Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 140: The remains of the double cloth show a human head with appendages
that terminate in catfish (HSC 227), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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2.2. Embroidery
See HSC 142 b.
HSC 168 e
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Embroidery
Dimensions: 22 cm by 9 cm
Thread Count: 22 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Embroidery—light and dark brown 2
S/Z-spun wool
Description: This textile is a small plain weave cloth (Figure 141; Figure 142), decorated with a
series of light and dark brown 2S/Z-spun wool triangles embroidered across it in several
zigzagging rows. The base cloth is loosely woven.

Figure 141: Detail of embroidery (HSC 168 e), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 142: Illustration of embroidery (HSC 168 e), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 174 d
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Embroidery
Dimensions: 23 cm by 10 cm
Thread Count: 22 warps and wefts per cm (paired)
Yarns: Plain weave—light brown S-spun cotton warps and wefts; Embroidery—very dark brown
and red 2 S/Z-spun wool
Description: This textile (Figure 143; Figure 144) has a plain weave base decorated with red and
very dark brown wool embroidered ovals.

Figure 143: Detail of embroidery (HSC 174 d), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 144: Plain weave textile with embroidery (HSC 174 d), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
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See HSC 204 e.

HSC 277 c
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Embroidery
Dimensions: 22 cm by 26 cm (bag dimensions)
Thread Count: Plain Weave—15 warps and 11 wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts; Embroidery—very dark brown,
red and gold 2 S/Z-spun wool
Description: This is one of the few identifiable objects in the collection (Figure 145). It is a plain
weave bag which is decorated along one edge with very dark brown, red and gold embroidery.
The bag was formed by folding the finished cloth and seaming it along three sides with 4S/Zspun light brown cotton.
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Figure 145: Preserved pouch with an embroidered border (top); Detail of
embroidery (bottom) (HSC 277 c), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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2.3. Mesh
HSC 29 d
Technique: Loop-and-Twist
Dimensions: 45 cm by ?
Yarns: S-spun red, cream, light brown, dark brown and very dark brown wool mixed with S-spun
maguey
Description: This item (Figure 146) is a fine mesh fabric bag constructed with wool and maguey
singles in a spiral method. Using five different shades of wool, the maker created a complex
geometric pattern. Wool is rarely used to make mesh bags which are generally utilitarian and
made of maguey fibre. The colors, especially the red are very vibrant.

Figure 146: Detail of the bag's circular bottom and structure (top); Fragment of
bag's polychrome side panel (bottom) (HSC 29 d), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 45
Technique: Knotted Loops
Dimensions: 70 cm by 15 cm
Mesh Diameter: 20 mm
Yarns: S/2Z-spun red wool
Description: A fishing (?) net (Figure 147) made from plied red wool.

Figure 147: Detail of fishing net (HSC 45), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 54 c
Technique: Loop-and-Twist
Dimensions: 12 cm by 13 cm
Yarns: S-spun cream, red, light and dark brown wool
Description: This item (Figure 148) is a fine mesh fabric bag constructed with wool singles in a
spiral method. Using four different shades of wool, the maker created a complex geometric
pattern. Wool is rarely used to make mesh bags which are generally utilitarian and made of
maguey fibre.

Figure 148: Detail of wool mesh bag (HSC 54 c), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 94 e
Technique: Loop-and-Twist
Dimensions: 3 cm by 1 cm
Yarns: S-spun dark brown wool
Description: A poorly preserved fragment of a loop-and-twist wool textile.
HSC 167 l
Technique: Loop-and-Twist
Dimensions: 12 cm by 10 cm
Yarns: S-spun dark brown maguey
Description: This is a mesh fabric bag (Figure 149) that had been mended with additional
maguey fibre.

Figure 149: Maguey mesh bag (HSC 167 l), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 181 b
Technique: Knotted Loops
Dimensions: n/a
Mesh Diameter: 8 mm
Yarns: S/3Z-spun cream cotton
Description: A fishing (?) net (Figure 150) made from plied cream cotton.

Figure 150: Detail of knot from a fishing net (HSC 181 b), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 188
Technique: Loop-and-Twist
Dimensions: 47 cm by 40 cm
Yarns: S-spun light brown maguey
Description: This is a spiralled mesh bag (Figure 151); the base has been preserved.

Figure 151: Preserved base of a mesh bag (HSC 188), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 225 a
Technique: Loop-and-Twist
Dimensions: 48 cm in diameter
Yarns: S-spun dark brown maguey
Description: This cylindrical mesh bag (Figure 152) is nearly complete. The construction of it is
similar to HSC 188, HSC 226 and HSC 280 b.

Figure 152: Well-preserved spiral mesh bag (HSC 225 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 226
Technique: Loop-and-Twist
Dimensions: 24 cm in diameter
Yarns: S-spun dark brown maguey
Description: This mesh bag (Figure 153) is nearly complete and its construction is similar to HSC
188, HSC 225 a and 280 b.

Figure 153: Well-preserved spiral mesh bag (HSC 226), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 260 f
Technique: Loop-and-Twist
Dimensions: 7 cm by 16 cm
Yarns: S-spun dark brown maguey
Description: A fragment of a mesh bag made of maguey.
HSC 263 a
Technique: Loop-and-Twist
Dimensions: 50 cm by 80 cm
Yarns: S/2Z-spun dark brown maguey
Description: A fragment of a mesh bag made of maguey.
HSC 280 b
Technique: Loop-and-Twist
Dimensions: 16 cm by 8 cm
Yarns: S-spun maguey
Description: The base (Figure 154) of a spiralled mesh fabric bag similar to HSC 188, HSC 225 a
and HSC 226.

Figure 154: Detail of spiralled base of a mesh bag (HSC 280 b), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
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HSC 293
Technique: Loop-and-Twist
Dimensions: 8 cm by 6 cm
Yarns: S-spun cream, red and very dark brown wool
Description: This is a fragment (Figure 155) of a fine mesh bag made with wool. See HSC 29 d for
a more complete example.

Figure 155: Fragment of a fine mesh wool bag (HSC 293), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 301
Technique: Knotted Loops; Ply Splitting
Dimensions: 90 cm in diameter
Yarns: S/2Z-spun dark brown maguey
Description: This (Figure 156) is a net with a handle that may have been used for carrying jars
See HSC 314 and HSC 322.

Figure 156: A handle made from maguey (HSC 301), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 314
Technique: Ply Splitting
Dimensions: 66 cm by 4 cm
Yarns: S/2Z-spun dark brown maguey
Description: This (Figure 157) is a net with a handle; only the handle remains. See HSC 301 and
HSC 322.

Figure 157: The handle of a carrying net (HSC 314), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
HSC 322
Technique: Ply Splitting
Dimensions: 3 cm by 27 cm
Thread Count:
Yarns: S/2Z-spun dark brown maguey
Description: This (Figure 158) is a net with a handle. See HSC 301 and HSC 314.

Figure 158: Detail of ply splitting technique used to make the handles in this
collection (HSC 322), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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2.4. Objects
HSC 12 a
Technique: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 36 cm by 35 cm
Thread Count: 12 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts
Description: This textile is that of a child’s shirt made of a number of plain weave cotton webs
sewn together.
HSC 25 a
Technique: Plain Weave (Panels 1, 2, 3, and 4)
Dimensions: 32 cm by 47 cm
Thread Count: 20 warps and 10 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts
Description: This may be the remains of a garment woven from plain weave cotton.
HSC 54 a
Technique: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 30 cm by 34 cm
Thread Count: 15 warps and 11 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This textile, possibly a mantle, is composed of two webs seemed together with
S/3Z-spun cotton yarn; one half measures 34 cm wide in full. It was also repaired with similar
thread (Figure 159).

Figure 159: Detail of repair seam (HSC 54 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
HSC 62 f
Technique: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 83 cm by 2 cm
Thread Count: 18 warps and 14 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This is a long narrow belt or band made of cream cotton; its side selvedges indicate
a width of just 2 cm.
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HSC 66 b-f
Technique: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 18 cm by 2.5 cm (b); 31 cm by 2.5 cm (c); 25 cm by 3 cm (d); 33 cm by 3 cm (e); 23
cm by 3 cm (f)
Thread Count: 30 warps and 10 wefts per cm (both paired)
Yarns: S-spun cream and light brown warps and wefts
Description: HSC 66 b-f (Figure 160) are all fragments of the same narrow band or belt; it ranged
in width from 2.5-3 cm and had a total preserved length of 130 cm. The density of the warps
emphasizes the stripes created by varying the colors of the warps.

Figure 160: Detail of a narrow belt (HSC 66 b-f), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)

HSC 168 c
Technique: Plain Weave (Panels 1, 2, and 3)
Dimensions: n/a
Thread Count: 14 warps and wefts per cm (Panel 1); 9 warps and 10 wefts per cm (Panel 2); 22
warps and wefts per cm (Panel 3)
Yarns: S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts (Panel 1); S-spun cream cotton warps and
wefts (Panels 2 and 3)
Description: A series of pieces are sewn together to create a small shirt, possibly for a child, with
a simple vertical slit for the head (Figure 161).
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Figure 161: Detail of neck slit (HSC 168 c), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
HSC 193 a
Technique: Plain Weave (Panels 1 and 2)
Dimensions: 27 cm by 23 cm (Panel 1); 25 cm by 14 cm (Panel 2)
Thread Count: 10 warps and 7 wefts per cm (Panel 1); 9 warps and 10 wefts per cm (Panel 2)
Yarns: S-spun light brown warps and wefts (Panels 1 and 2)
Description: Panel 2 is sewn onto the center of Panel 1; they may the remnants of a garment.
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HSC 198 a
Technique: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 17 cm by 22 cm
Thread Count: 11 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This is a simple pouch (Figure 162) made by folding and seaming a plain weave
cloth on two selvedges.

Figure 162: Pouch made from a folded web of plain weave cloth (HSC 198 a). Huaca
Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 198 b
Technique: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 25 cm by 10 cm
Thread Count: 15 warps and 13 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This is a relatively narrow cloth (Figure 163) with a large knot at one end; it may be
the remnants of a simple plain weave head cloth.

Figure 163: Head cloth with large knot at one end (HSC 198 b), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)

HSC 206
Technique: Plain Weave (Panels 1 and 2)
Dimensions: 300 cm by 10 cm (Panel 1); 100 cm by 20 cm (Panel 2)
Thread Count: 24 warps (paired) and 8 wefts per cm (Panel 1); 20 warps (paired) and 14 wefts
(Panel 2)
Yarns: S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts (Panels 1 and 2)
Description: This loincloth (Figure 164) was recovered from a burial. Panel 1 was the section
rolled around the waist; its total width equalled 10 cm. Panel 2 hung over the genitals. It has
been discoloured by fluids from the decay of the body.
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Figure 164: Panel 1 of the loincloth (HSC 206), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
HSC 223 a
Technique: Plain Weave (Panels 1, 2, 3, and 4)
Dimensions: 40 cm by 23 cm
Thread Count: 13 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This is the remains of a garment made of at least four cotton plain weave panels of
very similar type.
HSC 223 b
Technique: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 40 cm by 23 cm
Thread Count: 13 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: A loosely woven textile with two large knots.
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HSC 244
Technique: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 36 cm by 17 cm
Thread Count: 5 warps and 4 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream warps and wefts
Description: A loosely woven fabric (Figure 165) folded in half and seamed to form a pouch.

Figure 165: Pouch made of loosely woven cotton plain weave (HSC 244), Huaca
Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 260 k
Technique: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 165 cm by 4 cm
Thread Count: 28 warps and 16 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream and light brown warps and S-spun cream wefts
Description: This is a well-preserved narrow waist band or belt (Figure 166) with warp stripes in
light brown. It resembles HSC 66 b-f.

Figure 166: Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 279 e
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 118 cm by 19 cm
Thread Count: 5 warps and 2 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This cloth (Figure 167) is loosely woven with a total width of 19 cm. It may be a
loosely woven belt or head cloth.

Figure 167: Head cloth or wide belt made of loosely woven plain weave (HSC 279 e),
Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 324 a and c
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 265 (?) cm by 72 cm (HSC 324 a); n/a (HSC 324 c)
Thread Count: 18 warps and 10 wefts per cm (HSC 324 a); 16 warps and wefts per cm (HSC 324
c)
Yarns: S-spun cream and light brown cotton warps and S-spun cream cotton wefts (HSC 324 a);
S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts (HSC 324 c)
Description: This piece is composed of two shrouds all woven from cotton. The inner shroud
(Figure 168), which is poorly preserved, is undecorated but was sewn to the outer shroud during
the closing of the tubular cane coffin. The outer shroud (Figure 169) is woven from two panels
which were sewn together; it has brown and white warps stripes. Part of the outer shroud was
stained with cinnabar (?).

Figure 168: Detail of undecorated inner shroud (HSC 324 c) sewn to striped outer
shroud (HSC 324 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 169: The preserved outer shroud (top); Detail of warp stripe pattern (bottom
left); fabric stained with cinnabar (bottom right) (HSC 324 a), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
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2.5. Open work
HSC 203 a
Technique: Plain Weave: Open work
Dimensions: 25 cm by 34 cm
Thread Count: 34 warps and 28 wefts per cm (both paired)
Yarns: S-spun blue and red cotton warps and wefts
Description: This object consists of two technically identical fabrics sewn together and is
decorated with a unique diamond motif rendered using an openwork technique (Figure 170). At
the edges of the diamonds, the warps and wefts switch position as they lead into the body of
the next diamond.
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Figure 170: The complete textile with diamond pattern (top); detail of openwork
technique (bottom) (HSC 203 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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2.6. Painted and Specially Dyed Textiles

HSC 11 b
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Dye
Dimensions: 12 cm by 15 cm
Thread Count: 8 warps and 10 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts
Description: This plain weave cloth (Figure 171) has been decorated with a resist design of pink
donuts on a blue background.

Figure 171: Plain weave textile decorated with resist design (HSC 11 b) enhanced in
bottom photograph using Dstetch (LAB colourspace), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 72 b
Technique: Plain weave (Panels 1 and 2)
Supplemental Techniques: Dye
Dimensions: 22 cm by 14 cm
Thread Count: Panel 1—16 warps and 11 wefts per cm; Panel 2—10 warps and 10 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts
Description: One panel (Figure 172) has been decorated with a resist design of pink donuts on a
blue background.

Figure 172: Plain weave textile decorated with resist design (HSC 72 b) enhanced in second
photograph using Dstetch (LAB colourspace). Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 135 d
Technique: Plain weave (Panels 1 and 2)
Supplemental Techniques: Panel 2—Dye
Dimensions: Panel 1—12 cm by 4 cm; Panel 2—4 cm by 3 cm
Thread Count: Panel 1—12 warps and 16 wefts per cm; Panel 2—20 warps and 16 wefts per cm
Yarns: Panel 2—S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts
Description: Panel 2 (Figure 173) has been decorated with a resist design of pink donuts on a
blue background and is woven more evenly. The two panels have been seamed together.

Figure 173: The two panels of HSC 135 d; the right panel is decorated with faded
resist rings, Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 181 a
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Dye
Dimensions: 36 cm by 16 cm
Thread Count: 11 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts
Description: This cloth (Figure 174; Figure 175) has been decorated with a resist design of pink
donuts on a blue background.
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Figure 174: Large plain weave textile fragment with faded resist design (HSC 181
a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 175: Large plain weave textile fragment with faded resist design enhanced
using Dstretch (YRD colourspace and automatic contrast) (HSC 181 a), Huaca
Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 245 a
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Dye
Dimensions: 36 cm by 62 cm
Thread Count: 12 warps and 10 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts
Description: This cloth (Figure 176; Figure 177) has been decorated with a resist design of pink
donuts on a blue background organized into diagonal lines similar to HSC 181 a. The total width
equals 35 cm.

Figure 176: Detail of resist dyed textile showing faded pink rings on a blue field (HSC 245 a)
with second image enhanced using Dstretch (LAB colourspace), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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Figure 177: The full textile with the original (top) and the same photo enhanced
using Dstretch (YRD colourspace and auto contrast) which revealed resist dyed
rings scattered across the textile’s surface (HSC 245 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 256 d
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Dye
Dimensions: 5 cm by 15 cm
Thread Count: 18 warps and 15 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts
Description: This cloth (Figure 178) has been decorated with a resist design of pink donuts on a
blue background.

Figure 178: The full textile with the original (top) and the same photo enhanced
using Dstretch (YRD colourspace) which revealed resist dyed rings scattered across
the textile’s surface (HSC 256 d), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 261 j
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Dye
Dimensions: 11 cm by 4 cm
Thread Count: 26 warps and 18 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts
Description: This cloth (Figure 179) has been decorated with a resist design of pink donuts on a
blue background.

Figure 179: The full textile with the original (top) and the same photo enhanced
using Dstretch (YRD colourspace) which revealed resist dyed rings scattered across
the textile’s surface (HSC 261 j), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 277 b
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Paint
Dimensions: 28 cm by 33 cm
Thread Count: 5 warps and 12 wefts per cm
Yarns: (Z/2S)(Z/2S)/2Z-spun cream wool warps and wefts
Description: This plain weave textile (Figure 180; Figure 181) is decorated with a painted motif
that sits on the surface of one side of the textiles. Rendered in light brown it depicts interlocking
catfish and a second unidentified motif.

Figure 180: Reconstructed motif painted on the surface of a plain weave wool textile
(HSC 277 b), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 181: Detail of the painted catfish motif (HSC 277 b), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
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HSC 280 d
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Dye
Dimensions: 23 cm by 8 cm
Thread Count: 13 warps and 10 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts
Description: This cloth (Figure 182) has been decorated with a resist design of pink donuts on a
blue background diagonal to the structure of the fabric.
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Figure 182: The full textile with the original (top) and the same photo enhanced
using Dstretch (LAB colourspace and auto contrast) which revealed resist dyed
rings scattered across the textile’s surface (HSC 280 d), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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2.7. Plain Weave with Structural Decoration
HSC 24
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 30 cm by 12 cm
Thread Count: 10 warps and 14 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun light brown and blue cotton warps and wefts
Description: The blue and light brown warps and wefts (Figure 183) are alternated every two
and form a plaid or check pattern across the surface of the entire fragment.

Figure 183: Detail of small plaid pattern (HSC 24), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 25 d
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 11 cm by 10 cm
Thread Count: 12 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream and blue cotton warps and wefts
Description: The blue and cream warps and wefts (Figure 184) are alternated every two and
form a plaid or check pattern across the surface of the entire fragment.

Figure 184: Detail of small plaid pattern (HSC 25 d), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)

HSC 27 b
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 15 cm by 6 cm
Thread Count: 16 warps and 10 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun dark brown and cream cotton warps and S-spun dark brown wefts
Description: A textile decorated with warp stripes (Figure 185).
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Figure 185: Plain weave textile with warp stripes (HSC 27 b), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
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HSC 29 a
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Dye
Dimensions: 30 cm by 12 cm
Thread Count: 10 warps and wefts per cm (both paired)
Yarns: S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts
Description: This cloth is entirely blue.

HSC 32
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Discontinuous Wefts
Dimensions: 17.5 cm by 20 cm
Thread Count: 16 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun blue and dark brown cotton warps and wefts
Description: This textile woven in dark brown cotton features blue steps woven across its face
using discontinuous wefts in blue (Figure 186). The wefts lock around a single warp and travel
back across the textile.
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Figure 186: Plain weave textile with steps picked out in discontinuous wefts (the
lines delineate the junction of the wefts) (HSC 32) (bottom image enhanced using
Dstretch (LAB colourspace and auto contrast), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 49
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 2 cm by 15 cm
Thread Count: 15 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun red cotton warps and wefts
Description: Cotton plain weave dyed a bright red (Figure 187).

Figure 187: Plain weave cloth dyed red (HSC 49), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 54 b
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 14 cm by 12 cm
Thread Count: 14 warps and 7 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun light brown wool warps and wefts
Description: A fragment of warp-faced textile (Figure 188).

Figure 188: Warp-faced woollen textile (HSC 54 b), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
HSC 59
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Discontinuous Wefts
Dimensions: 24 cm by 23 cm
Thread Count: 12 warps and 15 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream and light brown cotton warps and wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 189) is cleverly constructed; it is divided into two fields of
differently coloured cotton plain weave (cream and light brown). Where these fields meet in the
centre, the weaver extended the corresponding wefts to create steps of which five remain—
three in cream wefts on a light brown field and two in light brown on a cream field. The wefts
lock around a single warp and travel back across the textile.
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Figure 189: Preserved web with step designs (top); detail of step design (bottom)
(HSC 59), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 67 b
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 11 cm by 5.5 cm
Thread Count: 14 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun light brown cotton warps and S-spun light brown and cream cotton wefts
Description: This is a brown plain weave with a single preserved weft stripe (Figure 190).

Figure 190: Plain weave textile with weft stripe (HSC 67 b), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)

HSC 96 g
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 21 cm by 17 cm
Thread Count: 20 warps and 10 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun light brown cotton warps and S-spun light brown and cream cotton wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 191) has ten narrow stripes down the center of the textile
framed by a pair of wider ones, all in cream on a light brown field.
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Figure 191: Preserved web with weft stripes (top); Detail of wefts stripes (bottom)
(HSC 96 g), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 97 c
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 20 cm by 15 cm
Thread Count: 20 warps and 10 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun light brown cotton warps and S-spun light brown and cream cotton wefts
Description: Similar to HSC 96 g, this textile (Figure 192) has a wide central field with cream
cotton wefts and light brown cotton framed by light brown sections.

Figure 192: Plain weave with light brown and cream cotton wefts (HSC 97 c), Huaca
Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 99 a
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 11 cm by 27 cm
Thread Count: 10 warps and 18 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun light brown cotton warps and S-spun light brown and cream cotton wefts
Description: A plain weave textile with light brown and cream weft stripes (Figure 193).

Figure 193: Detail of the stripe pattern (HSC 99 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 105 a
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 15 cm by 12 cm
Thread Count: 12 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun blue and light brown cotton warps and wefts
Description: Though poorly preserved this textile (Figure 195) is tightly woven and may be the
remains of a light brown and blue checkerboard pattern.

Figure 194: Remnants of a plain weave checkerboard pattern (HSC 105 a), Huaca
Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 132 a
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 40 cm by 21 cm
Thread Count: 8 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream and blue cotton warps and S-spun cream cotton wefts
Description: This plain weave textile (Figure 195) was decorated with at least six warp stripes in
blue.

Figure 195: Detail of warp stripe pattern (HSC 132 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 138 a
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 46 cm by 18 cm
Thread Count: 7 warps and 5 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This textile consists of three pieces of identical cloth sewn together with a complex
yarn (Figure 196) which has a spin of (S/6Z)(S/6Z)/2Z.

Figure 196: Complex yarn used to seem together the three panel of HSC 138 a,
Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)

HSC 142 f
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Discontinuous Wefts and Warps
Dimensions: 23 cm by 15 cm
Thread Count: 8 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S2/Z-spun blue cotton and S/2Z-spun cream, light brown and dark purple wool warps and
S2/Z-spun blue cotton and S/2Z-spun cream, light and dark brown and wine wool wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 197; Figure 198) is made up of discrete areas of colour as in a
tapestry but with a plain weave face; the warps and wefts are interlocked to maintain the
textile’s structure. Only in areas of dark brown are the warps and wefts different shades (dark
brown for warps and light brown for wefts).
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Figure 197: Three remnants of interlocking plain weave (HSC 142 f), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
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Figure 198: Detail of interlocking discontinuous warps and wefts (HSC 142 f)
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HSC 151 a
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 26 cm by 7 cm
Thread Count: 8 warps and 15 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun light brown, cream and blue cotton warps and S-spun light brown cotton wefts
Description: This is a tightly woven textile (Figure 199) with blue and cream cotton warp stripes.

Figure 199: Plain weave textile with warp stripes (HSC 151 a), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
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HSC 162 b
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Discontinuous Wefts and Warps
Dimensions: 14 cm by 14 cm
Thread Count: n/a
Yarns: S-spun red and yellow wool and S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts.
Description: This textile (Figure 200) is made up of discrete areas of colour as in a tapestry but
with a plain weave face; the warps and wefts are interlocked to maintain the textile’s structure.
The warps and the wefts are the same colors in each area; the cloth is loosely woven.

Figure 200: Plain weave with interlocking discontinuous warps and wefts (HSC 162
b), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 261 h
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 3 cm by 10 cm
Thread Count: 18 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream cotton warps and S-spun cream and blue cotton and S/2Z-spun light brown
wool wefts
Description: This cloth (Figure 201) has the faint traces of weft stripes including a light brown
wool weft stripe.

Figure 201: Detail of weft stripe elements (HSC 261 h), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 280 c2
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Discontinuous Wefts and Warps
Dimensions: 23 cm by 14 cm
Thread Count: 20 warps and 18 wefts per cm (areas of blue, cream and dark brown cotton); 19
warps and 17 wefts per cm (areas of red wool)
Yarns: S-spun cream, blue, and dark brown cotton and S/2Z-spun red wool warps and wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 202) is decorated with interlocking, discontinuous warps and
wefts that form discrete areas of color in the form of checkerboard and step designs.
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Figure 202: Polychrome plain weave textile with discontinuous warps and wefts
(HSC 280 c2)
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HSC 280 l
Technique: Plain weave and Tapestry
Supplemental Techniques: Discontinuous Wefts and Warps
Dimensions: 13 cm by 8 cm
Thread Count: 16 warps and 30 wefts per cm (blue and cream cotton tapestry); 15 warps and 15
wefts per cm (red wool plain weave)
Yarns: S-spun cream and blue cotton and S/2Z-spun red wool warps and wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 203) is composed of sections of cotton tapestry in blue and
cream and woollen plain weave in red. The warps and wefts are discontinuous and are
interlocked where they meet adjacent sections.

Figure 203: Fragment of a plain weave textile made up of discontinuous warps and
wefts (HSC 280 l)
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2.8. Repairs and Seams
HSC 40 h
Technique: Plain weave
Dimensions: 6 cm by 4 cm
Thread Count: 12 warps and 8 wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun light brown cotton warps and S-spun light brown cotton wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 204) was carefully repaired with S/2S-spun cream cotton so that
the tear was hidden on side of the fabric though it is clearly visible on the reverse.

Figure 204: Detail of the repair which is largely invisible on one side (top) and visible on the
reverse (bottom) (HSC 40 h), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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See HSC 54 a.
HSC 174 a
Technique: Plain weave (Panels 1 and 2)
Dimensions: 30 cm by 13 cm (Panel 1); 12 cm by 13 cm (Panel 2)
Thread Count: 16 warps and 8 wefts per cm (Panel 1); 14 warps and 10 wefts per cm (Panel 2)
Yarns: S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts (Panels 1 and 2)
Description: This typical plain weave cotton textile is distinguished by an interesting joining
technique. The panels’ (Figure 205) edges have been folded over prior to seaming versus being
seamed selvedge to selvedge; where the seam is located there is four layers of fabric.

Figure 205: Detailed view of the seam with panel 1 at the top of the photo and panel
2 at the bottom (HSC 174 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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2.9. Supplementary Wefts
HSC 2 b
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Supplementary Wefts
Dimensions: 18 cm by 7 cm
Thread Count: 13 warps and 11 wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Supplementary wefts—2 S/Z-spun
cream cotton.
Description: This plain weave textile (Figure 206) is decorated with supplementary wefts but the
design is too degraded to decipher. Though entirely woven in cream coloured cotton, the
supplementary wefts are given added depth by being made of 2S/Z spun cream cotton again a
background of S-spun cotton.

Figure 206: Detail of supplementary wefts (HSC 2 b), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 21 k
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Supplementary Wefts
Dimensions: 15 by 16 cm
Thread Count: 14 warps and wefts per cm (both paired)
Yarns: Plain Weave—S-spun cream cotton; Supplementary wefts—S/2Z-spun yellow wool
Description: This plain weave cotton textile (Figure 207) has the eroded remains of a design
executed in yellow wool supplementary wefts.

Figure 207: Detail of supplementary wefts (HSC 21 k), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 256 c
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Supplementary Wefts
Dimensions: 5 cm by 23 cm
Thread Count: 11 warps and wefts per cm (both paired)
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Supplementary wefts—yellow and
dark brown 2 S/Z-spun wool.
Description: This cloth (Figure 208) is decorated with the remnants of yellow and dark brown
supplementary wefts made of 2S/Z-spun wool on a balanced plain weave background with
paired warps and wefts. The design cannot be deciphered.

Figure 208: Detail of supplementary wefts (HSC 256 c), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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See HSC 279 b.
HSC 280 c1
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Supplementary Wefts
Dimensions: 9 cm by 8 cm
Thread Count: 13 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts; Supplementary Wefts—2 S/Zspun red wool
Description: This textile (Figure 209) is decorated with 2S/Z-spun red wool circles executed
using a supplementary wefts method. The base cloth has 13 single warps and wefts per cm but
where the supplementary wefts were added, the warps were paired, likely to accommodate the
thickness of the plied supplementary wefts.

Figure 209: Fragment of plain weave with embroidered circles (HSC 280 c1)
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2.10.

Tapestry

HSC 1 k
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Dimensions: 6 cm by 22 cm
Thread Count: 10 warps and 40 wefts per cm
Yarns: 2 S/Z-spun light brown cotton warps and 2 S/Z-spun cream, red, yellow, dark and light
brown wool wefts.
Description: This piece of slit tapestry (Figure 210; Figure 211) is visually split into two registers
separated by a cream stripe; the lower register (along the warp selvedge) is decorated with a
series of felines on a red field while the upper register features severed heads wearing helmets,
weapons bundles and the remnants of clawed feet that resemble those of the Lunar animal on a
light brown field.

Figure 210: Detail of slit tapestry (HSC 1 k), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 211: Illustration of preserved design (HSC 1 k), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 2 n
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Supplemental Techniques: Plain weave
Dimensions: 4 cm by 5 cm
Thread Count: Tapestry—24 warps and wefts per cm (quadrupled warps and single wefts); Plain
weave—10 warps and wefts per cm (paired)
Yarns: Slit Tapestry—S-spun light brown cotton warps and S-spun dark brown and cream cotton
and S-spun yellow and red wool
Description: This is a small fragment of slit tapestry (Figure 212) with three distinct sections
though all have light brown S-spun cotton warps. The first and the third are tapestry with the
first being a simple yellow wool stripe and the third a series of slanted lines in S-spun dark
brown and cream cotton, and S-spun yellow and red wool.. The second section is a strip of
balanced plain weave made of paired light brown cotton warps and wefts.

Figure 212: Slit tapestry fragment (HSC 2 n), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 2 p
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry
Dimensions: 27 cm by 3 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—14 warps and 20 wefts per cm; Tapestry—14 warps and 40 wefts
per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun light brown
cotton warps and 2 S/Z-spun red wool wefts
Description: Illustrating one of the more common and conservative uses of camelid fibre, this
cloth (Figure 213) is made up of light brown cotton plain weave with a one weft red stripe along
the warp edge.

Figure 213: Detail of tapestry band (HSC 2 p), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 3 b
Technique: Plain Weave (Panels 1, 2 and 3)
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry
Dimensions: Panel 1—30 cm by 7 cm; Panel 2—14 by 21 cm
Thread Count: Panel 1 and 2—10 warps and 9 wefts per cm; Panel 3—23 warps and 12 wefts
per cm; Tapestry—14 warps and 10 wefts per cm
Yarns: Panel 1, 2 and 3—S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun light
brown warps and S/Z-spun very dark brown wool wefts
Description: This textile consists of three panel sewn together. Panel 3 (Figure 214) has a narrow
band of tapestry executed in very dark brown wool and the warp is paired in this section.

Figure 214: Wool tapestry band on panel 3 (HSC 3 b), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 3 e
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Slit Tapestry and Dovetailed Tapestry
Dimensions: 16 cm by 15 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—14 warps and wefts per cm; Slit Tapestry—14 warps per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun blue and white cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun blue and
white warps and 2 S/Z-spun light and dark brown wool wefts
Description: This cloth (Figure 215) consists of blue and white plaid plain weave with three
tapestry inserts made up of light and dark brown wool depicting what may be a catfish along
one of the warp selvedges. The plain weave is made up of alternating blue and white S-spun
cotton warps and wefts.

Figure 215: Detail of tapestry insert (HSC 3 e), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 6 a
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry
Dimensions: 18.5 x 8
Thread Count: Plain weave—15 warps and 12 wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun light brown
cotton warps (no wefts preserved)
Description: This textile (Figure 216) has the remains of a tapestry band along the lower
selvedge but none of the wefts have survived.

Figure 216: Plain weave tapestry band with fragment tapestry band (HSC 6 a), Huaca
Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
HSC 27 c
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry
Dimensions: 10 cm by 3 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—8 warps and 14 wefts per cm; Tapestry—8 warps and 14 wefts per
cm
Yarns: Plain weave—dark brown S-spun cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry-- dark brown S-spun
cotton warps and light brown 2 S/Z-spun wool wefts.
Description: This example, measuring 10 cm by 3 cm, is a dark brown cotton plain weave with a
simple light brown 2S/Z-spun wool stripe in tapestry.
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HSC 27 d
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Dimensions: 26 x 15
Thread Count: 13 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream cotton warps and S-spun cream, dark brown, light brown, red and blue
cotton wefts
Description: Rendered in entirely in cotton (in contrast to other examples which feature wool
wefts), this tapestry is one of the most complicated in the assemblage. It depicts a series of
figures wearing fancy belts and headdresses interspersed with shields and clubs (Figure 217).
The larger fragment (Figure 218) shows a man seated on a throne holding two camelid-headed
staffs and is wearing a headdress and double ear spools. The other half features the remains of
two figures and a square shield. It demonstrates that local weavers had knowledge of dyes other
than indigo (blue) that could be used to dye cotton but that these dyes were also at risk of
fading as demonstrated by the textile in question (Figure 219; Figure 220).

Figure 217: This fragment of slit tapestry depicts two vertical lines of figures with
fancy belts and headdresses that alternate with square shields and in one case, a
club (HSC 27 d), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 218: This larger fragment of the same textile (HSC 27 d) has similar figures
as the first but here they flank a central figure holding a camelid headed staff,
Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 219: Detail of slit tapestry (HSC 27 d), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 220: The image of the anthropomorphic character holding an animalheaded staff both in its original form (top) and enhanced using Dstretch (lower)
(YRD colourspace and auto contrast) (HSC 27 d), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
426
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HSC 33a
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Slit Tapestry
Dimensions: 16 cm by 16 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—16 warps and 10 wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—light brown S-spun cotton warps and wefts; Slit Tapestry—light brown Sspun warps and cream and light brown S-spun cotton wefts
Description: Rendered entirely in cotton, this piece (Figure 221; Figure 222) is decorated with
tapestry catfish/vulture heads in cream and light brown S-spun cotton on a light brown plain
weave S-spun cotton field. The preservation of the imagery was partial. The halves rendered in
cream cotton were intact while the light brown sections were reconstruction based on the
remnants of the cotton yarn and the holes left by the yarn as it rotted away.

Figure 221: Detail of tapestry (HSC 33 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 222: Reconstruction of HSC 33 a, Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 34
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry
Dimensions: 85 cm by 45 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—6 warps and 12 wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—light brown S-spun cotton; Tapestry—2 S/Z-spun dark and light brown wool
Description: This mantle (Figure 223) is composed of two rectangles both in light brown S-spun
cotton plain weave. The mantle has a narrow tapestry stripe along the warp edge that is in dark
and light brown, 2S/Z-spun wool. The design could not be deciphered but it does resemble a
wave.

Figure 223: Detail of tapestry border (HSC 34), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 36 a
Technique: 2/2 Twill
Supplemental Techniques: Slit Tapestry
Dimensions: 2.5 cm by 20 cm
Thread Count: 2/2 Twill—12 warps and wefts per cm (paired); Slit Tapestry—12 warps
(quadrupled) per cm and 40 wefts per cm
Yarns: 2/2 Twill—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Slit Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton
warps and light and dark brown Z-spun wool
Description: This slit textile (Figure 224), which measures 20 cm by 2.5 cm, combines both 2/2
twill and a wool tapestry stripe along the warp edge. The twill frames the one cm-long tapestry
stripe. The wool stripe is composed of half light brown and half dark brown Z-spun wool; where
the colors meet they are angled but do not interlock.

Figure 224: Detail of slit tapestry border (HSC 36 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 37 b
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Supplemental Techniques: 2/2 Twill
Dimensions: 3.5 cm by 3 cm
Thread Count: Slit Tapestry—8 warps and 16 wefts (paired) per cm; 2/2 Twill—8 warps per cm
and 16 wefts per cm
Yarns: Slit Tapestry—2 S/Z-spun, red wool warps and 2 S/Z-spun, yellow wool wefts; 2/2 Twill—
2 S/2Z-spun red wool warps and wefts
Description: This is a small fragment (Figure 225) of a slit tapestry and twill textile entirely
composed of camelid fibre.

Figure 225: Fragment of slit tapestry and twill fabric (HSC 37 b), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 40 f
Technique: Slit Tapestry and Selvedge to Selvedge Tapestry
Dimensions: 6 cm by 9 cm
Thread Count: 7 warps and 16 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z-spun cream cotton warps and cream, light and dark brown 2 S/Z-spun wool wefts
Description:
This textile (Figure 226) was woven in slit tapestry and selvedge to selvedge
tapestry. The slit tapestry design is too fragmented but the lower register contains four
horizontal naturally coloured wool bands.

Figure 226: Fragment of slit tapestry (HSC 40 f), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 40 g
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Slit Tapestry
Dimensions: 28.5 cm by 4.5 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—16 warps and wefts per cm; Slit Tapestry—20 warps and 19 wefts
per cm (paired)
Yarns: Plain weave and slit tapestry—light brown S-spun cotton warps and wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 227) is plain weave with a monochromatic slit tapestry band.

Figure 227: Detail of cotton tapestry band (HSC 40 g), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 41 b
Technique: Tapestry
Dimensions: 1.4 cm by 10 cm
Thread Count: 3 warps and 12 wefts per cm
Yarns: 2S/Z-spun, cream cotton warps and 2S/Z-spun, light brown wool wefts
Description: This example consists of three, weft-faced, wool fringe (Figure 228). The largest
measures 1.4 cm by 10 cm.

Figure 228: Woollen fringe (HSC 41 b), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 42
Technique: Twill 2/2
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry
Dimensions: 11 cm by 3.5 cm
Thread Count: Twill—18 warps and wefts per cm; Tapestry—7 warps and 20 wefts per cm.
Yarns: 2/2 Twill—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton warps
and 2S/Z red wool wefts.
Description:
This textile (Figure 229) is primarily 2/2 twill woven adorned with a 1.5 cm wide
red, selvedge -to-selvedge tapestry band.

Figure 229: Fragment of twill with red tapestry band (HSC 42), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
HSC 57 b
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry
Dimensions: 21 cm by 15 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—12 warps and 16 wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun grey cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun grey cotton warps
and S-spun grey wool wefts.
Description: This plain weave textile has a thin grey band of S-spun woollen tapestry along the
warp selvedge; the cloth consists of two pieces of fabric whip-stitched together.
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HSC 65 d
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Dimensions: 6.5 cm by 8 cm
Thread Count: 24 warps (quadrupled) and 25 cream wool wefts, 24 dark brown wool wefts, and
16 red wool wefts per cm.
Yarns: S-spun cream cotton yarns and S-spun cream and red wool wefts and 2S/Z-spun dark
brown wool wefts.
Description: This textile (Figure 230) is a fragment of complex slit tapestry; it is too fragmented
and the motif is unclear. It is unique in that the warps are made up of 4 S-spun cream cotton
yarns.

Figure 230: Fragment of slit tapestry (HSC 65 d), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
HSC 78 a
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Dovetailed Tapestry
Dimensions: 29.5 cm by 24 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—18 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry— S-spun cream cotton
warps and wefts and Z-spun red, yellow and light brown wool wefts
Description: This large but fragmented textile (Figure231; Figure 232; Figure 233) consists of a
plain weave field with red, yellow and light brown wool tapestry hexagons staggered across it
and a tapestry selvedge band of red and yellow. The largest fragment measures 29.5 cm by 24
cm.
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Figure 231: Large fragment of plain weave with tapestry elements (HSC 78 a),
Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 232: Fragment of plain weave with tapestry elements (HSC 78 a), Huaca
Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 233: Tapestry circles (HSC 78 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 97 i
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Supplemental Techniques: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 28 cm by 11.5 cm
Thread Count: Tapestry and Plain Weave—16 warps and 24 wefts per cm
Yarns: Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton warps and 2S/Z-spun red, yellow, dark brown, light
brown wool and cream cotton wefts; Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts.
Description: HSC 97i (Figure 234; Figure 235; Figure 236) represents the height of tapestry art
from the Virú Valley. The fabric is decorated along the horizon, from bottom to top, first with a
series of six stripes, then a wide band of interlocking catfish, and finally a set of seven stripes.
Above the seventh stripe, there is a fragment of plain weave woven with S-spun cream cotton
indicating that this might have been a decorative band attached to a plainer cloth. The central
panel with the catfish is woven with red, yellow, light brown, and dark brown wool. The stripes
include all these colors of wool plus 2S/Z-spun cream cotton.

Figure 234: Detail of slit tapestry pattern (HSC 97 i), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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Figure 235: Two large fragments of slit tapestry decorated with catfish motif (HSC
97 i), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 236: Illustration of slit tapestry fragment (HSC 97 i), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)

HSC 105 d
Technique: Tapestry
Dimensions: 10 cm by 15 cm
Thread Count: 7 warps and 18 wefts per cm
Yarns: 2S/Z-spun light brown cotton warps and 2S/Z-spun light and dark brown wool and light
and dark brown cotton wefts.
Description: This is a poorly preserved piece of tapestry.
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HSC 125 a
Technique: Dovetailed Tapestry
Supplemental Techniques: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 10 cm by 12 cm
Thread Count: Dovetailed tapestry—12 warps and 12 wefts per cm; Plain weave—2 warps per
cm and 13 wefts per cm
Yarns: Dovetailed tapestry—S-spun blue cotton warps and 2S/Z cream cotton wefts; Plain
weave—2S/Z cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 237) combines blue plain weave and dovetailed tapestry to
create a step design. Though there is the same number of wefts in both the plain weave and
tapestry sections, the thicker cream-coloured plied wefts of the tapestry handily cover the
warps.
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Figure 237: Fragment of plain weave and tapestry fabric (HSC 125 a) (top); Detail of same
fabric (HSC 125 a) (bottom), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 125 b
Technique: Plain weave with Discontinuous Wefts
Dimensions: 14 cm by 10 cm
Thread Count: Tapestry—10 warps per cm; Plain weave—10 warps per cm and 15 wefts per cm
Yarns: Tapestry-- S-spun blue cotton warps and light and dark brown 2S/Z-spun wool wefts;
Plain weave—S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts
Description: Like HSC 125 a, this textile (Figure 238) combines plain weave and tapestry to
illustrate a catfish and step (?) design; it consists of two panels sewn together. The main body of
the catfish and steps are dark brown while the light brown wool was used to create the eye of
the catfish, both against blue plain weave background. The second smaller panel has the same
characteristics but the design is highly fragmented.
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Figure 238: Fragment of plain weave and tapestry fabric (HSC 125 b) (top); Detail
of same fabric (HSC 125 b) (bottom), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 142 b
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Sectional Weft Tapestry; Embroidery
Dimensions: 32 cm by 21 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—16 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton
warps and 2S/Z-spun yellow wool wefts; Embroidery—2S/Z-spun yellow wool wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 239) is woven using plain weave elaborated with the sectional
weft tapestry technique and embroidery in the shape of a linear catfish design with
embroidered eyes.
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Figure 239: Preserved textile (HSC 142 b) (top); Detail of sectional tapestry (HSC
142 b) (bottom), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 145 c
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry
Dimensions: 6 cm by 11 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—14 paired warps and wefts per cm; Tapestry—14 single warps per
cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton
warps and 2S/Z-spun light brown wool.
Description: This textile is a plain weave cloth with a single tapestry stripe along the warp edge
woven with light brown wool.
HSC 145 d
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Supplemental Techniques: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 4 cm by 6 cm
Thread Count: Tapestry—24 warps (quadrupled) per cm; Plain weave--24 warps per cm and 36
wefts per cm.
Yarns: Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton warps and 2S/Z-spun light brown wool and S-spun cream
cotton wefts; Plain weave-- S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 240) is a fragment of a complex tapestry band woven from wool
and cotton yarns and framed by plain weave.
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Figure 240: Preserved textile (HSC 145 d) (top); Detail of slit tapestry (HSC 145 d)
(bottom), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 146 b
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Supplemental Techniques: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 28 cm by 20 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—18 warps and 13 wefts per cm
Yarns: Tapestry—S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts; 2S/Z-spun yellow and red wool
and 2S/Z-spun blue and cream cotton wefts.
Description: HSC 146 b (Figure 241) has a slit tapestry band woven as part of a plain weave
cloth. The band depicts interlocking catfish woven in yellow and red wool and blue and cream
cotton.
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Figure 241: Preserved fragment (HSC 146 b) (top); Detail of slit tapestry band
(HSC 146 b) (bottom), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 146 e
Technique: Interlocking Tapestry
Dimensions: 6 cm by 6 cm
Thread Count: 10 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: 2S/Z-spun yellow wool warps and wefts and 2S/Z-spun dark brown wool warps and
wefts.
Description: This small fragment is woven entirely of wool and is made with interlocking
tapestry. There are two distinct color blocks—the first has 2S/Z-spun yellow wool warps and
wefts interlocked with a second block made up of 2S/Z-spun dark brown wool warps and wefts.
HSC 149 a
Technique: Slit and Dovetailed Tapestry
Dimensions: 12 cm by 12 cm
Thread Count: 8 warps per cm
Yarns: 2S/Z-spun cream cotton and 2S/Z-spun wool wefts in blue, cream, light and dark brown.
Description: This slit tapestry piece (Figure 242; Figure 243) is decorated with light brown frogs
(?) and triangles on a dark brown field and blue toads (?) on a light brown field. The frogs are
rendered in slit tapestry while the long side of the triangle are anchored with dovetailing.

Figure 242: Reconstructed pattern of frogs and triangles (HSC 149 a), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 243: Preserved slit tapestry with frog pattern (HSC 149 a), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 159 c
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Dimensions: 3 cm by 30 cm
Thread Count: 16 warps (paired) per cm
Yarns: S-spun cream cotton warps and 2S/Z-spun red, yellow and light brown wool wefts.
Description: HSC 159 c (Figure 244) is thin band of slit tapestry with light brown and red
triangles on a yellow field; the bottom selvedge is paralleled by a red stripe.

Figure 244: Detail of slit tapestry elements (HSC 159 c), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
HSC 162 o
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Supplemental Techniques: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 60 cm by 37 cm; 35 cm by 43
Thread Count: Plain weave—13 warps and 12 wefts per cm
Yarns: Tapestry—S-spun blue cotton warps and 2S /Z-spun cream, gold, yellow and dark brown
wool wefts; Plain weave—S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts.
Description: This tapestry is one of the largest and most complex in the collection (Figure 245;
Figure 246). On a field of blue plain weave, the weaver has added two-headed serpents picked
out in polychrome wool tapestry using cream, gold, yellow and dark brown wool. The piece is
made up two rectangles sewn together to form a single mantle.
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Figure 245: Preserved plain weave and tapestry textile (HSC 162 o), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 246: Detail of serpent's head in slit tapestry (HSC 162 o), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
HSC 162 q
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Supplemental Techniques: Plain Weave
Dimensions: 5 cm by 30 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—16 warps per cm
Yarns: Tapestry—S-spun light brown cotton warps and 2S/Z-spun cream cotton and 2S/Z-spun
light and dark brown wool wefts; Plain weave—S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts
Description: HSC 162 q is a tapestry band (Figure 248) executed in cotton and wool. A central
tapestry band is framed by a strip of plain weave and a tapestry stripe on both sides; the central
band has curved geometrical shapes executed using the slit tapestry technique. The warps in the
tapestry section are tripled in order to adapt the warp thread count of the plain weave to the
tapestry design smoothly.
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Figure 247: Detail of slit tapestry band (HSC 162 q), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 162 s
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Plain weave with discontinuous dovetailed wefts; Slit Tapestry
Dimensions: n/a
Thread Count: Plain weave and Plain weave with discontinuous dovetailed wefts—11 warps and
wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Plain weave with discontinuous
dovetailed wefts— S-spun cream cotton warps and 2S/Z-spun yellow, dark brown and red wool
wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton warps and 2S/Z-spun light and dark brown and red wool
and 2S/Z-spun cream cotton wefts.
Description: This is another large piece (Figure 248; Figure 249) which combines several
techniques. Two square mantles woven with cream cotton are sewn together and embellished
with a narrow tapestry border depicting catfish heads. The plain weave field is decorated with a
step design in yellow, dark brown and red wool using a dovetailed technique.

Figure 248: Detail of slit tapestry band (top) and discontinuous weft decoration (HSC 162
s), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 249: Plain weave textile with discontinuous wefts and a slit tapestry band (HSC 162
s), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 165 a
Technique: Slit and Dovetailed Tapestry
Dimensions: 26 cm by 34 cm
Thread Count: 9 warps per cm
Yarns: 2S/Z-spun cream wool warps and 2S/Z-spun blue cotton and red, yellow, very dark brown
and dark brown wool wefts.
Description: This textile (Figure 250; Figure 251) consists of a series of individually woven
tapestry panels woven in block wide strips that are then sewn together into a patchwork quilt.
Each square depicts a moon animal—a mythical creature with a long tongue, head appendages,
large eyes and curved talons. The panels use the same set of colors but in different
combinations. O’Neale (1933) documented a series of simpler patchwork cloth all from the
central and southern coasts. The most complex example from the Supe Valley on the central
coast is a tunic with a series of plain weave patchwork blocks each containing a simplified
geometric cat with borders of slit tapestry along the top and botton and the sleeve cuffs
(O’Neale 1933: 88). Where this one differs is that there is only a single block only the horizontal
while this textile has five blocks along the vertical and four along the horizontal for a total of 4
webs (two for the front of the tunic and two for the back); each section also has its own set of
warps and wefts while HSC 165 a is made using a tapestry technique that covers the shared
warps.

Figure 250: Reconstruction of moon animal panel (HSC 165 a), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
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Figure 251: Preserved patchwork textile with repeating pattern of moon animals in
varying colors (HSC 165 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 167 b
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Slit Tapestry
Dimensions: 21 cm by 16 cm
Thread Count: Plain Weave—11 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain Weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton
warps and S-spun cream cotton and 2S/Z-spun red, yellow and dark brown wool wefts.
Description: This cloth (Figure 252; Figure 253) has the remains of three tapestry insets along
the bottom selvedge. They appear to be almost an afterthought as there is a lack of clear
transition between the tapestry band and the remaining plain weave field. The plain weave
cloth is woven with cream cotton while the tapestry border consists of tightly packed cotton
wefts that cover the warps decorated with three polychrome wool triangular inserts.

Figure 252: Detail of tapestry insert (HSC 167 b), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 253: Preserved plain weave web with triangular tapestry inserts (HSC 167b),
Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 174 f
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Supplemental Techniques: Plain Weave (Basket weave)
Dimensions: 8 cm by 47 cm
Thread Count: Slit Tapestry—warps are woven in groups of 6; Plain Weave—24 warps (paired)
and wefts (paired) per cm.
Yarns: Slit Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton warps and 2S/Z-spun light brown, pink and cream
wool; Plain Weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 254) has a tapestry band along one selvedge. The majority of the
cloth is plain weave woven with paired S-spun cream cotton for both the warps and wefts. The
tapestry weft yarns depict a curvilinear design that is indecipherable in the center horizontal
panel. The center panel is framed by two stripes, one in white cotton and the second in pink and
light brown wool.

Figure 254: Detail of tapestry band (HSC 174 f), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 175 b
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry (Selvedge to Selvedge)
Dimensions: 20 cm by 13 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—13 single warps and 16 single wefts per cm.
Yarns: Plain Weave-- S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton
warps and 2S/Z-spun light brown wool wefts.
Description: This plain weave textile has a simple tapestry weft stripe along the bottom
selvedge executed in light brown wool.
HSC 194 a
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Dovetailed Tapestry
Dimensions: 60 cm by 32 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—24 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton
warps and 2S/Z-spun yellow and dark brown wool wefts.
Description: This textile (Figure 255; Figure 256) is plain weave with a series of wool tapestry
color blocks executed in paired wefts of yellow and dark brown wool along both warp selvedges.
It is one of the few complete textiles from the site and appears to be a small rectangular mantle.
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Figure 255: Small mantle with tapestry borders (HSC 194 a), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
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Figure 256: Detail of tapestry border showing dovetail joins between wool sections
(HSC 194 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
HSC 199 a
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry
Dimensions: 36 cm by 80 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—16 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton
warps (quadrupled) and 2S/Z-spun dark brown and red wefts.
Description: This textile (Figure 257; Figure 258) is a mantle with a decorative tapestry stripe
along the warp selvedge. Most of the mantle is woven with cream cotton in plain weave. The
tapestry selvedge stripe has dark brown and red wefts that alternate along the length of the
selvedge; the warps here are quadrupled with a single wool weft.
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Figure 257: Mantle with tapestry border (HSC 199 a)

Figure 258: Detail of tapestry border (HSC 199 a)
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HSC 202 h
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Dimensions: 14 cm by 33 cm
Thread Count: 8 warps per cm
Yarns: 2S/Z-spun cream cotton warps and 2S/Z-spun chocolate, yellow, dark brown, very dark
brown, light brown and cream wool wefts.
Description: This is one of the most complex tapestry pieces from Huaca Santa Clara (Figure
259; Figure 260). It has four distinct areas that remain from a larger piece of fabric. The larger
horizontal panels feature fish with open mouths, large fins, and stripes. Between these two
panels are brown and white stripes and a similar set of stripes frame the topmost fish panel. The
warps are cream cotton while the wefts are wool in chocolate, yellow, dark brown, very dark
brown, light brown and cream; these are likely natural colours of camelid fibre.

Figure 259: Detail of slit tapestry fish (HSC 202 h), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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Figure 260: Slit tapestry with fish motif (HSC 202 h), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 204 e
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Slit Tapestry; Embroidery
Dimensions: 7 cm by 4 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—17 warps and 12 weft per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun light brown
cotton warps and S-spun cream cotton wefts; Embroidery—2S/Z light brown wool
Description: This light brown plain weave textile (Figure 261) is decorated with a tapestry bird in
cream cotton and several donuts in light brown wool.

Figure 261: Plain weave with a bird and donuts in tapestry weave (HSC 204 e),
Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 208 a
Technique: Slit Tapestry
Dimensions: 3 cm by 12 cm
Yarns: 2S/Z-spun cream cotton warps and S-spun blue, cream and light brown wefts.
Description: This textile (Figure 263) is a small fragment of slit tapestry, executed entirely in
cotton and depicting a pair of cream Andean crosses or flowers (?) with light brown centers on a
blue field.

Figure 262: Fragment of slit tapestry (HSC 208 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 254 f
Technique: Tapestry (?) (Panels 1 and 2)
Dimensions: 6 cm by 5 cm
Thread Count: Panel 1 and 2—8 warps and 30 wefts per cm
Yarns: Panel 1— Z/2S-spun cream cotton warps and Z/2S-spun light brown wool wefts; Panel
2— Z/2S-spun cream cotton warps and Z/2S-spun yellow and dark brown wool wefts and
Description: This textile (Figure 263) is made of two panels of weft-faced cloth sewn together
with S/6Z-spun cotton yarn.

Figure 263: Two panels of weft-faced cloth sewn together with thick cotton yarn
(HSC 254 f), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 259 a
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry (Selvedge to Selvedge)
Dimensions: 12 cm by 47 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—13 warps (paired) and wefts (paired) per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream yarn warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream yarn
Description: This cotton plain weave textile (Figure 264) has the remnants of a tapestry band
along the selvedge which is missing its wefts.

Figure 264: Detail depicting border with missing wefts (HSC 259 a), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
HSC 261 a
Technique: Plain weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry (Selvedge to Selvedge); Discontinuous Wefts
Dimensions: 46 cm by 34 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—16 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton
warps and S-spun light brown wool wefts; Discontinuous wefts—S-spun cream cotton warps and
S-spun light brown cotton wefts.
Description: This textile is made up of three distinct panels (Figure 265) that are sewn together;
all three are woven from cream cotton. It has a selvedge to selvedge tapestry stripe along the
bottom selvedge of a balanced plain weave cloth with 16 warps and wefts per cm. Panels 1 and
2 are decorated with a series of steps and hands aligned along the seam line between the
panels; these are executed in plain weave using light brown cotton discontinuous wefts. A third
panel has a light brown wool tapestry band along the remaining selvedge.
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Figure 265: Reconstruction of textile with hand and step motif (HSC 261 a), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 267 b
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry (Selvedge to Selvedge )
Dimensions: 47 cm by 40 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—10 warps and 13 wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun light brown warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun light brown warps
and 2S/Z-spun dark brown wool.
Description: This is a mantle (Figure 267) constructed of two plain weave rectangles sewn
together with a selvedge to selvedge tapestry stripe along the bottom selvedge. The plain weave
is woven of cream warps and wefts while the selvedge tapestry has 2S/Z-spun dark brown wool.

Figure 266: Detail of tapestry border (HSC 267 b), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
HSC 279 b
Technique: Plain Weave (Basket Weave)
Supplemental Techniques: Supplementary Wefts; Tapestry (Selvedge to Selvedge)
Dimensions: 13 cm by 23 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—20 warps (paired) and 22 wefts (paired) per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Supplementary Wefts—2S/Z-spun
red, yellow and light brown wool wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton warps and 2S/Z-spun
red, yellow and light brown wool wefts
Description: This is an elaborate textile employing three distinct techniques (Figure 267; Figure
268). The base cloth is plain weave with paired cream cotton warps and wefts. It has the
remnants of two tapestry stripes framing a central panel of a design executed using
supplementary wefts which cannot be deciphered. The yarns for both the tapestry and
supplementary wefts are red, yellow and light brown wool.
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Figure 267: Complete fragment with decorative border of supplementary wefts and
tapestry (HSC 279 b), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)

Figure 268: Detail of decorative border (HSC 279 b), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 280 e
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry (Selvedge to Selvedge); Sectional Wefts
Dimensions: 30 cm by 19 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—20 warps and 20 wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton
warps (quadrupled) and light brown cotton wefts; Sectional wefts—S-spun cream cotton warps
and light brown cotton wefts
Description: This piece (Figure 269) incorporates three techniques: plain weave, tapestry and
sectional wefts. The majority of the cloth is plain weave woven with cream cotton warps and
wefts. There is a weft tapestry stripe along the bottom selvedge using light brown cotton of
which most is missing; the rest of the cloth is decorated with a checkerboard pattern executed
with light brown cotton sectional wefts.

Figure 269: Detail of tapestry border with missing wefts (top) and checkerboard
pattern in sectional wefts (bottom) (HSC 280 e), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 296 b
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry (Selvedge to Selvedge)
Dimensions: 14 cm by 2.2 cm
Thread Count: 8 warps and 13 wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun light brown
cotton warps and S/Z-spun very dark brown wool wefts.
Description: This fabric is cotton plain weave made from with light brown cotton. It is
embellished with a 2S/Z-spun very dark brown wool tapestry selvedge-to-selvedge stripe.
HSC 321
Technique: Plain Weave
Supplemental Techniques: Tapestry (Dovetailed)
Dimensions: 15 cm by 28 cm
Thread Count: Plain weave—14 warps and wefts per cm
Yarns: Plain weave—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Tapestry—S-spun cream cotton
warps and S-spun cream cotton and 2S/Z-spun light brown wool wefts
Description: Consisting of several fragments (the largest of which is 15 cm by 28 cm), this textile
(Figure 271) is plain weave with a stripe of tapestry along the warp selvedge. The plain weave is
woven with cream cotton yarn. The tapestry stripe is executed using both cream cotton and
light brown wool which are dove-tailed where the two weft yarn types meet.

Figure 270: Detail of tapestry border (HSC 321), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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2.11.

Twill

See HSC 36 a
See HSC 37 b
HSC 38 c
Technique: Twill (2/2)
Dimensions: 8.5 cm by 9 cm
Thread Count: 10 warps (single) and 15 wefts (single) per cm
Yarns: Twill—S/2Z-spun red wool warps and wefts
Description: This fabric (Figure 271) is simple 2/2 continuous twill executed in bright red wool.

Figure 271: Detail of bright red twill fabric (HSC 38 c), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
See HSC 42
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HSC 55
Technique: Twill (2/2)
Dimensions: 22 cm by 37 cm
Thread Count: 10 warps (single) and wefts (single) per cm
Yarns: Twill—S-spun dark brown cotton warps and wefts
Description: This fabric (Figure 272) is simple 2/2 continuous twill executed in dark brown
cotton.

Figure 272: Detail of twill fabric in cotton (HSC 55), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
HSC 66 a
Technique: Twill (2/2)
Dimensions: 17.5 cm by 15 cm
Thread Count: 8 warps and weft per cm
Yarns: S/2Z-spun red wool warps and wefts
Description: This fabric is simple 2/2 continuous twill executed in bright red wool very similar to
HSC 82 a in style and colour.
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HSC 82 a
Technique: Twill (2/2)
Dimensions: 9 cm by 7 cm
Thread Count: 9 warps (single) and wefts (single) per cm
Yarns: S/2Z-spun red wool warps and wefts
Description: This fabric (Figure 273) is simple 2/2 continuous twill executed in bright red wool.

Figure 273: Detail of bright red twill fabric (HSC 82 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 96 i
Technique: Twill (2/2)
Dimensions: 10 cm by 7 cm
Thread Count: 14 warps (paired) and wefts (paired) per cm
Yarns: Twill—S-spun blue cotton warps and wefts
Description: This fabric (Figure 274) is simple 2/2 continuous twill executed in blue cotton yarn.

Figure 274: Detail of twill weave in blue cotton (HSC 96 i), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 97 e
Technique: Twill (2/2)
Dimensions: 25 cm by 30 cm
Thread Count: 15 warps (single) and wefts (single) per cm
Yarns: Twill—S/2Z-spun red wool warps and wefts
Description: This fabric (Figure 275) is simple 2/2 continuous twill executed in bright red wool
that has been partially bleached by the elements.

Figure 275: Detail of red twill with bleached area (HSC 97 e), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
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HSC 113 a
Technique: Twill (2/2)
Dimensions: 4 cm by 7 cm
Thread Count: 24 warps (paired) and wefts (paired) per cm
Yarns: Twill—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This fabric (Figure 276) is diamond twill executed in cream cotton.

Figure 276: Detail of cotton diamond twill fabric (HSC 113 a), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
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HSC 121 a
Technique: Twill (2/2)
Dimensions: 9 cm by 11 cm
Thread Count: 28 warps (single) and 30 wefts (paired) per cm
Yarns: Twill—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This fabric (Figure 77) is simple 2/2 continuous twill executed in cream cotton.

Figure 277: Detail of balanced twill weave in cotton (HSC 121 a), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 156 h
Technique: Twill (2/2)
Dimensions: 8 cm by 11 cm
Thread Count: 30 warps (paired) and wefts (paired) per cm
Yarns: Twill—S-spun dark brown cotton warps and wefts
Description: This fabric (Figure 278) is simple 2/2 continuous twill executed in dark brown
cotton.

Figure 278: Detail of balanced twill weave in cotton (HSC 156 h), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
HSC 173 a
Technique: Twill (2/1)
Dimensions: 12 cm by 23 cm
Thread Count: 11 warps (single) and wefts (single) per cm
Yarns: Twill—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This fabric is simple continuous twill executed in cream cotton.
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HSC 212 b
Technique: Panel 1—Twill (2/2); Panel 2—Plain weave (warp-faced)
Dimensions: Panel 1—53 cm by 37 cm; Panel 2—28 cm by 33 cm
Thread Count: Panel 1—30 warps (paired) and wefts (paired) per cm; Panel 2—18 (single) warps
and 4 wefts (single) per cm
Yarns: Panel 1—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts; Panel 2—Z/2S-spun very dark brown
wool warps and wefts.
Description: This fabric (Figure 279) consists of two panels (one cotton twill and one wool warpfaced plain weave) sewn to each other along a selvedge. Panel 2 has a total width of 28 cm.

Figure 279: Detail of the Panel 2 (left) and Panel 1 (right) (HSC 212 b), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 253
Technique: Twill (2/2)
Dimensions: 23 cm by 24 cm
Thread Count: 10 warps (single) and wefts (single) per cm
Yarns: Twill—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This fabric (Figure 280) has two panels both in simple 2/2 continuous twill
executed in cream cotton.

Figure 280: Detail of seam where the two twill panels are joined (HSC 253), Huaca
Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 260 h
Technique: Twill (2/2)
Dimensions: 4 cm by 5 cm
Thread Count: 20 warps (single) and 11 wefts (single) per cm
Yarns: Twill—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This fabric (Figure 281) is simple 2/2 continuous twill executed in cream cotton.

Figure 281: Continuous twill fragment (HSC 260 h), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 260 l
Technique: Twill (2/2)
Dimensions: n/a
Thread Count: 13 warps (paired) and 12 wefts (paired) per cm
Yarns: Twill—S-spun cream cotton warps and wefts
Description: This fabric (Figure 282) is simple 2/2 continuous twill executed in cream cotton.

Figure 282: Continuous twill fragment (HSC 260 l), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 261 e
Technique: Twill (2/2)
Dimensions: 6 cm by 18 cm
Thread Count: 18 warps (single) and wefts (single) per cm
Yarns: Twill—S-spun light brown cotton warps and wefts
Description: This fabric (Figure 283) is simple 2/2 continuous twill executed in light brown
cotton.

Figure 283: Detail of continuous twill fabric (HSC 261 e)
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2.12.

Warp-faced fabrics

HSC 17 a
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 13 cm by 20 cm
Thread Count: 12 warps and 4 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun yellow wool warps and wefts
Description: A single colour woollen textile (Figure 284).

Figure 284: Single color woollen warp-faced textile (HSC 17 a), Huaca Santa Clara
(Virú Valley)
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HSC 19
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 11 cm by 4 cm
Thread Count: 8 warps per cm and 3 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun very dark brown and yellow wool warps and Z/2S-spun very dark brown wool
wefts
Description: This very dark brown wool textile (Figure 285) has light two warp stripes.

Figure 285: Warp-faced textile with light colored two warp stripes (HSC 19), Huaca
Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 23
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 2 cm by 3 cm
Thread Count: 6 warps and 3 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown and cream wool warps and Z/2S-spun very dark brown wefts
Description: A fragment of a warp-faced textile with warp stripes (Figure 286).

Figure 286: Fragment of warp-faced textile with stripes (HSC 23), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 38 b
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 10 cm by 7 cm
Thread Count: 26 warps and 6 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun gold, very dark brown, yellow and dark brown wool warps and Z/2S-spun gold
wool wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 287) is decorated with even stripes in wool; the darker tones of
wool are separated by the yellow.

Figure 287: Warp-faced striped textile (HSC 38 b), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 44 a
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 8 cm by 18 cm
Thread Count: 10 warps and 5 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown wool warps and wefts
Description: A warp-faced textile (Figure 288) with a small loop of S-spun cotton.

Figure 288: A fragment of warp-faced textile (HSC 44 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 56 a
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 46 cm by 28 cm
Thread Count: 20 warps and 6 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown, yellow, grey, light brown and gold wool warps and Z/2S-spun
yellow wool wefts
Description: This large warp-faced wool textile (Figure 289) has a central stripe design. Its full
width is 28 cm.
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Figure 289: Schematic of complete textile design and close-up of central stripe
pattern (HSC 56 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 67 f
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 26 cm by 7 cm
Thread Count: 14 warps and 7 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown wool warps and wefts
Description: A loosely woven woollen textile (Figure 290).

Figure 290: A loosely woven warp-faced textile (HSC 67 f), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 75 b
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 10.5 cm by 30 cm
Thread Count: 8 warps and 3 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown, very light brown/cream and very dark brown wool warps and
Z/2S-spun dark brown wefts
Description: Warp-striped textile with threads of differing thickness and colour (Figure 291).

Figure 291: Detail of warp stripes (HSC 75 b), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 79 a
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 5 cm by 50 cm
Thread Count: 7 warps and 4 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun light brown, yellow and dark brown wool warps and Z/2S-spun light brown
wool wefts
Description: This a fragment of a light coloured warp-faced striped textile (Figure 292).

Figure 292: A light coloured warp-faced striped textile (HSC 79 a), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 123 d
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 3 cm by 5 cm
Thread Count: 6 warps and 4 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown and yellow wool warps and Z/2S-spun dark wool wefts
Description: This is a coarsely spun and woven warp-faced fragment with alternating yellow and
dark brown warps yarns (Figure 293).

Figure 293: Coarsely spun and woven warp-faced textile (HSC 123 d), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 157 a
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 32 cm by 40 cm
Thread Count: 20 warps and 6 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown, light brown and yellow wool warps and Z/2S-spun dark brown
wool wefts
Description: Two pieces of warp-faced striped fabric sewn together.
HSC 162 k
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 22 cm by 37 cm
Thread Count: 19 warps and 6 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown, light brown, very dark brown and yellow wool warps and Z/2Sspun very dark brown wool wefts
Description: A large fragment of a warp-faced striped bag mended with maguey cordage (Figure
294).
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Figure 294: Warp-faced striped bag with large knot (HSC 162 k), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 163 a
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 30 cm by 126 cm
Thread Count: 18 warps and 8 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun very dark brown, yellow, gold, dark brown and grey wool warps and very dark
brown wool wefts
Description: This bag (Figure 295) is made from a folded woollen textile decorated with warp
stripes that has been folded in half and sewn along the weft selvedges. Its total width equals 30
cm. There are two fragments (HSC 163 c).
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Figure 295: A bag made of striped warp-faced material in wool (HSC 163 a), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 163 c—see HSC 163 a
HSC 167 a
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 7 cm by 18 cm
Thread Count: 28 warps and 8 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown, yellow and light brown wool warps and Z/2S-spun dark brown
wool wefts
Description: A warp-faced textile with stripes (Figure 296).

Figure 296: Warp-faced textile decorated with a central panel of warp stripes in
various shades of wool (HSC 167 a), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 167 j
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 37 cm by 23 cm
Thread Count: 14 warps and 4 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun light brown wool warps and wefts
Description: A fragment of a densely woven warp-faced woollen textile (Figure 297).

Figure 297: A fragment of densely woven wool warp-face (HSC 167 j), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 191 e
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 10 cm by 5 cm
Thread Count: 34 warps and 9 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun light and very dark brown wool warps and very dark brown wool wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 299) is decorated with light and very dark brown warp-faced
stripes.

Figure 298: Detail of stripe pattern (HSC 191 e), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 192 a
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 86 cm by 6 cm
Thread Count: 26 warps and 6 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark and light brown, grey and gold wool warps and Z/2S-spun light brown
wool wefts
Description: This textile (Figure 299) has a series of narrow warp-faced stripes in natural
colours.

Figure 299: A narrow remnant of a warp-striped woollen textile (HSC 192 a), Huaca
Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
HSC 194 b
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 18 cm by 12 cm
Thread Count: 29 warps and 8 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun very dark brown, yellow, light brown, and grey wool warps and very dark
brown wool wefts
Description: A poorly preserved fragment of striped warp-faced fabric.
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HSC 204 b
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 12 cm by 16 cm
Thread Count: 18 warps and 4 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown wool warps and wefts
Description: A poorly preserved fragment of warp-faced fabric.
HSC 205
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 37 cm by 28 cm
Thread Count: 24 warps and 8 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown, yellow, grey and very dark brown wool warps and Z/2S-spun dark
brown wool wefts
Description: This warp-faced textile is decorated with warp stripes (Figure 300); the total width
of this fragment equals 28 cm and it may be the remnants of a bag.
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Figure 300: A warp-faced textile with a striped pattern (top); a detail of the central
stripe pattern (bottom) (HSC 205), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 213 c
Technique: Weft-faced
Dimensions: 7.5 cm by 24 cm
Thread Count: 10 warps (paired) and 18 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun yellow and gold warps and wefts
Description: The total width of this two-tone warp-faced textile (FIGURE) equals 24 cm. It also
has a unique wrapped warp selvedge.

Figure 301: A yellow and gold woollen weft-faced textile with a wrapped selvedge
(HSC 213 c), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 222 b
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 13 cm by 12 cm
Thread Count: 30 warps and 6 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown, gold, light brown and very dark brown wool warps and Z/2S-spun
dark brown wool wefts
Description: This is a fragment (Figure 302) of a striped warp-faced textile.

Figure 302: A fragment of a warp-faced striped textile (HSC 222 b), Huaca Santa
Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 223 c
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 9 cm by 21 cm
Thread Count: 10 warps and 3 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark and very dark brown and yellow wool warps and Z/2S-spun dark brown
wool wefts
Description: This is a fragment of a warp-faced textile with dark brown and yellow warp stripes
(Figure 303).

Figure 303: A fragment of a warp-faced textile with dark brown and yellow warp
stripes (HSC 223), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
HSC 254 a
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 22 cm by 19 cm
Thread Count: 10 warps and 4 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun light brown wool warps and wefts
Description: This is the fragment of a warp-faced woollen textile.
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HSC 255 a
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: n/a
Thread Count: 12 warps and 4 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun light brown, dark brown and very dark brown wool warps and Z/2S-spun light
brown wool wefts
Description: This is a fragment of a densely woven warp-faced textile with one partially intact
weft selvedge (Figure 304).

Figure 304: A fragment of a warp-faced textile (HSC 255), Huaca Santa Clara (Virú
Valley)
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HSC 264 a
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 50 cm by 29 cm
Thread Count: 20 warps and 6 wefts per cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun cream, dark brown, very dark brown, chocolate and gold wool warps and Z/2Sspun cream wool wefts
Description: This large fragment of warp-faced fabric is decorated with a series of warp stripes
and the total width of the fabric equals 29 cm. It appears to be a bag (Figure 305).
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Figure 305: Detail of the warp striped section of HSC 264 a (above); Photo showing
the full width of the textile with the same striped section in center of panel (below),
Huaca Santa Clara (Virú Valley)
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HSC 294
Technique: Warp-faced
Dimensions: 30 cm by 50 cm
Thread Count: 14 cm by 4 cm
Yarns: Z/2S-spun dark brown wool warps and Z/2S-spun light brown wool wefts
Description: This textile is seamed to itself or another similar web.
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Appendix B: Textile Data from Huaca Prieta (Chicama
Valley), Huaca Santa Clara, Huaca Gallinazo (Virú
Valley), Huambacho and Pañamarca (Nepeña Valley)
Table Key
Weave
DC
Emb.
Mesh, Lp-a-T
Mesh, KnLp
Mesh, Lk-a-T (double)
Mesh, Lk-a-T (TV)
Mesh, L
Mesh, Pl Tw
Mesh, Tw Int Wa
pwa
pwe
pww
Plw
StS
Supp we.
Tap, Intr
Tap, StS
Tap, Sl
Twill
Wa-fa
We-fa

Fibre
Double Cloth
Embroidery
Mesh Loop-and-twist
Mesh, Knotted loops
Mesh, Link-and-twist (double)
Mesh, Link-and-twist (twist vary)
Mesh, Linking
Mesh, Plain Twining
Mesh, Twining, Interposed Warps
Paired warps
Paired wefts
Paired warps and wefts
Plain weave
Selvedge to Selvedge
Supplementary wefts
Tapestry, Interlocking
Tapestry, Selvedge to Selvedge
Tapestry, Slit
Twill
Warp-faced
Weft-faced
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C
M
W

Cotton
Maguey
Camelid Fibre

Colour
Bl
Choc
Cr
Dk Br
Gd
Grn
Gr
Lt Br
Or
Pk
R
V Dk Br
Y

Blue
Chocolate
Cream
Dark Brown
Gold
Green
Grey
Light Brown
Orange
Pink
Red
Very Dark Brown
Yellow

Table 75: Textile assemblage from Huaca Prieta, Chicama Valley
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527

528

529

530

531

532

533

Table 76: Textile assemblage from Huaca Santa Clara, Virú Valley
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535

536

537

538

539

540

541

542

543

544

545

546

547

548

549

550

551

552

553

554

555

556

557

558

559

560

Table 77: Textile assemblage from Huaca Gallinazo, Virú Valley
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562

563

564

Table 78: Textile assemblage from Huambacho, Nepeña Valley
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566

567

568

Table 79: Textile assemblage from Pañamarca, Nepeña Valley
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